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Abstract. This is an introductory text to a collection of selected papers from the 
M3E2 2019: The 8th International Conference on Monitoring, Modeling & 
Management of Emergent Economy, which was held in Odessa, Ukraine, on the 
May 22-24, 2019. It consists of short introducation and some observations about 
the event and its future. 

Keywords: experimental economics, machine learning, prediction of emergent 
economy dynamics. 

1 Introduction 

Nowadays in conditions of the world space transformation, the role of individual 
countries and their groups varies considerably. Priorities for ensuring sustainable 
growth of the world economy are distributed between countries and their groups 
unevenly. It is influenced by the global economic situation cycles, by potential and 
possibilities for realizing the achievements of information and technological progress, 
by the newest dominant tendencies of geographic and regional development, etc. As a 
result, some countries are ahead of others in the terms of economic growth. The 
specificity of the modern world economic system lies in the fact that global economic 
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growth depends on the implementation of national economic potential, the ability to 
apply existing and acquired factors of economic dynamics at the level of individual 
countries. 

One of the key characteristics of the structure of the modern world economy is the 
presence of a group of countries with emergent markets. The established classification 
of countries with growing (ascending, emergent) markets in the scientific literature is 
not formed, however, there are several research approaches regarding the content and 
criteria for identifying this group of countries. According to world-class scientists such 
as V. Kvint [1], T. Marois [2], M. A. Kose and E. S. Prasad [3], as well as according to 
international financial institutions, research centers (such as the British company FTSE, 
the corporation MSCI, the American financial company S&P, the American financial 
information firm Dow Jones & Company, Frontier Strategy Group, etc.), that deeply 
studied this problem, the formation of emergent markets in the world is associated with 
the presence of four main characteristics. 

The essence of the first one is that this group includes countries with a large 
population, resource base and high-volume markets, that are the engines of economic 
development in different regions of the world. The second feature is the transitive type 
of society, and specifically – implementation of internal economic and political 
reforms, the introduction of a policy of “openness” instead of a policy of strong state 
planning and control. The next feature is high rate of economic growth, as a result of 
the country’s active participation in international trade process. And the last feature is 
the significant growth of domestic and foreign investments due to the formation of a 
favorable environment for conducting business within the country.  

At the same time, according to the experts of the Institute of Economics and 
Forecasting of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, the issues of determining 
clear criteria for classification of countries belonging to this group remain unsolved, 
especially with relatively small area of the territory (less than 1 million square 
kilometers), as well as with limited market liquidity (in particular, Ukraine). 

According to their opinion in Ukraine the problems of the intensification of the 
processes of emergence of the economy are hampered by the problems of low 
innovation activity of domestic enterprises, the volatility of foreign economic activity 
and the instability of the political situation. Therefore, we offer some steps towards the 
formation of well-developed emergency economics in Ukraine. Among them: the 
financing of technological parks through venture capital funds with a minimum state 
participation, which should be the guarantor of the reliability of private investment; the 
creation of a stock market, the forecasts of which will allow you to navigate the 
dynamics of stock quotes, that in the case of coincidence of real and predicted values 
will indicate the correctness of the decisions on investing in certain innovative 
enterprises; commercialization of scientific developments at the expense of enterprises 
and research institutions entering the international market of innovative technologies 
by joining the system of technology transfer INDEV of the State Committee for 
Investment and Development, etc. 

Publications in the scientific literature prove a high level of interest in the theoretical 
and applied developments concerning the peculiarities and dynamics of the 
development of the countries of the emergent type. However, questions about the 
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application of modern methods of investigation of the emergent properties of complex 
systems, sources and methods to the process of formation the emergent strategy of the 
country as a whole and Ukraine in particular are still remain insufficiently studied. 

In modern science, the achievements of modern mathematics, system analysis, 
decision-making theory, and so on are used to model and analyze the complex systems 
functioning. At the same time, the processes of globalization and integration, financial 
and economic instability cause the need to find out new tools that take into account 
elements of uncertainty, a significant number of risks and promote the efficiency of 
simulation processes. 

The scientific contribution of modern scholars can be a guarantee for the 
improvement of the activities of various economic actors, the basis for the development 
of operational and strategic plans and programs of business and government activities. 
This collection of scientific works includes the research results of scientists aimed at 
improving the existing and developing new approaches in the modeling, management 
and monitoring of the emergent economy as a complex system. 

2 M3E2 2019 at a Glance 

Monitoring, Modeling & Management of Emergent Economy (M3E2) is a peer-
reviewed international conference focusing on research advances and applications of 
nonlinear dynamics methods, econophysics and complex systems methodology of 
emergent economy. 

The M3E2 Conference occupies contributions in all aspects of Computational 
Finance, Economics, Risk Management, Statistical Finance, Trading and Market 
Microstructure, (Deep) Machine Learning technologies and tools, paradigms and 
models, relevant to modern financial engineering and technological decisions in the 
modern age. There is urgent general need for principled changes in postclassic economy 
elicited by current models, tools, services, networks and IT communication. 

M3E2 topics of interest: 

─ Complex cyberphysical systems, synergy, econophysics, economy of agents. 
─ Mathematical methods, models, informational systems and technologies in 

economics. 
─ Monitoring, modeling, forecasting and preemption of crisis in socio-economic 

systems. 
─ Models of global transformations. 
─ Experimental economics. 
─ The dynamics of emergent markets in post crisis period. 
─ Management of the state’s economic safety and economic safety of economic agents. 
─ Modeling of hospitality sphere development. 
─ Prioritized ways of formation of the innovation model of Ukrainian economical 

development. 
─ The Global Challenges for Economic Theory and Practice in CEE Countries. 
─ (Deep) Machine Learning for prediction of emergent economy dynamics. 
─ Risk Management models in emergent economy. 
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This volume contains the selected papers presented at M3E2 2019: The 8th 
International Conference on Monitoring, Modeling & Management of Emergent 
Economy held on May 22-24, 2019 in Odessa, Ukraine. 

There were 71 submissions. Each submission was reviewed by at least 3, and on the 
average 3.1, program committee members. The committee decided to accept 38 papers. 

3 Conclusion 

The vision of the M3E2 2019 is provides a premier interdisciplinary platform for 
researchers, practitioners and educators to present and discuss the most recent 
innovations, trends, and concerns as well as practical challenges encountered and 
solutions adopted in the fields of emergent economy. 

The conference has successfully performing forum to transferring and discussing 
research result among the researcher, students, government, private sector or industries. 
Participants and presenters from several countries such as Czechia, Italy, Israel, 
Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia, Ukraine have attended the conference to share their 
significant contribution in research related to Monitoring, Modeling & Management of 
Emergent Economy.  

We are thankful to all the authors who submitted papers and the delegates for their 
participation and their interest in M3E2 as a platform to share their ideas and 
innovation. Also, we are also thankful to all the program committee members for 
providing continuous guidance and efforts taken by peer reviewers contributed to 
improve the quality of papers provided constructive critical comments, improvements 
and corrections to the authors are gratefully appreciated for their contribution to the 
success of the conference [4]. 

We hope you enjoy this conference and meet again in more friendly, hilarious, and 
happiness of further M3E2 2020. 
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Abstract. In modern world economy resort recreations is one of the most high-
profitable spheres of managing. Ukraine owns the powerful resort and tourist 
potential, to which effective development can bring a real economic benefit. For 
this purpose, it is necessary to form of system concept for the development of 
such systems, which are integral part of the economic transformations. 
Transformational processes are displayed in shifts in consumption, requirements 
and ways of their satisfaction. The market environment needs are in the form of 
demand and ways to meet them mediated by the market in the form of market 
expectations. They are important for forecasting the behavior of the market of 
resort and tourist products. As a result, of research was the model of dynamics of 
trust of the market to transformational changes of the resort and tourist sphere of 
Ukraine is constructed. Scenarios of change of level of trust at various values of 
parameters, which correspond to stages of development of transformational 
economy are received. 

Keywords: resort-tourist market, modeling, model of dynamics of trust of the 
market. 

1 Introduction  

In the modern world economy resort-recreation and tourism activity is one of highly 
profitable spheres, as well as one of the most dynamically developing. For many 
countries this is not only constantly growing a source of financial revenues, but also 
due to attraction of millions of tourists as a source of infrastructure development for the 
territories, creating additional jobs. 

Ukraine has a powerful resort-recreation and tourist potential, the effective use of 
which can ensure not only full satisfaction of the needs of the population in such 
services, but also bring real economic benefits. Therefore resort-recreation and tourism 
spheres in the process of market transformation of the economy should take one of the 
leading places in the structure of the economic complex. Such a perspective for national 
resort and tourist complexes is intended to provide appropriate methodologies for 
systemic economic transformations, based on modern concepts of research of complex 
economic systems and, first of all, by methods of system research and economic-
mathematical modeling. 
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The problem of the transformation of economic systems has deep grounds in the 
problem of general economic theory. The problems of the formation, development, and 
change of economic systems, which were investigated in the works of many scientists 
throughout the long period of time, are directly related to it. In the process of the research 
of economic transformation of resort and tourist systems the authors relied on the 
theoretical developments which are contained in works of М. Bokov [1], 
M. Amirkhanov [2], A. William [3], E. Inskeep [4], A. Shekhovtseva [5] and other 
scientists [6-8]. 

Researches of accounting for expectations in the economic systems is presented in the 
writings of J. Keynes [9] and J. Hicks [10], who emphasized that expectations are part 
of the system, while fulfilling the role of the exogenous factor, but not the element 
which is formed in the analyzed process. 

Historically the first researcher who formulated the hypotheses underlying the theory 
of rational expectations was J. Muth [11]. His idea was picked up and applied to a large 
range of economic models by R. Lucas. [12] As a result of it, the principle of rational 
expectations has been recognized as the theoretical basis for new research, including 
surveys of the resort and tourist economics. 

2 Methodological Aspect of a Research of Expectations of the 
Resort-Tourist Market 

Economic transformations of the resort and tourist economy represent large-scale and 
deep transformations of a system character. They have their own regularities, the 
detection of which allows not only to estimate their current state, but also to forecast 
trends in development. Transformation processes are reflected in shifts in consumption, 
needs and ways to meet them. In a market environment the needs are in the form of 
demand, and the ways of their satisfaction are mediated by the market in the form of 
market expectations. 

The concept of “market expectation” was formed on the basis of provisions of 
probability theory and psychology. It is important for forecasting market behavior, and, 
consequently, the functioning of the transformational economy. As G. Hodgson [13] 
noted, the effectiveness of influence of expectations in transformational economies is 
not lower than in the developed and stable economies. Thus, there is a need of 
justification of content of expectations, explanations their role as ekzo- and endogenous 
factors of the economic system and development of the corresponding models of 
forecasting, in particular for the market of resort and tourist products. Expectations of 
economic entities are usually not studied as separate objects of analysis, but they are 
investigated in the form of “embedding” expectations in the transformational 
functioning of economic systems. 

In the modern economic theory [14] allocate two types of expectations: “ex post” 
and “ex ante”. Expectation of “ex post” is the assessment given by the subjects of the 
economy after the completion of the considered process. They are accounted for mainly 
in empirical verification of theoretical concepts or in calculating the actual indicators 
of economic development based on the system of national account. Expectation of “ex 
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ante” is future plans and intentions of economic subjects, which define the nature of the 
decisions which they make. The formation of economic subjects of rational 
expectations, “ex ante” is of direct interest to the analysis of the transformational 
processes in the resort-tourism economy as a mechanism for market self-regulation. 

The theory of expectations allocates three types of expectations of “ex ante”: static, 
adaptive, rational. 

Static expectations assume that in the future economic subjects are guided by the 
same parameters of an environment, which take place today. That is the simplest rule 
in decision-making for economic subjects will work this year as and in previous. 

According to the theory of adaptive expectations, economic subjects build the 
behavior on the basis of past experience, but adjust the expectations, first, taking into 
account wrong estimates of the past, secondly, taking into account obvious changes of 
an economic environment. 

Rational expectations provide that economic subjects form the plans and build the 
behavior, proceeding from the analysis of all of information available at the moment. 
Rationally acting economic subjects not only consider experience past mistakes, but 
also look in the future. Making the decision, they rely on own representations 
concerning model of management of economy and attract all available information on 
the expected events which can affect an economic environment. As a result it turns out 
that subjects, forming the forecasts, do it in the same way, as well as the market, that 
is, without allowing systematic mistakes. 

One of the most important problems of the transformational economy is the level of 
confidence in transformational changes by economic agents, since, in case of its 
absence or low level, they can not achieve their goals [15]. According to the ideas of a 
number of researchers [16], the market system works to a large extent thanks to trust. 
In the act of trust, the complexity of the future is minimized. Trusting, the agent acts as 
if the future provides only strictly certain variants of the development of events. 
Rational trust: people use their available information to make the forecast, and then on 
its basis to make a decision. As the analysis of past experience provides risk assessment, 
formation of expectations generation and focus on future results, allocated strategic or 
based on knowledge trust (strategic or knowledge based trust) [17]. In this case the 
decision on trust is taken in the same way as the investment scheme: the efficiency of 
the decision on trust is determined in the long term by the results of the implementation 
of economic transformations. 

The institute of trust helps subjects of the market to determine institutionally market 
space that in turn reduces uncertainty level. The level of credibility depends on such 
circumstances as: 

─ accounting of economic transformations by economic agents of past experience in 
sectors of economy; 

─ stability of national economy; 
─ international experience of development of economic systems, including, systems of 

a certain orientation [18]. 

At the same time it should be noted that the inefficiency of transformational strategy is 
connected not with a set of these or those tools, and it is caused by reaction of economic 
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agents to the expected results from these economic transformations. Thus, the trust can 
be considered as one of the built-in regulating mechanisms of the market and economy 
in general. It is one of the most important determinants of distribution of investments 
and consumer demand. 

In the relation to the market of resort-recreation products, we will consider a 
hypothesis of imperfection of information, which consists in recognition of differences 
in knowledge of agents of price dynamics depending on degree consumption of the 
corresponding resort products by them. It is supposed that agents are better informed 
on the prices on resort-recreation products, which they make and sell, than about the 
prices of other products which they buy. Let’s show it on the basis of use “island” 
models. 

The market of each individual resort-recreation product is similar to the island. Each 
agent, like an islander, does not have complete information about what is happening on 
other islands (or markets). Therefore, when there is an increase in prices for a resort-
recreation product, he does not know exactly the reason for it. 

He does not know if there is an increase in prices as a result of increased demand or 
an increase in the amount of money in circulation. Agents and firms operating in 
accordance with the concept of rational expectations regard the increase in prices for 
the resort-recreation market partly as a consequence of overall price increases, and 
partly as a result of the change in the relative price of the resort-recreation product due 
to its innovation. 

Respectively, even if advance in price of a product it is quite caused by the general 
rise in prices, then rationally conceiving agent all the same assumes that the relative 
price of a resort product also grew by a certain size. As a result it expands production, 
other islanders - agents join it, and in resort-recreation economy rise is observed. 

Thus, application of the theory of rational expectations provides attraction of the 
mechanism of market self-regulation of economy in resort-recreation economy. During 
the competition all levers of self-regulation are put in action, it is effective self-
regulation a resort-recreation system and providing its balance. 

Rational expectations promote clearing of the market of resort-recreation products, 
its reduction to a state when stability of recreational economy as economic agents can 
react more flexibly to any deviations of an economic environment is provided, work 
according to the principles of optimization, being guided by real economic indicators 
and results. 

3 Model Expectations of Resort-Tourist Market 

An important role in the dynamics of confidence level is played by both the process of 
natural self-development of trust and the crisis of confidence. Natural self-development 
of trust arises in the case when the party fulfills its obligations, confidence in it 
increases; as a consequence, either the demand for the product increases or investment 
increases. Confidence crisis means a situation in which a party fails to fulfill its 
obligations; as a result, the trust in it falls sharply [19]. For the analysis of these 
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processes, we will construct model of the dynamics of trust in the resort and tourist 
market by transformational changes of the resort and tourism sphere of activity. 

Let X be the amount of free capital that can be provided to companies resort and 
tourism spherec. According to the principle of natural increase of trust, while compa-
nies carry out transformation changes in order to produce an innovative resort and tour-
ist product, trust in them is growing. Let Y be the amount of funds for those companies 
that do not transform changes. Let’s describe the dynamics of the change of these var-
iables with the help of the following model 

 

XYY
dt
dY

XYX
dt
dX

21

21







  (1) 

The parameter  reflects the growth rate to the companies in the tourist and tourist 
spherec depending on already carried out economic transformations. The value of the 
parameter  depends on the psychological factors. In particular, the index can be used 
to determine this parameter: investor confidence indices, consumer confidence indices, 
consumer expectations indices, consumer confidence indices, etc. In essence, this 
parameter reflects the trust of a large number of investors. Obviously, the parameter  
tends to increase in the case of the effectiveness of transformational changes and to 
decrease in the absence of them. 

The parameter 2 reflects the intensity of loan of means by inefficient companies, 
that is such which do not make transformational changes. Gain of loans proportional as 
quantity Y, since, the larger the resort company, the more it needs the funds to function, 
and the quantity X – since, the more free capital in the market, the greater the potential 
for growth of companies that carry out economic transformations. 

The parameter  reflects the speed of insolvency of inefficient resort and tourism 
companies without external financing. As a parameter estimate, you can use the ratio 
of the following form: “(company’s annual expenses - annual revenue) / (company’s 
assets)”. For small and medium resort and tourism businesses it makes sense to consider 
the parameter  close to zero or even in the area of small negative values. The 
considerable share of growth in small and medium businesses is possible, precisely 
because it is initially a great deal of trust in it, and it grows on this trust until it becomes 
ineffective. 

The parameter 2 reflects the speed of growth in the volume of inefficient resort-
tourism companies by attracting investment. The increase is proportional as quantity Y, 
since, the larger the resort company, the more money it can use to grow, and – because 
X, the more capital on the market, the easier it is to get investment funds. 
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4 Simulation Results 

For computer simulation used software package MathCad. Let’s consider different 
scenarios, obtained as a result of modeling of dynamics of the level of trust at different 
values of parameters. 

Scenario I. Incomplete or ineffective economic transformations in resort and tourist 
companies. 

One scenario obtained when modeling the level of market confidence was a scenario, 
corresponding to the situation of incomplete or ineffective economic transformations 
in resort and recreation companies (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Results of simulation of the dynamics of trust at =0.2, =0.8, 2=0.2, =0.4. 

As can be seen from Fig. 1, the transformational changes lead to growth of trust of the 
market, which, accordingly, involves the flow of free capital into the resort and tourist 
market. Thus, an increase in the parameter X means the period of market growth. To a 
certain amount of free capital the market is successfully developing, which makes it 
possible to talk about the transformational rate of growth of resort tourism companies. 
At some stage (moment of time t=28), between peak X and crossing that goes up Y the 
inefficient companies begin to be formed. 

Starting from this moment, the trust of the market falls, and the amount of free capital 
is decreasing. However, due to the inertia of the economy, this fact is not fixed by 
indicators, since a significant amount of capital is invested in resort and tourist 
companies, and in general the capitalization of the resort and tourism sphere grows 
(growth of value Y). Then comes the situation when the volume of the capital of 
inefficient companies reaches its peak (peak Y). This happens in the absence of new 
investments in these companies due to lack of trust. Due to the high importance of 
inefficiency (=0.8), resort-tourism companies are rapidly losing profit and are forced 
to undergo economic transformation. Thus, a new transformation cycle begins. 
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Scenario II. The growth of completed economic transformations in resort and tourist 
companies. 

Another scenario obtained when modeling trust of the market was a scenario, 
corresponding to the situation of the growth of the number of completed economic 
transformations in resort and tourist companies (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Results of modeling of dynamics of trust at =0.2, =0.8, 2=0.2, =0.2. 

The scenario is presented on Fig. 2 constructed on a basis the assumption that the 
volume of investment into ineffective resort-tourism companies will decrease in 
connection with reduction of trust of the market (=0.1).  

The completion of economic transformations in resort and tourist companies leads 
to growth of trust of the market and, consequently, an increase in free capital in this 
market. If, for whatever reason, economic transformations do not fully achieve their 
goals, then the market is seen as an ineffectiveness of their work. At the same time, the 
level of trust does not decrease. 

Scenario ІІІ. Regulations of the market in the conditions of transformational 
economy. 

The scenario presented in Fig. 3 shows a high level of market confidence, which, 
accordingly, leads to a much larger accumulation of free capital (compared to scenario 
1). For modeling of such scenario of trust resort and tourist the market we will reduce 
some parameters of model. On Fig. 3 the scenario of the regulated market in the 
conditions of transformational economy is shown. 

In the conditions of transformational economy, market regulators seek not to allow 
a market collapse. It is reached in the different ways, but with one purpose: to prevent 
the emergence of obviously inefficient resort-tourism companies by reducing the 
opportunities for attracting investment in such companies. For modeling of such 
scenario of trust in the resort-tourism market we will reduce some parameters of the 
model. In Fig. 3 shows the scenario of a regulated market in a transformational 
economy (2=0.05, =0.1, 2=0.05). 
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Fig. 3. Results of modeling of dynamics of trust at =0.2, =0.1, 2=0.05, =0.05. 

It should be noted that in case of application to inefficient resort travel agencies 
decrease in trust, an opportunity to distance the beginning of the following 
transformational cycle exists the regulator of the market of the corresponding 
procedures. 

The scenario is presented in Fig. 3 shows a high level of market confidence, which, 
accordingly, leads to a much larger accumulation of free capital (compared to 
scenario I). However, in this case, starting with a certain amount of free capital (the 
moment of time t=30), there is the emergence and development of inefficient resort and 
tourism companies. The emergence of such companies is mainly due to the 
incompleteness of economic transformations or the failure to achieve the objectives of 
transformational changes. It should be noted that if applied to ineffective resort and 
tourism companies regulating the market for appropriate procedures for reducing 
confidence, there is the possibility of delaying the start of the next transformation cycle. 

Scenario IV. Weakly regulated or innovative market. 
To one more scenario received when modeling trust of the market was the scenario 

corresponding to the situation of completing economic transformations in resort and 
tourist companies and transition to release of innovative resort and tourist products 
(Fig. 4). 

The indicated scenario reflects the level of trust of the weakly regulated or innovative 
market. This market is characterized by a high intensity of loan of means by the 
inefficient companies (2=0.8), growth of volume of their means by attraction of 
investments an (2=0.8), a large inefficiency of inefficiency (1=0.5), which constantly 
enters new investors (1=0.5). The analysis of the scenario demonstrates the frequent 
change in market advantages at the expense of the high “growth rate of trust”, as well 
as the fact that the amplitude of the cyclical changes for X and Y is low. Consequently, 
the level of market trust is distributed between transformational and inefficient resort 
and tourism companies and there is no accumulation of free capital in certain 
companies. 
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Fig. 4. Results of modeling of dynamics of trust at =0.5, =0.5, 2=0.8, =0.8. 

5 Conclusions  

The complex analysis of the role and place of resort-recreations in the development of 
the national economy and trends in changing their state in the process of European 
integration of the Ukrainian economy has been carried out. It has been shown that, as 
in many developed countries, this activity can be one of the most profitable and most 
dynamically developed spheres of the national economy. It also to be among the 
primary budget forming branches in case of transformation of management of 
economic processes on the basis of modern European paradigms and modern tools of 
their analysis. 

An analysis of the current state and trends in the development of the world and 
domestic resort-recreation sphere has made it possible to conclude that the management 
of the economic development of the resort-recreation sphere in the present conditions 
should be based on the consideration of the nonlinear, stochastic nature of the flow of 
economic processes, both external and internal environment, inherent in the European. 
It is advisable to research these processes on the basis of innovation activity. It allows 
researching the development of complex socio-economic systems in the conditions of 
high degree of uncertainty of the external environment; systems of universal, general 
theoretical, specific principles and a set of basic concepts. 

Thus, the analysis of the results of the modeling of the dynamics of confidence at 
different values of the parameters allows us to conclude that the level of trust in 
transformational changes by economic agents is one of the most important parameters 
for forecasting the behavior of the market, and, consequently, the functioning of the 
transformational economy as a whole. Market expectations in the course of the 
transformation cycle should be in line with the second scenario of the model, that is, 
the growth of completed economic transformations in resort and tourist companies. In 
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this case, there is a significant increase in free capital in this market, which leads to an 
increase in demand for resort and recreational products. 
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Abstract. In the present work, an attempt has been made to apply economic and 
mathematical methods for the simulation of electronic trading market operation 
based on price competition between e-trade companies and traditional trade 
enterprises. The developed price competition model based on the concept of 
symmetric product differentiation. The results obtained in the present 
investigation demonstrate that in a mixed strategy, firms sell products at different 
prices, depending on the price strategy or the volume release strategy. The 
company that sets the volume, sells more, but at a lower price than its competitor 
which sets prices. The influence of strategic output exceeds price influence. Thus, 
the company that sets prices, falls into an unfavorable situation and receives 
lower profits compared with its competitor with the strategy for the volume of 
production. The company that has decided to introduce electronic trading 
technology initially will bear losses. 

Keywords: price competition, e-trade, oligopolistic market, price and 
production volume strategy. 

1 Introduction 

Modern world economic conditions, economy globalization, acceleration of market 
development processes, information technologies, sociopolitical factors demand from 
the trading enterprises new approaches to consumer demand and supply formation, the 
development of adequate methodological solutions and tools in the field of 
management of the trade activity, especially it concerns new forms of trading, such as 
e-trade [1]. Companies today are working in a turbulent environment facing continuous 
change because of hyper-competition, changing demands of customers, regulatory 
changes and technological advancement [2]. 

E-trade, as compared to traditional business, has substantial advantages. In 
particular, the use of new electronic communication channels significantly reduces 
costs related to organization and support business infrastructure, and the possibilities 
of e-commerce allow re-designing business strategy at any moment. The functions of 
modern e-trade market mechanisms are not limited by a small number of fields, such 
as, for example, automated reservation systems in tourism, financial sector operations 
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and electronic supermarkets in the retail sector, the range of today’s e-trade markets is 
far larger according to the range of applications. New products and services and 
innovative trade mechanisms have appeared on e-trade markets: communications that 
facilitate news autsourcing, ratings, forecasts, services and the implementation of 
innovative ideas have been developed. As a result, e-trade has become a very profitable 
form of relationship with the buyer who is developing, not seeking to replace it with 
other forms of trade contacts and connections. Economic properties and peculiarities 
that have emerged in the process of becoming e-trade have not only provided it with 
the possibility of a competitive global existence in the world of modern global business, 
but also created the prerequisites for quite optimistic forecasts of its future [3]. 

New features of computer and information technology affect both the production 
and distribution of goods and services. E-trade allows firms and companies to sell their 
products without the use of traditional sales channels [4]. The use of electronic trading 
changes both the production process and the sales process in two main directions [5, 
6]: 

1. electronic trading reduces the time between production and sales, as flexible 
technologies allow firms to create goods and services in accordance with their 
demand; 

2. restrictions on production are decreasing, as new technologies allow for almost 
unlimited duplication of informational products with extremely low costs. 

Effective management of e-trade development, as well as the processes of the economy 
informatization as a whole, is impossible without a full and comprehensive economic 
and mathematical research of the whole complex of problems, including, on the one 
hand, the activities of enterprises in the field of electronic commerce, and, on the other, 
the use of information technology in enterprises and organizations of all branches of 
economy [7-9]. Due to the wider introduction of electronic trading technologies, the 
scientific development of methods of applying economic and mathematical methods in 
the research of the state and prospects of electronic trading development has 
significantly intensified and, most importantly, has increased their demand for practical 
work. The application of economic and mathematical methods to solve many specific 
problems can increase the efficiency of economic entities that actively use electronic 
trading in their activities. In general, we are talking about a toolkit developing that can 
be used to analyze the complexities of e-commerce, and which will be the basis for 
developing effective mechanisms for effective governance and decision-making [10-
14]. 

In the presented research, an attempt has been made to apply economic and 
mathematical methods for the model development of electronic trading market 
operation based on price competition mechanisms between electronic trading actors. 
Suppliers who have already adopted electronic technology, act as competitors for the 
price, because they may not link themselves with the volume of output. Other firms that 
continue to use the usual technology of production and sales should increase or decrease 
their production capacity before starting production. Thus, they compete in terms of 
output. Considering the various reasons for competition in price and quantity while 
moving towards the electronic trading and trading firms set of strategies in the 
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oligopolistic market, it is worth mentioning the following provisions. A trading 
company can choose a strategy for output, if it needs to make a managerial decision on 
the volume of production before or after the production commencement, in which case 
the company must make irreversible investments. The price strategy and the product-
oriented strategy can be interpreted as extreme cases of an elastic or inelastic output 
function and depend on the different angles of inclination of the marginal cost function 
[15]. While the extremely low costs lead to price strategies, product launch strategies 
meet the high marginal costs associated with inflexible technologies. 

2 Results and Discussion 

2.1 Model 

Prices play an essential role in any market and understanding how they are fixed is a 
fundamental part of the Economic Science. However, complex problems such as social 
networks or the launching of new digital platforms can set new challenges in 
understanding how those prices are fixed [16]. 

Oligopolistic markets are known to be associated with a high degree of price and 
output rigidity. This is due to mutual interdependencies among firms in the market with 
regard to price and production [17]. An oligopoly represents a market where power is 
concentrated among a small number of firms. The exact number of firms is not 
important; what matters is that a few firms produce most of the market’s output. The 
barriers to entry for an oligopolistic market are high as a result of the scale of the 
incumbent firms and the competitive advantages that are derived from that scale. 
Moreover, unlike perfect competition, monopoly, and monopolistic competition, it is 
most useful to study an oligopoly in terms of the interdependence and rivalry among its 
firms. Given that the primary characteristic of any oligopoly is the interdependence and 
rivalry among its firms, any firm in an oligopoly that ignores the critical nature of its 
interdependence with its competition places its share of the market and its capacity for 
profits at risk [17]. 

Let us consider a market in which part of firms moved to e-trading technology, while 
others use traditional, that is, there is a market with firms competing for the price and 
volume of manufactured products. As a base one we apply the concept of symmetric 
differentiation of goods [18]. In the assumption of profit maximization [19], we will 
construct the general curves of responding firms that choose a pricing strategy or a 
strategy focused on the issue for determining the equilibrium, and consider the impact 
of switching to e-trading to choose a strategy firm, in particular: how the change of 
technology will affect the own production of the company, its competitors, market 
efficiency and investment. 

Let’s construct a model that uses the concept of symmetric product differentiation. 
In this case, N - is the number of firms using linearhomogeneous technology that creates 
individual and constant Сі – expences – for the production of a limited variety of 
symmetrically differentiated product хі, that is sold at a price рі. The functions of 
demand for products of the company are the typical consumer with linear quadratic 
utility [20]: 
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where the inverse functions of demand: 
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Parametric variable b evaluates the degree of substitution between any two products. If 
b=1, the products are complete counterparts, while all firms make different products if 
b=0. We assume that n is the number of firms (i=1, ... , n) that follow the strategies in 
terms of production volume, that is specify the volume of output, while {N-n} is the 
number of firms (i= n + 1, ... , N) that follow the pricing strategy. The distribution of 
external and internal prices and volumes of output, leads to such demand for the 
company j, which sets the volume of production, and the company k, which sets the 
price, respectively: 
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From the equation (4), we obtain the direct demand function for production: 
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By summing up the (N-n) demand function of firms that use price strategies and making 
the corresponding transformations, we obtain the total output of products made by firms 
which set the price: 
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Substituting the formula (6) into the equations (3) and (5) and marking the choice of 
price 
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the functions of demand in this form:  
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Thus we obtained a system of two equations that can be solved on the basis of balance 
state conditions [20, 21]. The market activity of firms j with strategy on the volume of 
production, so firms k with the pricing strategy designed to maximize profits Pr [20]: 

    max , , , ,j j j j j jPr x P X p x P X C x   (9) 

      max , , , , , ,k k k k k k k kPr p P X p x p P X C x p P X   (10) 

That is, the company j is looking for the opportunity to maximize its own profits by 
choosing the volume of output xj, taking for it the total output of products manufactured 
by competitors (Х–xj). While company k determines the influence of the decision on its 
own price on aggregate P, assuming instead of it the established X and the established 
aggregate prices of competitors (P–pk). 

Solving the equations (7) and (8), the substitution function [22] і(Х, Р) for company 
j and for company k will look like: 
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Unlike the reaction function, і does not describe the optimal response of the market 
participant (хі, рі) to the strategic choice of its competitor (that is Х–хj or Р–рk, 
respectively), but describes the reaction to the total X or P, which include its own 
strategic level.  

Using the fact that in the [23] the general reaction corresponds to the aggregate 
strategic choice, herewith  1
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a strategic issue and a total strategic price: 
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2.2 Simulation 

The decision on the total output of products X depends on aggregate prices and turnover. 
Accordingly, equations (13) and (14) can be regarded as collective reaction functions. 
Figure 1 shows the calculated by the formulas (13) and (14), depending on the reaction 
of firms that set the price and volume of output. It should be noted that in order to 
describe the mechanisms of the e-trade markets operation, in this case, the calculations 
are performed by dividing all market participants into the corresponding number of 
market participants with a start-up on the production volume and price strategy. Thick 
(black) lines describe the behavior of market participants with two firms with a strategy 
on the production volume and three firms with a pricing strategy at zero marginal costs 
and b=0.5. 

 
Fig. 1. Dependence of the market participants general reaction with different trading strategies. 

The intersection of the lines (point E), in our case, indicates a mixed equilibrium. 
Thin (red) lines indicate the behavior of market participants n=3 and N–n=2. Dotted 
lines on the graph show the results for firms with market participants with the same 
strategies, they are designed for comparison with mixed strategies. Figure 1 illustrates 
the relationship between the strategic aggregate price and aggregate issue: if prices rise, 
then the firms, which set prices, implement a less aggressive strategy, and market 
participants with a strategy for the volume of production will react to an increase in 
output. As X grows in P, it becomes a strategic complement to the aggregate price of 
P. On the other hand, the firms, which set prices, will lower their prices if the firms, 
which set the output, act more aggressively. Consequently, the firms’ prices with price 
strategy is a strategic supplement to the cumulative output X. 

For the system of equations (13) and (14) there is an appropriate analytical solution. 
It is seen that both of the response functions are linear with respect to P i X, that is, 
there is a single solution of this system of equations: 
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where 
z=(1–b)(4+b(6N–4n–4))+b2(2N(N–n)–N–1), 
=b(N–n)+b2(N–n–1),  
=(1–b)(2+b(4m–3n–3))+b2((2N–n)(N–n)–(N+1)), 
=(1–b)(2+3b(N–n–1))+b2((N–n)2–(N–n)), 
=bn+b2(N–n–2). 
Values , , , , and z are positive for any n<N, nN, and 0<b<1. 
Substituting (15) and (16) in (11) and (12), we obtain the balance state [23, 24] of 

the price and output for company j, which uses the strategy for the volume of output, 
and the company k, which sets prices: 
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where =(1–b)[2b+b2(4N–4n–3)]+b3[2(N–n)2–(N–n)], 
=(1–b)[4+b(10N–8n–8)+b2(4(2N–n)(N–n)–8(N–n)– 
–3(N–1))]–b3[N(2N–n)2–(N–n))–(N–n)]. The coefficients  and  are positive for all 

admissible N, n, and b. 
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The analysis of the formulas (17-20) shows that the output and increase in production 
costs will decrease, with the increase in the number of companies in the market (see 
increase z). The increase in the cost of firm’s own production has the same effect, while 
the rising costs of competitors lead to the opposite: the own increase and the issue in 
this case are increasing. 

Using the obtained results, we can approach to the research of the strategic impact 
of electronic trading on market functioning. The use of economic and mathematical 
methods to describe the mechanisms of development and electronic trading markets 
operation is based on the point of view that the main factors and trends of past periods 
persist and during the periods of development of the investigated area of economic 
activity, that is, there is a possibility to reasonably take into account the direction of 
future changes not only qualitatively but quantitatively.  

The e-trading markets operation is implemented in accordance with the laws of a 
market economy, so when attempting to assess the future reaction of market 
participants to one or another process that occurs within the framework of the electronic 
trading markets operation, causal relationships should be considered in the form of 
rules, regularities and generally accepted mechanisms of decision-making in the 
processes of market operation. It is clear that in this case there is a certain inertia of 
social and economic systems. 

To simplify the analysis, assume that production has no expenses, regardless of 
which technology is used, that is: Cj=Ck=0. Thus, any impact of costs associated with 
other technologies is ignored. In fact, technological innovation can change the structure 
of the company's costs, but reducing costs by changing technology is not the goal of 
this study. 

Consider the market situation of the market participant with the strategy for the 
volume of production and compare it with the position of the company using electronic 
trading technology, and act as a company that sets the price.  

The question arises: which of the firms setting the price or volume of output, appears 
in a profitable strategic situation. First of all, we will analyze the consequences of 
technological changes, that is, the transformation of the company into a strategy for the 
volume of issue in the market participant with the price strategy, in particular, 
determine whether it is profitable to introduce electronic trading technology from the 
company from a strategic point of view? Thus, the company must take into account the 
impact of its own technological innovation on market participants. After technological 
changes, there is in one traditional supplier less on the market, but another company is 
added to the electronic trading market. 

In a mixed strategy [25], market prices set by market participants with a price 
strategy are higher than the prices of market participants with a strategy for output at 
equal low (zero) marginal costs. Figure 2 shows the difference in the demand of two 
types of market participants. 

Analytical calculations presented in Figure 2, was made on the basis of formulas 
(17-20); in the calculations, the emphasis is was made on the company’s transition from 
traditional technology to the price strategy with electronic trading technology. In 
addition, the number of companies with a strategy for the production volume contains 
one less market participant, compared with competing firms which set prices. For this 
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reason, the demand function is more elastic for companies with a strategy for volume 
output. If this company acts more aggressively, it can capture all the demand from the 
firm, moving to electronic trading with the price strategy. As a result, the marginal 
profit from lowering the price will be higher for companies with a strategy for output, 
and they will sell products at lower prices rather than their competitors with the price 
strategy. For confirming this conclusion, let us find the relation between equations (20) 
and (18) with the same marginal cost Cj=Ck=0, which shows the relationship between 
the prices of goods of two firms operating on the market with different trading 
strategies: 
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Fig. 2. Differences in demand between company j, which uses the strategy for the volume of 

production, and company k with the price strategy. 

The right-hand side of the ratio has the form (АВ–b)/(AB–2Ab), where А=1+b(N–n), 
B=2-b+2b(N-n), b>0. The numerator exceeds the denominator, since B<2A. Hence 
pk>pj, that is, market participants with a strategy for the release sell products at lower 
prices than firms with a price strategy. 

Now compare the marginal revenue of firms with market participants with different 
strategies. Using equations (9), (10), (21) and arguments of equations (17-20) we 
obtain: 
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The ratio (24) has the form: ((A–2b)B2)/(A(B–2b))2. These data indicate that the 
denominator is greater than the numerator, if 2Ab–B(2A–B)>0. This condition is always 
satisfied with positive A, B, and b, since B<2A and 2A–B=b. Thus, market participants 
with a strategy focused on the volume of production receive more profit compared with 
firms with the price strategy: Prj>Prk. 

The conducted study of the e-trading market operation leads to the following results: 

1. In a mixed strategy, firms sell products at different prices, depending on the price 
strategy or the production volume strategy. The company that sets the production 
volume sells more, but at a lower price than its competitor which sets prices; 

2. While analyzing the enterprise economic activity it is necessary to take into account 
that the strategic output influence exceeds the pricing influence. Thus, the company 
that sets prices falls into an unfavorable situation and receives lower profits 
compared to its competitor with the strategy for the volume of production. 

It is also worth mentioning that the company with a price strategy receives lower profits, 
but sets higher prices than a competitor with a strategy for the volume of production, 
so its volume of sales is lower. 

3 Conclusion 

On the basis of results obtained in the present investigation it seems justified to 
conclude that firm, which has decided to introduce an e-trade technology it will initially 
incur losses. It is necessary to consider that changing their own technologies affect the 
overall market structure: number of firms, which set prices, increases to (N–n+1), at a 
time when the number of firms with a production volume strategy in the market is 
reduced to (n–1). However, the influence of strategy changes on other companies that 
set prices and on the operation of e-trading market as a whole is not entirely clear, the 
result of close substitutes (b>2/3), at the same time, sales of competitors with the 
production volume strategy in this case are being reduced. Through a feedback effect 
of enhanced aggressiveness of firms which set the prices – there is a significant impact 
on the participants, which establish the production volume. The decline of the number 
n may even lead to higher profits of firms with pricing strategy, while firms with a 
production volume strategy will receive less income. This raises the question – do 
consumers benefit from the introduction of electronic trade? At least this model gives 
a positive answer on this question.  

General decline in prices caused by changes in technology of trading, loosening the 
restraints of a typical consumer’s budget. In this regard, real consumer welfare 
increases. While the firms that implemented e-trade technology, get a strategically 
disadvantageous situation, consumers will benefit from the introduction of the new 
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electronic production and marketing. In such a situation, market efficiency increases 
whereas the price of allowances at zero marginal costs decrease. 

Further research should endeavour to a complete and comprehensive economic and 
mathematical research of the whole complex of problems, including, on the one hand, 
the activities of enterprises in the field of e-trade, and, on the other, the use of 
information technology in these enterprises and organizations. In general, we are 
talking about a toolkit developing that can be used to analyze the complexities of e-
trade, and which will be the basis for developing mechanisms for effective governance 
and decision-making at the e-trade enterprises level. 
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Abstract. This article deals with the assessment of the structural changes of the 
national economy of Ukraine, which proposed to implement by applying the 
integrated index of structural changes, assessment of the structural changes of the 
sectoral structure of GDP, at determining the weighting coefficients and 
construction which uses the “golden ratio” rule. This approach is based on the 
theoretical completion of the economics as for the progressive development and 
transformation of society and the economy of the country according to the 
technological criterion, as well as the sectoral division of the national economy. 
The choice of components of the integrated index for structural changes is due to 
the sectoral division of GDP into industry, agriculture and services, and further 
distribution according to the sectoral structure of the national economy. The 
proposed integrated index reflects the consistent (ideal) GDP structure inherent 
in the post-industrial economy, while the deviation of the values in the real 
structure shows structural changes in the national economy of Ukraine and 28 
countries of the European Union. The research justifies the weighting coefficients 
for the selected sectors of the economy, depending on the technological 
complexity of the process of producing goods (works, services). The article deals 
with the results of the calculation of the integrated index of the structural changes 
in the sectoral structure of GDP and its structural elements, as well as the analysis 
of the reasons for the deviations of real indicators from the consistent ones. The 
calculations show the crisis phenomena in both the Ukrainian economy and the 
EU countries, which are explained by the debt crisis in the EU in 2013 and the 
release of the UK with the EU. The domestic economy shows significant 
deviations in virtually all sectors, indicating a low level of economy, a non-
conformity between supply and demand in the labor market, a low level of 
innovation, and the inertia of transformational processes in the transition to the 
post-industrial stage of production. The application of the proposed methodology 
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will allow us to identify strategic directions for the development of sectors of the 
national economy and develop projection scenarios 

Keywords: structural changes, integrated index, assessment, consistent 
structure, postindustrial economy, sector of national economy, the “golden 
ratio” rule. 

1 Introduction 

In the conditions of post-industrial economy, globalization transformations and 
informatization of society, there is a significant change, firstly, of the nature of labor, 
where intellectualization and the ability to work with large volumes of information are 
at the top, and secondly, the division of production activity by the sectoral principle 
being the basis for the new intellectual and creative sector, and thirdly - the change of 
the vector of satisfaction of material needs to the cultural and personal [1], and hence 
the change of the person's motivational complex [2]. As a result of these processes, 
structural changes in the economy are observed, which in turn requires the development 
and implementation of a methodology for evaluating structural changes in order to 
reduce their negative impact, developing scenarios for the development of the national 
economy and the satisfaction its needs by highly qualified specialists. On that basis, it 
became necessary to realize this research. 

The terms “structure” and “structural changes” are widely used in the economics of 
foreign and domestic scholars, although they give them different definitions and 
interpretations. In researches on economic development and economic history, 
structural changes (changes) are usually understood as “... mechanisms of production 
activity in the national economy and the distribution of the inputs between sectors of 
the economy, professions, geographic regions, product types, etc. ...” [3, p. 76]. 

The concept of structural changes directly relates to the definition of models for the 
development of the national economy, one of which is sectoral, it reflects the 
progressive development and transformation of society and economy according to the 
technological criterion. By the definition of A. Chuhno specified model is based on the 
separation of sectors of the economy and the establishment of regularities in changing 
the structural relations between them, and the prevailing role of a particular sector at a 
particular stage of socio-economic development [4, p. 73-83]. 

Proceeding from the postulates of the theory of post-industrial society, each of the 
sectors of public production dominates at a particular stage. According to A. Chuhno, 
“In the post-industrial society, the sphere of services is dominant, and industry and 
agriculture (material production), while preserving and even increasing production 
volumes, occupy an entirely ratio” [4, p. 83]. According to L. Sergeeva, any structure 
is an inertial component of complex socio-economic systems, which is also economic, 
it determines the scenarios of its development in the long-term perspective and allows 
to create strategic directions of its development [5]. 

A lot of works are devoted to the analysis of structural changes in the economy, in 
particular, in the work of S. Kuznets, the redistribution of capital from agriculture to 
industry, and then to the sphere of services is investigated. He recognizes the 
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productivity and profitability of capital and labor [6]. Structural changes and their 
consequences, as well as prospects for the development of the national economy, are 
researched in the works of foreign authors – V. Inozemtceva [2], S. Glazieva [7], and 
Ukrainian authors, namely – V. Heiets [8], A. Chuhno [4], L. Sergeeva [5], O. Kuzmin 
[9], O. Pyroh [10], I. Pasinovych [11]. 

The bulk of the researchers relies on statements about the relationship between 
technological change and structural changes. In the article I. Pasinovych examines the 
cycle of structural development of the Ukrainian economy and substantiates the 
existence of structural changes as a mandatory stage, defines them as a change in the 
proportions of the structure arising as a result of the accumulation of structural changes 
[11, p. 83]. A. Kramarenko proves that there is a correlation of technological and 
economic development, as evidenced by the development of civilization is the UK 
economic system based on scientific and technological progress and definition of 
driving and leading industries. The author argues that after analyzing the tendency and 
changes in the economic structure, it is possible to predict the directions of further 
progressive development of national economies [12]. N. Pogorzhelskaia concluded that 
the sustainable development of socio-economic systems is determined by the 
tendencies of structural transformations of the economy under the influence of technical 
and technological potential, as well as the correlation between the genesis of 
technological patterns and patterns of structural development, taking into account the 
shallow water theory [13]. 

Sufficient attention in the scientific developments of domestic researchers is devoted 
to the analysis of structural changes in certain industries of the economy, namely: O. 
Kyrychenko, on the basis of analysis of world trends of industrial structural changes, 
concludes that their main directions are connected with the development of high-tech 
industries, the latest telecommunication technologies and expansion assortment of 
services for business and society [14, p. 30]; the authors' research is devoted to the 
problem of structural transformation of employment in Ukraine in the areas of 
economic activity [15], it revealed significant negative deviations in the structure of 
employment from the EU, which is explained by the backwardness of the domestic 
economy by technological indicators and ineffective state policy. In the article of 
H. Miliutin it was found that the structural changes in energy and electricity generation 
in Ukraine in 2000-2016 were low, with the most structural changes in power and 
electricity output for the analyzed period occurred in renewable energy sources, and a 
significant negative structural change is in the production of electricity at thermal power 
plants, which is explained by outdated and power generation technologies [16]. 

In relation to the research of the sectoral model of the development of the national 
economy in conditions of a post-industrial society, we should highlight the work of 
O. Kuzmin and O. Pyroh. They proposed an economic and mathematical model that 
takes into account the structural and technological requirements of the post-industrial 
stage of the development of the world economy, as well as predicted a sectoral model 
of the development of the national economy for the long-term period to achieve the 
level of development of the EU-27 and Poland, according to which Ukraine should 
increase the ratio of quaternary and quinary sectors in reducing the primary and tertiary 
sectors [9]. 
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Consequently, structural changes mean changes in the sizes of the sectors of the 
national economy, as evidenced by such macroeconomic indicators as the structure of 
GDP and employment, the level of technological productivity of the industry (the 
percentage of high-tech, medium and low technological production), innovation of the 
economy, etc. 

However, despite such a powerful array of scientific achievements in this regard, 
significant gaps in our opinion, is the lack of modern techniques of reasonable 
assessment of structural changes in the national economy in that sectors that will allow 
Ukraine in the future to move to a higher level of technological complexity and to solve 
the problem of forming the labor market structure that corresponds to the post-industrial 
stage of the national economy. 

2 Research Methodology 

The methodological basis for the assessment of the structural changes in the national 
economy of Ukraine is based on the rules of mathematical consistency, namely the 
“golden ratio”, which allows to determine the “ideal” structure and calculate its 
deviations. Such an approach is proposed by a team of authors [17] and L. Sergeeva 
[5]. They indicate that deviations from the consistent structure lead to the emergence 
of specific structural risks and crisis phenomena. The author [5] determined by the 
consistent structure of the economy, which characterized the post-industrial stage, in 
the following proportion: services sector (which dominates in the structure) – 62 %, 
industrial sector – 24 %, agriculture – 14 %, which determined the basic coefficients in 
the integrated index of the assessment of the changes in the sectoral structure of GDP 
by the three-sector model. 

In the formalized form, according to the classical approaches of the theory of post-
industrial society and the “golden ratio” rules, it has next form: 

 
AgrIndServGDP SSSS  14,024,062,0 , (1) 

SGDP – valuation of integrated index (0 < SGDP < 1); 
SServ – share of service sector in GDP; 
SInd – share of industry in GDP; 
SAgr – share of agricultural industry in GDP. 
But, given the current state and trends in the development of world and national 

economies, scientists also distinguish a five-sector model [4, 8-10]. Therefore the 
detailed structure of the integrated index based on the technological complexity and 
intensity of production, using the rules of the “golden ratio” is proposed: 

SGDP = |0.24–S4.1|+|0.14–(S4.2+S4.3)|+|0.15–(S5.1+S5.2+S5.3+S5.4)|+ 

+|0.09–(S5.5+S5.6+S5.7+S5.8)|+|0.15–S2|+|0.09–S3|+|0.09–S1.1|+|0.05–S1.2|
 (2) 

where SGDP value of integral index (0 < SGDP <1). 
Designation of sector quota in GDP: 
S1 – agriculture, forestry and fisheries (S1.1), mining and quarrying (S1.2) – a sector 
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related to the production of raw materials for other industries; 
S2 – processing industry (S2.1), production and supply of electricity, gas, steam and 

air conditioning (S2.2); construction (S2.3) – industries that convert raw materials into 
ready-to-use product (commodity); 

S3 – water supply, sewage, waste management (S3.1); wholesale and retail trade (S3.2); 
repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles (S3.3); transport, warehousing, postal and 
courier activities (S3.4) – a part of the service sector that is not related to the production 
and use of intellectual capital; 

S4 – information and telecommunications (S4.1); financial and insurance activities 
(S4.2); real estate transactions (S4.3) – a part of the service sector that requires the 
provision of highly qualified specialists capable of producing an intellectual product of 
high quality; 

S5 – professional, scientific and technical activities (S5.1); public administration and 
defense (S5.2); education (S5.3); health care and social assistance (S5.4) – a part of the 
service sector S5, which provides activities for the production, processing and 
dissemination of knowledge; administrative and support services (S5.5); compulsory 
social insurance (S5.6); art, sports, entertainment and recreation; (S5.7) provision of other 
types of services (S5.8) – a part of the service sector S5, which performs functions of 
supporting the activities of economic entities and cultural and creative components of 
life and personality development.  

The visually detailed consistent structure of the index highlights in Fig 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Consistent structure of the integrated index of the assessment of changes in the sectoral 

structure of GDP. 

In determining the integrated index of the assessment of changes in the sectoral 
structure of GDP, it should be taken into account if this index SGDP→1 indicates that 
the structure of the sectors of the national economy does not correlate with the 
consistent structure as much as possible, and if SGDP→0, then the structure is 
harmonious. The base factors used in formula (2) have the following justification: the 
service sector S4 consists of indicators of economic activity, such as information and 
telecommunications, its share is 0.24 as the global development of information and 
telecommunication technologies is the basis for the emergence of new communications, 
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programs the processing of large amounts of data, the means of human existence in 
society, that is, there are qualitative changes in the structure of needs and demand, 
having a non-material character – recognition in society, self-realization of intellect the 
intellectual and creative potential of the individual. Regarding financial and insurance 
activities, as well as real estate transactions, the share of the sectors (S4.2+S4.3) is 0.14 
because of the fact that with the development of information and communication 
technologies, the process of providing these services to a significant extent will adopt 
an electronic form. For example, Estonia has a powerful e-government system – e-tax 
department (submission and control of tax and customs declarations), e-notary (notary 
services, documentation, notary accounts), e-depository (central securities register and 
portfolio management of legal bodies and individuals); e-pension (self-service of 
individuals: applications, selection and management of funds, reporting), e-receipt (the 
portal for communication with banks and sellers only) [18]. 

The share of the part of services of the fifth sector (S5.1+S5.2+S5.3+S5.4) related to the 
knowledge economy is 0.15, because the ability of people to produce and learn new 
technologies, to develop high-tech products and services leads to new technological 
developments and occupations. The other component of the sector (S5.5+S5.6+S5.7+S5.8) 
has a share 0.09, because, first of all, the social structure of the economy of developed 
countries of the EU acquires a social service that allows a person to organize their 
leisure and protect it in society, and secondly – the receiving of the qualitative diverse 
services are not included in other sectors. 

Relatively to industry, due to the high level of technology development in material 
production, there is a decrease in the resources needed to support its functioning. That’s 
why the sector S2 has a value 0.15. 

In order to ensure its effective functioning, it is necessary for the development of 
services related to the development of science-intensive technologies, the latest sources 
of energy, robotics, etc., as the needs of companies have grown for high-quality 
business services connected with the diverse and complex problems of their 
restructuring and development. 

Relatively to the utilities industry, trade, repair and maintenance of vehicles, postal 
services S3, its share is 0.09, as the development of these parts of economic activities 
depends directly on the previous ones – the Internet and commercial electronic 
platforms, the application of artificial intelligence technologies for the provision of 
certain types of utility and transport services. 

In the primary sector, agriculture have top priority S1.1 (share 0.09), which is 
associated with the problem of food security, the development of molecular and 
biotechnology, and the production of organic products, is a priority for agriculture, 
which will ensure the ecological and socially balanced development of the agro-
industrial complex. Due to the development of alternative energy sources (green 
technologies, biofuels, wind energy, the sun, etc.), as well as with the exhaustion of 
natural resources, the share of extractive industry is decreasing, which has led to the 
allocation of a weighting coefficient of 0.05 to this sector. 

Consequently, the proposed integrated index of the assessment of the structural 
changes in the sectoral structure of GDP, which is constructed in proportion to the 
«golden ratio», allows state authorities, through the calculation of deviations of 
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individual objective indicators, to determine strategic directions for the development of 
promising sectors and creation of the projected scenarios. 

3 Research Findings 

In accordance with the methodology for the assessment of the structural changes in the 
sectoral structure of GDP as above, calculations of the integrated index of deviations 
from the consistent structure for 2010-2017 in Ukraine and the European Union (28 
countries) were made. The data of calculations of components of the index and their 
dynamics changes are given in table 1. 

Table 1. Data for calculating structural changes in the economy of Ukraine and the EU 
(28 countries) over 2010-2017. 

Year 
Ukraine European Union 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 
20100.011 0.068 0.167 0.221 0.026 0.117 0.082 0.081 0.165 0.118 
20110.031 0.059 0.181 0.232 0.037 0.114 0.083 0.080 0.165 0.117 
20120.018 0.061 0.162 0.225 0.017 0.115 0.079 0.079 0.163 0.119 
20130.024 0.040 0.162 0.217 0.009 0.127 0.034 0.004 0.269 0.433 
20140.034 0.049 0.157 0.219 0.021 0.116 0.078 0.079 0.162 0.121 
20150.058 0.045 0.157 0.224 0.036 0.119 0.082 0.080 0.163 0.120 
20160.063 0.054 0.149 0.231 0.035 0.120 0.084 0.079 0.165 0.121 
20170.051 0.053 0.153 0.236 0.020 0.119 0.086 0.081 0.169 0.121 

Source: calculated by the author according to [19-20] 
 
According to the methodology of the assessment of the structural changes in the 

economy of the European Union, a significant deviation of the integrated index in 2013 
(Figure 2) should be noted, in our opinion it is due to the debt crisis in the EU and the 
fact that this year the UK announced its intention the exit from the European Union, 
and in 2016 – the Brexit process began, which in the opinion of G. Soros would lead 
both to the political and economic crisis – the pound fell to its lowest level for more 
than three decades, the financial markets entered the period of turbulence, there was an 
outflow of capital and labor from the real economy to the service sector [21]. 

For the structure of the national economy of Ukraine there is a significant deviation 
of the components of the integrated index S3 and S4 over 2013-2017. Since S3 is the 
service sector, not related to the production and usage of intellectual capital (water 
supply, sewage, waste management, etc.), it should be noted that for Ukraine its state 
significantly deviates from the values of the index of the ideal structure during the 
investigated period. Firstly this is a outcome of the ineffective functioning and usage 
of outdated technologies, equipment in the system of centralized water supply and 
drainage, this industry needs to be re-equipped and carried out of restoration works. 
And secondly, such services as trade, move from classical to e-business, and therefore 
require very different resources (not shopping areas, but internet platforms, non-sellers, 
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and universal consultants (which can be replaced by special programs in the future), as 
well as, for example, logistics specialists – to develop the best routes for delivering 
goods in order to reduce overheads, specialists in site development and product 
rendering, etc.). That is, the prospect of the development of this service sector is the 
diversification of the methods of providing services using modern technologies. 

  
Fig. 2. Deviation of the integrated indexes for Ukraine and the European Union countries over 

2010-2017. Source: calculated by the author according to [19-20] 

The maximum deviations of the structure in Ukraine over 2010-2017 are also observed 
in the sector S4, which indicates that the domestic economy needs the provision of this 
sector by highly skilled specialists capable of producing an intellectual product of high 
quality – that is, there is a demand for specialists of certain specialties, and a training 
institute such personnel practically does not take into account the future needs of the 
market, releasing specialists, the demand for which will be practically absent in the 
future. That is, the higher education works with the “lag” from the needs of the post-
industrial economy. It should be noted that for the European Union, sectoral deviations 
for S4 are significant during the research period as compared to others, also there is a 
similar tendency for these industries to attract additional investment and regulatory 
influence from the state (EU governing bodies) for their development. The smallest 
deviations of the integrated index for the EU countries illustrate S2 and S3 (0.0179-
0.081), which are the reflection of effective measures to develop high-tech and green 
technologies, artificial intelligence and other high-tech industries. Regarding the 
Ukrainian economy, the primary sector is the least deviation, due to the inertial effects 
of the sectoral structure, as well as the sector S5 whose development is provided with 
high scientific and technical potential of Ukraine.  

According to the formula (2) authors calculated the integrated index SGDP for the 
economies of Ukraine and countries of the European Union (Fig. 3, 4). 
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Fig. 3. Integrated index SGDP of Ukraine. 

 
Fig. 4. Integrated index SGDP of the European Union. 

The calculations of the integrated index of the assessment of structural changes in the 
sectoral structure of GDP showed that in 2011 the Ukrainian economy was negatively 
affected by the cyclical economic downturn among the countries of the EU, with which 
Ukraine is tied to close economic ties. In 2013, both in Ukraine and in the EU countries 
there are significant changes in the structure of GDP, indicating the onset of crisis 
phenomena, which led to a sharp decline in production and redistribution of capital in 
the service sector. In other years, the structure of GDP in the EU countries illustrates a 
steady dynamic, indicating a balanced and gradual policy of the European Union 
regarding the sectoral development inherent in the post-industrial economy. In the 
Ukrainian economy, the process of transformation from the industrial stage to the post-
industrial is at an initial phase, so there are significant deviations from the consistent 
structure in almost all selected sectors. 

The reasons for the inhibition of this process are the prevalence of low-level 
technologies in the industry, unfavorable investment climate, political and debt crises, 
lack of effective policies for the development of medium and small businesses, 
inconsistencies in labor supply with producer needs, lack of sound public policies and 
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development strategies for certain industries, etc. 

4 Conclusions  

The calculations of the integrated index of the assessment of structural changes in the 
sectoral structure of GDP, which are constructed in proportion to the “golden ratio”, 
and its deviations over a certain period, demonstrate the crisis phenomena that took 
place in the economic systems of Ukraine and the EU countries at certain period. The 
trend of structural transformations in the Ukrainian economy indicates a gradual 
transition from the industrial stage of production to the post-industrial, which in turn 
leads to a change in the quality of capital and labor. The calculation of the degree of 
approximation of the existing sectoral structure of GDP to the ideal allows to develop 
effective scenarios for the development of the national economy firstly, and secondly, 
to neutralize the negative impact of crisis phenomena and reduce their consequences 
for the economy and society. 

Also, the proposed approach to the assessment of the structural changes in the 
economy allows the state authorities to determine the strategic directions of 
development of certain sectors of the economy and to develop projected scenarios by 
the calculation of the deviations of the individual objective indicators of the integrated 
index of the assessment of structural changes in the sectoral structure of GDP. 
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Abstract. The work’s aim is to research a set of selected mathematical models 
and algorithms that examine the data of a single payment transaction to classify 
it as fraud or verified. Described models are implemented in the form of a 
computer code and algorithms, and therefore can be executed in real-time. The 
main objective is to apply different methods of machine learning to find the most 
accurate, in other words, the one in which the cross-validation score is maximal. 
Thus, the main problem to resolve is the creation of a model that could instantly 
detect and block a given fraudulent transaction in order to provide better security 
and user experience. At first, we determine the classification problem: which 
initial data we have, how we can interpreter it to find the solution. The next part 
is dedicated to presenting the methods for solving the classification problem. In 
particular, we describe such approaches as Logistic Regression, Support Vectors 
Method (SVM), K-Nearest neighbours, Decision Tree Classifier and Artificial 
Neural Networks; provide the notion of how these methods operate the data and 
yield the result. At the end, we apply these methods to the provided data using 
Python programming language and analyze the results. 

Keywords: machine learning, classification problem, fraud, payment systems, 
neural networks. 

1 The Notion of Classification Problem and its Characteristics 

1.1 The Definition of Classification Problem 

The classification problem is a formalized task, which contains a set of objects 
(situations), divided in a certain way into classes. There is specified a finite set of 
objects, and we know to which classes each of them belongs. This set is called a sample. 
There is no info about other objects, so we do not know to what class they belong. The 
aim is to create an algorithm that will be able to classify an arbitrary object from the 
initial set. 

To classify an object means to indicate the number (or name) of the class to which 
this object belongs. 

The classification of an object is the number or class name, issued by the 
classification algorithm because of its application to this particular object [1]. 
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In mathematical statistics, the classification problems are also called as the problems 
of discrete analysis. In machine learning, the classification problems can be solved with 
the help of artificial neural network methods, particularly by staging an experiment in 
the form of training with a teacher. 

Let X be a set of object descriptions, Y is a plurality of numbers (or names) of classes. 
There is an unknown target dependence – mapping (1) – whose values are known only 
for elements of a finite learning sample (2). The aim is to construct an algorithm (3) 
capable of classifying any arbitrary object х  Х [2]. 

 y* : X → Y (1) 

 Xm = {( x1, y1 ), … , ( xm, ym )} (2) 

 a : X→Y (3) 

The probabilistic definition of the problem is more general. It assumes that the set of 
pairs “object-class” X × Y is a probabilistic space with an unknown probabilistic degree 
P. There is a finite study sample of observations (2) generated in accordance with the 
probabilistic degree P. The aim is to construct an algorithm (3), capable of classifying 
arbitrary object х  Х. 

1.2 The Concept of Characteristics in the Tasks of Classification 

The characteristic is the mapping (4), where Df – the set of permissible values of the 
characteristic. 

 f : X → Df (4) 

If the characteristics f1, …, fn are given, then the vector (5) is called the characteristic 
description of the object х  Х. 

 x = (f1(x), …, fn(x)) (5) 

Characteristics can be identified with the objects themselves. In this case, the set (6) is 
called the space of characteristics. 

 X = Df1 × … × Dfn (6) 

Depending on the Df set, the characteristics are divided into the following types: 

─ Binary characteristics: Df = { 0, 1 }; 
─ Nominal characteristics: Df – finite set; 
─ Sequence characteristics: Df – finite ordered set; 
─ Quantitative characteristics: Df – the set of real numbers. 

And into the following classes: 

─ Two-class classification, which technically is the easiest case, and serves as the basis 
for solving more complex tasks; 
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─ Multiclass classification. The number of classes reaches thousands (for example, 
when recognizing hieroglyphs or fused speech), the task of classification becomes 
significantly more difficult; 

─ Non-overlapping classes; 
─ Ordinary classes. An object may belong to several classes at a time; 
─ Fuzzy classes. It is necessary to determine the degree of belonging of the object to 

each of the classes, usually it is a valid number from 0 to 1 [2]. 

In our case, we are interested in the binary characteristic of the set with a two-class 
specification. 

1.3 Publications Dedicated to the Fraud Detection Problem 

Bertrand Lebichot and Yann-Ael Le Borgne have researched the problem in the “Deep-
Learning Domain Adaptation Techniques for Credit Cards Fraud Detection” 
publication [3]. 

They worked on the design of automatic Fraud Detection Systems (FDS) able to 
detect fraudulent transactions with high precision and deal with the heterogeneous 
nature of the fraudster behavior. Indeed, the nature of the fraud behavior may strongly 
differ according to the payment system (e.g. e-commerce or shop terminal), the country 
and the population segment. 

The another publication is “Improving Card Fraud Detection Through Suspicious 
Pattern Discovery” by Olivier Caelen and Evgueni N. Smirnov [4]. They proposed a 
new approach to detect credit card fraud based on suspicious payment patterns. 
According to their hypothesis fraudsters use stolen credit card data at specific, recurring 
sets of shops. They exploited this behavior to identify fraudulent transactions. 

Also the problem was mentioned in “Calibrating Probability with Undersampling 
for Unbalanced Classification” article by Andrea Dal Pozzolo, Olivier Caelen, Gianluca 
Bontempi [5]. In this paper, they study analytically and experimentally how 
undersampling affects the posterior probability of a machine learning model. They 
formalize the problem of undersampling and explore the relationship between 
conditional probability in the presence and absence of undersampling. They use Bayes 
Minimum Risk theory to find the correct classification threshold and show how to 
adjust it after undersampling. 

2 Methods of Solving the Classification Problem 

2.1 Regression Methods in Solving Classification Problems 

Logistic regression is suitable for solving the classification problem. This is a statistical 
regression method used in the case when the dependent variable is categorical, so it can 
acquire only two values (or, more generally, a finite set of values) [6]. 

Let some set Y have only two values, which are usually indicated by numbers 0 and 
1. Let this value depend on some set of explanatory variables (7). 

 x = (1, x1, x2, …, xk) (7) 
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The dependence of Y on x1, x2, …, xk can be determined by adding an additional variable 
y*, where (8). 

 y* = θ0 + θ1x1 + ⋯ + θkxk + u (8) 

Then (9): 

 푌 = 0, 푦∗ ≤ 0	
1, 푦∗ > 0  (9) 

The next tool is the method of support vectors – a data analysis method for classification 
and regression using models with controlled training with associated learning 
algorithms, which are called support vector machines. 

For a given set of training samples, each of which is marked as belonging to one or 
other of the two categories, the training algorithm of the SVM builds a model that 
relates new samples to one or another category, making it an incredible binary linear 
classifier. The SVM model is the representation of samples as points in space, displayed 
in such a way that samples from individual categories are separated by a blank space 
that is most extensive. New samples then appear to the same space, and predictions 
about their belonging to the category are based on which side of the gaps they fall. 

In addition to performing a linear classification, the SVM can effectively perform a 
nonlinear classification in the application of the so-called core trick, implicitly 
displaying its inputs to the spaces of attributes of high dimensionality. 

Formally, the support vector machine builds a hyperplane, or a set of hyperplanes in 
a space of high or infinite dimensionality that can be used for classification, regression, 
and other tasks. Intuitively, good separation is achieved by a hyperplane that has the 
greatest distance to the nearest points of the training data of any of the classes (so-called 
functional separation) [7]. 

2.2 Discrete Methods in Solving Classification Problems 

The next method for solving the problems of classification uses a slightly different 
approach. The method of k-nearest neighbours is a simple nonparametric classification 
method, where the distances (usually Euclidean) used to classify objects within the 
space of properties, counted among all other objects. The objects to which the distance 
is the smallest are selected, and they are allocated in a separate class. 

The basic principle of the method of the closest neighbours is that the object is 
assigned to that class, which is the most common among the neighbours of this element. 
Neighbours are taken on the basis of a set of objects whose classes are already known, 
and based on the key for the given method, the value of k is calculated on which class 
is the most numerous among them. Each object has a finite number of attributes 
(dimensions). It is assumed that there is a certain set of objects with an already existing 
classification [7]. 

The next method for solving the classification tasks is the decision tree, which is 
used in the field of statistics and data analysis for predictive models. 

The tree structure contains the following elements: “leaves” and “branches”. On the 
edges (“branches”) of decision trees, attributes are written, on which the target function 
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depends, in the “leaves” the values of the target function are written, while in other 
nodes there are attributes that distinguish the cases. To classify a new case, we must go 
down the tree to the letter and give the corresponding value. Similar decision trees are 
widely used in intelligent data analysis. The goal is to create a model that predicts the 
value of the target variable based on multiple input variables [7]. 

Each leaf represents the value of the target variable, changed in the course of 
movement from the root to the letter. Each internal node corresponds to one of the input 
variables. A tree can also be “studied” by dividing the output sets of variables into 
subsets that are based on the testing of attribute values. This process is repeated on each 
of the received subsets. Recursion ends when the subset in the node has the same value 
as the target variable, so it does not add value to the predictions. The process of going 
from top to bottom, TDIDT, is an example of an absorbing “greedy” algorithm, and is 
by far the most widespread decision tree for data, but this is not the only one possible 
strategy. 

The decision trees used in Data Mining are of two main types: 

─ Analysis of the classification tree when the predicted result is a class to which the 
data belongs; 

─ Regression analysis of a tree when the predicted result can be considered as a valid 
number (e.g. house price, or length of stay of a patient in a hospital) [8]. 

In the context of the current task, we are interested in the first type of decision tree for 
solving classification issues. 

2.3 Artificial Neural Networks in Solving Classification Problems 

Artificial neural networks can also be used to solve classification problems. An 
artificial neural network is a network of simple elements called neurons that receive 
input, change their internal state (activation) according to this input, and produce an 
output that is dependent on input and excite. The network is formed by connecting the 
outputs of certain neurons with inputs of other neurons with the formation of a directed 
weighted graph. Scales, as well as functions that calculate excitement, can change with 
the process called learning, which is guided by the rule of learning [7]. 

Components of the artificial neural network: 

1. Neurons 

The neuron with the label j, which receives input pj(t) from the neuronal predecessors, 
consists of the following components: 

─ Activation aj(t), which depends on the discrete time parameter; 
─ The threshold θj (for binary neuron), which remains unchanged, if it does not change 

the learning function; 
─ Activation functions f, which calculates the new activation at the given time t+1 

from aj(t), θj and the network input pj(t), giving as a result the relation (10). The 
function is applied to all layers except the last one (where the output function is 
applied). Each intermediate connection has its own activation function. 
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 aj(t+1) = f(aj(t), pj(t), θj) (10) 

─ Output functions fout, which calculates the exit activation: (11) 

 oj(t) = fout(aj(t)) (11) 

The output function is often just the same function. The input neuron has no 
predecessors, but serves as the login interface for the entire network. Similarly, the exit 
neuron has no successors, and thus serves as an interface for the output for the entire 
network. 

2. Connections and weights 

The network consists of connections, each of which transmits the output of the neuron 
і to the input of the neuron j. In other words, і is the precursor (parent) of j, and the j is 
the successor (child) of і. Each such connection is assigned wij weight. 

3. Distribution Functions 

The distribution function calculates the input pj(t) to the neuron j from the outputs of 
oi(t) of the precursor neurons and usually has the form: (12) 

 푝 (푡) = ∑ 표 (푡)푤  (12) 

4. The rule of training 

Training rule is a rule or algorithm that changes the parameters of the neural network 
so that the given input to the network produces a suitable output. This learning process 
usually involves changing the weights and thresholds of the network variables [7]. 

There are three main paradigms of learning, each of which corresponds to a 
particular learning objective. They are guided learning, spontaneous learning, and 
training with reinforcement [7]. We are interested in the first paradigm, because it is 
used to solve classification problems. 

Guided learning uses a set of examples of pairs (x, y), x  X, y  Y, and has the 
purpose of finding a function (13) in a permitted class of functions that corresponds to 
these examples. 

 f : X → Y (13) 

In other words, we want to display a reflection on which this data hints; the cost function 
is connected to the discrepancy between our reflection and the data, and it implicitly 
contains a priori knowledge of the subject domain. The tasks that fit into the guided 
learning paradigm are pattern recognition (also known as classification) and regression 
(also known as approximation of functions). A guided learning paradigm is also 
applicable to sequential data (for example, to the recognition of manual writing, speech 
and gestures). It can be seen as learning with a “teacher” in the form of a function that 
provides a constant feedback on the quality of the solutions obtained so far. 
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3 Practical Example of the Transaction Analysis and Fraud 
Detection Using Machine Learning 

3.1 Overview and Description of the Transaction Database 

To investigate this problem and find a solution, a database [9] of the payment system 
with transactional accounts was obtained. The database reflects transactions executed 
within 2 days, generally containing 284,807 transactions, of which 492 are fraud 
(0.172%). The dataset was gathered by Worldline and ULB (Université Libre de 
Bruxelles) and prepared by them using various approaches: their private software 
algorithms, manual testing, customers’ feedback. That resulted into the merged dataset. 
The database consists only of numerical data. For confidentiality, the field of the 
database is anonymized. Because of this, it is not possible to specify a description of 
one or another peculiarity for which the field corresponds, and to give a more precise 
description of the data from an economic point of view. 

All 28 parameters (V1, V2, ..., V28) were obtained using the main component 
method – principal component analysis method – a statistical procedure that uses an 
orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated 
variables (entities each of which takes on various numerical values) into a set of values 
of linearly uncorrelated variables called principal components. This transformation is 
defined in such a way that the first principal component has the largest possible variance 
(that is, accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible), and each 
succeeding component in turn has the highest variance possible under the constraint 
that it is orthogonal to the preceding components. The resulting vectors (each being a 
linear combination of the variables and containing n observations) are an uncorrelated 
orthogonal basis set. 

The only 2 fields that have not been transformed are “time” and “quantity”. The 
“time” value shows the number of seconds that passed between this transaction and the 
first transaction. The “quantity” field shows the amount of money that went through the 
transaction. 

All other fields have no marks or legend because of security and privacy reasons. 
The bank decided to not share what exactly these fields are, giving only their 
transformed numerical values. 

The data set is very unbalanced, since the target class – fraudulent transactions – is 
only 0.17% of all transactions (Figure 1). If we use them to construct models, we will 
probably get a lot of false classifications due to overtraining of the model. The resulted 
model will assume that the transaction is likely to be a verified one, since almost all of 
the data set consists of such transactions. 

3.2 Initial Analysis of the Transaction Database 

We need to create a balanced subset of data with the same frequency of fraudulent and 
verified transactions, which will help further algorithms to show more accurate results. 

What will be a subset of data? In our case, this will be a dataset with a ratio of 50/50 
verified and fraudulent operations. The number of fraudulent and normal operations 
will be the same. 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the initial transactions database by classes. 

Why create a subset of data? We found that the initial set of data is very unbalanced. 
Its use can create the following problems: 

─ Overtraining. Since almost all records are verified, our model will empirically assign 
almost every transaction as non-fraudulent. 

─ Wrong correlation. Although we do not know what exactly corresponds to the “V” 
field, it will definitely be useful to understand how each of them affects the target 
function. Again, having an unbalanced set of data, the correlation matrix will be 
fuzzy and shifted toward non-fraud transactions [8]. 

Before applying random subsampling to the training set of data, we must divide the 
initial set of data into the training set and test set. Applying data balancing techniques 
(over-sampling or sub-sampling) should be done only on a training set of data in order 
to create a model, but the model testing should be done on the initial dataset. 

In the next step, we will apply the technique of random over-sampling, which is 
about removing those entries from the set of data, which count is bigger. Thus, we 
achieve a ratio of 50/50 by excluding verified transactions (Figure 2). 

Correlation matrixes are the basis for understanding the data. It is interesting for us 
to understand which arguments significantly affect the classification of the transaction. 
Particularly indicative is matrix comparison for balanced and unbalanced data sets 
(Figure 3). 

Correlation matrix analysis: 

─ negative correlation: V10, V12, V14, V17. The smaller the value of these variables 
is, the more likely the transaction will be fraudulent. 
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─ positive correlation: V2, V4, V11, V19. The larger the value of the variable is, the 
more likely the operation is fraudulent [8]. 

 
Fig. 2. Histogram of equally distributed classes after sub-sampling. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Correlation matrixes of unbalanced (top) and balanced (bottom) data. 
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3.3 Creation and Evaluation of the Fraud Detection Classifiers 

Before we begin, we need to divide our data into training and test subsets. 
Of course, computing of large volumes of data and deducting the result, and, most 

importantly, high-speed computing, requires the use of computing machines. In 
practice, there are many tools and technologies for data processing, but the most 
popular are Python and R. What language to use is completely up to a user, the 
mathematical and statistical methods described above are implemented in both 
environments. In the given work will work in Python [10], but all the same techniques 
and methods are implemented in R. 

We will use such libraries [11]: 

─ Pandas – for easier data processing; 
─ Matplotlib – for visualization; 
─ NumPy and SciPy – for scientific calculations; 
─ Seaborn – for visualization of statistical data; 
─ Sklearn – machine learning library; 
─ Tensorflow – machine learning library. 

For each classifier, we build a model and find its accuracy [12]. 
After lets analyze and compare learning curves for all 4 models (Figure 4 – Figure 7): 

 
Fig. 4. Logistic regression learning curve. 
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Fig. 5. Support vectors learning curve. 

 
Fig. 6. K-nearest neighbours learning curve. 
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Fig. 7. Decision tree classifier learning curve. 

Logistic regression showed the best accuracy with an estimate of 94%. This is a training 
result that was obtained from an assessment of how precisely the model determines 
fraud in the training sample. For a more accurate result, check the resulting models on 
the test sample (remember that this is still a balanced sample, so the result will still be 
inaccurate). 

As we see from the obtained results, the logistic regression method was best 
demonstrated with a result of 94% on the training sample and 93.52% on the test sample 
(the best result was evaluated as the maximum arithmetic mean of the data of 2 
indicators [13]). The method of k-nearest neighbors and the method of support vectors 
also showed a fairly precise result, and the support vectors method showed even better 
results on the test sample than the logistic regression – 93.78%. 

For a more detailed demonstration of the results, we output a confusion matrix [14] 
for logistic regression method. In the upper left and lower right squares (yellow) the 
correct results are placed, in other squares (black) wrong results are places. 

As we see from Figure 8, this method correctly detected 96 + 89 = 185 transactions. 
The other 8 transactions fell into inappropriate groups, so they were not predicted 
correctly. Remember, the above results was obtained on sub-sampled test dataset. 
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Fig. 8. Logistic regression results’ confusion matrix. 

3.4 Fraud Detection Using Neural Networks 

To create the neural network, the same Python software package, based on the 
Tensorflow, was used. 

The structure of the neural network: a simple model that consists of one input layer, 
one hidden layer of 32 nodes, and one output layer that can take one of two possible 
values: 0 or 1. 

We will supervise two studies of the neural network: the first by means of sub-
sampling, and the other by means of over-sampling. In the first case, we will narrow 
our data to a ratio of 50/50, so we will randomly drop a significant portion of the 
verified transactions. During the over-sampling, we will expand our data by adding new 
records of fraudulent data that will be generated basing on the existing records of the  
fraudulent data. 

To supervise the neural network, 20 iterations were performed on the corresponding 
data set. After performing the neural network training, we evaluate it on the original 
data set and compare the results between the neural networks itself and the best 
classifiers. 

As we see from Figure 9, the neural network on the sub-sampled data classified a 
significant part of the verified transactions (Y-axis) in the class of fraudulent, but only 
1 fraudulent transaction passed. In general, the score of the neural network was 93.1%. 

Over-sampling (data expansion) showed the best result (Figure 10) among both 
neural networks and all models in general, having demonstrated 99.9% of the correct 
classifications. However, it should be noted that 24 fraudulent transactions have passed, 
and therefore the percentage of blocked fraudulent transactions is lower. 
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Fig. 9. Confusion matrix for the neural network, trained on sub-sampling. 

 
Fig. 10. Confusion matrix for the neural network, trained on over-sampling. 
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4 Conclusion 

The logistic regression reaches up to 94% of the correct classifications, while the neural 
network on the sub-sampled data shows a result of 93.1%, and over-sampled data shows 
as much as 99.9%, but misses a significant amount of fraudulent operations. 

On the one hand, the accuracy of the neural network on the over-sampling is higher, 
but on the other hand, it misses most of the fraudulent operations, although it better 
classifies the verified ones. Logistic regression showed average accuracy, but also 
missed a significant part of fraudulent transactions. Although the neural network on the 
sub-sampling showed the worst overall result of 93.1%, but it  prevented the biggest 
amount of the fraud transactions. 

In general, the use of one or another model depends on the specific situation: whether 
clients are ready sometimes get denial of the transaction, but to be sure that their funds 
will not be obtained by fraud, or they are more interested in easy of use, and security is 
not that important. 
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Abstract. The article elaborates upon development trends in the economy of 
Ukraine taking into account structural shifts. Herewith it is proposed a stagewise 
procedure for the analysis of development trends of the country’s economy taking 
into account structural changes in industry and employment by sectors of 
economic activity. The authors present an indicator of structural shifts and 
evaluate efficiency of structural changes in the Ukrainian economy. In general, 
the structural shifts efficiency estimation shows that they are not effective in the 
Ukrainian economy, as the share of the services sector is increasing, while the 
productivity is growing more rapidly in the industry. The use of the presented 
analysis procedure will allow enhance efficiency of the strategies formulation of 
the country’s economic development. 

Keywords: analysis, indicator, parameters of the economic development, 
structural shifts, efficiency. 

1 Introduction 

Country’s economy is a complex economic system (CES), which comprises interrelated 
elements with their own characteristics and exists for a certain purpose. There are 
ordered and established relations between the CES elements [1]. Since the CES 
functions within a time interval, then in the course of time it survives changes affected 
by the global economy’s development, i.e. the economy change from industrial to 
postindustrial one leads to the change in the development priorities. A commonly 
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recognized in the global economy is the division of economic activities into industry, 
agriculture, and services.  

Economic activity is heterogeneous in its essence, for example, an implementation 
of modern technologies in manufacturing can increase the efficiency of production by 
reducing material costs. In construction, the use of modern technology can reduce the 
cost of the building and time for its development. Further, modern technologies 
implementation into the services sector will also lead to enhanced activity efficiency, 
but, for instance, by reducing the time of service provision. 

Dynamics of the Ukrainian gross domestic product (GDP) structure by sectors of 
economic activity for the period from 2001 to 2017 is presented in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Dynamics of the GDP structure by sectors of economic activity in Ukraine [2]. 

According to the State Statistics Service of Ukraine [2], in 2001 industry (mining, 
processing industry, electricity, gas, water, construction) amounted to 33.7% of GDP, 
services sector – 50.6%, agriculture – 15.7%. In 2017, the Ukrainian GDP structure by 
sectors of economic activity changed, the share of services increased by 9.7%, the share 
of industry decreased by 6%, and the share of agriculture decreased by 3.6% as well. 
Consequently, in the period from 2001 to 2017, structural changes took place in the 
Ukrainian economy: the share of productive industry decreased, and the non-productive 
increased.  

The same structural changes took place in other countries. Thus, in 2012, the share 
of agriculture in the Germany’s GDP amounted to 0.87%, industry – 26.15%, services – 
72.98%. In 2018, the share of agriculture in the GDP of Germany was 0.75%, industry – 
25.8%, services – 73.45% [3]. In comparison with Germany the structural shifts in the 
Ukrainian economy demonstrate higher rates. However, the analysis of the dynamics 
of the structure of world GDP shows that this structure is stable and almost unchanged, 
for example, in 2009, in the structure of world GDP, the share of services ranged from 
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63.4%, industry – 30.6%, agriculture – 6%. In 2017, the share of services was 63.6%, 
industry – 30%, agriculture – 6.4% [4].  

According to the studies by O. Memedovik [5], the services sector has already started 
dominating in 1970 and accounted for 52% of world production, and in 2005 it reached 
68%, the share of agriculture was 10% in 1970, in 2005 – 3.6%, the share of industry 
decreased from 38% to 29%. Consequently, structural changes in the global economy 
were subject to changes in the global economic development towards accelerated 
development of services. 

The CES structure is the most inertial of its component. Researching the economic 
system structure change, that is, structural economic shifts, is an important scientific 
and empirical task, since the structure of a country's economy determines direction and 
efficiency of its development. Economy development trends evaluation based on the 
analysis of structural shifts should be carried out with the help of the methods of 
economic and mathematical modeling. 

2 Analysis of the Latest Researches 

Structural changes in the economy have been studied by many researchers. With the 
change in economic structure, priority directions of the study of structural changes also 
changed. A. Smith believed that the level of economic development determines the 
structure of the economy. D. Ricardo considered that the required condition for the 
economy growth was the structural change of the manufacturing system. Structural 
changes in time, taking into account the importance of the various sectors, were 
researched by N. Chenery, M. Syrquin [6], Over time, the structure of the economy 
changes due to, for example, scientific and technological progress, which causes 
changes in production technology, which, in turn, affects the structure of employment 
and the structure of production in the spheres of economic activity. In addition, 
structural changes are also influenced by natural factors and urban processes 
(urbanization process). Thus, the presence of favorable natural resources allows us to 
develop those spheres of economic activity that use them: agriculture, industry. 

A significant theoretical and practical contribution to the study of structural shifts in 
economic systems of various levels belongs to such scientists as V. Heyets [7], 
V. Galitsyn, V. Masliy, V. Ryabtsev, L. Serhieieva, V. Smal [8], and A Chukhno [9] 
and others. Despite the large number of scientific achievements, the issue of analyzing 
the trends in the development of the Ukrainian economy has not been highlighted 
properly, which makes this study significant. 

The study of the structure of the country’s economy, structural shifts and structural 
and functional relationships are based on the use of the structural analysis method. 
According to the definition of academician V. Heyets “the subject of the structural 
analysis is the identification and explanation of the most significant internal elements, 
as well as their functional purposes in the context of the object studied, with the aim to 
model and then forecast development as the resultant action of fundamentally structural 
elements” [7]. The structural analysis allows to identify trends of the CES structure 
changes. The task of the CES structural analysis, namely the country’s economy as a 
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whole, is to determine the reasons for the system behavior, based on evaluation of the 
effectiveness of structural changes. By structural shifts we mean the change in the 
structure of the economic system in dynamics. 

Despite a significant amount of research on the analysis of structural changes in the 
country's economy, estimation of trends in economic development based on the 
analysis of structural changes is not sufficiently considered in the scientific literature, 
which makes this research significant. 

The purpose of the article is to study the development trends of the economy of 
Ukraine, taking into account the structural changes, and define indicators of the 
structural shifts. 

3 Discussion 

The analysis of structural shifts in the economy of Ukraine is proposed to be carried 
out in several stages (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Stages of the CES structural shifts analysis.  

 

STAGE 1 
Selection of 

elements of the 
economic 

system 

STAGE 2 
Analysis of 
structural 

shifts 

– setting of the list of 
economic parameters 
characterizing the elements of 
the system; 
– dynamics analysis of the 
selected parameters.  

– identification of the 
relationships between 
parameters selected. 

STAGE 3 
Structural shifts 

efficiency 
estimation  

– selection of structural 
shifts indicator; 
– structural shifts efficiency 
evaluation. 

STAGE 4 
Forecast of 
structural 

shifts 

– building a forecast of 
structural changes; 
– forecast of the CES 
structure change. 
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In the first stage of the economic system structural shifts analysis, it is necessary, 
depending on the research purpose, select the system elements. Then define the list of 
economic parameters for the selected elements, which characterize them and analyze 
the dynamic of their change. 

In the second stage, the analysis of structural changes is carried out, the interrelations 
between the selected indicators are determined. 

In the third stage of the analysis of structural changes in a complex economic system, 
an estimation of the effectiveness of structural changes in terms of the impact on the 
performance of economic activities sectors is carried out. 

The fourth stage focuses on structural changes forecast. When forecasting structural 
indicators of the development of the CES, it is advisable to apply the forecasting method 
proposed by Serhieieva [10] which is based on the related socioeconomic parameters. 

The procedure for the CES structural shifts analysis procedure has been applied to 
analyze the structural changes the Ukrainian economy. 

For the analysis, statistical data for the period from 2001 to 2017 [2] were used. As 
mentioned above, economic sectors are selected as elements of the system: industry, 
agriculture, and services. GDP by type of economic activity in actual prices and the 
number of employees in the relevant field of activity are selected as economic 
indicators characterizing the elements of the system.  

Dynamics of the GDP change in actual prices is presented in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Ukrainian GDP dynamics by type of economic activity in actual prices between 2001 

and 2017 [2].  

Thus, the dynamics of GDP change in the actual prices by sectors of economic activity 
is described by an exponential dependence on time and is as follows: 
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─ agriculture: 

 Y(agrc)t=18921e0.156t (1) 

─ industry:  

 Y(ind)t=65267e0.137t (2) 

─ services:  

 Y(s)t=96866e0.166t (3) 

The analysis of the model parameters (1)-(3) confirms that rate of the GDP change is 
different for each sector: the services sector shows the highest growth rate, which 
proves its accelerated development. The agriculture sector demonstrates the lowest rate, 
which stands for rigidities.  

The dynamics of employment rate change within sectors of economic activity is 
represented in Fig. 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Dynamics of employment by sectors in Ukraine between 2001–2007 [11]. 

Thus, the dynamics of changes in the number of employed persons by the sectors of 
economic activities is described by a parabolic dependence on time and is as follows: 

─ agriculture:  

 N(agrc)t=-38.04t2+658.7t+9632 (4) 

─ industry:  
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 N(ind)t=-9.24t2+27.17t+5112 (5) 

─ services:  

 N(s)t=2.712t2-134.5t+4392 (6) 

The number of persons employed by the sectors of economic activities in Ukraine tends 
to decline, which is due to the decrease in the number of people in Ukraine during the 
period under study. However, the analysis of the models (4) - (6) extremum led to the 
conclusion that: 

─ in the agriculture sector for the model (4) tmin=24.8 which corresponds to the period 
between 2024 and 2025, that is, in the case of unchanged current trends before the 
specified period, there will be the reduction in employment, which will be followed 
by the growth; 

─ in the industry sector for the model (5) tmax=1.47, which corresponds to the period 
between 2001 and 2002, the growth was observed before the specified period, which 
was followed by the reduction in employment; 

─ in the services sector for the model (6) tmax=8.66, which corresponds to the period 
between 2008. and 2009, the growth was observed before the specified period, which 
was followed by the reduction in employment. 

In the second stage of the analysis of the CES structural changes, the interrelations 
between the selected parameters are determined.  

The linear regression models are built to analyze impact of the number of employed 
people on the GDP volume: 

─ agriculture: 

 Y(agrc)t=647960.3-156.51N(agrc)t (7) 

R2=0.65, Fcalc=27.91. 

─ industry: 

 Y(ind)t=122916-217.08N(ind)t (8) 

R2=0.86, Fcalc =89.81. 

─ services: 

 Y(s)t=2150274-135.44N(s)t (9) 

R2=0.09, Fcalc =1.42. 

The models (7), (8) are qualitative and statistically significant with a probability of 
95%. The analysis of model parameters shows that the growth of the number of people 
employed in agriculture and industry leads to a reduction in production volumes, such 
a situation in these sectors is explained by the low production efficiency. In the services 
sector, this trend is not confirmed, since the model (9) is statistically insignificant  
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In the third stage, an indicator of structural shifts at the beginning and end of the 
analyzed period is estimated for the analysis of the efficiency of the structural shifts in 
the Ukrainian economy and the efficiency of the structural shifts is determined.  

Thus, the authors use a “conditional sector productivity” parameter as an indicator 
of the shifts, which is determined by the ratio of the GDP share in the corresponding 
sector to the share of the population employed in this sector, that is: 

 YP(i)t=dY(i)t/dN(i)t, (10) 

where YP(i)t is a conditional productivity of i-sector of economic activity (i=1…K, 
K - number of sectors of economic activity) during period t, dY(i)t – the share of i-sector 
of economic activity in the country’s GDP during period t, dN(i)t – the share of the 
employed population in the i-sector of economic activity during period t. 

If: 

─ YP(i)t<1, then labor force is used inefficiently in the i-sector of economic activity; 
─ YP(i)t=1, then labor force is used with the unity efficiency in the i-sector of economic 

activity; 
─ YP(i)t>1, then labor force is used efficiently in the i-sector of economic activity. 

At each period of time t the following correlations will be performed:  

 ∑dY(i)t=1 (11) 

 ∑dN(i)t=1 (12) 

The structural shifts shall be considered efficient if, in the structure of the economy 
during the analyzed period, the share of such a sector of economic activity increases, 
the conditional productivity of which grows at the most rapid rates. 

The results of estimation of the conditional productivity parameter by sectors of 
economic activity in Ukraine are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Conditional productivity by sectors of economic activity in Ukraine. 

Sector of economic activity 2001 
Agriculture YP(agrc)2001=0.16/0.21=0.76 
Industry YP(ind)2001=0.34/0.26=1.3 
Services YP(s)2001=0.5/0.53=0.94 
 2017 
Agriculture YP(agrc)2017=0.12/0.18=0.65 
Industry YP(ind)2017=0.27/0.193=1.4 
Services YP(s)2017=0.6/0.63=0.95 
 Deviation 
Agriculture -0.11 
Industry +0.10 
Services +0.01 

 
Analyzing the data given in Table 1 the authors have come to the conclusion that the 

share of the Ukrainian economy in agriculture and industry is decreasing both in the 
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GDP and the total number of the employed people. However, if the conditional 
productivity in the industry sector has increased over time, it has decreased in the 
agriculture, which may indicate an ineffective use of the labor force, and if the current 
trends persist for an extended term, this type of activity may disappear. 

As for the services sector, we can assume that the effective structural changes are 
taking place in this field of activity, but the conditional productivity has not reached 
unity. 

In general, the structural shifts efficiency estimation shows that they are not effective 
in the Ukrainian economy, as the share of the services sector is increasing, while the 
productivity is growing more rapidly in the industry. 

After the structural shifts efficiency estimation, we proceed to the fourth stage of the 
analysis, i.e. a structural changes forecast. 

The forecast of the CES structural changes is carried out in several steps: 

─ building the forecast for certain structural economic parameters of the CES 
development, i.e. dY(i), and dN(i); 

─ building the forecast of the CES structure change. 

Any socio-economic parameter has both structural and dynamic characteristics. When 
forecasting and putting them into the link equation, there is a violation of equality, that 
is, error forecasts. Since when forecasting the structural parapeters of the СES 
development, there is a violation of the relationship equations (11)-(12), it is advisable 
to use a forecasting method based on related socio-economic parameters. The essence 
of this method is that the deviation of the forecast is distributed between the 
components. Due to this distribution, the forecast of the resulting parameter is 
corrected.  

So, the forecast of the shares in the country’s GDP by economic activity has been 
carried out.  

The dynamics of the agriculture share in the country’s GDP is presented in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. The dynamics of the agriculture share in the country’s GDP. 
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The analysis of the dynamics of the agriculture share in the country’s GDP suggests 
that during the period of the study the trend changed twice, so, the forecast is carried 
out on the basis of a linear trend model, built on the last three parameters. The following 
model is obtained:  

 d(Yagrc (t))=30.41-1.07t (13) 

The forecast for the agriculture share in the country’s GDP for the next year is 11.23%. 
The dynamics of the industry share in the country’s GDP is presented in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. The dynamics of the industry share in the country’s GDP. 

The analysis of the dynamics of the industry share in the country’s GDP indicates a 
decrease in the share. The trend of this change is described by a linear dependence: 

 d(Yind(t))=35.67-0.59t (14) 

The forecast value of the share of industry in the country’s GDP for the next year is 
25.14%. 

The dynamics of the services share in the country’s GDP is presented in Fig. 7. 
The services sector share in the country’s GDP increases yearly. The trend of this 

change is described by the linear model: 

 d(Ys(t))=53.45+0.6t (15) 

The forecast value of the services share sector in the country’s GDP is 64.29%. 
The sum of the forecast values of the shares of the sectors of economic activity is 

100.65%, thus the forecast error is 0.65%. The discrepancy is distributed, taking into 
account the coefficient of determination (quality coefficient) of the linear models 
(13) - (15). Taking into account such considerations: the most prognostic value is 
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corrected for the sphere of economic activity, which has a trend model with the least 
determination coefficient. 

 
Fig. 7. The dynamics of the services share in the country’s GDP. 

After the distribution of the discrepancy, the following prediction values are obtained: 

─ the agriculture – 11.05 %; 
─ the industry – 24.98 %; 
─ the services – 63.97 %. 

The essence of this method is that a forecast deviation is distributed and corrected the 
forecast of the resulting indicator, as well as the functions of its structural indicator. 

4 Conclusions 

The analysis of the trends in the development of the Ukrainian economy has led to the 
conclusion that there is a redistribution of the share of production and the share of 
people employed between the sectors of economic activity. 

This work proposes a stagewise procedure for analyzing trends in the development 
of the country’s economy, taking into account the structural changes. The indicator of 
structural shifts is proposed and the effectiveness of structural changes in the economy 
of Ukraine is determined. The structural shifts in the economy of Ukraine can not be 
considered effective, since the share of the services sector is growing, and the 
productivity in this field of activity has not even reached unity, but in the industry 
sector, the productivity is growing rapidly, and the share of this sector of economic 
activity is declining. Using the method of related socioeconomic indicators, the forecast 
of structural shifts in the Ukrainian economy for the next period is built. 
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The use of the proposed analysis procedure will improve the efficiency of the process 
of strategies elaboration of the country's economic development. The prospect of 
further research is to build a forecast of structural changes in the economy of Ukraine. 
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Abstract. In this study a multiagent model of behaviour of the dispersion of retail 
prices for petroleum products has been developed, depending on changes of 
external factors, in particular, sharp changes in wholesale prices. Therefore, there 
is a need for a model that would not only have the potential to test the existence 
of a price dispersion as a consequence of the specifics of competition in the 
market of petroleum products and consumer search strategies, but would have 
the ability to quantify the price variance as a consequence of the behaviour of 
individual market agents. The basis of the behaviour of market agents of this 
model is algorithms of price oligopolistic competition from traders and user price 
search strategies. Calibration models and verification of historical data of the 
Kyiv region, where they were previously established empirical data on the 
dispersion of prices showed a fairly good correspondence between the model and 
the actual data. In particular, the existence of a price pattern has been established 
at jump-like changes of wholesale prices. The presence of price strategy of 
buyers, which are based on the strategy of the base price, is shown. The 
coincidence of model and real data still needs to be improved. 

Keywords: multiagent model, dispersion prices, petroleum products, 
oligopolistic competition, search strategies, dynamics of dispersion. 

1 Introduction 

Despite world trends in reducing the share of hydrocarbons in energy consumption, the 
petroleum product market remains an extremely important institution for every single 
economy on any continent. Relatively long history of the functioning of the market 
shows that the central issue of this market is price behaviour. Governments of all 
countries must closely monitor changes in prices, especially for their significant 
increase, which can lead to negative social consequences. The long-established fact, 
both empirical and theoretical, lies in the fact that prices in this market behave as non-
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stationary time series. Some features of competition in the market of petroleum 
products, as well as significant sensitivity of fluctuations in the level of domestic prices 
from external factors, are the cause of such behaviour. The presence of the so-called 
price asymmetry is also a characteristic phenomenon, when jumps in prices on the 
wholesale market are accompanied by a rapid increase in retail prices and a slow decline 
in retail prices after the reduction of wholesale prices. 

However, this is not the only problem in this market. Another characteristic 
phenomenon is the presence of price dispersion. This means that for the same product, 
at the same time, prices even at neighbouring gas stations are usually different. 
Establishing the conditions in which firms choose a range of prices was and remains 
the main issue in the theory of prices. Starting from the pioneering work of Stigler [1], 
the scientific environment recognizes the role of imperfect information in shaping the 
equilibrium price dispersion. In numerous publications on this topic, the idea is that 
markets consist of consumers who receive information actively seeking lower prices, 
as well as consumers who remain uninformed, as they prefer to avoid the cost of 
searching. This behavior allows some firms to set higher prices than others in 
equilibrium, even when all firms sell homogeneous goods with identical production 
costs. Therefore, the simplest explanation for these price differences, which is that gas 
stations are not homogeneous in terms of costs or quality of petroleum products, is not 
sufficient. The main reason for the spread of prices in the market of petroleum products, 
as well as in the markets of other goods, is the behaviour of consumers who are trying 
to find a bargain price. However, establishing evidence that price dispersion is the result 
of an inadequate search for consumer spending is not a trivial task. Empirical studies 
mostly relied on comparative statistics to determine the role of search in this market. In 
a number of studies, regressive dependencies of the price dispersion from the 
intermediate part of the search expense are set, while others create a quantity 
dependence and price dispersion from the number of firms on the market, which allows 
for a formal test for the existence of the price dispersion. In particular, the theoretical 
dependence between the search intensity and the price dispersion, which is 
nonmonotonic, as well as the reverse, confirms the role of the search, is established. In 
particular, the theoretical dependence between the intensity of the search and the price 
variance is established, which is nonmonotonic and also inverse, which confirms the 
role of the search. However, there is a need to construct a model that could describe the 
mechanism of generating a dispersion of prices in the petroleum product market and 
allow an assessment of this change in dispersion over the short term. 

2 Related Works  

G. Stigler has a fundamental paper [1] in which the phenomenon of price dispersion for 
a homogeneous product is established due to incomplete consumer awareness. In 
addition, it introduces the concepts of search and price dispersion – “A buyer (or seller) 
who wants to identify the most favourable price must be able to identify the various 
sellers (or buyers) – a phenomenon I will term search”. However, this paper did not 
establish a direct link between price dispersions and user searches. Moreover, Diamond 
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[2] discovered the famous paradox, establishing a “law of one price”, on which the price 
can hold, despite the imperfect information. The Diamond’s paper really shows that 
even with the cost of searching for standard terms of the oligopoly of Bertrand, there is 
a unique equilibrium with a monopoly price. A little later, in the paper [3], it was shown 
that the market equilibrium is achieved not at one price, but at a certain price 
distribution. The fundamentals of customer search theory and its role in price dispersion 
were laid down by Varian [4]. The most common assumptions about the optimal rules 
for finding this theory are:  

─ Firms sell absolutely homogeneous goods;  
─ Consumers carry the search costs to find prices beyond the first price;  
─ The price distribution is fully assumed by consumers;  
─ Consumers can do different ways of searching: for example, a consistent search by 

which consumers disclose one price by another at random;  
─ The optimal search rule is then reduced to a backup price (constant if the search cost 

is linear).  
─ Search ceases as soon as the price is below the reserve price. 

Varian has shown that there is no equilibrium in pure strategies, but equilibrium is 
achieved in mixed strategies. Diamond’s paradox and Bertrand’s competition are 
extreme cases when all consumers are informed or not informed. This paper looks at 
the interesting conclusion about increasing the number of companies operating in the 
market. When the number of competitors increases, the likelihood that any particular 
seller will successfully sell the product to some informed clients is reduced. As a 
consequence, in the equilibrium distribution of prices, higher prices increase their share. 
But this effect turns out to be positive for informed customers, because the expected 
lower price is decreasing. The reason is that more firms compete and well-informed 
buyers pay the lowest price. For unskilled clients, the expected price is clearly 
increasing. The gasoline market is a good example of a homogeneous, albeit not perfect, 
market where price dispersions are observed. Many consumers are only aware of some 
prices, and this gives some monopoly power to gas stations. In many cases, consumers 
find themselves in a situation where fuel runs out and have no choice other than filling 
their petrol tanks at the first-best filling station they are facing, which gives additional 
market power for gas stations. Prices change quite often, and to determine which 
gasoline station has the cheapest fuel in this market is a non-trivial task. The price 
variation in the fuel markets was widely documented in the scientific literature. In 
particular, publications on this topic [5-10] examined the dependence of the price 
dispersion on the density of vendors on the number of gas stations in the radius of 1.5 – 
2.5 miles around each station. 

The price variation is measured by unexplained price fluctuations, namely, the 
square of the residues of the logarithmic regression of market characteristics, including 
the density of sellers. It was established that the increase in the number of neighbouring 
gas stations is associated with a decrease in the price dispersion. Lewis [8] agrees on 
two previous approaches, using station-level data to control differentiation, and 
examines the link between price variability and local market characteristics. The data 
includes prices for 327 gas stations in the San Diego area each Monday 2000 and 2001 
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(91 weeks). The paper finds a negative connection between the density of sellers and 
the price dispersion, as in [6], and confirms and complements this result by introducing 
the difference between the groups of consumers who use elite fuel and groups that use 
simpler fuel grades. According to [9], data on petrol prices from the Netherlands 
showed that with increasing competition, the price dispersion is increasing: low prices 
are decreasing and high prices rise on average. As a result, competition has an 
asymmetric impact on prices, and all consumers, regardless of the amount of prices 
they are watching, benefit from an increase in the number of gas stations. However, the 
gain from this is greater for informed consumers. The model proposed by [10], and 
develops the Varian’s sales model, yielded the following results. 

Identification of the role of imperfect information cannot be made by simply 
checking the usual comparative static of the dispersion of prices for costs or benefits of 
the search, or the number of enterprises on the market. Price dispersion becomes a 
nonmonotonic function of these variables if we allow consumers to adjust their 
strategies for finding equilibrium. Using a new test of rank spreads and price spreads 
between pairs of stations, it has been found that the time dispersion of the prices at the 
market level is consistently higher than for stations at one crossroads. This is consistent 
with the theory of consumer search, since the dispersion in the latter group is carried 
out only through the differentiation of petroleum products. At the same time, the 
assumption that the development of modern communication technologies will 
automatically eliminate the problem of the variance of prices themselves did not justify. 
So, on the data of Italian motorways [11], found that increasing transparency of prices 
had little effect on the level of price dispersion. Analysis of customer transaction data 
shows that less than 10% of consumers effectively use price data. 

The above results of outstanding researchers have proved not only the existence of 
a dispersion of prices in the market of petroleum products as a consequence of the 
search behavior of buyers, but also allowed to find quantitative dependence of price 
characteristics on the infrastructure parameters of the market and the behavior of market 
actors. However, many questions remain unclear. One of the difficult problems is the 
estimation of the change in the variance of retail prices in the case of spin-off changes 
in wholesale prices. As already noted, in such cases there is a phenomenon of price 
asymmetry caused by the behavior of participants in the oligopolistic market of 
petroleum products. This phenomenon was not studied by the classical theory, but in 
recent decades, by the efforts of many researchers, this gap has largely been overcome, 
but only with the assumption of a hypothesis of a single price. The question of how the 
variation in retail prices in wholesale jumps has attracted the attention of researchers 
recently, in particular Noel [12], based on retail gas prices (known as Edgeworth price 
cycles), has established a two-way link between price dispersion and consumer search. 
The search activity not only affects the variance, as it was well documented, but the 
price variance also affects the search. This is an extremely interesting result, which, 
however, did not eliminate the need to develop a model for assessing the dynamics of 
the dispersion of retail prices at the usual wholesale price jumps, and not for the case 
of exogenous shocks, as was investigated by Noel. For this non-trivial problem, it is 
necessary to have an appropriate methodology for the solution. 
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3 Data analysis 

In this paper we study of the level of dispersion and its dynamics at the data on gasoline 
prices in the retail market of petroleum products of Ukraine for separate filling stations 
were provided by the Scientific-Technical Centre “Psychea”. The choice of gasoline, 
as a fuel, is explained by the higher homogeneity of consumers, compared with 
consumers of diesel fuel. However, despite the homogeneity of the market of petroleum 
products, in particular the gasoline market, the product market boundaries were clearly 
limited to cover the most homogeneous product: 

─ Only non-branded gasoline, which falls under the state standard of quality, is 
involved in the consideration. 

─ Gasoline of the brand А-95 is considered, because this type of fuel has the most 
homogeneity of consumers. 

A comparative analysis of regional petroleum products markets in Ukraine showed 
existent of a daily dispersion of prices for gas stations belonging to different owners, as 
well as a significant difference in the level of price dispersion between individual 
regions of the country (Fig. 1, 2). Although there is a certain correlation between the 
level of retail prices and the level of dispersion, the market concentration may also 
affect the level of dispersion. Therefore, the study of the phenomenon of price 
dispersion is advisable to do for individual regions, and not for the whole country as a 
whole, because it will distort the results. Therefore, a sample of historical data of retail 
prices for A-95 gasoline of the Kyiv region for the period 2012-2017 was selected for 
the study. 

 
Fig. 1. Dynamics of dispersion to gasoline A-95 in accordance with the defined product market 

boundaries. 
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Fig. 2. Territorial dispersion of petroleum product prices and its dependence on retail prices by 

region of Ukraine. 

The analysis behaviour gasoline prices for years 2012-2017 showed that most 
developments in the petroleum product market characterized by unique dispersion, but 
for intermittent changes in retail prices, to some extent, can assert the presence of the 
characteristic pattern of behaviour dispersion. In Fig. 3 shows a typical pattern of 
dispersion behaviour at a jump in retail prices caused by fluctuations in world oil prices. 
A characteristic feature of the dispersion is a significantly higher level of dispersion in 
the course of price growth and its return to the initial level during a decline.  

 
Fig. 3. Typical behavior pattern of dispersion during a wholesale price surge caused by 

fluctuations in world oil prices. 
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4 Model 

There are many models of behavior of retail prices in the market of petroleum products. 
The overwhelming majority, including those that quantify the price dispersion 
phenomenon in the fuel market, are based on econometric approaches. However, for 
the study of the influence of the behavior of individual market agents on the behavior 
of market prices, the multi-agent approach seems more relevant. The bottom line is that 
multi-agent model of petroleum product markets can more flexibly take into account 
the different structure and rules for the functioning of national markets and the behavior 
of market agents. 

The model of [13] focuses on the interaction between gas stations and the diffusion 
of prices from one gas station to another in the territorial dimension. Many aspects of 
using the multi-agent approach to competition in oligopolistic markets were studied by 
[14-15]. The agent who makes the decision to change the price is a gas station and the 
influence of the gas station owner is absent. However, this approach is not universal. In 
some markets for petroleum products, in particular in the Ukrainian petroleum product 
market, prices for each of the gas stations are set by the owners of the networks. Prices 
can be the same at all gas stations or different, but at the same time during the change 
in prices observed their equal increase in absolute terms. This approach was 
implemented for the model of the phenomenon of asymmetry of retail prices and their 
prediction in the retail market of petroleum products in Ukraine [16]. For these models, 
the main indicator, on the basis of which the conformity of the model with real data 
was checked, was determined by the average retail price. Such a model enables to 
reproduce the behaviour of retail networks, based on a comparison of the average price 
in the model and the average market price. However, the analysis of the behaviour of 
dynamics of price dispersion in this model was not foreseen. To show this phenomenon, 
the model has been refined. So let’s determine the main assumptions and 
simplifications that are put into the model:  

─ At the gas station only one type of fuel is used (gasoline A-95).  
─ Consumers have only cars.  
─ The market is limited to a certain area. 
─ The list of retail networks is deterministic and unchanged. 
─ Retail networks change prices at the same time at all gas stations and at the same 

absolute value.  
─ The location of the gas station corresponds to their actual location in the specified 

area.  
─ Consumers are evenly distributed throughout the territory.  

It should also be noted that an improved multi-agent model takes into account the basic 
means of state regulation of the pricing of retail networks. In particular, unlike 
petroleum products markets in some countries, where the change in retail prices is not 
forbidden for one day, the model takes into account the rule that operates in the 
Ukrainian petroleum product market, where retail networks can only change prices 
once a day. In the multi-agent petroleum market model there are the following agents: 
retail chain, gas station, consumer and trader. According to the model, the daily 
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activities of petroleum products trading consist of the following actions: consumers 
purchase fuel, retail networks collect statistics from gas stations, gas stations if 
necessary, order a new consignment of fuel from the trader, interaction between the gas 
station and the trader, retail networks analysing all available information, set prices for 
the next day. The software model is represented by the following class diagram (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4. Diagram of classes in agent model. 

The base class of each agent is MAgent, which is followed by agents of the gas station 
(MAzs class), retail network (MAzsNet class) and trader (class MTrader). For 
abstraction of a separate modeling, there is the MSimulation class, which manages the 
whole model and provides a set of tools for working with the model. The 
MInformSystem class is an interface for agent communication and information support. 
It should be noted that in the absence of a dedicated state agent, his functions in this 
model are assigned to this class, namely: to provide information on the list of taxes paid 
by retail networks and their current rates. The dynamics of the interaction between the 
flows of agents is shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5. Interactions between the flows of agents. 

4.1 Algorithm of Retail Networks Behaviour 

In the proposed multi-agent model, the algorithm for retail network behaviour is based 
on states. The model outlines the following agent states retail network: market follow-
up (S1), strategy changes (S2), trade stop (S3), return to market (S4). State S1 
implements the behaviour of the agent in the presence of profits during periods of 
decline in prices and for their minor fluctuations during periods of high margins. State 
S2 realizes the agent's response to a sharp change in the market situation: a leap of 
prices, a sharp decline in demand, and so on. The states S3 and S4 implement market 
exit strategies if it is impossible to get the profit and return to the market in the event 
of such an opportunity. Fig. 6 shows a diagram of states of the mechanism of decision-
making by the agent “Network”. 
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Fig. 6. Diagram of the states of the mechanism of decision-making by the agent “Network”. 

Agent’s behavioral algorithm Network in state S1 has the following appearance: 

IF price_c == 0 THEN 
  IF last_buy_price_c > 0 THEN 
    delta = (optimal_price - price) * 
PrM * last_buy_prrice_c * 
0.35 + (current_trader_price - last_buy_prrice) * Trk * 0.45 - 
0.2 * competitors_prrice_c * Ck; 
  ELSE  
    IF last_by_prrice_c < 0 THEN 
      delta = (current_trader_price – 
last_buy_prrice) * Trk * 0.2 + 
0.2 * last_buy_prrice_c * 
competitors_prrice_c * Ck +  
0.2 * (competitors_prrice – 
price) * Pd; 
    ELSE  
      IF competitors_prrice_c < Pd2 OR 
current_trader_price_c < 0 THEN 
        delta = (current_trader_price – 
last_buy_prrice) * Trk * 
0.5 + 0.5 *  
competitors_prrice_c * Ck; 
      ELSE 
        delta = (optimal_price –  
price) * PrM *  
last_buy_prrice_c; 
      END 
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    END 
  END 
ELSE  
  IF price_c > 0 AND 
current_trader_price_c < 0 AND 
competitors_prrice_c < 0 AND 
competitors_prrice - price < -0.5 THEN 
    delta = (competitors_prrice – price)*Pd; 
  ELSE  
    IF price_c > 0 AND price_c < Pd AND  
current_trader_price_c < 0.1 THEN 
      delta = (optimal_price - price) *  
PrM * last_buy_prrice_c * 0.75 +  
0.25 * competitors_prrice_c * Ck; 
    ELSE 
      delta = 0; 
    END 
  END 
END 
price = price + delta; 

To analyse the current situation, each agent has a statistical module that, with the help 
of the Ordinary Least Squares method, linearly defines the trajectory of the main 
indicators. Variables with suffixes “_c” denote the coefficient of the linear equation 
with the corresponding variable. Analysis of real data showed that retail networks 
mostly do not adjust the prices daily for a small value, and make a change in prices at 
least a certain value (usually it is 0.1 – 0.3 UAH / litre). Therefore, for the formation of 
the correct dispersion dynamics, the rules for the formation of threshold price changes 
by each network are additionally prescribed. In addition, in the price change algorithm, 
3 main drivers are allocated, which form the necessary level of prices in the usual 
situation:  

─ The behaviour of wholesale (current_trader_price) prices with respect to the prices of 
last fuel purchases (last_by_price). 

─ Price behaviour of competing networks (competitors_prrice).  
─ Optimal price that maximizes profit (optimal_price).  

We determine the optimum price as maximizing the profit of the retail network, taking 
into account current demand: 

  ( , ) m axavgprofit D P P P Tax C osts      (1) 

 1.4c acgP P P    (2) 
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where   0 1, avg
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P P
D P P a a

P


   – function of estimating the volume of sales of fuel 

at the gas station; Pavg – average fuel price within a radius of K km from the location of 
the gas station; P – the fuel price of the agent, the variable for which the optimization 
takes place; Tax – Tax Component; Costs – Costs; Pc – the price of fuel purchases. The 
demand function coefficients (α0 and α1) are automatically evaluated for each agent 
individually and specified at each step of the model during simulation. It should be 
noted that the establishment of both the upper and lower bounds of this indicator is 
dictated by both insufficiently studied demand function and consumer behaviour. The 
formation of the initial level of dispersion is achieved by setting variables and constant 
costs for each network based on real estimates of these indicators with some correction 
on the assumption of model and the stability of the initial state of the model. 

4.2 Algorithms of Consumer Behaviour  

As the results of previous studies have shown, consumer strategy with the search for a 
base price can generate asymmetric behaviour of retail prices. Therefore, based on the 
basic algorithm of consumer behaviour, the search for the base price is chosen: the 
consumer searches until he finds a price not higher than the price of the previous 
purchase. At the same time, as you know, consumers are not homogeneous, and among 
them there are groups with other patterns of behaviour: consumer orientation at the 
price and random selection of gas stations.  

The algorithm of consumer behaviour with the search for the base price is presented 
in Fig. 7. The consumer makes several attempts to find a price lower than the price of 
the last purchase of fuel. In the basic version of the model, the number of attempts to 
search is 5. The behaviour of consumers without a search is equivalent to a uniform 
distribution of demand for all filling stations. The scheme of the algorithm is shown in 
Fig. 8. 

The behavior of price-oriented consumers is carried out by the construction by each 
consumer of distribution at the gas station in accordance with the price level at the gas 
station. The basis of such a distribution is an exponential distribution with 
modifications based on the following empirical assumptions: the consumer is guided 
by the relative price level when selecting a gas station, the lower the price, the greater 
the probability of choosing this gas station. Given the complexity of estimating the 
additional distribution parameters it is assumed that the mathematical expectation is 
equal to 1, and the density function has the following form as follows: 

 ( min( ))1 = price priceprob e
k

   (3) 

where price – price at the gas station, min(price) – the minimum price among all the 
gas stations in the field of consumer’s vision, k – the coefficient of normalization of 
distribution density: 
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Fig. 7. Consumer behavior with the search for the base price. 
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  (4) 

where M – amount of fuel station that in field of consumer’s vision. This list of observed 
gas stations prepared for each consumer using empirical assumption that maximum 
distance from consumer location to station must not exceed 7 km. This value was 
determined on the basis of a survey of drivers in the region of Kyiv and has a 
preliminary assessment character, which requires a separate study. However, in order 
of magnitude it coincides with the values of the authors in the literature cited above. 

Due to the lack of reliable data on consumer preferences in the choice of gas stations, 
the basic algorithm of consumer behaviour will be considered the algorithm for finding 
the base price. However, for comparison, all types of consumer behaviour algorithms 
were used. 
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Fig. 8. Behavior of consumers without searching. 

5 Experimental Results 

Nelder-Mead method was used to calibrate the model. The criterion of optimality was 
the sum of absolute deviations of average retail prices in the model from their real 
values. In total, 130 steps were taken to select the optimal model parameters. These 
parameters are the following parameters (the notation corresponds to the variables in 
algorithm above): 

─ PrM (with value 7.1195) – optimal price correction coefficient, which determines 
the effect of the deviation of the calculated optimal price from the current price at 
the gas station; 

─ Pd (with value 0.05) – a coefficient that determines the magnitude of the impact of 
competitors prices absolute value on the price of gas stations; 

─ Ck (with value -2.8899) – coefficient, which determines the influence of the price 
trend of competitors to the price of gas stations; 

─ Trk (with value 1.0292) – coefficient, which determines the effect of wholesale 
prices change on the price at the gas station; 

─ Pd2 (with value -16.861) – the threshold of competitors average price delta, which 
is used to switch the pricing approach in the algorithm. 

As a result of the selection of parameters, it was possible to achieve qualitative detection 
of the dynamics of retail prices (Fig. 9), while the dynamics of dispersion repeats the 
actual trends (Fig. 10). That is, the multi-agent model identifies a pattern of price 
dynamics and dynamics of price dispersion. It should be noted that in general, some 
discrepancy between the finite level of the real and the model dispersion can be dictated 
by the local peculiarity of the jump. A slightly lower dispersion level of 75-90 model 
days is caused by the early reaction of retail networks of the lower price segment. Such 
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an early reaction to the rise in prices in these networks is due to the existence of a single 
algorithm of behaviour as retail networks operating on both purchased fuel and self-
produced fuel. Therefore, in some cases, the decision to change prices in such networks 
may occur somewhat later than other networks in connection with the monthly schedule 
of processing capacity. 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of real and model average retail prices. 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of real and model dispersion of retail prices. 
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Along with the calibration of the model of the dynamics of the dispersion of retail prices 
with the use of the algorithm for searching the base price for consumers, the possibility 
of forming adequate dispersion estimation for other types of consumer behaviour was 
also checked. In Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the dynamics of retail price dispersion 
by various consumer behaviour algorithms. Other patterns of consumer behaviour have 
a fundamentally different dynamics of dispersion. In cases of search and price targeting, 
almost the same growth of dispersion is observed during the growth of retail prices. 
However, in the case of price-targeting, the dispersion, and somewhat lowered while 
finding retail prices for the “plateau”, began to increase again after falling prices. On 
the one hand, this testifies to the discrepancy of such behaviour with real situations. 
However, on the other hand, there may be a simple non-compliance of the rules of retail 
networks with a similar behaviour of consumers. It should be noted that the re-training 
of the model with the use of the algorithm of targeting the price was not carried out, 
because the replacement of the algorithm has a small effect on the dynamics of average 
prices. The dynamics of dispersion in the use of consumers without a search showed 
that such a type of consumers cannot be dominant in the market given the significant 
difference in dispersion from the real. 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of dynamics of dispersion of retail prices for various consumer behavioral 

algorithms. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper proposes a multiagent model of the phenomenon of dispersion of prices in 
the market of petroleum products. The conducted research showed that the multiagent 
model of oil products market as an oligopolistic competitive environment, in which fuel 
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consumers are guided by the strategy of price search, generates the phenomenon of the 
price variance regardless of the initial conditions of the variance values. The agents’ 
interaction was based on oligopolistic competition rules and consumer price search 
strategies. This model was tested on the price data for gasoline in the Kyiv region of 
the Ukrainian oil market. The choice of data for this region and the choice of gasoline 
as a commodity were dictated by the desire to identify the effect of dispersion due to 
the existence of a search strategy for consumers on a market with a homogeneous 
product. At the same time, the existence of a dispersion of retail prices in the market of 
petroleum products has been shown as a result of oligopolistic competition of traders 
and price search behavior of buyers, as well as the growth of price dispersion at price 
jumps of wholesale prices. It is shown well enough to predict the appearance of this 
pattern at price jumps. It has been established that the best approach to real data, both 
in terms of price and dispersion, has been shown by the consumer strategy with the 
search for the base price. The availability of other search strategies has not been 
confirmed. Comparison of model calculations and real data showed a fairly satisfactory 
coincidence, which, however, needs to be improved. However, to do this, there is need 
to conduct additional research in mixed search strategies for different categories of 
users. 
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Abstract. Exports are critical for the highly open Ukrainian economy which is 
characterized by the large trade deficit. Since independence the major consumers 
of the Ukrainian products have been the CIS and the EU. Conflict with Russia 
led to the significant decline of the volume of Ukraine’s export commodities. The 
export analysis, based on the data provided by the State Statistics Service of 
Ukraine for the period of 2010-2018 allowed to identify the problems and to 
come up with possible solutions focusing primarily on the role of the Government 
of Ukraine in strengthening cooperation with the EU. Firstly, it is suggested to 
take the institutional steps aimed at expanding and deepening the integration 
towards the common economic space with the EU, especially the common 
customs space. Secondly, to explore the opportunities of exporting goods to the 
countries, with which the EU has signed regional trade agreements. The third step 
is related to the changing role of Ukraine in the global model of the 
transformation of the world economy and requires the combination of close 
cooperation with the EU, on the one hand, and the powerful economies, on the 
other, thereby contributing to the formation of non-confrontational relations 
between East and West. 

Keywords: exports, Free Trade Agreement, integration, common customs 
space, model of global transformation. 

1 Introduction 

The high-level openness of the economy makes Ukraine very vulnerable to the impact 
of strengthening global economic and integration processes [1, 2, 3]. 
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Since independence Ukraine had been balancing in terms of its integration 
aspirations between Russia and the European Union (EU) up until 2014 [4]. The global 
crisis of 2008-2009 challenged the trade, but the geopolitical conflict of 2014 brought 
about much more difficult time for the whole country, resulting in the transformations 
of the major trade flows of Ukraine [5]. 

Russia’s trade wars, an embargo on agricultural products, the termination of free 
trade agreement (FTA) in January 2016 hit the Ukrainian economy hard, led to the 
sharp decrease in bilateral trade and the significant decline of the volume of deliveries 
of Ukraine’s main export commodities, among them the goods with  high- added value. 
The conflict with Russia also hindered the country’s transport and transit potentials, 
preventing trade with neighboring states. 

So, the future of Ukraine has become dependent on its trade relations with the EU 
and the countries which could compensate for Ukraine’s loss of the Russian market. 
The severe economic situation is pushing Ukraine towards surviving by promoting 
goods not only on the markets of Central and Eastern Europe, but also on those of Asia 
and Africa. The priority issue for Ukraine today is to re-orient its exports and avoid the 
trap of being a raw materials export economy [6]. 

The objective of the paper is to suggest the ways to promote exports of goods of 
Ukraine by improving trade relations with the EU, the Commonwealth of Independent 
States (CIS) and the other old partners, as well as by capturing new markets in Asia and 
Africa, and building relations with the leading countries on the East as a means of 
strengthening the economy of Ukraine in order to find its place in the global model of 
the transformation of the world economy. This task is significant, as increased exports 
of goods will generate many benefits to the Ukrainian economy which has been in the 
devastating economic situation since the global crisis. 

2 Ukraine’s Free Trade Agreements and Multi-vector Trade 
Policy 

In the 1990s young independent Ukrainian state practiced multi-vector international 
economic policy. On the one hand, Ukraine maintained the old trade relations with the 
former USSR republics and participated in the integration processes in the framework 
of the CIS, Single Economic Space, The Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU) and, on 
the other hand, Ukraine declared its interest in joining the EU and started building new 
trade relations with prospective countries all over the world. In the literature of the field, 
it is emphasized that regional integration is essential to maximizing the benefits of 
globalization for the Least Developed Countries (LDCs) since it has the potential to 
attract investment flows, expand market size, develop regional infrastructure and 
connectivity [7]. 

Let’s review Ukraine’s milestones in terms of FTAs, entered into force. Focusing on 
Ukraine’s trade with the eastern partners, it’s necessary to state that right after obtaining 
independence in 1991 Ukraine signed the Agreement establishing the CIS along with 
Russia and Belarus. The heads of eleven former Soviet Republics (except Georgia and 
the Baltic states) signed the amendment to the Agreement founding the CIS on 
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December 21, 1991. On October 18, 2011 the FTA was signed by eight countries: 
Armenia, Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Tajikistan, Russia and Ukraine, 
it entered into force on September 20, 2012. Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan did not sign 
the Agreement, while Uzbekistan joined it later, in 2012. 

According to the Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs) database of the World Trade 
Organization, Ukraine has signed the following FTAs with the CIS countries: 
Turkmenistan (entered into force on November 4, 1995), Uzbekistan (January 1, 1996), 
Georgia (June 4, 1996), Azerbaijan (September 2, 1996), Armenia (December 18, 
1996), Kyrgyzstan (March 20, 1998), Kazakhstan (October 19, 1998), Tajikistan (July 
11, 2002), Moldova (May 19, 2005), Belarus (November 11, 2006) [8]. Also Ukraine 
has signed FTA with the countries of the Single Economic Space (Belarus, Kazakhstan, 
Russian Federation) which entered into force on May 20, 2004, and with the 
Organization for Democracy and Economic Development (Georgia, Ukraine, 
Azerbaijan, Moldova – GUAM) which entered into force on December 10, 2003. 

Considering Ukraine’s efforts towards strengthening relations in the western 
direction, it’s worth mentioning that the first EU-Ukraine top-level meeting was held 
on September 14, 1992 and was followed by the Agreement between the European 
Communities and Ukraine on trade in textile products, signed on May 5, 1993 and the 
Agreement on Partnership and Cooperation between Ukraine and the EU, signed on 
June 14, 1994. The year 1998 should be highlighted since the President of Ukraine 
Leonid Kuchma in June signed the Decree 615 approving the Strategy of Ukraine’s 
integration to the EU. On February 18, 2008 the FTA negotiations were launched [9]. 
Ukraine signed FTA with Macedonia (entered into force on July 5, 2001), the European 
Free Trade Association (EFTA), consisting of Switzerland, Norway, Liechtenstein, 
Iceland (entered into force on June 1, 2012), Montenegro (January 1, 2013), Canada 
(August 1, 2017). Finally, the FTA with Israel was signed in January 2019. 

However, in 2013 the president of Ukraine Victor Yanukovych did not sign the 
Association Agreement, planned for November 2013, which led to the Revolution, the 
overthrow of the government and Russia’s aggression against Ukraine. Hence, in 2014 
the Association Agreement was signed, including its Deep and Comprehensive Free 
Trade Area (DCFTA) part. The DCFTA entered into force on April 23, 2014. 

It should be noted that Ukraine indeed had been invited to join the EAEU for a few 
years. The EAEU was eventually established in January 2015, the member states are 
the Republic of Armenia, the Republic of Belarus, the Republic of Kazakhstan, the 
Kyrgyz Republic and the Russian Federation. In January 2010, the Customs Union of 
Belarus, Kazakhstan and Russia was launched: the Common Customs Tariff was 
implemented, customs formalities and customs control at the internal borders were 
cancelled, and free movement of goods within the three states was ensured [10]. If 
Ukraine were to join the Customs Union, it would have no choice but to terminate all 
its existing FTAs with other countries, including the one with the EU under the 
Agreement. If, on the other hand, Ukraine wanted to maintain independent preferential 
trade relations with both the EU and the Customs Union, this would still be possible, 
through the establishment of Free Trade Areas. The Agreement was meant to do just 
that: to leave Ukraine free to determine its own trade policy [11]. 
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To sum up, Ukraine has concluded 19 FTAs (EU, CIS, EFTA, GUAM, Canada, 
Georgia, Montenegro, Macedonia, Israel) covering 46 countries with over 810 million 
potential consumers of the Ukrainian products. The talks have begun on signing FTAs 
with Turkey and Serbia. 

3 Ukraine’s Exports of Goods as the Key to Economic Growth 

Exports are of highest priority for open Ukrainian economy and remain the driving 
force of economic growth of the country. According to the World Bank, in 2017 exports 
of goods and services are 47.95% of GDP [12].One of the key peculiarities of the 
economy is that the share of trade in goods in all trade in goods and services makes up 
for more than 80%, e.g. 81.5% in 2015; 80.6% in 2016; 82.3% in 2017. 

A closer look at Ukraine’s export performance during the period between 2010 and 
2018 shows that there are three problems which need to be solved. 

The first problem for Ukraine in foreign trade relations is the large trade deficit, 
which in goods reached 9.801 billion dollars in 2018, the result of great surplus of high 
value-added imports of goods over exports comprised by agriculture, metals and other 
low value goods. The balance of trade in goods has been negative since 2005, except 
for 2015 when it was positive of 610.7 million dollars [13].  

The second problem is the significant decline in the volume of export commodities. 
The tendency towards the reduction of Ukraine's exports in products remains on the 
agenda since the post-crisis period (with total exports of 50744.3 million dollars for 
2010 and 47339.9 million dollars for 2018).  

The linear regression trend model of the relationship between the two variables – the 
time and the size of goods produced for exports is calculated by the method of least 
squares. The results presented in the tables are based on the Microsoft Excel program. 
The pair linear regression is applied in the research.  

The models enable, firstly, the economic interpretation in terms of positive or 
negative dynamics of the goods exported over the analyzed period of time and, 
secondly, the analysis of the current economic situation, as well as the suggestions on 
the ways for its improvement. Table 1 indicates that the trend of the volume of exports 
of goods for the period of 2010–2018 is y= –2893x+66404. To confront the problem, 
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine adopted the Program on active promotion of export 
of goods and the strengthening of the domestic market. The Program was approved by 
the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine on December 11, 2014 and aimed at doubling the 
total exports by 2019, it also presupposed conclusion of FTAs with Canada, Turkey, 
Israel, and two regional integration organizations – The Cooperation Council for the 
Arab States of the Gulf (originally known as the Gulf Cooperation Council – GCC), the 
Economic Community of West African States – ECOWAS) [14]. As of today, referring 
to the program, Ukraine has concluded FTAs with Canada and Israel, but failed to 
increase exports and to conclude the other planned FTAs. 

Moreover, in the 2017 President’s Annual Address to the Parliament of Ukraine it 
was stated that Ukraine should strengthen its trade relations and cooperation with the 
regional organizations, especially those located in Asia, among them Association of 
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Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) 
since they play important roles in politics, security, finance, and economy on the global 
level [15]. The Deputy Minister of Agrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine for European 
Integration Vladyslava Rutytska confirmed Ukraine’s interests in signing FTA with 
ASEAN. Interestingly, after the global crisis the U.S. managed to double exports in 
2010 reaching the goal, declared in the National Export Initiative (NEI). It is important 
to stress that the Government played the key role: the Export Promotion Cabinet was 
created, twenty agencies were working under the Trade Promotion Coordinating 
Committee; the National Export Strategy links the NEI and the export promotion 
strategy of the U.S. Government [16]. The American experience shows that exports 
contribute to the growth of GDP, support millions of high-paying jobs in the U.S.; have 
been responsible for major contributions to the economic performance of many states 
and metropolitan areas [17].  

Table 1. Ukraine’s exports of goods in million dollars, 2010-2018. 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Trends 2010-
2018 

Total 50744.3 67594.1 67779.8 62305.9 53901.7 38127.1 36361.7 43264.7 47339.9 y=–2893x+66404 
EU 12916.4 17862.9 16937.9 16573.5 17002.9 13015.2 13496.3 17533.4 20158.5 y=292.3x+14705  
CIS 18482.9 25835.8 24911.3 21672.1 14882.3 7806.1 6031.5 6916.4 7027.0 y=–2570x+27691 

Source: authors’ calculations, based on the State Statistics Service of Ukraine database. 
http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua (2018) Accessed 19 Mar 2019. 

The analysis of the Ukrainian exports demonstrates that in 2017 Ukraine exported 
goods to over 200 countries. The main consumers are the EU and the CIS. As shown in 
table 1, there is a tendency of a great decrease in volumes of the total Ukrainian 
commodity exports, and especially exports of goods to the CIS while the key export 
market for goods has become the EU. 

The third problem is low-tech exports. Ukraine is the world’s fifth largest exporter 
of cereals and a major exporter of iron and steel. In 2017, the main exported products 
were sunflower seeds, maize, wheat and meslin, iron products, soya beans and colza 
seeds. The main imported products were fuels, vehicles, medicines, pesticides and 
fertilizers, machinery [3]. The researchers emphasize that as many as 38 developing 
countries are estimated to be dependent on a single commodity for more than 50% of 
their export income, while 48 countries, many of which are LDCs, depend on only two. 
Over the past 40 years, real prices for many of the agricultural commodities on which 
LDCs depend have fluctuated widely and fallen significantly overall [7]. Ukraine finds 
itself in the similar situation since nearly 60% of the exports of goods are raw materials: 
over 40% are agricultural products and more than 20% - steel. Consequently, we should 
agree with the scholars who argue that foreign trade of Ukraine has no effect on the 
improvement of innovation of the country [18], and it sounds logical that the positive 
impact of the export shock on innovation is magnified for high productivity firms, 
whereas it may negatively affect innovation in low productivity firms [19]. To tackle 
the third problem on December 27, 2017 the Government approved the Export Strategy 
of Ukraine: Roadmap for Strategic Development of Trade for the period of 2017-2021, 
which was developed by the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade with the 
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assistance of the business and experts based on the methodology of the International 
Trade Center. The Strategy states that with an overall vision of moving Ukraine into 
“Knowledge- and innovation-based exports for sustainable development and success in 
global markets” [20]. 

In this respect another big challenge is that foreign markets are quite segmented for 
Ukrainian exports as machine-building products are orientated mainly towards post-
Soviet markets, and the Russian Federation in particular, while exports to European 
markets constituted mostly of low value-added goods [20]. The current state of exports 
of Ukraine is characterized by significant changes in the dynamics of its volumes, 
commodity structure, geography of consumers. An analytical paper released by the 
National Bank of Ukraine suggests that the regional and commodity structure of 
Ukraine’s external trade has undergone drastic changes over the last decade in response 
to global commodity market and geopolitical developments [21]. Thus, the overview 
of foreign trade performance of Ukraine for 2010-2018, based on the analysis of the 
data of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, proves that it is important to focus on 
increasing not only the volume of exports of goods, but also the share of high-tech 
products in them in order to have a positive trade balance.  

The Government of Ukraine, through the Ministries, and business elite of the country 
should work on signing RTAs with eastern partners and take the responsibility for 
solving the above mentioned three problems. In our opinion, the best way for promoting 
exports is the combination of Ukraine’s close cooperation with the EU, on the one hand, 
and the powerful economies of the world, on the other, which will not only contribute 
to the formation of non-confrontational relations between East and West, but also will 
strengthen foreign trade of Ukraine and its integration into the global space.  

4 Ukraine and the EU  

Over the past five years, the importance of the EU market for Ukraine has significantly 
increased. 

4.1 Trade Between Ukraine and the EU in 2018  

According to the results of 2018, its share in the geographical structure of both exports 
and imports of goods amounted to 43%. Since April 2014, that is, since the introduction 
of temporary trade preferences for Ukraine, the EU has canceled most of the duties on 
Ukrainian goods. An exception has been made to the number of individual items such 
as wheat, maize, poultry, and others, mainly agricultural products for which there is a 
quotas mechanism, as well as several groups of products in the processing industry, 
such as vehicles (primarily cars), receiving equipment for radio broadcasting, certain 
types of weapons and other goods for which transitional periods (preferably 7 years) 
have been established until the cancellation of duties. This contributed to a gradual 
increase in exports of goods from Ukraine to the EU by 3.6% in 2016 and by 29.9% – 
in 2017. 
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Fig. 1 Monthly dynamics of exports of goods from Ukraine to the EU in 2017 and 2018 (in % 
to the corresponding month of the previous year. Source: authors’calculations, based on the 

State Fiscal Service of Ukraine database. http://sfs.gov.ua/ms/f1 (2018) Accessed 10 Mar 2019. 

The trend of export supply expansion continued in 2018 (exports increased by 15%). 
In the middle of 2018 export growth rate slowed considerably (in May 2018 compared 
to May 2017 exports of goods even declined by 1%), while the average growth rate of 
exports in the monthly dynamics is significantly lower than in 2017 (Figure 1). 

The sectoral analysis of the goods export dynamics to the EU shows that the lower 
growth of export volumes in comparison with the previous year can be explained by 
the relatively modest growth rates of export of agricultural products (by 9%, while by 
the end of 2017 this indicator was 40.1%), the share of which in the commodity 
structure of exports to the EU is almost 26% (Figure 2). A similar situation was 
observed in some other sectors. Thus, exports of food products grew by 5.7%, while 
last year growth was 22.9%. Exports of machine-building industry goods increased by 
14.7% versus 25.3% in 2017, while the export of transport equipment increased by 
almost 1%, although in 2017 it grew by 30.2%. 

 
Fig. 2. Dynamics of export of commodity groups from Ukraine to the EU in 2018 compared to 
2017. Source: authors’ calculations, based on the State Statistics Service of Ukraine database. 

http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua (2018) Accessed 19 Mar 2019. 
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The given statistics allows us to conclude that Ukraine has almost fully used the 
possibilities, it has been provided with, regarding abolishment and reduction of customs 
duties, and now in order to further increase exports, it is necessary to take additional 
measures, both in terms of expanding already existing opportunities and implementing 
new initiatives. 

4.2 Improvement of Customs Procedures 

First of all, it is important to reduce the time and money costs when crossing the 
customs border with the EU and changing the volume and approaches to administering 
the tariff quotas provided by the EU. 

Measures to reduce the costs of domestic exporters while delivering goods to the EU 
may become an important step for Ukraine to expand exports to the EU. Special 
attention should be paid to minimizing costs when crossing the EU customs border 
which requires harmonization of control measures carried out by the customs 
authorities of Ukraine and the EU, aimed at elaboration of the common approach to the 
customs control, the results of which will be recognized on both sides of the border. 

As we can see, the steps require additional efforts from Ukraine with the focus on 
the following issues: 

1. Harmonization of customs legislation which is a prerequisite for the implementation 
of all the measures aimed at simplifying the crossing of the EU customs border. To 
achieve this, Ukraine should finish with: 

 Implementation of the EU Customs Code (UCC) and other EU acquis in the 
customs field; 

 Harmonization of the Ukrainian Customs Tariff structure and the product 
nomenclature with those of the EU; 

 Unification of the practice of applying customs legislation by the customs 
authorities of Ukraine and the EU.  

2. Mutual Recognition of Authorized Economic Operators. The result should be 
simplification of customs procedures in the EU for Ukrainian enterprises that have 
received the status of an authorized economic operator from the Ukrainian customs 
authorities. That is, having, for example, the privilege of primary customs clearance 
in Ukraine, such an enterprise will automatically use the same simplifications for 
customs clearance in the EU. To achieve this, Ukraine should: 

 Introduce changes to the legislation and subordinate normative legal acts in the 
field of regulating the activities of the authorized economic оperators (AEO). 

 Negotiate with the EU on the terms of the agreement on the recognition of AEOs. 
Also, diplomatic channels should stimulate the EU to similar negotiations with 
Ukraine. 

3. Accession of Ukraine to the European Customs Information System (New Customs 
Transit System – NCTS). Accession of Ukraine to NCTS should lead to significant 
simplification of import-export procedures, as the customs authorities of the two 
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parties will exchange a significant amount of information in electronic customs 
declarations. This will accelerate border control, since there will be no need to fill 
out new transit declarations on the opposite side of the border. To achieve this, 
Ukraine should: 

 Make changes to the legislation of Ukraine regarding the use of a common transit 
system with the EU; 

 Fulfill the technical requirements necessary for integrating Ukraine into the 
European transit system. 

 Negotiate with the EU for the purpose of obtaining the invitation for Ukraine to 
accede to the NCTS Convention. 

4. Introduction of paperless customs environment. Exchange of electronic documents 
other than customs declarations (for example, between the EU and the European 
Free Trade Association, electronic exchange of information through more than 200 
standardized electronic documents is implemented) can significantly facilitate the 
free movement of goods. Distribution of electronic exchange on such documents as, 
for example, certificates of origin, electronic invoices, cargo documents, etc., will 
lead to considerable time savings during customs clearance both in the EU and in 
Ukraine. To achieve this, Ukraine should: 

 Establish technical procedures for the exchange of information on issued 
certificates of origin and the numbers of approved exporters; 

 Amend the legislation regarding the possibility of using electronic documents 
received from customs authorities of foreign states; 

 Extend control elements based on the “one-stop shop” principle based on a single 
EU–Ukraine information system; 

 Sign an agreement on informational interaction between the customs authorities 
of Ukraine and the EU. 

5. Mutual recognition of the results of some forms of customs control (results of 
weighing, scanning, etc.). Customs controls are carried out on both sides of the 
border, for example, a customs inspection (which, as a rule, takes the most time 
among all measures), can be carried out both when exporting goods from Ukraine 
and when importing them into the EU. Establishing proper trust between the customs 
authorities and exchanging information on the control forms will eliminate the 
duplication of control forms and the loss of time associated with it. To achieve this, 
Ukraine should: 

 Coordinate the technical issues of information exchange and the extent of customs 
control, the results of which are recognized by an adjacent party. 

 Amend the legislation in terms of applying the results of the customs control 
carried out by the European Authorities for improving the customs control in 
Ukraine. 

 Sign an agreement on informational interaction between the customs authorities 
of Ukraine and the EU. 
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Bills aimed at confronting the above mentioned issues are already under consideration 
of the Parliament of Ukraine.  

The need to support these bills is set out in the European Union Report on the 
implementation of the Association Agreement between Ukraine and the EU in 2017. 
This document was prepared by the European External Action Service and the 
European Commission for the annual meeting of the Association Council of Ukraine 
and the EU on December 17, 2018 in Brussels. 

4.3 Increase of the EU Tariff Quotas for Goods from Ukraine 

With regard to expanding existing export possibilities to the EU, it is expedient to 
intensify the dialogue with the EU on the use of tariff quotas set for Ukraine for certain 
types of products and to create a commission (working group) on a regular basis with 
the purpose of monitoring the use of tariff quotas and introducing proposals on 
providing Ukraine with additional quotas for those products for which the EU demand 
significantly exceeds the established volume of tariff quota. In accordance with the 
Appendix to Annex I-A of Section IV of the Association Agreement, the EU has 
introduced for certain goods tariff quotas that provide for a zero import duty rate within 
the quota and non-zero outside the quota. The list of EU tariff quotas has 36 positions 
(four of them were granted additional quotas, which actually increased the number of 
tariff quotas to 40) and mainly contains products of agriculture and food industry. 

Administration of tariff quotas is carried out by the European Commission, and the 
quotas themselves are divided into those given on the basis of the “first come – first 
received” principle (provided by the Directorate General of Taxation and Customs 
Union in accordance with Annex II to Regulation (EU) No. 374/2014), and those given 
under the “import licenses” (provided by the Directorate General for Agriculture in 
accordance with Annex III to Regulation (EU) No. 374/2014). In both cases, the 
certificates EUR.1 is a must for using quotas. 

The Ukrainian Government and the producers can not directly influence the process 
of distribution of tariff quotas since in accordance with the established procedure, the 
initiators of the use of these tariff quotas are the importing companies in the EU 
countries, which have the right to submit their applications for import to their 
governments. Subsequently, such applications are sent to the European Commission 
for registration. Thus, the task of the Ukrainian sellers is to find a potential buyer in the 
EU that could organize the filing of the relevant application, and the task for the 
Ukrainian Government is to create the most favorable conditions for domestic 
producers to find potential buyers. In this regard, in particular, it is desirable to create 
a database of potential buyers, which will simplify for domestic producers the process 
of finding business partners in the EU. Special attention should be paid to those 
commodity positions on which the request for domestic products by the EU member 
states substantially exceeds the size of the established annual quotas. 

The request of EU Member States for domestic corn is more than 50 times the size 
of the established quota. The request for wheat under the basic quota exceeds the 
established size 37 times, and for an additional quota – 46 times. Moreover, there is a 
significant surplus of the EU Member States' request for butter and dairy pastes and 
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poultry from Ukraine. At the same time, a certain obstacle to the use of quotas for these 
two items is their breakdown for half a year (in the case of butter and dairy pastes) and 
quarter (for poultry). Thus, the request of the EU countries for an additional quarterly 
quota for poultry in the first quarter of 2018 amounted to more than 21 thousand tonnes 
at its volume of 5 thousand tonnes, and for the fourth quarter of 2018 the request was 
41 tonnes at the unused balance and a new quarterly quota of 8202 tonnes. Hence, the 
unused volume of the quota was 8161 tonnes. At that time, there were no queries at all 
for three quotas (for beef and two for pork). Similar situation is observed with the 
annual quotas provided on the basis of the “first come – first received”. Certain annual 
quotas were used in the first months of the year (quotas for honey and juices in 2018 
were fully exhausted on January 10, 2018), indicating the need for their increase, while 
exports were not started in eight quotas. 

It becomes clear that there is a need both for increasing the size of quotas and for 
improving their administration. Achievement of this goal requires mathematical 
calculations followed by the negotiations with the EU. Priority issue for the expansion 
of the export of domestic goods to the EU is the promotion of the interests of the 
Ukrainian exporters in the EU institutions, primarily for the purpose of defending their 
interests instead of accusing them of violating the trade rules established by the 
Association Agreement between Ukraine and the EU. An example of this practice is 
the accusation made by some European partners of the domestic exporter of poultry 
meat (the company “Myronivsky Hliboprodukt”). The essence of the allegations was 
that the company opened a poultry meat processing company in the EU (in Slovakia) 
to produce packaged products for the final consumer from semi-finished products from 
Ukraine. It should be noted that this example is rather demonstrative, because from a 
legal point of view, the domestic exporter did not violate the established rules. The 
mentioned company has found opportunities to increase the supply of its products, 
which were not foreseen at the time of concluding the Agreement, and therefore could 
not contradict it. This situation necessitates the study of the practice of trade by 
Ukrainian exporters with the EU and finding opportunities to increase exports to this 
market.  

In our opinion, the Ukrainian Government should defend Ukrainian companies 
against similar accusations using all possible formats, e.g. while holding the meetings 
of the Association Council of Ukraine and the EU.  

The implementation of all above mentioned measures will significantly simplify the 
administration of trade between Ukraine and the EU and will contribute to increasing 
exports of the Ukrainian products to the EU. 

5 Ukraine’s Exports During the Period Between 2015 and 2018 
and the New Role in the Model of Global Transformation 

The first way out to increase the Ukrainian export of goods is based on the unification 
of markets of the EU and Ukraine, establishment of a common customs system and 
synchronization of its operation. Since the EU market is restricted by quotas, some 
researchers argue that in order to minimize risks for the agrarian sector connected with 
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the DCFTA, leaders must improve the principles of an Euro-integration policy to 
accelerate works on the program of agro-industrial complex adjustment to operation 
under the conditions of the common European market and a common agrarian 
policy [23].  

With regard to the exports of higher-value added products, according to the World 
Bank’s Special Focus Note on international trade, Ukraine still has tremendous 
potential to boost them, but this potential has not yet been realized. The share of exports 
integrated with Global Value Chains (GVC) remains low at 5.7% in Ukraine, compared 
to 27% for Poland, 38% for Romania, 38% for Turkey, and 59% for Vietnam. Boosting 
higher-value added and GVC exports is a major opportunity for Ukraine to leverage its 
special access to the EU market. Ukraine has demonstrated potential on this front 
through the exports of automotive ignition wiring sets which grew from 21 million 
dollars in 2000 to 1.217 billion dollars in 2017, one of the fastest growing export 
product categories in recent years [12]. 

The second way for realization of the Ukrainian trade potential involves exploring 
opportunities of the export of goods to markets of the countries, with which the EU has 
signed RTAs, mainly in the form of FTAs. The EU continues to conclude FTAs with 
countries, as well as with regional integration blocs, strengthening its trade positions 
not only at the regional level, but also at the global level. The EU has concluded over 
forty FTAs with countries in Europe, Asia, North America, Latin America, the 
Caribbean and Africa while Ukraine is characterized by half the number of trade 
agreements. 

The talks on strategic partnership between the EU and China were launched in 2013, 
FTA with Japan was signed in July 2018. The EU has intensified region-to-region 
negotiations on future FTA with ASEAN and MERCOSUR. At the same time the talks 
on strategic partnership with Brazil were launched on October 27, 2017. The EU 
experience and coordination in trade relations with these countries will be beneficial 
for Ukraine. 

The third way is viewed as the main one and has the nature of the fundamental 
novelty since it is related to the changing role of Ukraine in the global model of the 
transformation of the world economy.  

Let’s have a look at the dynamics of volume of exports of goods of Ukraine to its 
main consumers during the period of 2015-2018 (Table 2). 

The volume of total exports has increased, and the trend for the overall volume of 
exports is positive y=3454x+32638. Exports of goods to the EU are on rise – in 2015 
they amounted for 13015.2 million dollars and in 2018 have grown to 20158.5 million 
dollars, brining 7143.3 million dollars, which compensated for the losses of the Russian 
market since exports to Russia decreased by 1173.6 million dollars during the same 
period. So, some transformational shifts have already taken place. Trade with the CIS 
is slowly shrinking. There is also the tendency of export growth to Poland, Hungary, 
Romania, Czech Republic, Slovakia, the former members of the Council for Mutual 
Economic Assistance which could contribute to Ukraine’s technological development. 
Germany, Italy, and Poland are also characterized by positive trends.  

The most significant consumers of the Ukrainian products in Asia are Turkey (trend 
for 2015-2018 is y=-78.82x+2620), China (y=–38.96x+2215), and India 
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(y=249.8x+1307) while the African vector of cooperation is represented by Egypt 
(y=-200.3x+2834). 

Table 2. Dynamics of volume (in million dollars) and share (in %) of goods exports of Ukraine 
to its main consumers. 

Countries / volume trends 2015 2016 2017 2018 
Total 
y=3454x+32638 

38127.1 36361.7 43264.7 47339.9 
100 100 100 100 

EU 
y=2546x+9684.1 

13015.2 13496.3 17533.4 20158.5 
34.1 37.1 40.5 42.6 

CIS 
y= –145.2x+7308 

7806.1 6031.5 6916.4 7027.0 
20.5 16.6 16.0 14.8 

Russia 
y= –317.7x+4797 

4827.7 3592.9 3936.5 3654.1 
12.7 9.9 9.1 7.7 

Poland  
y=436.5x+1448 

1977.3 2200.0 2724.6 3257.6 
5.2 6.1 6.3 6.9 

Italy 
y=248.6x+1630 

1979.8 1929.6 2469.5 2628.8 
5.19 5.3 5.7 5.6 

Turkey 
y= –78.82x+2620 

2771.8 2049.1 2519.1 2352.4 
7.27 5.64 5.82 5.0 

Germany 
y=296.9x+936.3 

1328.7 1423.7 1754.2 2208.4 
3.5 3.9 4.05 4.7 

China 
y= –38.96x+2215 

2399.1 1832.5 2039.3 2200.3 
6.3 5.0 4.7 4.6 

India 
y=249.8x+1307 

1444.1 1903.1 2205.7 2175.9 
3.8 5.2 5.1 4.6 

Hungary y=248.3x+613.1 
909.7 1053.1 1326.4 1646.3 

2.4 2.9 3.1 3.5 
Egypt 
y= –200.3x+2834 

2079.8 2266.5 1831.3 1557.1 
5.5 6.2 4.2 3.3 

Belarus 
y =154.1x+570.0 

870.7 903.2 1142.9 1304.5 
2.3 2.5 2.6 2.8 

Romania 
y=121.3x+462.0 

569.9 717.0 841.6 932.7 
1.5 2.0 1.94 2.0 

Czech Republic 
y=116.5x+382.3 

541.0 560.8 715.2 878.1 
1.4 1.54 1.65 1.9 

Slovakia 
y=137.1x+272.1 

468.5 471.4 656.0 864.2 
1.2 1.3 1.5 1.8 

Source: authors’ calculations, based on the State Statistics Service of Ukraine database. 
http://www.ukrstat.gov.ua (2018) Accessed 19 Mar 2019. 

The three problems identified in the second section are becoming even more urgent 
since the total volume of exports of goods in 2018 has not still reached that of 2010, 
the trade deficit in goods was 6.3 billion dollars in 2017, and increased to 9.8 billion 
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dollars in 2018. Reforms to attract FDI should be implemented, the economy is to be 
integrated into GVCs. It is evident that Ukraine has large financing needs, since the 
IMF credits and state debts need to be paid back. 

Experiencing sharp decrease in bilateral trade with Russia and still having doubts as 
to obtaining the status of the full member in the EU in the nearest future, Ukraine should 
be interested in concluding RTAs with the leading countries and regional integration 
organizations of the world, cooperation with which will allow Ukraine not only to 
increase exports of goods, but also to receive foreign direct investment ensuring 
innovation development path and technological leap. To sum up, Ukraine should 
improve trade relations with both – western and eastern partners. 

6 Conclusions 

For the first time in the scientific economic literature the development of the regional 
integration processes is viewed as a means of the consolidation of the world economy. 
Ukraine’s integration processes, aimed at increasing the country’s exports, play 
important role in consolidating West and East.  

The Ukrainian Government should ensure support in the Parliament of Ukraine of 
bills aimed at fulfilling the terms of the EU-Association Agreement and access to the 
EU market, as well as address the President of Ukraine with a request for the 
determination of such bills as urgent. In addition, Ukraine’s diplomatic missions in the 
EU countries should be set up to contract potential buyers of domestic products subject 
to tariff quotas, create an appropriate base for such buyers, as well as motivate them to 
appeal to their national authorities to provide tariff quotas to Ukraine.  

The role of the Ukrainian Government is crucial not only for increasing the quantity 
of the products exports and improving their quality, but also for putting into practice 
the policies aimed at gaining full membership in the EU and considering new RTAs 
with the eastern countries. Ukraine should contribute to the formation of a new model 
of global transformation caused by the globalization processes. The novelty of the paper 
is the argumentation for Ukraine’s integration with the EU, East Asia, and the Asia-
Pacific region.  
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Abstract. The paper is devoted to the current issue of the counteracting 
cyberattacks in the banking sector, in particular in the field of e-banking. The 
main types of banking fraud, which are carried out in the online sphere, are 
considered. The authors propose a mathematical model that describes the process 
of counteracting e-banking fraud. Proposed model is based on the classic Lotka-
Volterra model with logistic growth and the Holling-Tanner dynamic models. 
The fixed points of a dynamic system were calculated and analyzed. It was 
determined that there are 4 possible types of fixed points: saddle and the line of 
stable fixed points, which are unlikely may be in real life, stable node and a stable 
degenerate node, which are, in practice, the most likely cases. The constructed 
model could be used for theoretical study, different simulation experiments with 
changing input parameters could be done. Unfortunately, it is difficult to 
investigate this question on real data, since the statistics on cyberattacks are 
closed.  

Keywords: e-commerce, e-banking, fraud, e-banking fraud, fraudulent attack, 
cyberattack. 

1 Introduction  

The lack of proper attention to the security of online operations can make them 
vulnerable to criminals. 

Today, most financial transactions are carried out via the Internet. The development 
of e-commerce has led to the fact that these trends have spread to the banking sector. 
Since the beginning of the 80’s, the term “e-banking” has entered the economic 
terminology. 
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Due to the flow of funds through the Internet communication channels, fraudsters, 
who are coming up with more and more new cyberattacks schemes, have become more 
active. With the advent of new cyberattacks, new countering instruments are emerging. 

The study of this issue, although it is relevant, but, unfortunately, is at a basic level. 
This is due to the fact that, in the first place, all information about cyberattacks that are 
carried out in the banking sector is confidential. 

At the same time, it is theoretically and practically justified that the emergence of 
new fraudulent schemes leads to the development of new instruments to combat them. 
Thus, there is a kind of race that can go on forever. 

Thus, scientists are faced with the task of studying the dynamics of the emergence 
of cyberattacks in the banking sector and the development of instruments of 
counteracting e-banking fraud. This article proposes to develop a mathematical model 
that would describe the process. 

2 The Concept of E-banking 

Innovative development of the economy of any country depends on the direction of 
society to the information space. Nowadays the main direction of innovation in the 
business is the transfer of commercial activity in the Internet space. Every year, from 
30% to 70% of business in any country (regardless of its level of development) goes 
into on-line sphere. That is, companies are increasingly using e-commerce systems to 
conduct business. 

The beginning of the Internet economy can be associated with the breakthrough of 
the World Wide Web system in the mid-1990s. Today, to describe economic relations 
on the Internet, the concept of “electronic commerce” is used, which is a part of the 
Internet economy. Thus, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
provides such definition of this term (in a broad sense): any form of business 
relationship where interaction between actors occurs using Internet technologies [1]. 

Finally, e-commerce could be defined as a relationship aimed at making a profit, 
carried out remotely using information and telecommunication systems, as a result of 
which participants have rights and obligations of a property nature [2]. 

In general, e-commerce is subdivided into: Electroniс Data Interchange (EDI); 
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT); e-trade; e-cash; e-marketing; e-insurance; and, 
finally, e-banking. 

E-banking is a remote banking technology that gives the ability to receive banking 
services via the Internet [3]. To connect the client to the Internet banking system it is 
enough to have access to the global network, installed on the computer browser 
program, enter into a contract with the bank, get a set of passwords or special devices 
for logging in and operations, go to the secure page of the e-banking, sign up and 
connect to the system. 

Traditionally, e-banking includes such operations: carry out banking operations on 
any computer connected to the Internet; pay for cable and satellite television, mobile 
communication operators, telephony; online games; to make utility payments; receive 
extracts about the movement of funds by card or account in the last few days, calendar 
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month, another arbitrary time period; open deposit; repay the loan; carry out transfer of 
funds between own accounts; various credit card transactions; view currency rates, 
bank announcements; submit applications for purchase / sale / currency conversion; 
blocking a card by a customer, for example, in case of theft or loss etc. 

According to statistics, more than 80% of all banking operations can be done by a 
person sitting at a computer at home or at the office. Benefit from this kind of activity 
is received by all involved persons: clients of banks, banks, software developers and 
owners of companies representing their products and services on the Internet. 

At the same time, the intensification of financial activities through the Internet leads 
to the fact that a large amount of personal information, including financial, passes 
through communication channels. This, in turn, leads to increasing e-banking fraud. 

3 Types of E-banking Fraud 

Nowadays, the development of various fraud schemes has reached a global level. In 
connection with the development of information technology, fraudsters are moving to 
a new level, organizing cyberattacks on automated systems of various companies and 
enterprises. 

Cyberattacks penetrated absolutely all areas of business. The Fig. 1 shows 5 areas of 
business that have suffered the greatest costs due to cyber fraud in August 2018.  

Fig. 1 shows that the most unprofitable cyberattacks were for the financial sector. At 
the same time, about 90% of the attacks fall on the banking sector. Especially active 
frauds are held in the field of electronic banking. 

 
Fig. 1. Average annual costs caused by global cybercrime as of August 2018, by industry sector 

(in million U.S. dollars). [5] 

The most common type of fraud in the e-banking sector today is phishing and its 
subspecies (Fig. 2). 

Generally, phishing could be defined as a scalable act of deception whereby 
impersonation is used to obtain information from a target [4]. 
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Fig. 2. Types of cyberattacks experienced by companies worldwide as of August 2018. [5] 

More precisely, phishing is a form of social engineering in which an attacker, also 
known as a phisher, attempts to fraudulently retrieve legitimate users’ confidential or 
sensitive credentials by mimicking electronic communications or phone calls from a 
trustworthy or public organization in an automated fashion [6]. 

In general, there are 2 basic phishing principles: 

─ on a mobile phone, sometimes not even tied to an account, the bell of a bank 
employee or even his security service rings. The client is told about the dubious 
movements on the card and is asked to call the CVV - the verification code of the 
card’s payment system. You should never report anything, if the call was not made 
by the client himself by the support number, any information can be used for theft. 
It is better to interrupt the call and call your bank manager yourself; 

─ a letter comes to the client's mail, signed by its servicing bank. The link proposed in 
the letter leads to an analogue of a personal account in which you need to enter your 
login and password. Banks never use this way of working with clients, any letters to 
personal mail with a proposal to provide personal data, card number or enter the 
username and password, signed by an employee of the bank, is always sent to a 
fraudster. 

A complete phishing attack involves three roles of phishers. Firstly, mailers send out a 
large number of fraudulent emails (usually through botnets), which direct users to 
fraudulent websites. Secondly, collectors set up fraudulent websites (usually hosted on 
compromised machines), which actively prompt users to provide confidential 
information. Finally, cashers use the confidential information to achieve a pay-out. 
Monetary exchanges often occur between those phishers [7]. The information flow is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

Phishing can also be divided into such types depending on the mechanisms used: 

─ “Man-in-the-Middle” attack – hackers place themselves between banks and 
customers while customers are using their online banking accounts [8]; 

─ deceptive phishing attack – sending false notifications through email [9]. In this type 
of phishing attack, an attacker sends email messages to users, masquerading as one 
of the bank’s representatives [10]. 
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─ pharming – this method is more complicated and works only with small banks. 
Pharming is a type of attack intended to redirect traffic to a fake Internet host. There 
are different methods for pharming attacks, among which DNS cache poisoning is 
the most common [7]. Thus, the fraudster “replaces” the real Internet bank of the 
bank with the same visually, but fake, where the client enters his data, and the 
fraudster, respectively, receives all the necessary personal data. 

─ malware-based phishing – malware is a piece of software developed either for the 
purpose of harming a computing device or for deriving benefits from it to the 
detriment of its user [11]. Malware can be used to collect confidential information 
directly, or aid other phishing techniques. 

─ phishing through PDF Documents – some key functions of a PDF programming 
language could be misused by an attacker or a hacker to design a new PDF document 
to his/her own advantage and extract the desired personal information from the 
victim [7]. 

 
Fig. 3. Phishing information flow. [7] 

Analysis of statistics on the total number of phishing attacks around the world shows 
that their number is gradually increasing (Fig. 4).  

It may me noticed that the time series has a certain frequency. This is due to the fact 
that certain instruments of counteracting existing fraudulent attacks are created. 
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However, bypassing the emerging instruments, new types of attacks are created. Thus, 
the decrease in the number of phishing attacks due to the use of counteracting 
instruments is replaced by a sharp increase in their number. 

 
Fig. 4. Number of global phishing attacks from 2012 to 2016 worldwide. [5] 

Talking about payment systems that are most often subjected to phishing attacks, the 
statistics are shown in the Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of global phishing attacks aimed at online payment systems as of 4st 

quarter 2016. [5] 
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Thus, phishing is distinguished as the most common type of cyberattack in e-banking. 
Thus, further the mathematical model of counteracting similar bank fraudulent attacks 
will be proposed. 

4 Mathematical Model of the Process of Counteracting Bank 
Fraud 

Modeling a process of counteracting bank fraud is a complex issue in terms of 
collecting real data. The relevant statistics are closed. In addition, a huge number of 
fraudulent schemes does not reach the level of law enforcement agencies. Therefore, 
this question can be investigated in theoretical form. 

This study proposes to simulate the process of counteracting bank fraud using a 
model of economic dynamics. So, the use of instruments to combat fraud and the 
emergence of new attacks can be compared to the classic “predator-prey” model [8]. 

 
푥` = (푎 − 푐 ∙ 푦)푥
푦` = −(푏 + 푑 ∙ 푥)푦 (1) 

where x – the number of prey; 
y – the number of predators; 
a, b, c, d – coefficients reflecting the interactions between species. 
Suppose that for our subject area, x is the number of fraudulent attacks, and y is the 

number of instruments to combat bank fraudulent attacks. 
The use of the Lotka-Volterra model with logistic growth [13] and the Holling-

Tanner model [14] allows us to propose a model of counteracting bank frauds: 

 
푥` = (푎 − 푑 ∙ 푥 − 푏 ∙ 푦)푥
푦` = −푐 ∙ 푦 + − 푦  (2) 

where x – number of fraudulent attacks at the time t; 
y – number of available tools to combat fraudulent attacks at the time t; 
a – the coefficient of natural increase in the number of fraudulent attacks; 
b – the coefficient of effectiveness of one instrument of counteracting fraudulent 

attacks; 
c – coefficient of natural decrease in the number of instruments of counteracting 

fraudulent attacks per time unit; 
d – coefficient of interspecific competition for attackers. d=1/D, where D – the 

maximum possible number of attacks. 
The next step is to find the fixed points of the system.  
On the basis of symbolic calculations, we obtain two fixed points. 

 (푥 ; 푦 ) = 0;
( )

 (3) 

 (푥 ; 푦 ) = ( )
( )

;
( )

 (4) 
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The study of the first fixed point is inappropriate from a practical point of view, since 
it is assumed that the number of fraudulent attacks equal 0. Therefore, we will 
investigate the second special point. We will linearize the model with Jacobian matrix. 

 퐽(푥, 푦) = 푎 − 푏 ∙ 푦 − 2 ∙ 푑 ∙ 푥 −푏 ∙ 푥
0 −푐 − 1  (5) 

We replace x and y in Jacobian with the values of the second fixed point and calculate 
the trace and determinant for the received matrix. 

 푡푟 = 푎 − 푐 − − − 1 (6) 

 Δ = 푎 + 푎 ∙ 푐 − 1 (7) 

Based on the analysis of characteristic regression, the following expression was 
obtained for the discriminant: 

 퐷 = 푐 − 푎 + + ( )
( )

+ 1 − 4 ∙ 푎 − 4 ∙ 푎 ∙ 푐 + 4 (8) 

Given the economic content of the input parameters of the proposed model, the 
discriminant can not be negative. Consequently, the roots of the characteristic equation 
can not be complex values. Moreover, given that the second root of the characteristic 
equation will always be a negative number, we can conclude that the roots of the 
characteristic equation can take the following values: 

1. real, negative, different – fixed point type is stable node; 
2. real, repeating, negative – fixed point type is stable degenerate node; 
3. real, different, with different signs – fixed point type is saddle; 
4. the first root is 0, the second is negative – fixed point type is a line of stable fixed 

points. 

In order to achieve these types of fixed points we will form the constraints that must be 
imposed on the ratio of input parameters (Table 1). 

Table 1. Type of fixed point depending on the ratio of the input parameters of the model. 

Type of fixed point The ratio of the input parameters 

Stable node 
푎 + 푎 ∙ 푐 − 1 > 0

√퐷
2 ≠ 0

 

Stable degenerate node 
푎 + 푎 ∙ 푐 − 1 > 0

√퐷
2 = 0

 

Saddle 푎 + 푎 ∙ 푐 − 1 < 0 
Line of stable fixed points 푎 + 푎 ∙ 푐 − 1 = 0 

 
To carry out numerical experiments and study the behavior of the proposed model, 

we will construct an imitative model of the process of counteracting bank fraud in terms 
of system dynamics (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6. Stock and flow diagram for the model of the process of counteracting bank fraud. 

The structure of constructed model is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Description of diagram elements. 

Name of the diagram Element of stock and flow diagram 
Fraudulent_Attacks Stock 
Countermeasures Stock 

Fraudulent_Attacks_Changes Flow 
Countermeasures_Changes Flow 

a Parameter 
b Parameter 
c Parameter 
d Parameter 

 
The constructed diagram allowed to carry out simulation experiments, which take 

into account the various ratios of the input parameters of the proposed model of the 
process of counteracting bank fraud for obtaining fixed points of the specified types. 

The conducted simulation experiments for the saddle case have shown that the 
number of fraudulent attacks goes to zero over time, and the number of instruments to 
combat them is approaching some stationary value. 

Model experiments for the line of stable fixed points showed a case similar to a 
saddle. 

The construction of timelines and phase portraits of the proposed model for the case 
of a stable degenerate node caused the necessity of selecting the parameters in such a 
way that the discriminant of the characteristic equation assumed zero. Such a situation 
is possible only in the case when the parameter c=0. This means that the instruments to 
counteract fraudulent attacks are successful and there is no their “dead out”. But this 
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situation is not very attractive from a practical point of view. X and y, as in the case of 
a stable node, go to some stationary state. But the value of x is quite high. And it will 
be larger, the more the value of parameter a, the more new fraudulent attacks generate 
attacks that ended successfully. 

Summing up the results of computer simulation, we can conclude that from a 
practical point of view saddle case and the line of stable fixed points are more 
acceptable, since in these cases the value of x (the number of fraudulent attacks) goes 
to zero, regardless of the initial coordinates x and y (coordinates of the initial state of 
the system). So the value of a parameter must be 푎 ≤ . In terms of its economic 
content, the parameter с can take values from 0 to 1. Thus, the parameter a should vary 
from 0.5 to 1. It means that in response to every successful fraud attack, in addition at 
least one new attack must arise, which is unlikely may be in real life. As a rule, they 
arise much more. 

Accordingly, in practice, the most likely cases are a stable node and a stable 
degenerate node and should seek to reduce the value. Thus, we should seek to reduce 
the value of 푥 = ( )

( )
. From this expression we can see that the most influential are 

the parameters a and d. Moreover, for a, the connection is straight, and for d is converse.  
To summarize, it can be argued that in order to obtain a more favorable situation 

from a practical point of view, it is necessary to reduce the values of the parameters a 
and c and increase the parameter d. 

5 Conclusions  

1. E-banking is an innovative part of e-commerce sphere and could be defined as a 
remote banking technology that gives the ability to receive banking services via the 
Internet. 

2. The most common type of e-banking fraudulent attack is phishing, which, in general, 
is a method of acquiring personal financial data of a bank customer with the help of 
fictitious phone calls, emails and substitution of real websites of banking institutions. 

3. In the paper a model of counteracting bank frauds based on of the Lotka-Volterra 
model with logistic growth and the Holling-Tanner model proposed. It allows to 
investigate the question of counteracting bank frauds in theoretical form. 

4. Simulation experiments, made with the usage of built model, showed that saddle 
case and the line of stable fixed points are unlikely may be in real life, because it 
means that in response to every successful fraud attack, in addition at least one new 
attack must arise. As a rule, they arise much more. In practice, the most likely cases 
are a stable node and a stable degenerate node. 
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Abstract. Ukraine has a relative drawback in the economic defense capabilities, 
which needs to be addressed by raising the indicators of macroeconomic 
development, innovation, and economic potential, social health of the population 
of the state, and the support of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, by the state. The 
estimation of the defense capability of states like Ukraine, Poland, Russia and 
Turkey is made on the basis of the developed methodological approach to the 
overall representation of the health of the economies of the states and their 
defense capabilities using the method of constructing petal diagrams with the 
definition of their effective areas, which became indicators of economic status 
and defense capability. The article analyses the dependence of the development 
level of the countries’ economies and the state of development of the armed 
forces of these countries in the conditions of resource constraints and existing 
risks on the basis of macroeconomic data and indicators. This article uses the 
indicators for the determination of the level of defense capability and the data of 
petal diagrams and the scenario modeling of the development strategies of the 
Armed Forces of Ukraine with the aim of constructing the most optimal forecast 
in this area. 

Keywords: Armed Forces of Ukraine, budget, prognostication, strategy, 
modeling. 

1 Introduction  

Ukraine as a State has been suffering from specific political, economic and military 
oppression from various states throughout its entire existence – from ancient times to 
the present day. Whether it was its geographical location as the center of Europe or 
ineffective leadership, Ukraine was always forced to defend its legitimate interests, 
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territorial integrity and independence. Under such conditions, the Armed Forces of 
Ukraine (the AFU) serve as a key element in the protection of territorial integrity and 
inviolability of Ukraine, which is entrusted to them by the Constitution of Ukraine. 

There is a relative gap in the economic provision of defense capacity in Ukraine. 
This issue is decided to be solved by the State thought the increase of indicators of 
macroeconomic development of the innovative economic strength, social health of the 
population and the support of the Armed Forces. 

The end of the second decade of the 21st century on the world map was marked by 
significant military conflicts between states, in which a militarily stronger state usually 
neglected interests of adjacent states. Firstly, this is related to Russia with respect to 
such states as Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine. Processes on the Balkan axis are still 
fresh wounds from the gunpowder feeling and not quite a healthy environment for 
economic development. The Syrian conflict amid the movement of the states in this 
region towards European markets is related to the economic interests of Russia.  

Officially this issue affects every state, although those economies that are under the 
aegis of NATO (Turkey) or Russia (Belarus, Armenia, etc.) find themselves in a more 
comfortable position in terms of protection. In this context, Ukraine may rely on its 
own economic strength that is going through the difficult economic situation for the 
time being. However, there is its own model of finding a way out of the difficult 
situation and its own driving force able to bring the country into the worldwide level. 

State-to-state relations and ties are disturbances in the model of the Armed Forces 
development strategy based on domestic economic opportunities and invasion from 
aggressor states that should be formalized by the projected influences on national 
security. 

2 Analysis of Recent Research  

The issues of the strategic behavior development of the armed forces have been recently 
given considerable attention at the world level. This is related primarily to a new spin 
in the arms race as well as political and economic instability in the world. Therefore, it 
is important for every state to have the armed forces development strategy based on 
domestic economic opportunities and invasion from aggressor states. With respect to 
Ukraine researches and papers of V. Horbulin and A. Kachynskyi deal with the issues 
of the national security strategic forecasting [1, 3]. The papers of V. Bohdanovych, A. 
Semenchenko also deal with national security enforcement through the formalization 
of strategic planning in the area of public administration. [2]. In this context the research 
notes by O. Reznikova and V. Tsiukalo [4, 5] draws attention. Charles J. Hitch outlined 
the list of the most relevant decisions made with a focus on security and defense [6]. 
The defense reform algorithm as a way from the form to content [7] was suggested by 
A. Hrytsenko in 2006. 

However, it should be noted that most of the scientific researches in this area do not 
usually emphasize the study of the economic and military situation of neighboring 
states and its development, thus resulting in the unreasonable vision being received on 
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the Armed Forces of Ukraine development strategy as, for example, Ukraine’s ability 
to defend itself. 

The question is whether Ukraine is able to reliably defend itself in economic and 
military terms and which strategy of the AFU development should be chosen based on 
domestic economic opportunities and invasion from aggressor states. We will try to 
find the answers in this article. 

The purpose of the research is the design of the AFU development strategy based on 
domestic economic opportunities and invasion from aggressor states. 

3 Presentation of the Basic Research 

The arms race is the most difficult phase for the economy of any state. This is practically 
a test of the economic development level for its focus on innovation and competitive 
ability not only in the defense capacity area but also in the areas shaping the capacity 
of the economy. The question is, where funding will come from for its own innovative 
product, or where to borrow money from the available sources in such a way not to 
worsen the economic health of the state. 

Table 1. Data on indicators and indicators of macroeconomic development of states [11-13]. 

Indicator Title Ukraine Poland Russia Turkey 
GDP, billion USD 109.32 524.89 4.007.83 849.48 

Import / Export, USD 62386М/ 
53776М 

261841М/ 
283749М 

326.9В/ 
411B 

214637М/ 
189714М 

Exports of goods and services in 
% of GDP 49.3 52.3 26.5 22 

Added value in the 
manufacturing industry in the 
current rate of price growth, % 

3.6 4.3 13.7 3.8 

Household consumption 
expenditure in % of GDP 65.3 58.5 53.09 59.8 

Gross capital accumulation in % 
of GDP 20.4 -7.9 -1.8 29.3 

Market capitalization of 
companies in % of GDP +15.7 38.4 39.5 26.7 

GDP per capita, USD 2583 13823 10.608 10.512 
Government’s net debt in % of 

GDP 75.6 51.4 17.4 22.7 

Net outflow of foreign direct 
investment in % of GDP 0.2 0.8 2.4 0.3 

Net inflow of foreign direct 
investment in % of GDP 2.2 1.2 1.8 1.3 

Total production of primary 
energy quadrillion Btu 2.3 2.3  55.9  1.2  

Consumption of primary energy 
quadrillion Btu 3.4  3.9  29.6  5.7  

Net energy imports as a share of 
energy use, % 27.2 28.5 -83.7 75.2 
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In order to design the AFU development strategy based on domestic economic 
opportunities let us consider the most common indexes and indicators of the State’s 
economic status directly related to the economy capacity and relatively affecting the 
level of security and defense capacity. To this end let us use statistical data of the 
economies of the most powerful four states neighboring Ukraine: Ukraine, Poland, 
Russia, and Turkey. Summary statistics are given in Table 1. 

Figure 1 shows a petal diagram with indicators of macroeconomic development, 
economic potential, social health of the population and support provided to the AFU by 
the state: Ukraine, Poland, Russia, Turkey, with the areas as the primary characteristic 
of the State’s possibilities to ensure the defense capacity. 

 
Fig. 1. The petal diagram of macroeconomic development of states: Ukraine, Poland, Russia 

and Turkey. 

In order to get the indicators of economic and military security of the State, it is 
reasonable to refer to the findings of their estimation by Global Firepower Index, 
Military Capacity Index and Credit Suisse Institute index and to conduct a comparative 
analysis of them. The suggested Military Capacity Index built on indicators 
supplementing other world-famous indexes is focused on covering indicators that 
characterize the State’s ability to restore the defense capacity, Table 2. Data on 
indicators of economic and military security of the State are given in Table 3. 

Thus, according to the Table 3, Ukraine has some challenges with border protection 
with respect to its neighboring states, as evidenced by the bottom positions of the State 
by practically three indexes. 

The question that has to be answered is which scenario of the defense capacity 
development should be chosen to improve the security against possible aggression from 
the potential aggressor states. When it comes to Russia, there is a special relationship 
here, as since 2014 the northern neighbor has started to invade the territories of Ukraine 
and in fact is considered to be the greatest threat to the defense capacity of the State. 
From this perspective we consider several scenarios of strategic axes of defending 
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Ukraine to satisfy the wish of the State to become an independent country. To this end 
the fundamental characteristics of the AFU development to be singled out and strategies 
of the defense capacity of the State to be selected based on them. The most favorable 
indicators and characteristics able to ensure military changes should include the 
following: improvement of knowledge, skills and experience in military affairs; 
increase of defense and security expenditures; increase in number of military personnel; 
growth of bank credit for the defense industry complex development; budgeting for the 
defense industry complex development; assistance of NATO states. 

Table 2. The economic condition of the State’s defense capacity by MCI. 

Indicator Title Ukraine Poland Russia Turkey 
GDP, USD billion 109.32 524.89 4007.83 849.48 

Resources (dollars) for the 
defense and security and their 

percent of GDP 
3.648М 10В 631В 18.19В 

Arms Import / Export, in USD 18М/ 240М 197В/ 3М 34М/ 6.148В 410В/ 244М 
Export of goods and services, 

in % of GDP 49.3 52.3 26.5 22 

The share of high-technology 
products export, % 7.3 8.5 10.7 2 

R&D expenditure as a share of 
GDP, % 0.6 1 1.1 1 

Education expenditures, in % 
of GDP 5.87 4.91 3.8 4.4 

Gross fixed capital formation , 
in % of GDP 20.4 -7.9 -1.8 29.3 

Market capitalization of 
companies, in % of GDP +15.7 38.4 39.5 26.7 

GDP per capita, USD 2583 13823 10.608 10.512 
Global Firepower Index 0.5363 0.4276 0.0841 0.2216 
Total strength of military 

personnel, people 182000/ 1М 184650 3586128 710565 

World Competitiveness Index 4.11  4.59 4.64 4.42 
Human Development Index, 

score 0.74  0.86 0.80 0.77 

Missile launcher, pieces 625 240 3816 418 
Battle tank, pieces 2214 1.065 20300 2446 

Armored vehicle, pieces 11868 2608 27400 9031 
Artillery arm, pieces 2971 515 6436 1980 

Aircraft carrier, pieces  0 0 1 0 
Frigate, pieces 1 2 9 16 

Corvette, pieces 1 2 78 10 
Submarine, pieces 0 4 62 12 

Aircraft total number 240 466 3914/818 1056 
Helicopter total number 94 227 1451/511 475 
 
Considering the previous indicators that are laid down in the indicators defining the 

level of defense capacity and clearly characterize the military potential of the State, we 
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will focus on four feasible strategies of the AFU development: reliance on the Land 
Forces, Air Forces under the progressive development of other branches; reliance on 
submarines, aircraft carriers and artillery under the progressive development of other 
branches; reliance on NATO under the progressive development of other branches; 
reliance on nuclear weapons under the progressive development of other branches. 
Table 4 shows the possible proportions of ensuring the development strategies of the 
Armed Forces that derive from strategic defense development programs for 2010-2025 
and a survey of experts who are considering probable economic and political situations 
of its provision. Their modeling scenarios are not limited to the given data. Their 
modeling scenarios are not limited to the given data. The preliminary graphic data 
analysis results in a major trend in the AFU development which primarily depends on 
the increase of knowledge, skills and experience in military affairs and increase of 
defense and security expenditures. Although such indicators as the increase in number 
of military personnel, growth of bank credit for the defense industry complex 
development, budgeting for the defense industry complex development, assistance of 
NATO states are essential factors that, to some extent, shape any strategy of the AFU 
development ensuring the progressive development of other branches. 

Table 3. The rating of the states according to the Global Firepower Index, according to the 
Military Capacity Index and the Credit Suisse Institute Index. 

States 
Military 
Capacity 

Index 

Priority 
by the 
МСІ 

Global 
Firepower Index 

Priority by 
the GFI 

Index Credit 
Suisse, 

Priority by the 
Credit Suisse 

Ukraine 0.96 3 0.5363     4 30 4 
Poland 0.70 4 0.4276     3 17 3 
Russia 1.93 1 0.0841 1 2 1 
Turkey 1.17 2 0.2216    2 10 2 

Table 4. AFU development strategies 
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Reliance on the Land Forces, Air Forces, %  50.0  70.0  30.0   40.0   75.0  22.50 
Reliance on submarines, aircraft carriers and artillery, % 90.0 80.0 40.0 50.0 70.0 45.00 

Reliance on NATO, % 55.0 40.0 15.0 30.0 50.0 38.50 
Reliance on nuclear weapons, % 65.0 85.0 20.0 50.0 70.0 8.50 
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Considering that Table 3 presents the minimum values of the development 
indicators of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the best development strategy can be chosen 
based on the diagram of petals by the criterion indicating that dependence on 
submarines, aircraft carriers and artillery in the conditions of progressive development 
of other industries is optimal, Table 5. 

Table 5. Criterion for the selection of the best AFU development scenario. 

AFU development strategies Selection of the optimal 
scenario 

Reliance on submarines, aircraft carriers and 
artillery 1.002 

Reliance on the Land Forces, Air Forces  1.275 
Reliance on NATO 1.071 

Reliance on nuclear weapons 0.796 
 
Now let us make a neural network based on the presentation of the multi-layered 

perceptron structure to compare the results of the AFU development strategies by the 
two methods, Figure 2-3. First of all, let us form a matrix out of the known input 
indexes, then normalize and establish boundary parameters for the evaluation of 
strategies [10]. 

 
Fig. 2. The overall structure of the neural network [14]. 

In Fig. 2 shows the notation: x = {x1, x2, ..., xS} – parameters for the evaluation of 
strategies; the activation function ψ(∑) of the i-layer neuron; wi – synaptic weights. 

The mentioned indicators and their variations reflect the selection of possible AFU 
strategies on a reasonable basis: 
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1. Strategy – coefficients options are lower by the midpoint of the range – Reliance on 
NATO; 

2. Strategy – coefficients options are mixed exceeding the midpoint of the range – 
Reliance on submarines, aircraft carriers, and artillery; 

3. Strategy – coefficients options approach the maximum point of the range – Reliance 
on Missile Forces, Air Defense. 

 
Fig. 3. A neural network structure. 

As target indicators, the boundary characteristics of these three indicators for each 
strategy are selected separately. The run of the neural network is three times, where the 
convolution for each strategy serves as a good indicator. A comparison of performance 
indicators makes it possible to assess the prioritization of strategies. 

The findings of the AFU strategic development should be obtained after the network 
training Regression, Figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4. Outcomes of the neural network training and simulation of the forecasting of the AFU 

development strategy selection. 
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The indicators for the AFU that have the following values have been taken as current 
calculations, namely, Table 6. 

Table 6. Strategies for the development of the Armed Forces of Ukraine 

Index Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3 
MCI 1 1.56 1.63 
GFI 1.39 1.39 1.58 
ICS 0.6 1.05 0.75 
OUT 1.0 1.33 1.32 

 
In the result of the study, the following strategy for the development of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine has been received – Reliance on submarines, aircraft carriers, and 
artillery. 

4 Conclusions 

The outcomes of the defense capacity indexes’ evaluation of Ukraine, Poland, Russia, 
and Turkey indicate some deviations of the states’ ratings according to the Military 
Capacity Index (MCI) as compared to the Global Firepower Index (GFI) and the Credit 
Suisse (СS) Institute Index with regard to Ukraine and Poland. According to the Global 
Firepower Index (GFI) Ukraine is inferior to Poland, and according to the Military 
Capacity Index (MCI) – on the contrary. This suggests that both states have practically 
the same level of defense capacity except that Poland is a NATO member state. 
Regarding the economic status of the defense capacity of Turkey and Russia, Russia 
has the lead and ranks world second after the USA. Although they also have significant 
economic problems that, in the long term, will provide Ukraine the possibility with 
proper planning of the defense capacity and availability of considerable intellectual 
capital, to reach their level and to ensure the inviolability of the state’s borders from 
possible invasion. 

Scenario modeling to select the best AFU development scenario allows you to 
formulate the best development strategy indicating that reliance on submarines, aircraft 
carriers, and artillery in the context of the progressive development of other industries 
is possible but very costly. Therefore, the options of betting on missile troops and Air 
Defense are preferable, which in terms of indicators has a slight discrepancy. 

The outcomes indicate that both methods of the search for the AFU development 
strategies complement each other and provide an overall picture of the possible 
directions to achieve a responsible goal related to the defense capacity of the State. 
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Abstract. Analytical studies of theoretical and methodological aspects of 
company’s strategic positioning influenced by unpredictable factors of 
changeable environment are examined in the article. Justification of effective 
choice of strategic position is provided by the concept of formation of company’s 
economic activity context in emergent environment proposed by the authors. 
Problems of strengthening of company’s strategic position in conditions of 
changeable economic environment with undefined factors can be solved by 
means of the developed model of company’s economic activity context on the 
basis of methods of mathematical modeling. One of the advantages of the model 
implementation can be the usage of methodology of company’s strategic 
positioning in economic environment. The model elaborated by the authors 
implies a set of analytical-calculative aspects of testing and further 
implementation in strategic management practice. The given article proposes the 
first conceptual methodological stage of model of company’s economic activity 
context implementation. The obtained results of further adoption can be applied 
as element of strategic management of vertically integrated companies in 
conditions of emergent environmental challenges. 

Keywords: economic activity context, strategic positioning, mathematical 
modeling, emergent environment. 

1 Introduction  

The current state and contemporary conditions of domestic economy restructuring 
demand from companies quite new economic approaches. Integration steps of Ukraine 
into the European Economic Community create new perspectives on the recruitment 
processes, organization of production, or availability of new ideas and innovative 
projects. The concept of business development efficiency is also changing and 
significant role in this process is played by successfully selected strategic position of 
the company. New approaches towards strategic position selection and evaluation of its 
effectiveness will increase the flexibility of the company’s response to changes in the 
economic environment, which in their turn will strengthen competitiveness of the 
company in the market and will allow more effective adaptation to the new conditions 
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of development, updated quality standards and methods of product promotion. It is 
important to remember that the period of renovation of the economy stimulates 
companies to maintain their own position in the domestic market, on the one hand, and 
successful entry into foreign markets, on the other. In order to solve such problems it is 
necessary to apply conceptually new approaches that can unite both differences and 
similarities that exist between identification and choosing strategic position as 
processes of company’s management. Such approach, in accordance with author’s idea, 
can be modeling of company’s economic activity context considering its emergent 
aspects. 

Strategic positioning problems were proposed and discussed by different prominent 
economists and their theoretical view points and practical explorations are of valuable 
importance for further researches and supporters.  

The research of the effectiveness of company’s strategic positioning was initiated by 
I. Ansoff in his work “New corporate strategy” [1]. Being one of the representatives 
and supporters of systematization approach in company’s strategic development 
concept and founder of the “school of planning”, Ansoff, applied his systematic 
approach of corporate strategy shaping and company’s strategic positioning, which in 
the 60s has became an innovation in the processes of corporate management [2]. 

One of the founders of the “school of design”, professor of the Harvard Business 
School, K. Andrew, in his work “The Concept of Corporate Strategy” (1965) provided 
quite innovative interpretation of the assessment of company’s strategic positioning, 
which in his view should assess “... such kind of business, within which the company 
can compete due to such stages of concentration of its resources that allow company to 
transform its abilities into competitive advantages” [3]. 

J. March, the founder and ideological leader of the “school of learning”, and 
prominent representative of the behaviorists’ approach, in his work “Behaviorists’ 
Theory of the Firm” proposes to assess the corporate strategy as “... an internal 
mechanism that determines the company’s behavior in the market during the period of 
competition concerning necessary resources ...” [4], which transforms the company’s 
strategy from managerial to adaptive leverage of strategic positioning. 

Significant contribution to the development of competitive direction of the 
behavioural approach and the “school of positioning” was made by Harvard University 
Professor M. Porter in the 70’s–80’s of the 20th century through the development and 
implementation into the activity of more than 100 American companies the latest 
aspects of strategic modeling by such as general strategic model (it is often mentioned 
by economists as “M. Porter’s strategic model”), the “chain of values” method, the 
methodology of company’s strategic positioning [5]. From the point of view of 
progress, in changing of approaches to assessing the company’s strategic positioning, 
we can observe a quite clear change in Professor Porter's views in his earlier and 
modern works. And if the “early” Porter has fully emphasized the leading role of the 
corporate strategy in the process of effective company’s positioning in competitive 
environment, Porter of the later period defends rather an opposite position, which 
destroys the standard methodological approaches to the assessment of adaptive 
processes of the company. In his works of the 80’s–90’s, M. Porter has paid maximum 
attention to the individualization of the corporate strategy of each individual company. 
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He affirming that strategy is not only a leverage of successful company’s positioning, 
but the basis of its competitive advantages and victories: “The strategy is aimed at 
searching for development of an individual and unique way to compete not only 
because it is the most versatile way for competition, but also because it allows a 
company to build the activity of its price (production) chain individually and uniquely. 
Strategy is the development of a special type of value (commodity), but not an attempt 
to make the same kind of value (commodity) but only better one” [6]. M. Porter, as the 
initiator of the creation of economic clusters and the founder of the nonprofit 
organization of the United States, “The Initiative for a Competitive Inner City” 
(founded in 1994 by Harvard Business School Professor Michael Porter) proved that 
the competitiveness and adaptability of the company is determined by the 
competitiveness and adaptability of its economic environment, and in its turn, depends 
on the basic conditions and competition within the cluster 
(http://icic.org/member/professor-michael-e-porter). 

E. Utkin, one of the supporters of behavioural trend, became a bright representative 
in the field of strategic and crisis management companies in the 90’s-2000’s [7]. The 
basis of proposed methodology in the field of evaluation of company’s strategic 
positioning is the application of the basic component of corporate management – the 
motivation of each individual employee of the team in different ways according to 
psychological peculiarities. 

At the beginning of the XXI century many foreign of domestic economists 
specializing in the study of multi-level issues of company’s strategic positioning 
supported and followed the world economic opinion regarding the assessment of the 
effectiveness of company’s strategic adaptation and positioning in a wide range of their 
activities. The authors of the scientific works research problems of positioning and 
adaptation of industrial companies, trade networks, advertising agencies and the 
adequacy of their strategies in a changing environment with flexible competition. In 
this context, A. Gradov, as one of the supporters of the competitive approach in the 
study of strategic activity of business entities, in his work “Strategy firm effectiveness” 
[8] offers a specific generalized approach towards assessing the strategy's effectiveness 
and positioning of the firm based on the integrated business theory expressed by the 
scheme of assessing the effectiveness of the company’s positioning and development. 

Contemporary researchers in the field of strategic aspects of the company’s 
economic activity context formation pay special attention on the consideration of the 
processes of choosing strategic position, based on behavioural and emergent 
approaches. For example, H. Greve and G. Gavetti [9], in the framework of the 
behavioural approach, propose modern methods for evaluating the effectiveness of 
company’s strategy from the point of view of competitiveness and psychological 
assessment of activities of the customer. P. Beamish and N. Lupton [10] in their critical 
analysis of Andrews’ research focus on the transition of modern companies from the 
internal concentration of competitive resources to the exit beyond the geographical 
boundaries of countries and reorientation to global international level of competitive 
opportunities.  
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M. Augier [11] in his turn, proposes a number of modern methods for evaluation the 
process of company’s adaptability in the market and the basis of such methods can be 
considered as the classical behavioural approach.  

The concept of an emergent strategy and an emergent strategic approach to 
management in accordance with the classification of H. Mintzberg [12] has appeared 
in the “school of learning”, where the principle of emergent strategy is based on the 
adoption of flexible intellectual decisions of a company manager in crisis situations. 

Authors’ approach towards strategic positioning can be revealed in the process of 
business capitalization modeling and formation of company’s alternative strategic 
position in economic environment [13] and estimation of positioning effectiveness of 
energetic companies in conditions of European integration [14]. Researching in the 
field of transformation of social-economic system in conditions of global integration 
was accomplished from the point of view of conceptual basis of economic emergent 
processes [15]. 

2 Research Methodology 

The concept of emergency reflects peculiarities of company’s activities in conditions 
of unpredicted appearance of environmental challenges that are characteristic for 
unstable politico-economical, social, legislative and other factors. Unpredicted 
environmental changes, in their turn, can lead to company’s emergent reactions in the 
form of concentration of principally new strategic resources and possibilities in activity 
in conditions of unstable environment. Methodological apparatus of applied 
mathematical methods can provide vide possibilities for reflection and analysis of key 
aspects of company’s emergent reactions in economic environment.  

On the basic of mathematical modeling methodology the proposed model of 
company’s economic activity context was formed and presented by means of indirectly 
proportional semi-logarithmic dependence of duration of the alternative strategy 
formation (productive feature of the environment) from the conjuncture of its economic 
environment (factor of nature of the environment) and was reflected by vectors’ system. 

3 Results 

3.1 Concept of Formation of Company’s Economic Activity Context in 
Emergent Environment  

Management of modern industrial companies provides a clear modeling of their 
economic activity context. The construction of a clearly structured and, at the same 
time, ramified model of situational analysis of the environment of an economic entity 
provides an opportunity for its effective strategic positioning and adaptation to existing 
economic, political, social, natural and other conditions of existence. However, the rate 
of change in external as well as internal factors of influence has been so high in recent 
years that companies do not have any time or opportunity to react quickly and construct 
adequate development models even for the next six months. Possibility of preventing 
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significant losses of the company in a similar situation gives a successful choice of 
strategic position, which is preceded by a thorough analysis of the internal, external, 
direct and market environment, and that can be resulted in forecasting the use of the 
necessary resources, costs and profits. In bits turn, the choice of effective strategic 
position of the company depends on the factors of its environment. That is why the 
authors have selected an emergent research direction, which provides “operative 
mobilization of fundamentally new qualities” [16] of a changing environment and 
reveals the peculiarities of its influence on the company’s activities. 

According to the authors’ explorations, it is advisable to consider the emergence 
concept factors of company’s environment in the direction of emergent strategic 
management that ensures spontaneous and flexible adaptation to the conditions of 
external environment and promotes a timely response to processes of bifurcation, 
nonlinear changes in the trends of external indicators. One of the examples of 
manifestation of the emergence strategic management concept is the company’s micro 
strategy [17], focused on short-term implementation with the achievement of short-term 
goals that can ensure the flexibility and speed of the company’s response to the 
influence of environmental factors. On the one hand, emergence concept characterizes 
peculiarities of company’s activities in conditions of contemporary Ukrainian economy 
with its emergent challengers that can appear on the side of social policy, legislation, 
pricing, tariff formation and other environmental factors. At the same time, on the other 
hand, emergency creates principally new reactions on environmental “irritants” that can 
stimulate company in searching new possibilities of surviving and allow its further 
development. Thus emergence concept simultaneously discloses the essence of 
company’s economic activity context and provides possibilities of effective reactions 
on various environmental changes. 

Taking into consideration authors viewpoint it can be stressed that well-formed 
economic activity context provides the company with the opportunity to effectively 
predict the duration of strategic adaptation in a changing economic environment and 
tendencies for further development within a certain time lag according to corporate 
strategy. Based on the information on the state of factor and performance indicators of 
the economic environment in the form of economic indicators of the context of 
economic activity, the company is able to forecast its competitive position in the 
market, which, in turn, allows us to form a strategic direction of development and to 
determine a convenient strategic position.  

Effective strategic positioning of company in the market provides high level of its 
competitiveness, especially in conditions of dynamic economic environment [18]. 
Successful strategic position, fresh commercial ideas and various market advantages 
allow companies maintain favorable conditions for effective business activities and 
they can easily dictate their rules to partners and competitors. That is why modern 
companies consider effective strategic positioning to be one of the major aspects of 
corporative strategy formation. One of the most important factors of a company’s 
strategic position selection is the successful formation of the context of its economic 
activity. The “context of economic activity” is explained by the authors as “the space 
of parameters of the economic environment in which it is possible to trace and predict 
the dynamics of changes in conditions of the company, the dynamics of changes in 
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factor and indicators performance of the economic environment, presented in the form 
of economic indicators, and the duration of the process of strategic adaptation in given 
conditions” [19]. 

The concept of formation of company’s economic activity context, according to the 
authors, is based on a number of such processes as: 

─ formulating company goals; 
─ studying economic environment and level of factors of its emergence; 
─ determination of critical elements of a market environment and internal environment 

that can affect the company’s ability to achieve its goals; 
─ forecasting of company’s interaction with economic environment in future. 

The question of company’s influence on the economic activity context and its 
contextual dependence is controversial, as the impact of one or another economic force 
depends on situational changes in the country's economy that can increase or decrease 
the company’s value in domestic or foreign markets. However, the predicted formation 
of the context of its economic activity provides the company with the ability to succeed 
in such economic situations that are not yet come, but successfully may be fulfilled. 
Based on the experience of well-known world companies [20], authors propose to form 
the context of the economic activity of the investigated companies on the basis of two 
stages. The first stage, the assessment of the economic environment influence on the 
company’s activity, is carried out by using such methods as the method of determining 
the degree of influence of factors of the economic environment on the company’s 
activities, the SWOT-method, the method of forecasting of strategic changes in the 
components of the company’s economic environment, and the method of identifying 
the potential of internal capabilities of enterprises and companies. The second stage, an 
assessment of the strategic adaptation of the company, is carried out by using the 
method of determining the strategic adaptation of the company. Thus, the results of the 
process of assessing the impact of the economic environment on the company’s 
activities and the process of assessing its strategic adaptation can form the context of 
the company’s economic activity within its framework.  

The ultimate goal of company’s economic environment forming is to determine its 
effective strategic position in conditions emergent influence of external factors, for the 
visual representation of the situation, thus the authors have chosen precisely such like 
mathematical models that take into account the plurality and uncertainty of the 
environment. As a result of the combination of semi-logarithmic dependence on the 
theory of sets, the authors formed the model of company’s economic activity context 
that became the basis for choosing a strategic position under the conditions of the 
emergent environment. 

The proposed model takes the first stage of elaboration and has a theoretical-
methodological character. In authors idea the model of company’s economic activity 
context implementation implies the following stages: 

1. Conceptual justification of model’s necessity in conditions of company’s emergent 
economic environment. 
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2. Analysis of current indicators of existing corporative strategies of vertically 
integrated Ukrainian industrial companies. 

3. Comparative analysis of current and predictable indicators company’s economic 
environment conjuncture and justification of its percentage proportion influenced by 
emergent factors.  

4. Elaboration of alternative companies’ corporative strategies and effective strategic 
position choice considering influence of company’s economic environment factors.  

Quite often in the process of economic researches scientists may come across problems 
of shortage of results visibility and consequently the level of readers’ perception of 
proposed material can be greatly decreased. That is why authors propose one of the 
methods of visibility with the help of which the model of company’s economic activity 
context can be depicted mathematically in the form of semi-logarithmic dependence of 
the duration of company’s strategic adaptation of the economic environment 
conjunction. In our opinion, semi-logarithmic dependence gives possibility of a 
generalized description of the company’s dependence on the environment in which it 
operates and attempts to adapt adequately, developing the appropriate options for a 
development strategy. This dependence reveals characteristic changes in the company’s 
strategic position during the time with the instability of economic indicators of its 
environment [21]. Within the company’s economic activity context it is possible to 
trace and predict dynamics of changes in the results of its activities in accordance with 
the economic environment conjuncture, the duration of strategic adaptation and other 
factor and performance characteristics of the environment, presented in the form of 
economic indicators that have direct and indirect influence on company’s activities. 
Under the definition of “economic environment conjuncture” [22] authors mean “the 
total influence of a number of indicators that are characteristic of a qualitative 
description of changes impact in the economic environment on the duration of the 
company’s strategic positioning”. In its turn, under the duration of the company’s 
strategic positioning, we can understand the time that is necessary for the development 
of alternative strategy options. 

3.2 Modeling of company’s economic activity context  

Authors propose to establish the suitable model of company’s economic activity 
context (Fig. 1.) in following form, where main parameters of the model are Y (as a 
duration of the alternative strategy formation) and X (as an economic environment 
conjuncture). 

The model of company’s economic activity context, in accordance with authors’ 
idea, can be expressed by indirectly proportional semi-logarithmic dependence of 
duration of the alternative strategy formation (productive feature of the environment) 
from the conjuncture of its economic environment (factor of nature of the environment). 
For example, according to this model, the change in the economic environment 
conjuncture by 10% compared with its current value will change the duration of the 
alternative strategy formation by 15%, and the change in the corresponding indicator 
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by 10% in condition of changed economic environment determines changes of the 
corresponding indicator by 5%. 

 
Fig. 1. The model of company’s economic activity context. 

So, it is important to underline the necessity of depicting economic environment of the 
company and its components within company’s economic activity context as vectors 
system in accordance with the set theory is quite obvious. And it is the set theory that 
reflects multiple opportunities of changeability of unpredictable situations. 

It the researching process such parameters of vectors system of companies’ 
economic environment, as: IE – internal environment, DE – direct environment, EE – 
external environment, ME – market environment, EcE – economic environment, where 
proposed by the authors. 

The obtained vectors system of company’s economic environment is represented 
below: 

  1 2 iIE a ,a ,...,a


, 

where i – number of parameters of the internal environment; 

  1 2 dDI b ,b ,..,b


, 

where d – number of parameters of the direct environment; 

  1 2 eEE c ,c ,...,c


, 

where e – number of parameters of the external environment; 

  1 2 mME d ,d ,...,d


, 

where m – number of parameters of the market environment; 
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  1 2 ceЕcE f , f ,...f


, 

where ec – number of parameters of the economic environment. 
In frame of mathematic modeling the set theory suggests not only vector reflection 

data but matrix as well. With the help of matrix it’ll be possible to calculate current and 
predictive range of situational data. That is why, the authors have elaborated the matrix 
for determining the influence of current and emergent factors on company’s activity. 
Consequently, we decided to represent the company’s economic environment 
according to set theory by the formula 1, as: 

 MEIEEcE
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On the basis of set theory we propose to depict economic environment with the help of 
Eulerian circles as illustration of our conceptual approach that are shown in Fig. 2. 

IE 

ЕcE 
 

EE DE 

ME 

 
Fig. 2. The scheme of company’s positioning in economic environment context based set 

theory. 

Taking into consideration authors’ opinion, the proposed model of company’s 
economic activity context, based on mathematic models, can be an easy and suitable 
way for predicting future changes of company’s economic environment. 

3.3 Company’s Positioning in the Economic Environment Context 

The essence of the process of choosing company’s strategic position is to find and 
specify the strategic direction of development in frame of which managers can develop 
a corporate strategy based on the data obtained on the state of the economic 
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environment. Such data include: existing and prospective potential of company, the 
level of strategic adaptation, general level of strategic business units’ (SBU) [23] 
prospects as well as competitive status and competitive position of company in the 
market. In particular, for industrial enterprises, it is proposed to highlight progressive 
and regressive directions of strategy development. Progressive directions cover 
diversification, integration, and concentration processes, while regressive trends cover 
processes of reduction, elimination. The progressive/regressive directions of the 
development of company’s industrial strategy is proposed to determine boundaries of 
the model of company’s economic activity context (according to its competitive 
position) depending on state of factors of economic activity context, in particular, the 
economic environment conditions for the period of strategy formation, the level of 
strategic potential of success and competitive status. 

Effective choice of company’s strategic position or its positioning in the market 
space is the key to company’s success in the market. The well-grounded strategic 
position allows an entity to occupy an appropriate market position or market niche, 
which provides possibility of successful adaptation within the direct environment, 
market environment and economic environment as a whole. 

The process of company’s positioning in economic environment context, in our 
opinion, can be represented in the form of three main processes, such as: 

─ formation and evaluation of effectiveness of strategic business units’ (SBU) activity; 
─ determination of the strategic success potential of company; 
─ estimation of the competitive status. 

Company’s positioning in the economic environment context involves the 
determination of its location relatively to the competitive position of its competitors. 
Such world known consulting companies, as the Boston Advisory Group (1968-1972), 
GE/McKinsey & Co (1971-1973), together with General Electric, Arthur D. Little’s 
Company (1979-1980), as well as the British- Holland Chemical Company Shell (1975) 
have already developed series of classic models of strategic analysis and planning of 
corporate activities, these models are based on comprehensive analysis of the economic 
environment, creation of future forecasting development models and collaboration of a 
number of alternative company’s strategies taking into account environmental 
emergency. The economic value and usefulness of applying classical models in the 
process of selecting and shaping strategic position of the company lie in the 
methodological and mathematical apparatus especially reacted for such lake models, 
which provide analysis and processing of strategic information and adoption of 
appropriate managerial decisions. Strategic information encompasses processes of the 
company’s operation in present and in future in the directions of all possible aspects of 
the activities, taking into consideration peculiarities of adaptation in the economic 
activity context. The strategic information collected is used by the company’s 
management to develop a corporate strategy. 

In particular, as the Ukrainian industrial companies are concerned, the authors 
propose strategic positioning based on the classical model of strategic analysis and 
planning of Shell Directional Policy Matrix (Shell/DPM). The Shell/DPM model, in 
our opinion, is quite optimal for determining the company’s competitive position in the 
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context of the economic environment due to its orientation towards application in 
vertically integrated companies. Vertical integration is widespread in domestic 
companies, especially in the brunch of mechanical engineering, because all activities 
(business) are based on the leading technological line for the production of the 
dominant type (group) of products, which is aimed at only one segment of the market. 
In such cases when the company also produces goods for different segments of the 
market, its production is carried out by units of one company, i.e., one company 
provides operation of several strategic business units. 

In conclusion, we can note that in the process of research of proposed topic certain 
requirements that should be observed in case of choosing and forming a strategic 
position of the company where formulated by the authors. These requirements 
encompass the following spheres of managerial activity: 

─ formation of a strategic direction on the basis of analysis of the determined goals; 
─ establishment of harmonious connection between the chosen strategic direction and 

the state of economic environment factors; 
─ ensuring a high level of flexibility and adaptability of selected strategic direction in 

accordance with the main parameters of the environmental assessment (parameters 
of the economic environment modeling and modeling of the company’s competitive 
position). 

Contemporary situation and current conditions of the Ukrainian economy are rather 
specific and complicated, on the one hand, the development of domestic companies is 
one of the major and primary tasks of economic development, and on the other hand, 
companies are faced with massive pressure of fleeting changes in the legislative 
framework and socio-political conditions that destabilize their work and deprive them 
of opportunities for successful development. But such like economic situation gives 
companies an invaluable experience of practical learning to survive and can force them 
to mobilize their opportunities for the development in the context of rapid changes. 
Summarizing the diversity of theoretical and practical view points on the topic, we can 
conclude that in this particular situation, the proposed model of the company’s 
economic activity context provides business with ability to assess the impact of an 
incalculable number of the economic environment factors and helps to obtain the most 
reliable evaluation of the adaptive capabilities of the company in existed economic 
conditions. 

4 Conclusions 

The mechanism of strategic management of the company provides such conditions of 
its functioning that ensure stability of the development and the ability to respond 
flexibly to the challenges of the external environment. That is why the variability of the 
company’s development should be considered at the level of strategic management, 
including the hierarchy of corporate strategy objectives such as ability for adaptation to 
predict and reflect unpredictable changes in the economic environment. The proposed 
model of company’s economic activity context gives an opportunity to fulfill an 
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effective choice of company’s strategic position in conditions of emergent environment 
factors and to predict favorable conditions for development and functioning in the 
market. It is important to recognize that this model makes it possible to know where the 
company has been, where it is now and where it is going to. This is especially valuable 
because it provides the company with possibility of more flexible strategic management 
as well as stable enduring resistance to adverse impact of the environment. 

The problem of effective development of diversified companies is of great 
importance, as the positive general economic effect in a particular industry and 
economy as a whole can be achieved only through the successful functioning of each 
separate structural unit in the integrated international economic system. In its turn, the 
high level of instability of the company’s economic environment as an economic 
structural unit of dramatically increases the importance of strategic positioning, because 
such a process allows to coordinate company’s activities in different functional areas, 
mobilize resources and if necessary can direct company to the solution of internal and 
external problems. As it can be traced, the effective strategic positioning ensures the 
formation of adoptive and flexible context of company’s economic activity in emergent 
environment conditions. 
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Abstract. The current global economy faces pivotal changes in the system of its 
organization, which are essentially transforming relations between economic 
agents, government institutions, and the population of a particular country. 
Therefore, the study aims to quantitatively assess the level of transformations in 
the social, economic and political development of some European countries 
(Ukraine, France, Italy) using bifurcation theory for the period of 2000-2017. The 
proposed scientific and methodological approach to assessing the level of 
transformations in the social, economic and political development of a particular 
country involves the step-wise implementation: 1) the formation of an 
information base for the study, which involves collecting and testing statistical 
data for anomaly detection using the Irwin method, and selecting relevant 
indicators affecting the social, political and economic situation based on the 
principal component analysis; 2) the normalization of indicators of the political, 
economic and social situation using the Harrington’s approach; 3) the formation 
of integral indicators of the social, political and economic situation in the country 
based on the convolution of normalized indicators; 4) the determination of the 
dynamic properties of the social, political and economic situation in the country 
by constructing differential equations, which allows determining the existence of 
a bifurcation type (saddle, focus, node). The empirical study has shown that the 
indicator of stability of the political and social sphere of Italy was in 
disequilibrium and was subject to constant fluctuations. At the same time, the 
stability indicator of the social and economic component of Italy is characterized 
by an unstable state; and the external influence of negative factors will lead the 
system to imbalance. In Ukraine there is a stable political and economic and 
socioeconomic state of the system, i.e. negative impacts will lead the system to 
equilibrium and further positive development according to the components of the 
country. The development of the political and social sphere is characterized by 
the equilibrium state, and continues to develop according to the acquired 
tendency. The resulting methodological and practical developments will serve as 
a guide for the state authorities of the respective country for adjusting current 
macroeconomic policies and developing strategic plans for social and economic 
development. 

Keywords: social economic and political development, dynamic system, 
bifurcation theory, phase structure. 
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1 Introduction  

The defining features of the current development of the global economy is the rapid 
and significant transformation of most spheres of public life, which is due to the 
deepening of integration processes between countries, the free movement of capital and 
labor force, the rapid development of information technologies and innovations, as well 
as dramatic sociocultural shifts, etc. These structural changes in the global space 
provoke a number of shifts in national economic systems. Under these conditions, 
countries face new potential opportunities, growing risks and problems associated with 
the extensive development of the national economy, inefficient use of natural resources, 
uneven distribution of income between population groups, and the possible and 
increasing unauthorized use of personal data both in economic and political spheres. 
Thus, the study of bifurcation patterns in the functioning of the social, economic, and 
political system of a country is relevant and promising.  

2 Literature Review 

The issue of studying the relationship between economic, political and social processes 
in a country is widely reflected in the scientific literature. Despite the significant 
number of publications on this issue, the development of social, economic and political 
relations in a particular country is a dynamic process, which constantly requires in-
depth research.  

Scientific literature studies the influence of political instability on the development 
of economic and social processes by the example of many countries worldwide. In 
particular, (Nazeer & Masih, 2017) evaluated the impact of political instability on 
foreign direct investment and Malaysian economic growth based on the construction of 
an auto regressive distributed lag model [1]. Carmignani studied the impact of 
instability (including political uncertainty) on macroeconomic indicators, namely, on 
budget revenues, inflationary processes, and the state monetary policy [2].  

Moreover, empirical studies (Bhatti, Ali, Nasir, & Iqbal, 2008) have revealed that 
political instability and uncertainty have a destructive effect on the processes related to 
the gross fixed capital formation, while democracy does not affect the level of private 
investment [3]. This study was conducted based on Pakistan’s statistical data. (Kaplan 
& Akçoraoğlu, 2017) assessed the relationship between economic growth and political 
instability factors (corruption, government instability, internal and external conflicts, 
religious and ethnic tensions, democratic accountability and quality of bureaucracy) for 
OECD countries during 1984–2012 [4]. The calculations showed that government 
stability and internal and external conflicts are an obstacle to rapid economic growth, 
while democratic accountability, ethnic and religious tension and the quality of 
bureaucracy do not have a statistically significant impact on the economic growth of 
the OECD countries. 

Ekici & Koydemir quantified the interconnection between different indicators of 
social capital (general trust, trust in institutions, political activity, care for others, social 
rules and membership in volunteer organizations), democracy and welfare of the 
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population [5]. Statistical data on 71 countries worldwide for 1960–1985 (Alesina, 
Özler, Roubini, & Swagel, 1996) have shown that the inequality of the income among 
the population led to an aggravation of social discontent, thereby provoking political 
instability. At the same time, uncertainty in the political and economic environment is 
reflected in the reduction of investment in the country [6].  

(Kuzmenko & Roienko, 2017) studied the impact of information technology and 
innovation on the level of economic well-being of the population (by the example of 
France, Great Britain, Germany, Italy and Spain), identified probable changes in the 
distribution of income of the population for the next 15 years, taking into account 
transformations in the technological and socioeconomic environment caused by the 
active development of the Industry 4.0 [7]. 

3 Methodology 

The proposed scientific and methodological approach to assessing the level of 
transformations in the social, economic and political development of the country 
involves the step-wise implementation: first, the formation of an information base of 
the study, which involves collecting and testing statistical data for anomaly detection 
using the Irwin method, and selecting relevant indicators affecting the social, political 
and economic situation based on the principal component analysis; secondly, the 
normalization of indicators of the political, economic and social situation using the 
Harrington’s approach; thirdly, the formation of integral indicators of the social, 
political and economic situation in the country based on the convolution of normalized 
indicators; fourthly, the determination of the dynamic properties of the social, political 
and economic situation in the country by constructing differential equations, which 
allows determining the existence of a bifurcation type (saddle, focus, node). 

4 Findings 

The scientific and methodological approach, which consists of four main stages, was 
designed to assess the level of bifurcation transformations in the social, economic and 
political development of the country. 

The first step implied the formation of an array of indicators based on the World 
Bank data that allows assessing the social, political and economic status of Ukraine, 
Italy, and France. The volume of representative indicators of influence on economic 
development, political status and social sphere is 18 years (2000 to 2017). The 
following indicators were chosen to characterize the state of the social sphere: 
government expenditures on the education system, the number of people aged 15–64 
years, the unemployment rate, the labor force, the birth rate, refugee population by 
country or territory of asylum). The following indicators should describe the political 
situation in the country: military expenditures, the amount of public debt, the proportion 
of women in the national parliament, general reserves, the amount of income, excluding 
grants, portfolio equity, net inflows). The economic situation of a country’s 
development can be characterized based on the following indicators: GDP growth rate, 
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the volume of imports of goods and services, the volume of exports of goods and 
services, gross savings, GDP, gross value added at coefficient value. 

The time series for the anomaly detection is tested by the Irwin method [8]. Results 
of the step revealed that the year 2005 was abnormal for Ukraine, based on the 
following indicators: GDP growth rate, volume of income, excluding grants, export of 
goods and services; and social sphere indicator (labor force) for the year 2017. In 
particular, for Italy and France, 2009 and 2010 were the most abnormal based on the 
indicators such as GDP growth rate, portfolio equity, net inflows, government 
expenditures on education system, gross savings, export of goods and services, volume 
of import of goods and services, unemployment rate, portfolio equity, net inflows; the 
year 2017 for France (the proportion of women in the national parliament), for Italy 
(portfolio equity, net inflows). 

We apply the principal component analysis to select relevant indicators of influence 
on the social, political and economic state of each of the analyzed countries [8]. This 
step has shown that the most significant indicators for Ukraine were the GDP growth 
rate, the share of women in national parliaments, the export of goods and services, labor 
force, gross savings, the population aged 15-64, total reserves, and the number of 
refugees. Indicators of the greatest impact on the economic and political situation in 
Italy and France are the GDP growth, the share of women in national parliaments, 
exports of goods and services, military expenditures, general reserves, imports of goods 
and services, income, excluding grants, public debt. Relevant indicators of Italy’s social 
sphere (government expenditures on education, population aged 15-64, birth rate, 
unemployment, labor force, refugee population); for France (unemployment, 
government expenditures on education, labor force).  

Second step. Normalization of the indicators of political status, economic 
development, social sphere was carried out based on the Harrington’s approach. The 
application of this approach is necessary to convert the size of the indicators 
(normalization), i.e. the conversion of the values of indicators (Yi) into dimensionless 
values (di) – the desirability function.  

This method requires to consider E. Harrington’s analytic function 
di = exp(-exp(-Yi)), where Yi – an indicator characterizing social, economic and political 
development, in the normal form. The conversion mechanism allows reducing all 
measurements from zero (poor quality) to one (high quality). The obtained results 
assess the quality of the indicators of influence on the political situation, social sphere 
and economic development of countries. 

The third step involves the construction of integral indicators of the social, political 
and economic status of Ukraine, Italy and France, based on the convolution of 
normalized indicators. The method of calculating the geometric mean of the indicators 
is used to determine the generalized value of the social, economic and political 
component. The normalized value of the radius of the circle described is calculated by 
the formula: 
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where Rt – the radius of the described circle of the social, political and economic state 
of the country (at a given time t); net, nst, npt – normalized generalized indicators of 
economic, political and social development of the country. 

The resulting data are used to form an array of values of integral indicators of the 
social, political and economic component and the radius of the described circle (Rt) of 
the countries under study. We provide an example of the calculated integral indicators 
for Ukraine in the period from 2000 to 2017 (Table 1). Similarly, we create an array of 
information for further structural modeling and the theory of bifurcation of the stability 
indicator (Rt) based on the integral indicators of the social sphere, political state and 
economic development of Italy and France. 

Table 1. Integral indicators of the social, political and economic component and the radius of 
the described circle (Rt) for Ukraine. 

Ukraine 
Economic 
component 

Political 
component 

Social 
component 

Rt (radius of the described 
circle) 

2000 0.636 0.427 0.539 0.322 
2001 0.622 0.438 0.526 0.316 
2002 0.612 0.411 0.524 0.310 
2003 0.645 0.433 0.514 0.323 
2004 0.687 0.411 0.502 0.346 
2005 0.616 0.453 0.522 0.315 
2006 0.546 0.510 0.520 0.304 
2007 0.530 0.591 0.591 0.331 
2008 0.517 0.587 0.638 0.339 
2009 0.485 0.563 0.636 0.330 
2010 0.496 0.592 0.595 0.327 
2011 0.525 0.583 0.526 0.316 
2012 0.460 0.590 0.480 0.302 
2013 0.415 0.571 0.494 0.293 
2014 0.426 0.540 0.479 0.282 
2015 0.458 0.583 0.455 0.297 
2016 0.485 0.595 0.422 0.301 
2017 0.517 0.619 0.392 0.311 
 
The fourth step. The next step implies constructing differential equations, which are 

used to map the phase trajectories onto the chosen plane of the phase space. The phase 
portraits of the system of differential equations are constructed in the Mathcad program, 
to determine the sustainability indicator of the social, political and economic status of 
Ukraine, Italy, and France. This approach is based on bifurcation theory, an analysis of 
all possible situations on the existence of a bifurcation type (node, saddle, focus). 

Differential equations are used to simulate the social, economic, and political 
stability. Such dependencies describe the state of the dynamic system and its nature. 
The right-hand side of the equation, which in itself binds independent variables, is of 
particular importance. We consider the equation in terms of each component of the 
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social, political and economic state of Ukraine, Italy, and France. Such equations 
establish relations between independent variables (ec, p, s – economic, political, social 
component), function (R(ec), R(p), R(s), where Rt – the radius of the described social, 
political and economic state of the country (at a given time t) and its derivative 

, ,d d dec p s
dt dt dt

 
 
 

. We develop a system of three differential equations for the country 

under study (Ukraine, Italy and France), which allows determining the behavior of the 
phase trajectory of the political, economic, political and social, social and economic 
indicators of stability.  
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Mathematical software Mathcad, based on the system of differential equations, 
formalizes for each country (Ukraine, Italy and France) the phase structure – the 
stability indicator of the social, political and economic state of the country. We provide 
an example of the phase structure of Ukraine, built according to the system data (2). 
This model (5) analytically describes the state of the stability indicator of the social 
sphere, the political state and economic development of the country in the period from 
2000 to 2017. Similarly, we build a phase structure for Italy and France. The 
mathematical formalization of the phase structure (5) analytically describes the 
dependence of the stability indicator and serves to construct a phase portrait. The phase 
portrait graphically interprets the analytical description of the dynamic system of the 
countries under study and illustrates the dependence of the stability indicator of social, 
political and economic components on the bifurcation diagram. 
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We consider the behavior of the dynamic system of the stability indicator of Ukraine 
(Fig. 1). Bifurcation diagram, according to bifurcation theory (Fig. 1 (a), (c)) describes 
the political and economic and socioeconomic indicators of stability. We can consider 
a phase portrait (Fig. 1 (a), (c)) for the presence of a bifurcation type of “stable node” 
with “saddle” elements. This type characterizes a stable political and economic and 
socioeconomic state of the system, i.e. negative impacts will lead the system to 
equilibrium and further positive development according to the components of the 
country. The situation of the political and social phase portrait of Ukraine (Fig. 1 (b)) 
is partial, of the “node” type with a distinct “saddle” type of bifurcation. The diagram 
of this dynamic system emphasizes that the political and social state of the stability 
indicator is ambiguous, and may change under the influence of the stimulus on the 
process under study. 

 
a) political and economic phase portrait of Ukraine 
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b) political and social phase portrait of Ukraine 

 
с) social and economic phase portrait of Ukraine 

Fig. 1. Phase portrait of the stability indicator of the social, political and economic state of 
Ukraine. 
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The study of the phase portrait of Italy demonstrates different types of bifurcation 
theory. We consider the political and economic phase portrait of the country (Fig. 2 (a)), 
which has a clearly defined “stable node” type of bifurcation. The system of this type 
is in equilibrium, and continues to gain positive development under the influence of 
factors of the environment. We analyze the political and social phase portrait of Italy 
(Fig. 2 (b)), where we observe a “focus” type of bifurcation. This dynamic system of 
stability indicators of the political and social sphere has an unstable tendency of 
development. A significant change in one of the significant indicators or a number of 
significant values in the phase portrait of the dynamic system lead to qualitative 
changes, the stability indicator of the political and social sphere of Italy has a tendency 
to constant dynamics, unstable future development. Thus, the state of the stability 
indicator of the political and social sphere is in disequilibrium and subject to constant 
fluctuations. 

Now we consider the behavior of phase trajectories on the chosen plane of the 
socioeconomic component of Italy. The bifurcation type of the phase portrait is a 
distinct “saddle” (Fig. 2 (c)).  

This indicates a change in the trajectory of the stability indicator, with a significant 
change in the parameter and a fixed value of another parameter in the social and 
economic phase portrait of Italy. The bifurcation type “saddle” characterizes the 
dynamic system, which is in a disequilibrium state. When the system parameter of the 
sustainability indicator changes with time, the system is characterized by a dynamic 
development of the social and economic sphere. Consequently, the stability indicator 
of the social and economic component of Italy is characterized as unstable; the external 
influence of negative factors will lead the system to disequilibrium. 

 
a) political and economic phase portrait of Italy 
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b) political and social phase portrait of Italy 

 
c) social and economic phase portrait of Italy 

Fig. 2. Phase portrait of the stability indicator of the social, political and economic situation in 
Italy. 
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Figure 3 provides graphic interpretation of the political and social phase portrait of 
France. The bifurcation type is a combined, distinct “stable node” with “saddle” 
elements. This dynamic system is characterized by the equilibrium state, under the 
influence of various factors, the stability indicator is in equilibrium and continues to 
develop according to the acquired tendency. Similarly, we consider the political and 
economic, social and economic phase portrait of France. We analyze the states under 
study to determine the existence of a bifurcation type. There are similar trends in the 
dynamics of stability indicators, distinct “node” with “saddle” elements. Consequently, 
the stability indicator of all the components of France has the same bifurcation type and 
acquires stable development (equilibrium), despite the negative impact of the 
environment. 

 
Fig. 3. Phase portrait of the stability indicator of the political and social state of France. 

5 Conclusion 
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Mathematical modeling of phase portraits according to bifurcation theory implies the 
following stages: verification of indicators, which allow assessing the social, political 
and economic state of the countries, for the anomaly detection; normalization of 
relevant indicators of influence on the analyzed components; construction of integral 
indicators of the social, economic sphere, political status; study of phase portraits of 
dynamical systems based on differential equations in relation to each component of 
Ukraine, Italy and France.  

Bifurcation theory is being widely used in economics, the study of economic 
processes. The phase portrait of the stability indicator of social, political and economic 
components properly describes the state of the dynamic system, according to 
bifurcation theory. It allows analyzing the process of further behavior of the dynamic 
system in the event of a change in the parameter (the influence of environmental 
variables). 
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Abstract. The article examines the investment attractiveness of the main 
branches of the food industry of Ukraine as a latent variable. For the first time in 
this area, a combination of various methods of multivariate statistical analysis is 
used for research (cluster analysis and factor analysis – the principal component 
method). These methods made it possible to use a large number of various 
indicators of the activities of industries to characterize investment attractiveness. 
As a result, the set of the branches was divided into three groups-clusters: 
“leaders” are the most attractive sectors for investment, “middle peasants” are 
attractive branches for investment, and “outsiders” are the least attractive 
branches for investment. The generalizing factors (principal components), which 
influence the resulting factor – investment attractiveness, were found. The 
interrelation of the generalizing factors and initial indicators is established. As a 
result of the research, it was possible to make an objective assessment of the 
investment attractiveness (as a latent indicator) of the main branches of the food 
industry in Ukraine, using instead of a multitude of indicators only three latent 
factors. 

Keywords: food industry, investment attractiveness, latent variables, cluster 
analysis, Principal Components Analysis. 

1 Introduction  

One of the global problems of the world is to provide the population with food. The 
agro-industrial complex and the food industry as the final link of this complex are 
engaged in solving this problem at the regional, state and world levels. In recent years, 
the food industry of Ukraine has come to the fore among the branches of the national 
economy. It provides the highest rates of industrial growth (with a contribution of more 
than 31%), more than 10% of the cost of products sold, is one of the leaders among the 
sectors of Ukraine in filling the state budget. It should be noted that the food industry 
(as part of the agro-industrial complex) is the export leader and the only sector of the 
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national economy with a positive balance of foreign trade. The Institute of Food 
Resources of the National Academy of Agrarian Sciences of Ukraine, which is a 
member of the Ukrainian Research and Training Consortium, deals with the economic 
problems of the food industry. It is necessary to note the merits of the Institute in the 
development of national food quality standards, their harmonization with international 
ones, which allows enterprises to manufacture products at the level of the best world 
samples. The Institute helps the food industry to master innovative technologies and 
promote their products in international markets. Many studies have been devoted to the 
study of the state and trends in the development of the food industry and its industries, 
including the monographs [1, 2] and the article [3]. The food industry is considered an 
investment-attractive industry due to the relatively short payback period of the 
investments and is the leader among the processing industries. In recent years, foreign 
direct investment in food enterprises has averaged about $ 3 billion per year. To ensure 
stable growth, the food industry (especially some of its branches) requires constant 
technical and technological renewal and increased innovation. To solve these problems 
it is necessary to attract investments. The study of the investment attractiveness of 
enterprises and branches of the food industry of Ukraine was carried out in [4-7]. Note 
that among them only in article [8] an attempt was made to apply the method of 
hierarchical cluster analysis in the study. In recent years, in the study of various 
economic objects and processes, methods of multivariate statistical analysis have been 
widely distributed (see, for example, the monograph [9]). And in the work of one of the 
authors [10] by similar methods (and, additionally, regression on the latent structure) 
the competitiveness of food enterprises was investigated. So serious research (based on 
mathematical modeling) of investment attractiveness is unknown to the authors. The 
purpose of this article is to study the investment attractiveness (as a latent indicator) by 
the methods of multivariate statistical analysis.  

2 Materials and Methods 

The data on the performance indicators of the main branches of the food industry for 
2017 are taken on the website of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine [11]. 
Preliminary data processing was carried out in MS Excel spreadsheets. When modeling 
and computing was used DELL STATISTICA software, version 12. 

2.1 Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analysis is one of the methods of multivariate statistical analysis. This method 
allows you to divide a set of objects into groups-clusters according to some latent 
(obviously unobservable) indicator, the values of which are manifested through a 
combination of signs-symptoms. The complete procedure consists of three steps: 

─ Step 1: Tree Clustering (Joining). At this step, the set of objects is ranked using one 
of the methods. As a measure of the proximity of objects, various metrics of the 
multidimensional feature space are used. 
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─ Step 2: K-Means Clustering. The method allows to divide all the set of objects into 
clusters (more than one). The number of clusters is determined by the researcher. 

─ Step 3: Two-Way Joining Clustering. This step gives us the opportunity to find out 
which of the attributes have affected the inclusion of objects in the cluster. 

Note that the methods of cluster analysis do not allow to identify generalizing factors 
affecting the latent index under study. Therefore, it is necessary for more 
comprehensive studies to apply other methods of multivariate statistical analysis. 

2.2 Principal Components Analysis (PCA) 

The state of most objects (especially economic) is characterized by a very large number 
of indicators, which are often interrelated (correlated). Therefore, there is a problem of 
identifying the main factors (Principal Components) that have the most significant 
impact on the studied result. This problem is solved by one of the methods of factor 
analysis – the Principal Components Analysis (PCA). This method based on the 
correlation matrix (matrix of paired correlation coefficients between source variables). 
The factorization (special representation) of the correlation matrix allows instead of the 
original feature space of large dimension to consider the space of the Principal 
Components, the dimension of which is much less than the original one. Since the 
Principal Components are orthogonal, the problem of multicollinearity is 
simultaneously solved. Note that in economic research it is necessary to solve an 
additional problem – the correct (from an economic point of view) interpretation of the 
Principal Components. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Cluster Analysis 

The investment attractiveness of 11 main branches of the food industry of Ukraine is 
investigated as a latent indicator: C1 – the production of meat and meat products; C2 – 
processing and preservation of fish, crustaceans and mollusks; C3 – processing and 
preserving fruits and vegetables; C4 – the production of vegetable oils and animal fats; 
C5 – dairy products; C6 – production of the flour-and-cereals industry, starches and 
starch products; C7 – production of bread, bakery and flour products; C8 – production 
of other food products; C9 – production of finished animal feed; C10 – beverage 
industry; C11 – production of tobacco products. The variable (latent indicator) 
“investment attractiveness” (as the ability to effectively absorb investments) manifests 
itself as a result of the effect of explicit variables (indicators-symptoms) xj (j=1..18): 
x1 – volume (billion UAH) of the industry’s annual output; x2 – volume (million USD) 
of the industry’s annual export; x3 – current ratio (= current assets/current liabilities); 
x4 – quick ratio (= (current assets-reserves)/current liabilities); x5 – absolute liquidity 
ratio (= cash/current liabilities); x6 – ratio between current receivables and payables (= 
receivables/current liabilities); x7 – the ratio of current assets with own funds (= (current 
assets-current liabilities)/current assets); x8 – the coefficient of ensuring own working 
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capital stocks (= (current assets-current liabilities) / stocks); x9 – autonomy or financial 
independence ratio (= equity/liabilities); x10 – working capital ratio (= (current assets-
current liabilities)/equity); x11 – concentration ratio of borrowed capital (= borrowed 
capital/liabilities); x12 – financial stability ratio (= equity / borrowed funds); x13 – 
financial leverage ratio (= long-term liabilities/equity); x14 – financial stability ratio (= 
(equity + long-term liabilities) / liabilities); x15 – return on assets (= net profit/assets) – 
the amount of net profit per unit of funds invested in assets; x16 – return on equity (= 
net income / equity); x17 – operating profitability; x18 – profitability of all activities. The 
source data for multivariate statistical analysis is a matrix (see Table 1). 

In this table xij; i=1..11, j=1..18 are the values of the j-th attribute for the i-th object 
(branch of the food industry). 

Table 1. Indicators of investment attractiveness of the main branches of the food industry of 
Ukraine for 2017. 

 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 x11 x12 x13 x14 x15 x16 x17 x18 
С1 62.92 531.240.140.12 -6.28 0.09 -6.28 -38.94 0.25 -16.43 5.01 0.05 0.91 0.48 0.02 0.07 6.7 1.7 
С2 3.78 26.3771.170.78 0.14 0.69 0.14 0.43 0.12 1.06 0.88 0.13 1.15 0.25 0.02 0.18 2.8 1 
С3 13.14 176.5 1.030.79 0.03 0.61 0.03 0.1 -0.01 -2.23 1.01 -0.01 -26.09 0.26-0.06 -5.38 1.2 -4.9 
С4 240.16 4605 1.020.66 0.02 0.51 0.02 0.05 -0.07 -0.17 1.07 -0.07 -4.36 0.25-0.11 -1.51 -0.4 -7.1 
С5 51.56 494.211.08 0.9 0.08 0.82 0.08 0.47 0.11 0.51 0.89 0.13 1.8 0.32-0.05 -0.49 1.5 -4.1 
С6 28.11 181.891.911.19 0.48 1.06 0.48 1.27 0.4 0.98 0.6 1.53 0.45 0.57 0 0 4.3 0.1 
С7 30.7 296.410.97 0.7 -0.03 0.6 -0.03 -0.12 0.19 -0.1 0.81 0.23 1.37 0.45-0.07 -0.37 4.1 -4.5 
С8 9.01 1210.51.341.08 0.26 0.92 0.26 1.29 0.37 0.5 0.63 0.59 0.24 0.46-0.03 -0.09 7.5 1.4 
С9 15.84 15.55 1.080.61 0.08 0.57 0.08 0.18 0.09 0.7 0.91 0.1 1.85 0.25-0.01 -0.11 0.9 -0.6 

С10 46.9 209.241.080.61 0.08 0.57 0.08 0.18 0.09 0.7 0.91 0.1 1.85 0.25-0.01 -0.11 0.9 -0.6 
C11 23.52 355.731.89 1.1 0.13 0.03 0.1 0.1 -0.01 -0.05 1.05 -0.05 -3.37 0.25 -0.1 -1.3 -0.1 1.3 

 
Step 1. Note that all variables (signs-symptoms) are stimulators (when more their 

value, then better), except x11 and x13, which are de-stimulators (when more their value, 
then worse). Before conducting the multivariate statistical analysis, we will make a 
replacement x11

stimulator=1–x11, x13
stimulator=1–x13, which translates all signs into 

stimulators. For the correct ranking of object-branches, we add 2 more objects to the 
considered set: the “etalon” C12, for which the values of all signs are maximum, and 
the “anti-etalon” C13, for which the values of all signs are minimal. Note that ignoring 
the procedure for creating “etalon” and “anti-etalon” objects often leads researchers to 
inaccurate conclusions (see, for example, the article [7]). In addition, we will perform 
data standardization (a mandatory requirement of all multivariate statistical analysis 

methods) according to the formulas: , 1,18ij j
ij

j

x x
z j




  , where are jx  the mean 

values, σj are the standard deviations for all objects for the j-th attribute. This 
transformation leads to the fact that all new variables have average values equal to 0 
and standard deviations (as well as variances) equal to 1. Thus, the matrix 

 13 18 ; 1,13; 1,18ijZ z i j     will be analyzed. At the first step, using the “nearest 

neighbor” method and choosing the Euclidean distance (distance dps between p-th and 
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s-th objects:  
18 2

1
ps pj sj

j
d z z



  ) as a measure of the proximity of objects, we get 

the “Tree Clustering” in the form of a diagram (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Diagram of distribution the aggregate of objects (branches). 

To determine the number of cluster groups into which we will break our set of industry 
objects, we will construct a graph of the union in steps (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. Diagram of the aggregate of objects step be step. 
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Analyzing the above graphs, we conclude about the possibility of splitting the set of 
objects into 3 clusters. 

Step 2. Considering the results obtained in the first step, in the second stage, using 
the K-means method. Set the required number of clusters, equal to three. We get: 

Cluster 1 – 8 objects: 

 
Cluster 2 – 3 objects: Cluster 3 – 2 objects: 

  
 
Thus, we obtained a stable (robust) partition of the set of objects into 3 clusters 

(groups): “Leaders” – branches C6, C8, C12; “Middle peasants” – branches С2, С3, 
С4, С5, С7, С9, С10, С11 (“Best” of which are the branches C3, C4, C11); 
“Outsiders” – branches C1, C13 (see Table 2). 

Table 2. Splitting the set of objects into 3 clusters. 

Groups – clusters Branch – objects 
Group 1 – “Leaders” C6, C8, C12 
Group 2 – “Middle peasants” С2, С3, С4, С5, С7, С9, С10, С11 
Group 3 – “Outsiders” C1, C13 

 
Note that the robustness of clustering is easy to verify using discriminant analysis 

methods. The same methods determine the ownership of a new object to a particular 
cluster. This is especially important when investing in the newly built enterprises of the 
food industry. 

Step 3. (Two-Way Joining Clustering). We set the threshold level value in such a 
way that our set of objects is divided into 3 blocks-clusters. As a result of the third step 
of the Cluster Analysis procedure, we obtain the reordered matrix of objects-attributes. 
The graphic image of this matrix is presented in the diagram (Fig. 3), which shows the 
rearrangement of variables-objects. 

This matrix shows which groups of attributes and to what extent influenced the 
formation of clusters. At the end of this item of research we conclude that almost all 
branches of the food industry in Ukraine (except for sector C1) are investment 
attractive. 

Observ. unified
C_2
C_3
C_4
C_5
C_7
C_9
C_10
C_11

0,713673
0,685849
0,928692
0,303296
0,485469
0,347048
0,322583
0,660865

 Observ. unified
C_6
C_8
C_12

0,483053
0,529164
0,799856

Obser. unified
C_1
C_13

0,633323
0,633323
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Fig. 3. The graphic image of the reordered matrix of objects-attributes. 

3.2 Principal Components Analysis 

In this part of the research, a correlation matrix is used, the elements of which are the 
pair correlation coefficients between all the variables-attributes (Table 3). 

Analyzing the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix. For clarity, we use the following 
so-called “scree chart” (Fig. 4). 

This diagram is used to highlight the Principal Components. The Kaiser method is 
commonly used. According to this method, components are selected that correspond to 
eigenvalues exceeding 1. We conclude that there are 3 main factors (Principal 
Components), the action of which causes more than 81% of the total variation (see 
Table 4). 

As a result of applying the PCA, we obtain a factor solution (Table 5). 
Next we find the so-called “factor solution”. At this stage, we obtain the 

decomposition of the Main Components (factors) through the initial variables-
simptoms (see Table 6). 

Independent (orthogonal) latent factors: the factor F1 (financial condition) is 
appreciably loaded under influence the indicators-symptoms z3–z12, i.e.:  

1) 1 3 4 5 60,86 0,89 0,89 0,87F z z z z       

7 8 9 10 11 120,78 0,76 0,71 0,78 0,79 0,79z z z z z z      ; 

Two-way union results

 1,75 
 0,75 
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2) the factor F2 (profitability of production) is appreciably loaded under influence 
the indicators-symptoms z14–z18, i.e.:  

2 14 15 16 17 180,69 0,6 0,3 0,76 0,47F z z z z z      ; 
3) the factor F3 (production potential) is appreciably loaded under influence the 

indicators-symptoms z1, z2, i.e.:  
3 1 20,87 0,87F z z  . 

 
Fig. 4. Diagram of distribution the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix. 

Table 3. Correlation matrix. 
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 Correlation (Table.sta)
Main of level p <,05000
N=13 

Variable z1 z2 z3 z4 z5 z6 z7 z8 z9 z10 z11 z12 z13 z14 z15 z16 z17 z18
z1
z2
z3
z4
z5
z6
z7
z8
z9
z10
z11
z12
z13
z14
z15
z16
z17
z18

1,0000000,9644890,2153040,1659710,2233420,2324170,1546170,1440620,0984110,1535180,1419930,3109900,4531150,244712-0,0093390,3427320,150241-0,100038
0,9644891,0000000,2727120,2611890,3678390,2924690,2091970,1992190,1445710,2019500,2008900,3412100,4819620,261865-0,0574670,3427720,221188-0,075157
0,2153040,2727121,0000000,9566980,7433990,5937280,8111890,7923330,4131820,8025970,8060510,6349400,3245660,3060710,1752810,4285160,1742810,454774
0,1659710,2611890,9566981,0000000,8148880,7009070,8341510,8193160,4686650,8161910,8370380,6284350,3434850,3562730,1505270,3870490,2672810,387687
0,2233420,3678390,7433990,8148881,0000000,8073410,6260340,6061590,6687320,6019280,6449270,7822180,4049470,5724000,3385200,4801860,5564710,375775
0,2324170,2924690,5937280,7009070,8073411,0000000,6888590,6749320,6631440,6885930,7158300,7364880,2724720,5148010,4832130,4828960,4771480,218544
0,1546170,2091970,8111890,8341510,6260340,6888591,0000000,9992980,1899670,9932560,9982500,3222820,2400380,0135260,1005160,337265-0,0112770,170516
0,1440620,1992190,7923330,8193160,6061590,6749320,9992981,0000000,1663820,9924140,9973300,2897760,229195-0,0110740,0826090,320700-0,0281940,152068
0,0984110,1445710,4131820,4686650,6687320,6631440,1899670,1663821,0000000,2063620,2302200,8395350,0784930,9157330,7105410,5404960,9125280,658305
0,1535180,2019500,8025970,8161910,6019280,6885930,9932560,9924140,2063621,0000000,9931060,3213860,1563240,0101140,1349250,394126-0,0074570,202965
0,1419930,2008900,8060510,8370380,6449270,7158300,9982500,9973300,2302200,9931061,0000000,3469040,2273530,0506020,1213340,3487760,0290400,179676
0,3109900,3412100,6349400,6284350,7822180,7364880,3222820,2897760,8395350,3213860,3469041,0000000,3183030,8293750,5142640,4922010,6437830,441960
0,4531150,4819620,3245660,3434850,4049470,2724720,2400380,2291950,0784930,1563240,2273530,3183031,0000000,1727220,0599360,1136550,181908-0,008251
0,2447120,2618650,3060710,3562730,5724000,5148010,013526-0,0110740,9157330,0101140,0506020,8293750,1727221,0000000,4913580,3617660,8708930,433864
-0,009339-0,0574670,1752810,1505270,3385200,4832130,1005160,0826090,7105410,1349250,1213340,5142640,0599360,4913581,0000000,6969900,6552040,745633
0,3427320,3427720,4285160,3870490,4801860,4828960,3372650,3207000,5404960,3941260,3487760,4922010,1136550,3617660,6969901,0000000,5159130,627485
0,1502410,2211880,1742810,2672810,5564710,477148-0,011277-0,0281940,912528-0,0074570,0290400,6437830,1819080,8708930,6552040,5159131,0000000,611082
-0,100038-0,0751570,4547740,3876870,3757750,2185440,1705160,1520680,6583050,2029650,1796760,441960-0,0082510,4338640,7456330,6274850,6110821,000000
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Independent latent factors by according the significance influence on the level of 
investment attractive (resulting latent factor F) are put as following order: F3, F2 and 
F1. For clarity, let us show on the plane of the first two Principal Components how the 
original features are scattered (grouped) along these components. 

Table 4. Factors (Principal Components) and their contribution to the total variation. 

 

Table 5. Results of PCA. 

 

Table 6. The importance of indicators in regard to the allocated principal components. 

 

 PCA -Eigenvalue

Components
Eigenvalue % total

var.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

8,564522 47,58068
3,879773 21,55429
2,245572 12,47540
1,140186 6,33437
0,744677 4,13709
0,625664 3,47591
0,328563 1,82535
0,251792 1,39884
0,136768 0,75982
0,059331 0,32962
0,022119 0,12288
0,001034 0,00574

 Factor scoures (on correlations)

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3
z1
z2
z3
z4
z5
z6
z7
z8
z9
z10
z11
z12
z13
z14
z15
z16
z17
z18

-0,322763 -0,012103 0,871116
-0,391765 0,007772 0,865764
-0,857168 0,292811 -0,060598
-0,887320 0,286191 -0,068549
-0,892380 -0,050333 0,062015
-0,867913 0,002402 -0,010514
-0,777495 0,599929 -0,128712
-0,758020 0,618527 -0,134304
-0,714043 -0,647521 -0,140689
-0,776692 0,578658 -0,164824
-0,793686 0,570032 -0,143279
-0,794195 -0,404238 0,120584
-0,367898 0,060851 0,564043
-0,570762 -0,689629 0,119186
-0,493197 -0,598249 -0,315778
-0,643265 -0,297523 -0,018541
-0,544338 -0,759026 0,006649
-0,517530 -0,471789 -0,419246
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4 Conclusion 

We developed and mathematically proved a new method for evaluating the investment 
attractiveness of the main branches of the food industry of Ukraine, which does not 
contain the subjective estimations and it takes into account many different indicators of 
activity of branches as possible. A mathematical model is proposed, which is based on 
a combination of methods of multivariate statistical analysis (Cluster Analysis and 
Principal Components Analysis). Economic and mathematical modeling allowed us to 
obtain the following results: the set of the main branches of the food industry of Ukraine 
divided into clusters-groups according to the latent sign “investment attractiveness” 
(with ranking of branches); the use of Principal Components Analysis allowed to 
identify and evaluate the main factors that most significantly affect the investment 
attractiveness. From the conducted research it follows that when deciding on investing 
in food industry enterprises, it is necessary (mostly) to assess its financial condition 
(factor F1) and profitability of production (factor F2). 
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Abstract. The article presents a study on risks in oil and gas industry and reveals 
their causes investigating enterprises activity as a result of emergent properties 
of systems. The original algorithm of risk assessment process based on emergent 
properties study is offered. A taxonomy approach and factor analysis are used for 
purposes of risk evaluation. The risk assessment consists of risks taxonomy, 
database structure development, identification of risks through impact factors 
evaluation; economic system emergent properties risks prediction, an integral 
risk level indicator calculation using taxonomy approach, correlation analysis of 
integral indicators of risk assessment, preventive measures for minimizing of 
negative impacts and reducing risks. 

Keywords: emergent properties, taxonomic procedures, risk assestment, oil and 
gas companies. 

1 Inroduction 

Oil and gas industry enterprises have a multi-layer organizational and production 
structure and a complex technological and production process. Making changes to 
structural and functional relationships, sharing of responsibilities and resources inside 
the enterprise and structural changes in the state economics are accompanied by a 
significant number of risks.  

The process of risk assessment requires large amounts of information involving 
complex methodological approaches, adaptation of economic and mathematical models 
to software.  
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The problem areas of this study are: identification of the properties of the risks in oil 
and gas enterprises, modeling of emergent properties of these risks; taking into account 
the potential of endangered properties in risk assessment. 

The essence of risk as a parameter was discussed in works of Ukrainian and foreign 
scientists [1, 2, 3, 4]. Oil and gas enterprises risks exposure was revealed in publications 
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The studies mentioned above present the process of risk assessment using 
alternative and improved methodological approaches. 

The overview of scientific publications shows insignificant differences in the views 
on the economic nature of the “risk” parameter. In the works [1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11] the 
emphasis is on the probable negative consequences if a risk situation occurs and 
preventive measures to reduce them.  

Some other authors [12] consider the process of business administration, taking into 
account the influence of various internal and external factors, including risks. The 
methods of dynamic optimization aimed at risk reducing were offered. 

The following studies [5, 6, 7, 8] present the classification of risks in oil and gas 
companies' activity and suggest methodological approaches to their assessment. 

2 Risks in Oil and Gas Industry 

It was figured out that the main risks inherent for functioning of oil and gas companies 
are (Fig. 1):  

─ internal (financial, investment, property, human resource, management, innovation, 
information, production, operational, technical, technological, liquidity);  

─ external (political, legal, socio-demographic, ecological, market, exchange, 
repayment, geological, weather, globalization). 

The cause of financial risk is the lack of access to capital, high inflation, fluctuations in 
exchange rates, an unstable financial business model and weak financial capabilities of 
oil and gas companies.  

Low level of attraction of investment projects (involving international financial 
markets as well), causes investment risk. A low level of liquidity, solvency and business 
activity reflects property risk. Personnel risk arises as a result of the impossibility of 
attracting third parties in delimitation of activities (transportation of natural gas, 
underground storages, gas extraction as a separate activity).  

Unfortunately, the oil and gas business management system in Ukraine is obsolete, 
inefficient and does not meet up to date international standards (management risks).  

The problems in acquiring experience of managerial innovations and innovations in 
the oil and gas production is considered to be innovative risk.  

Gaps in information systems and security, large amounts of information, the 
complexity of their distribution and usage make up the essence of information risk. 

The complexity of the production processes of the oil and gas companies from the 
exploration of the deposit through exploration and exploitation drilling, the 
development of oil and gas fields, transportation of hydrocarbons till the processing and 
marketing define the production risk. Technical risk is considered to be the result of 
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worn-out or obsolete equipment and tools used in the production process. Management 
and production technologies used do not match international standards, ignore scientific 
and technological progress and cause technological risk. 

The unstable political situation, the annexation of the Crimea and military actions in 
the Eastern regions of Ukraine characterize the political risk. Participation in 
international litigation, absence of an approved mechanism of compensation if gas is 
sold at regulated prices, controversial provisions in the current legislation give rise to 
regulatory legal risk. Socio-demographic risk is the result of low purchasing power of 
the population, a decrease in the birth rate and an increase in mortality, mass migration 
of population of working age. The impact of environmental risk appears due to the 
usage of obsolete equipment and production technology, improper organization and 
technology faults. 

 

EXTERNAL RISKS 

Political 
Legal 

Socio-Demographic 
Ecological 

Market 
Exchange 
Repayment 
Geological 
Weather 

Globalization 
 

 INTERNAL RISKS  

 Property  
 Informational  
 Investment  
 Operational  
 Production  
 Human Resource  
 Innovative  
 Liquidity  
 Managerial  
 Technological  
 Technical  
 Financial  
   

Fig. 1. Types of risks influencing oil and gas enterprises (Generalization made by authors). 
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Geological risks affect oil and gas extraction process, resulting in uncertainty about the 
productivity of deposits and associated with licensed areas where development and 
extraction are in the process. The situation in Ukraine has become more complicated 
due to the relatively low quality of geological information and obsolete equipment and 
technologies that can lead to increased drilling costs and reduced production rates [9]. 

Globalization risks can cause the disappearance of not only a particular enterprise, 
but also the whole industry or its separate components. Standardization of goods and 
the unification of consumer preferences can be both an opportunity for market 
expansion and a threat to an individual enterprise. It depends on its possibility to operate 
according to world standards or find a niche to avoid global competition. Oil and gas 
enterprises might face the risk of loss if global society switches to alternative energy 
sources. 

3 Some Aspects of Risks Emergent Properties Manifestation 

Any of the identified risks can cause the crisis for business entities, including oil and 
gas companies. Prediction of the risks caused by the emergent properties should be a 
prerequisite for adverse events monitoring. It allows to select and systematize factors 
by the field of their occurrence.  

It should be mentioned, that the emergent properties manifestation arises when the 
risks are combined, since none of them can be considered separately from each other. 
In the meantime, each risk can be characterized by a wide range of indicative factors 
and the links between them. 

The concept of emergence according to authors [13, 14] reflects such a situation, 
when an unexpected overall positive effect occurs as a result of the strategic interaction 
of selfish individuals. 

Emergence of the system is characterized by the fact, that, one hand, its properties 
arise unexpectedly and, on the other hand, they exceed the additive properties of its 
separate elements. State differently, the properties of separate elements being connected 
to the system become the cause and the result of the sudden appearance of distinctive 
properties of this system. These elements had never characterized by these properties 
until they joined the system. 

The difference between emergent properties and synergy is that the synergy effect 
does not exist out of bounds of properties of the elements of the system, although the 
overall effect exceeds the effect of each individual element. While the sign of 
emergence is the emergence of new properties that are not distinctive for each 
individual element. 

Emergence is a consequence of the manifestation of at least three factors: 

1. a sharp nonlinear gain of previously unnoticed property;  
2. unpredictable bifurcation of any subsystem;  
3. recombination of links between elements [16]. 
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On the flip side of the coin, re-emergent property is explained as the repeated returns 
of negative factors, previously either unoccupied or uncontrolled. These factors usually 
appear over unpredictable consequences, significant financial losses or new risks. 

It is important that if the risk assessment involves emergent properties evaluation, it 
aids identifying both future hazards and new opportunities in the development of 
enterprises. It becomes easier to see the emergence of new interconnections both 
internally and externally, and form a new approach of risk management aimed at 
identifying risks, reducing them and supporting self-organized tendencies. Excessive 
formalization in risk assessment has a very negative effect on the results of the 
assessment and makes it impossible to obtain a real picture for prediction the risks of 
enterprises. 

For example to manage legal and environmental risks it is necessary to adopt 
international environmental quality standards in Ukraine to reduce the risk of 
environmental pollution and degradation. 

A characteristic feature of the innovation risk of oil and gas enterprises in Ukraine 
is slow implementation of scientific and technological innovations. Also there is 
managerial risk, which is the complexity and affects several layers of the organizational 
and production structure of oil and gas enterprises. In combination we will get an 
emergent property – managerial innovation (optimization of organizational structure), 
which will reduce the level of risk. If we consider the combination of managerial and 
technological risks, then manifestations of emergent properties will result in improved 
management technology or more efficient management of the technological process. 
The phenomenon of combining legal risk with innovation is manifested in changes to 
the law; with management – in the implementation of international rules of law 
concerning oil and gas enterprises management; with technological – in the 
simplification of implementation (environmental norms as an example) in the 
technology of oil and gas production. One group of emergent risk properties can reduce 
the level of other. They can be the result of a combination of any risks, not just those 
been examined in the study. 

Nowadays risk management properties change. The negative point is if we focus on 
the of direct-feedback system only, we will have no chance to see evolution of emergent 
properties. As a result, we will lose the opportunity to identify new dangers and benefits 
for oil and gas companies. Therefore, the risk assessment taking into account emergent 
properties of the management system, and not only its components (units, management 
decisions, resources, factors, etc.) is the result of the development and evolution of the 
entire risk management system. 

Underestimation of the emergent or re-emergent properties can lead to major 
miscalculations in planning the activities in oil and gas companies, building 
relationships with groups of stakeholders, corporate governance, building a portfolio of 
projects to achieve their goals. 
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4 Modifying Risk Assessment Process Using Taxonomic 
Procedures, Factor Analysis and Taking into Account the 
Emergent Properties of a System 

Any of the identified risks might result in the signs of a crisis at the economic activity 
of business entity, including oil and gas ones. Prediction of the risks caused by the 
emergent properties is a prerequisite for monitoring of unfavorable events. Such 
prediction makes it possible to choose and to systematize factors by their origin. 
Manifestation of emergent properties occurs when the risks are combined. The main 
reason of it is that none of those risks can be considered separately from each other. On 
the flip side of the coin, each of the risks is characterized by a wide range of indicative 
factors followed the wide variety of the links between them. 

Taking into account the emergent and re-emergent properties is expedient in the 
process of risk assessment, whereas it makes possible to foretell and predict risks which 
oil and gas companies might be facing.  

Modern qualitative and quantitative risk assessment methods allow us to identify the 
causes of hazards before they have influenced the oil and gas company. As a result, it 
becomes possible to implement the system of preventive management. Existing 
methods and recommendations, alone or in combination, enhance the prognostic 
capabilities of risk assessment approaches. However, each of these methods still 
ignores both emergent and re-emergent properties in risk assessment and specifics of 
oil and gas companies.  

Within the context of that problem, the authors offer to emphasize taxonomic 
procedures and methods of factor analysis taking into account the emergent properties 
of risks.  

Using such an approach enables oil and gas companies to carry out a comprehensive 
risk assessment which lays the groundwork for both their further assessment and 
forecast of their dynamics. 

In accordance with the algorithm (Fig. 2), the first stage is defined as “Generating of 
risk taxonomy”. This stage includes: 

─ identifying possible causes of risk; 
─ definition and formation of a variety of internal and external risks affecting the 

economic activity of oil and gas companies.  

Afterwards, the specific areas of oil and gas companies’ activity are considered. The 
most important of them are:  

─ the occurrence depth of productive formation of minerals exploration, 
─ drilling of oil and gas wells, 
─ exploration of oil and gas fields, 
─ extraction of hydrocarbon raw materials, 
─ transportation, 
─ processing, 
─ storage. 
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These spheres act as subjects of risk. That is why it provides insight into the process of 
their type identifying. 

 
Stage 1 

Generating of risk taxonomy 
Risks affecting 

different aspects of business 

 
Statistical data analysis 

Impact factors determination 
Stage 2 

Database structure developing 
Expert draft study 

 Indicators for each risk source 
Stage 3 

Identification of risks through influence factors 
evaluation 

Depending on research scope 
 Depending on research aim 

Stage 4 
Economic system emergent properties risks 

prediction for oil and gas companies 
Stage 5 

The integral risk level indicator calculation 
(a taxonomy approach) 

A standardized observation matrix 
developing 

 

Selection of a reference risk vector 
depending on multi-vector parameters 

study 
Calculation of deviations of individual 

elements from the reference vector 
The modified risk level indicator 

calculation 
Stage 6 

Correlation analysis of integral indicators of 
risk assessment 

Matrix completion 
 Indicators limits calculation 

Stage 7 
Preventive measures for minimizing of negative 

impacts and reducing risks 

Fig. 2. Modified risk assessment process with account to emergent properties. The taxonomy 
method and factorial analysis are applied (authors’ original development). 
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Further risks for different fields of activity of oil and gas enterprises are singled out. 
Before it the statistical sources analysis should be done and main selection indicators 
have to be reasoned. 

At this stage a statistical database is being formed. This process involves labor-
intensive work with large masses of information. 

The second stage involves the database structure developing process, which can take 
place in two main aspects: 

─ based on an expert draft study. It is called “the pragmatic method” and characterized 
as rather subjective one; 

─ based on a system of indicators suitable for risk level assessing for any part the oil 
and gas enterprises activity or for the whole company.  

An expert method refers to qualitative ones, nevertheless there are certain procedures 
that allow to quantify the level of risk.  

As far as the indicators system is concerned, it is expedient to combine them in 
blocks, each of which corresponds to the sphere and specifics of the enterprise activity. 
That’s mean we offer to group them by the subjects of risk. 

The third stage, named “Identification of risks through influence factors evaluation” 
also has its specific features for oil and gas companies. It depends on:  

─ type of business; 
─ the scale of the study; 
─ the purpose of the study. 

Identification of risks makes possible to classify them in detail according to the 
influence factors. For that purpose, we separate stimulants and disintegrators.  

On the other hand, the classification will ensure duplication avoidance. That means 
that we won’t have any double consideration of the properties in the evaluation system. 

For the purpose of the factors selection, both those having a significant impact on 
the oil and gas companies and insignificant ones, it is necessary to construct a planning 
matrix and conduct a preliminary experiment. According to its results, the influence of 
factors on the production process is estimated. Properly planned experiment produces 
significantly more information, provides key factors identification and assessment of 
their impact on the output integral indicator. 

For instance, taking into account the specifics of oil companies, it is important to 
consider such factors as the risk of production processes continuity violation, 
malfunction on the hardware, a significant amount of fields with hardly extractable and 
depleted reserves, change of wells exploitation technologies and conditions as a result 
of the onset of the final stage of mining and other factors causing emerging 
technological risks. 

Emergence here (in the process of oil and gas enterprises risks assessing) is 
characterized by the emergence of new risks that were not foreseen in determining the 
causes of occurrence at the first stage. 

The fourth stage is “Economic system emergent properties risks prediction for oil 
and gas companies”. The description of the properties of identified risks is a 
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prerequisite for emergent and re-emergent risk properties forecasting by the type of oil 
and gas companies’ business activity. 

The fifths stage, mentioned as “The integral risk level indicator calculation (a 
taxonomy approach)”, includes: 

─ developing a standardized observation matrix; normalization procedure is performed 
according to the formula: 

 푍 = , (1) 

where Zif – standardized value; 
xif – value of initial factor xf for the i-th period; 
푥    is average by factor xf ; 
Sf   is standard deviation by factor xf ;  

─ selection of a reference risk vector depending on multi-vector parameters study; 
reference selection af for the factor Zf is performed by the formula: 

 푎 =
max 푍 	 ,			if				푍 			is		the	stimulant;

	 min 푍 , if				푍 				is		the	disintegrator;
, (2) 

─ convolution of standardized indicators into the integral indicator I(d) using the 
distance method: 

 퐼( ) = 1 − ∑ 푤 	(푎 − 푍 ) , (3) 

where Ii
(d) – values of integral indicator, i=1, 2, ..., m ; 

wf – weights of indicators Zf, f=1, 2, ..., n ; 

 ∑ 푤 = 1 (4) 

The distance method is quite common in various problems solving. The following 
studies [18, 19, 20] were conducted on the construction of the integral index within the 
group by the distance method. A closer look to the literature on the risk assessment 
process of oil and gas companies, however, reveals a number of gaps and shortcomings.  

─ the identification of risk level.  

An expert scoring method is offered for the purpose of weight risk assessment. In this 
case the following rating scale is used for Рі: 

 from 0 to 0.5 – low risk level; 
 equal to 0.5 – medium risk level; 
 from 0.5 to 1.0 – high risk level. 
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Choice of weight coefficients wf becomes usually a separate non-trivial task which 
could be solved through the expert assessment. The solution we offer to satisfy the 
needs of oil and gas companies risk assessment is to use the hierarchy coefficients 
allowing an expert to determine weights of indicators Zf. 

Estimated values of hierarchy coefficients could be determined on the basis of 
critical distancesthe that is the largest distance d* between the nearest adjacent factors 
(Zi, Zj). This will determine the importance of the role of each factor in the entire 
research: 

 푑∗ = maxmin푑 푍 , 푍  (5) 

To calculate the coefficient of the hierarchy all distances, which do not exceed the 
critical limit for each matrix factor, should be investigated according to the formula:  

 푄 = (푖, 푗) 푑 푍 , 푍 ≤ 푑∗, 푗 = 1,2, … , 푛  (6) 

Next step is connected with summing up the received distances. For each of the 
elements it is chosen the factor with the biggest amount of distances: 

 푘 = max 푘  (7) 

 푘 = ∑ 푑 푍 , 푍( , )∈  (8) 

Thus, to determine the role, significance and position of each factor in ongoing 
research, we calculate the weight coefficient as the coefficient of the hierarchy 
according to the following formula: 

 푤 =  (9) 

The complexity of business processes at oil and gas companies’ management requires 
systematization of statistical data array, factors, indicators, the risks as they are and 
their properties.  

Taxonomic methods involve powerful but simple mathematical apparatus, do not 
require comparability of factors and properties and, on the top of that, are helpful when 
we need to considerate different levels of impact factors detail in the risk assessment.  

The standardized observation matrix is constructed on the basis of the formed matrix 
of observations with adjustment to the coefficients of the hierarchy.  

The standard risk vector is chosen in the variation between the maximum stimulant 
value and the minimum value of the disintegrator.  

After it we calculate the deviation level. We have to know how much the individual 
elements differ from the reference vector.  

The identification of the risk level reflects the trend of changes in stimulants and 
disintegrators, and consequently shows the resulting changes. 

The matrix completion has to be done to implement of the sixth stage, mentioned as 
“Correlation analysis of integral indicators of risk assessment”. Also here we calculate 
main indicators limits.  
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The density analysis is carried out by determining the coefficient of pair correlation. 
Correlation analysis provides determination of the influence degree of stimulants and 
disintegrators on the final result. The degree of dependence between the integral 
indicators is characterized by ties between them. 

The final stage in the emergent properties-based risk assessment is “Preventive 
measures for minimizing of negative impacts and reducing risks”. 

Its peculiarity is that emergent property is described both as the emergence of new 
properties of the risks of the oil and gas enterprises, and the disappearance of some 
separate risks properties after their integration into the system [17].  

The approach proposed has the disadvantage – the reference values depend on the 
sample. It means that for different samples we may have different reference values, and, 
therefore, different risk level assessments. 

A way out of this situation is to determine as reference values the limit values of 
influencing factors that identify the maximum permissible risk degree. These values 
can be determined either from experience or through expert assessment of factors. 

Taking into account the specifics of the oil and gas enterprises of the complex, we 
believe that the risk assessment method focused on emergent properties of system and 
based on taxonomy approach and factor analysis is applicable in modern economic 
situation. The advisability of its application for assessing risks in oil and gas industry 
depends on: 

1. the level of complexity, adequacy and reliability of information about activities of 
oil and gas enterprises; 

2. different levels of detailing of factors that characterize economic activity; 
3. the procedure of risk assessment explained in the article involves the construction of 

economic and mathematical models that take into account the qualitative, 
quantitative and structural characteristics of identified risks. 

Prospects for further research in this direction include, on one hand, the problem of 
input factors choice and on the other hand, an approbation of the offered risk level 
assessment methodology depending on the features of the oil and gas enterprises, in 
particular on their specialization. Therefore, there are objective prerequisites for further 
research in this direction.  
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Abstract. Modern economic realities of Ukraine in the conditions of growing 
destabilizing influences of external and internal environment convincingly prove 
that each year the influence of various threats on the level of financial security of 
economic entities increases. This necessitates constant monitoring of the 
financial security level in order to timely detect and neutralize possible crisis 
phenomena as a result of its decrease. The study aims to assess the financial 
security level of enterprises based on the theory of comprehensive assessment. 
The scientific and methodical approach to design a composite index of financial 
security and the identifying its level based on the double use of Harrington's 
desirability scale is proposed. The resulting model was tested on the particular 
enterprise data. The proposed approach may be used for another set of partial 
indicators, as well as in assessing the level of financial security at the national 
level. The results of the study may serve as the basis for making managerial 
decisions on raising the business entities financial security level and public 
administration. 

Keywords: financial security, comprehensive assessment, composite index, 
financial security level, enterprise, desirability scale 

1 Introduction  

Security is an integral characteristic of the economic system functioning, which ensures 
its viability, stable development and confrontation with external disturbance. Business 
activity at macro-, meso-level micro-levels is always subject to various risks and 
threats, which in a certain way affect the financial and economic results. 

The global financial and economic crisis of 2008-2009 had a significant destabilizing 
effect on the financial and economic system of most world countries. This led to the 
fall of the stock market, caused the problem of decreasing liquidity and deregulation of 
financial institutions, reducing business, rising unemployment. For countries with a 
weak economy, such as Ukraine, this has led to an increase in dependence on the 
international monetary fund. According to assessments given in [1], as of 2018 85% of 
countries affected by the crisis still have production below the level that would have 
been achieved according to forecasted estimates taking into account pre-crisis trends. 
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Therefore, issues related to the assessment of financial security level of business 
entities in order to timely identify and neutralize the negative consequences of its 
reduction are relevant. The solution of this problem is possible through the use of 
modern cognitive tools, an important element of which is modeling. One of the most 
common approaches is to assess the level of financial security based on the analysis of 
a large number of financial and economic indicators by aggregating them into a single 
comprehensive index. This minimizes the loss of information, allows to get the result 
in the foreseeable form which convenient for further analysis, use and interpretation. 
Among the problems that may be solved with its serve, we can identify such as the 
comparison of objects studied between themselves, the identification of the objects 
structure, the objects classification under the level of the investigated quality, the 
identification of the overall quality level, the classification of new objects into a certain 
structure, determination of the correspondence degree of objects under study to some 
imaginary “ideal” and identifying the directions of situation improvement. 

2 Literature Review  

Issues of financial security in context of its study of both an important component of 
economic security, and an independent attribute of the economic mechanism of 
business entities, relevant for a long period of time.  

Certain aspects of financial security modeling related, in particular, to the assessment 
of its factors, identification of threats and assessment of risks, diagnostics of the level 
and identification of the appropriate security class, forecasting of the financial and 
economic state of business entities, despite a significant number of publications and 
results, remain in the focus of many researchers. This is due to the complexity and 
multiple features of the financial security category, the dependence of its state and level 
on a large number of various indicators, and the high dynamism of the external 
environment, which is a source of new perturbations and challenges. Paper [2] presents 
an analysis of approaches to determine the content of the financial security category of 
business entities, their advantages and disadvantages. 

In particular, it is focuses on the fact that key issues in ensuring financial security 
are the ability to protect own priority financial interests from potential and real threats 
of internal and external environment, realized through the achievement and 
maintenance of an appropriate level of financial stability, solvency and liquidity, and 
ensuring enterprises’ financial independence. 

Among the problems whose study is most often met, the problem of identifying the 
level of financial security, assessing and forecasting its state are taken as a special place. 
Side by side with this there is a task of forming a system of indicators that determine 
its level and state. The most common approach to solve these problems, which is 
presented in the scholars' papers, is based on the formation of a comprehensive indicator 
of financial security. 

Investigation of modern issues related to the assessment of financial security on the 
state level is shown, in particular, in the papers [3, 5-8]. Paper [3] contains calculation 
of assessment of financial security level of Ukraine according to the Ukrainian 
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methodology for assessing the economic security [4]. The Ukraine’s rating was 
identified by value of this estimation. Authors also used regression analysis to assess 
the influence of different factors on the country’s financial security level. Based on the 
calculations, the authors made proposals to improve the methodology for assessing the 
financial security level aimed at reducing the subjectivity of the evaluation and 
improving the final result quality. The article [5] also uses the mentioned above 
methodology for analyzing the dynamics of comprehensive indicators that are 
components of Ukraine's financial security. The authors identify some of the 
methodology drawbacks, and propose a set of measures to increase the financial 
security level of Ukrainian enterprises. 

Paper [6] proposed to use Corruption Perceptions Index for assessing financial 
security level. Paper [7] authors designed a set of models to analyze dynamics of the 
financial security indicators base on the multidimensional analysis statistical analysis, 
vector autoregression technologies, error correction models. Calculation and 
comparison of financial security indexes for Ukraine and some EU countries were 
made. Financial security subsystems which are most sensitive to the external threats are 
highlighted. The influence of internationalization and globalization to the financial 
security assurance on the national level has been studied in the paper [8]. 

An especially important problem for the development of the country's economy is to 
assess the financial security level of individual enterprises. In [9], the scoring model for 
financial security assessment of an enterprise is proposed based on five groups of initial 
indicators that reflect profitability, solvency, business activity, market stability and 
investment attractiveness of the business entity. Components of resulting index are 
calculated by the dynamic rating assessment method. The disadvantage of this approach 
is that it allows you to determine the financial security level in relation to the importance 
of this characteristic in the industry average. However, the actual level of financial 
security is not determined here, which complicates the results interpretation. 

Another approach to use rating assessment is presented in [10]. Financial security 
level is assessed on three classes by the calculation of the weighted scoring estimation 
using the ratings of initial indicators. In our view, disadvantages this method are certain 
“artificiality” in the transition from quantitative values of initial indicators to the 
corresponding ratings, the lack of justification of the value’s boundaries for determining 
the financial security level. This significantly limits the application of this method. 

An approach to calculate comprehensive index based on the use of a linear additive 
convolution of partial composite indices, is become quite widespread [11-14]. In most 
cases, such indicators reflect certain components of the financial condition of the 
enterprise. Initial data for the designing partial composite indexes for each group are 
calculated by matching the corresponding values of the financial conditions’ 
coefficients to their normative values. This approach also provides for definition of the 
minimum of financial security level of enterprises. Among the disadvantages it should 
be noted that the composite index goes beyond 0 to 1, which complicates the results 
interpretation. In addition, the authors determine the financial security level by grading 
the values of the corresponding composite index, but the boundaries of these levels 
don’t have sufficient justification. Another disadvantage is that the compensation effect 
influences the definition of the minimal value of financial security level in general, 
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when the high value of the partial composite index of financial security for one group 
of initial indicators can overlap the low values for other groups. 

Regression models for assessing the of enterprises financial security level are 
proposed in [15, 16]. They allow to identify the influence of the most significant factors 
on the final result, which helps to determine the direction of making managerial 
decisions to increase security. In addition, such models can be used to assess the value 
of a financial security index in subsequent periods. In our view, such models have a 
limited application because number of predictors including to the model is limited by 
the volume of initial data. Furthermore, they don’t allow to assess the financial security 
level. 

The results of this review make it advisable to develop an own approach to assessing 
the enterprises financial security level. It aimed to eliminate the disadvantage inherent 
in the methods described above, in particular, to reduce the compensation effect from 
overrun normative values by indicators, as well as to identify and justify the financial 
security levels. 

3 Problem Description and Methodology 

To assess the financial security level, we propose an approach also based on the 
calculation of the composite index. Let’s consider the essence and peculiarities of each 
stage of the proposed approach. 

The first stage of its design is the formation of a set of initial characteristics of 
financial security, X={X1, X2, ..., Xm}, m – the number of characteristics, each of which 
in this case is an indicator measured on a metric scale. The number of such indicators, 
the feasibility of their distribution into groups is determined by the specific objectives 
of the study. A large number of indicators reduces the impact of each component on the 
variability of the final result. In addition, the weight coefficients values for the 
components of the composite index may be statistically insignificant. Instead, too few 
of them can take into account not all the features of components of financial security. 

In the case of a large number of initial indicators, it is expedient to use a sequential 
convolution procedure in which they are initially grouped according to certain 
characteristics. At the same time, following conditions are provided for each group: 

1. The indicators of each group should reflect one characteristic of the investigated 
phenomenon. 

2. There must be high correlation between the indicators within the group. 
3. The correlations between the indicators of different groups must be insignificant. 

So, in this case, the correlation matrix of the initial indicators serves to group the initial 
data. 

Another way to group indicators is to combine them using meaningful analysis. 
Partial composite index is calculated for each group. The final composite index is 
formed from these partial indexes. This approach is predominantly used in the reviewed 
above papers [9-14]. It should be noted that second and third requirements described 
above may not be met.  
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The formation of a synthetic generalized index for each group can also be done using 
multidimensional analysis like factor analysis or principal component analysis. These 
methods are particularly effective when there are high correlations between indicators 
within the group. Also, their advantage is that they allow to determine the importance 
(or weight) of each component of group composite index. 

Ones more way for processing group of initial indicators is to select from each group 
the most “informative” indicator using heuristic methods of diminishing the dimension. 
However, the part of the information is necessarily lost in the final result in this case. 
In addition, these methods have a high level of subjectivity in determining the 
appropriate indicators. 

Next stage is to shape vector of indicators q={q1, q2, ..., qn}, that are functions from 
set of initial indicators and aimed on the assessment of separate components of financial 
security. The vector q is characterized by the fact that the influence of the measurement 
units of the initial indicators is removed from it, and it has a direction of positive change 
its values in accordance with increase of values of it components. A typical situation is 
when each indicator of the set X somehow transforms to the component of the vector 
q: qi=f(Xi), i=1, 2, …, n, m=n.  

Additionally, the components of this vector should meet the normalization condition, 
that is, its value must be on the interval [0; 1]. It simplifies further analysis of the 
comprehensive assessment results of financial security. 

The choice of the form of a synthesizing function Q=F(w1, w2, ..., wn, q1, q2, ..., qn) 
is further make. This procedure puts into compliance the vector q to the corresponding 
value of composite index Q, which reflects the latent characteristic of the investigated 
phenomenon, in this case – an assessment of the level of financial security. Aggregation 
of the vector q into the composite index is carried out taking into account the vector of 
some positive parameters w={w1, w2, ..., wn}, which represent the significance of the 
individual components of the vector q. Usually a standard condition w1+w2+...+wn=1 
imposed additionally on its components which gives grounds to conclude about the 
relative importance of each component of the composite index. 

In the case of grouping initial indicators, for each group we can use different 
aggregation procedure depending on the type of initial indicators and the way of their 
transformation into a q vector. The most common method is the convolution (additive 
or multiplicative) and the distance method. There is no reason to argue that using one 
type of convolution can produce better results than using another one. Usually, the 
choice of a concrete convolution type is determined by the problems solved, and the 
values that initial (normalized) data can take. In our study, we propose to use 
multiplicative convolution. The justification for this choice will be given below. 

Last stage is meaningful interpretation of results. It involves establishing a match 
between the estimated values of the composite index and the financial security level. 
The identifying the number of levels, their correspondence to certain ranges of the 
composite index values and the justification of ranges boundaries form a separate non-
trivial issue. In our view, the solution of this problem should be based on certain tools, 
in particular, use of cluster analysis, iterative procedures for calculating index ranges’ 
boundaries, scale of desirability, etc. Last approach is used in our studies. 
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4 Findings 

In the framework of the considered approach to design financial security composite 
index, according to the analysis of previous studies results [9-15], to form the 
information base of the study, we propose to select as initial indicators ones that 
characterize the enterprise financial conditions. In so doing we include to the initial set 
only those indicators which have known normative values. The basis for further 
calculations is the assumption that the equality of all indicators to their normative 
values corresponds to high (proper) level of financial security. 

To obtain a vector q, which will serve as the basis for designing an composite index, 
we use a five-step procedure based on the use of E. Harrington’s function 
H(Zi)=exp(-exp(-Zi)) and its appropriate desirability scale [17], where Zi is the value of 
the initial indicator on the scale of partial indices Z. The value of the function d=H(Z) 
form a desirability scale. 

In the first step, it is necessary to establish a correspondence between the values of 
the scale Z of the E. Harrington’s function and the values of the initial index Xi, i=1, 2, 
…, n. Based on the graph of the function H(Z) (Fig. 1), we can conclude that H(–2)0, 
H(5)1. Therefore, the effective values range of partial indicators scale is the range 
[-2; 5].  

 
Fig. 1. Harrington function graph. 

Let’s use this fact, putting the value Z = Z* = 5 in line with the normative value Xi
* of 

each initial indicator, i=1, 2, …, n. This means that at the normative value of the Xi, the 
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highest value on the desirable scale d is reached. The value Xi* of the initial indicator, 
for which the critical level of desirability d=0 is reached, corresponds to the value 
Z = Z* = –2. Usually Xi* = 0. So, the coefficient ki, i=1, 2, …, n, for transformation of 
the values of the indicator Xi to the values of the scale of partial indices Zi is calculated 
by the formula: 

 ki=(Z*–Z*)/Xi
*. (1) 

In the second step, we calculate the value of Zi, i=1, 2, …, n, by the formula: 

 Zi=kiXi+Xi* (2) 

In the third step, we find image di of indicator Xi on the desirability scale using 
corresponding value of the scale of partial indicators Zi, i=1, 2, …, n: 

 di=H(Zi). (3) 

In the fourth step, we identify the “level” of the indicator Xi, i=1, 2, …, n, on the 
desirability scale in accordance with Table 1 [17].  

Table 1. The connection between the quantitative values of the desirability scale and its 
qualitative levels. 

Qualitative expression of 
desirability 

The range of quantitative values on the scale of 
desirability 

Very good 0.80..1.00 
Good 0.63..0.80 

Satisfactorily 0.37..0.63 
Badly 0.20..0.37 

Very badly 0.00..0.20 
 
In the fifth step, we calculate the value of indicator qi as middle of an interval that 

corresponds to the level of desirability of the indicator Xi: 

 qi=(d2i+d1i)/2 (4) 

where d2i, d1i are right and left boundaries of desirability scale range, which contains 
calculates value di.  

To design composite index Q of the financial security, we propose to use weighted 
multiplicative convolution: 

 



n

i

w
i

iqQ
1

 (5) 

Such a choice is justified by the fact that it is consistent with the rule of constructing a 
comprehensive index proposed by E. Harrington [17]. Also, it should be noted that 
among the values of qi there are no zero ones, which makes it impossible to obtain the 
zero value of the resulting function Q. Otherwise, the zero values would completely 
reduce the influence of other indicators on the result. 
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To identify the financial security level, we again use desirability scale by the 
determining the range on the scale d which contains value of index Q. In this case, we 
establish an interpretation of financial security levels in accordance with Table 2. 

Table 2. The relationship between the quantitative values of composite index Q and financial 
security levels. 

Qualitative expression of financial 
security level 

The range of quantitative values of the 
composite index Q  

High 0.80..1.00 
Normal 0.63..0.80 

Satisfactory 0.37..0.63 
Critical 0.20..0.37 
Crisis 0.00..0.20 

 
In our opinion, presented approach has such advantages. 

1. Results don’t depend from the simple which is used to assess the financial security 
level. Transformation of initial indicator values is determined in relation to its 
normative value, and not in relation to the maximal or the minimal sample values. 

2. Calculating the values of the composite index by the proposed algorithm reduces 
compensation effect, when exceeding the normative value of one indicator will 
affect deviations from the normative value of another indicator. 

3. It allows to establish a reasonable financial security level. 

Among the disadvantages it should be noted that not all indicators that characterize the 
financial condition, have justified normative values. Some indicators have positive 
features as the characteristics of their dynamic, that usually increase their values during 
the time. 

Let we test the proposed approach under the data of the private joint-stock company 
“Derazhnia dairy Plant”. Initial data for the calculation was provided by annual 
financial reports for 2016 and 2017 [18]. 

We selected follow financial indicators for calculations, which presented in the 
Table 3.  

Table 3. The list of initial financial indicators and their normative values. 

Financial indicators Normative value 
X1 Absolute liquidity ratio 0.2 
X2 Quick liquidity ratio 0.6 
X3 Current liquidity ratio 1.0 
X4 Total solvency ratio 2.0 
X5 The ratio of short-term receivables and payables 1.0 
X6 Autonomy ratio 0.5 
X7 The financial stability ratio 1.0 
X8 The maneuverability of equity ratio 0.7 
X9 The ratio of coverage of inventories and costs 0.8 
X10 The financial stability ratio 0.8 
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Values of indicators calculated using the financial reports are shown in the Table 4.  

Table 4. The values of initial data.  

Indicator 
Indicator’s value 

2016  2017  
X1 0.01 0.01 
X2 0.41 0.27 
X3 1.03 0.93 
X4 1.75 1.58 
X5 0.20 0.14 
X6 0.43 0.37 
X7 0.75 0.58 
X8 -0.16 -0.20 
X9 -0.22 -0.18 
X10 0.51 0.40 

 
We use the formulas (1) and (2) to calculate the values of the indices on the Z-scale. 

Results are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. The values of indicators on Z-scale and d-scales. 

Indicator Indicator’s value Appropriate value 
on the scale d 

2016 2017 2016  2017  
Z1 -1.71 -1.75 0.00 0.00 
Z2 2.84 1.13 0.94 0.72 
Z3 5.18 4.51 0.99 0.99 
Z4 4.14 3.52 0.98 0.97 
Z5 -0.61 -1.01 0.16 0.06 
Z6 4.02 3.13 0.98 0.96 
Z7 3.28 2.04 0.96 0.88 
Z8 -3.55 -4.01 0.00 0.00 
Z9 -3.95 -3.62 0.00 0.00 
Z10 2.46 1.48 0.92 0.80 

 
In the next step, we find by the formula (3) the values of the indicators on the 

desirability scale d. The results are also shown in Table 5. 
Then we use formula (4) to identify components of the vector q. Results are 

presented in the Table 6.  
Considering the initial indicators weights are the same (wi=0.1, i=1, 2, …, 10), we 

calculate the value of the composite index Q. As a result, we obtain: Q2016=0.36, 
Q2017=0.36. According to Table 2, the financial security level of the studied enterprises 
during the investigated period is identified as critical but close to satisfactory. 

We made calculations to assess the financial security level for the same data in 
accordance with the method presented in [11]. According to it, a quantitative 
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assessment of this level may be calculated according to the set of indicators identified 
in this study. As a result, we obtained such estimations of the financial security level: 
RFS 2016 = 0.459, RFS 2017 = 0.363. At the same time, the minimum required level of 
financial security, as determined by the paper’s author, in this case is 10 (according to 
the number of initial indicators for which the calculation was made).  

Table 6. The values of components of the vector q.  

Indicator Indicator’s value 
2016 2017 

q1 0.10 0.10 
q2 0.90 0.72 
q3 0.90 0.90 
q4 0.90 0.90 
q5 0.10 0.10 
q6 0.90 0.90 
q7 0.90 0.90 
q8 0.10 0.10 
q9 0.10 0.10 
q10 0.90 0.72 

 
Consequently, we can state that the financial security level assessed significantly 

deviates from the minimum required level established by this method and can be 
classified as critical. This result is consistent with what was obtained in our study. 

5 Conclusions 

Assessing the financial security level is an urgent problem both at the state level and 
for individual business entities. The conducted studies showed the widespread use of 
the comprehensive assessment methodology to solve this problem. The article 
considers an approach to assessing the financial security level of an enterprise by 
designing a composite index. Its calculation contains four stages. The first stage 
involves identifying the set of initial indicators that characterize financial security. In 
the second stage, selected indicators are reduced to a single form by removing the 
measurement units and transformation into indicators-stimulants. These calculations 
use the normative values of the selected indicators, the E. Harrington’s function and 
desirability scale. In the third stage, the convolution of obtained new indicators is 
carried out. Taking into account the procedure of transformation of indicators in the 
second stage, we proposed and justified the use of convolution in the multiplicative 
form. The fourth stage is devoted to the interpretation of the result, that is, to identify 
the financial security level. To do this, we used the desirability scale again. The 
proposed four-stage procedure, qualitative expression of financial security levels and 
their appropriate ranges of quantitative values of the composite index Q are the subject 
of scientific novelty of this study. 
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Practical testing of the presented approach was carried out according to the data of 
the private enterprise “Derazhnia dairy Plant” and was compared with the results 
obtained by another approach. The final conclusions were similar. 

The proposed approach doesn't depend on the number of initial indicators and the 
direction of their positive change. In the case that their number is too large to evaluate 
the impact of an individual component, the article proposes ways to solve this problem.  

The results of the study may serve as the basis for making managerial decisions on 
raising the business entities financial security level and public administration. 
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Abstract. The paper deals with the problem of sustainable development and 
innovative integral modeling and forecasting approach in the management of 
technogenic objects and processes (TOP) as a system of socio-eco-economic and 
humanitarian type (SEEH). Based on the use of information and innovation 
technologies in order to forecast the non-linear dynamics of eco-economic and 
socio-humanitarian systems, integrated stochastic models of objects and 
processes were developed and studied, suitable for the conditions of systemic 
crises. The paper handles the aspect of integration of 4 business and functioning 
areas of the modern complex systems. It proposes a general conceptual integrated 
model, generalized synergetic model of dynamics, considering different 
uncertainty (stochastic and chaotic components). The paper examines the aspects 
of integration of multiple business areas and sectors of the modern complex 
systems functioning and developing under the present conditions of non-
linearity, instability and crises. An integrated stochastic non-linear phase-space 
growth dynamics model was developed and studied to forecast the development 
of the state of an innovative economy. The paper looks into the aspects of activity 
management of the modern complex systems functioning and developing under 
the present conditions of instability. 

Keywords: stochastic, dynamics, model, nonlinear, crises, forecasting, control. 

1 Introduction 

The global goal of this research is to create a general conception, principles, 
methodology, methods, models and information technologies and systems for making 
managerial decisions for sustainable, safe, secure and viable development of economy, 
environmental economy and socio-humanitarian systems under the conditions of 
uncertainty, risks, threats and crises [1-8]. 
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The knowledge of the scientific potential on economics was assigned to V. Heyets 
[9], T. Klebanova [10], I. Lyashenko [11] and others. Methodology of regional 
scientific and technological progress (STP) in aggregative models in economics was 
described by S. Aywazyan, M. Afanasyev, V. Rudenko [12], G. Kleiner [13]. The 
problems of mathematical modeling of complex economical systems of ecology and 
economy were researched by a lot of academics, such as D. Ford, V. Leontyev [14], 
J. Tsukui, J. Murakam [15], V. Broсk [16], O. Tahvonen, J. Kuuluvainen [17]. The 
most comprehensive investigation was fulfilled by Ya. Vagapova [18], which is a 
description of the national economy with a system of nonlinear differential equations, 
based on the A. Moiseyev model [19]. 

The conception of sustainable, safe, secure and viable development provides for a 
change in the paradigms of the traditional economy, humanization and ecologization of 
its core principles, search for general approaches and coordination between the 
development conceptions of environmental and economic systems. 

The problem of sustainable development features the following aspects: systemic, 
synergetic, environmental, economic, mathematical, informational, philosophical, 
legal, educational, etc. The paper handles the aspect of integration of 4 business and 
functioning areas of the systems: socio-eco-economic and humanitarian, including 
spiritual-moral and cultural technologies. The sustainable development paradigm 
requires transition from the investigation of separate functioning isolated systems to the 
investigation of integral evolving systems, actualization and strengthening of system-
synergetic links of an open system and its environment. The existing 
“monodisciplinary” conceptions, linear static models, reproductive-representative 
methods (reflecting the linearity of our knowledge), profitability and optimality criteria 
should give place to interdisciplinary, system-synergetic, evolutionary non-linear 
models and methods of forecasting and knowledge acquisition, management (reflecting 
the non-linearity and non-Gaussian character of the laws of nature and society), criteria 
of rationality, local optimality, and correspondence to the “common sense”. 
“Interdisciplinary” paradigm is understood not in the intuitive, technocratic relationship 
of disciplines, accumulation of quanta of knowledge and skills, but in the actualization 
of individual and public intellect, education and learning of new self-organized and 
sustainable structures [19-25]. 

Under the current complex conditions and as the modern economy advances, a need 
arises to consider its forecasting problems in a new fashion. This is connected with the 
increased influence of globalization processes and uncertainty and risk factors on the 
economy and business performance of individual countries and regions. Existing 
forecasting methods and models rely, to a considerable extent, on the application of 
econometric models. This paper analyzes the opportunities of development forecasting 
on the basis of the approximation of the integral stochastic growth model in the form 
of recurrent equations formed taking into account the increment properties of the 
Wiener random processes. This considers only current or initial state of the economy.  

Only integration of the modeling methods for socio-economic, environmental, 
cultural and spiritual and other processes will ensure sustainability and viability of 
development of the entire system [1-5]. 
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Also, note that a system-thinking and active person usually forecasts and considers 
his/her performance results, compares his/her capabilities, considers environmental 
interests, those of future generations and the need for noospheric development. 

The purpose of the paper is to develop and investigate problems of non-linear 
forecasting, in particular on the basis of the integral socio-eco-economic stochastic 
model of the dynamics of technogenic objects and processes functioning under the 
conditions of systemic crises. 

The problem of modeling, forecasting, optimal management and decision making in 
socio-ecological-economic systems and in science as a whole is the main and urgent. 
The purpose of this work is to study the methods, principles and models for forecasting 
and management used in various socioeconomic processes and systems, as well as the 
introduction of a new class of models for solving problems of modeling and prediction 
of socio-ecological and economic processes. The work is based on the analysis of 
modern methods of dynamic modeling and forecasting of various processes and 
systems [1-5]. 

2 Key Findings 

In this paper, technogenic objects and processes (TOP) mean technogenic production 
enterprises (TPE) or technogenic regional production operations (TRPO), or 
technogenic regions (TR), technogenic economic object (TEO), etc. Let us designate 
all these as TOP.  

Under the current conditions of instability and crises, the problem of developing 
analysis, modeling, forecasting and decision-making methods and technologies for 
sustainable development of viable socio-economic systems is becoming even more 
topical. These systems are characterized by the complexity of the structure and 
behavior, synergeticity, non-linearity and have other “NO” and “MANY” factor 
characteristics.  

Moreover, another very important problem includes investigation of systems with 
integral properties, i.e. systems including in their structure socio-economic and 
humanitarian subsystems (SEEH) as the systems of the future (noospheric type 
systems). Local production systems of regional level, such as technogenic industrial 
systems (TIS) are also SEEH type systems. 

To investigate and solve these problems, management and decision-making methods 
and models based on the object-oriented approach have been traditionally used. 
However, a series of scientific publications and scientific schools have recently 
appeared, which lay emphasis on the importance and necessity of recording the 
behavior dynamics of a management subject, use of the subject-oriented approach and 
reflection to resolve the said tasks [1-5]. 

The paper proposes the review and analysis of some findings obtained in the recent 
years by different authors for macro- and micro-modeling of the dynamics of eco-
economic and socio-humanitarian systems and processes which are attributed to TOP 
and function and develop under the complex conditions of non-linearity, instability and 
crises.  

Most of the previously created models of socio-eco-economic systems (SEES) have 
theoretical and deterministic nature and are rather problematic from the viewpoint of 
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the adequacy and availability of information for their implementation. In this 
connection, the objective of technogenic regional production operations (TRO) 
management under the conditions of crisis causes the objective necessity of improving 
methods, models and information technologies on the basis of stochastic equations for 
SEEH management. 

The key requirement of the sustainable development paradigm includes creation of 
existence conditions for future generations by means of restricted use of natural 
resources, establishment of natural resources and environment recovery cycles together 
with social capital development – all these can only be realized based on the use of 
scientific and technical achievements on the back of the high innovation activity. 
Therefore, the innovative development paradigm conceptually justifies the way for 
achievement of sustainable growth of TRO (TOP) with the help of development of the 
human potential and reduction of the TRO load on people and the environment. 

To improve the TRO management efficiency amid crisis, one should positively 
influence all its structural components on which the success of the long-term TRO 
activities depends. Sustainable development of the TRO requires such choice and 
combination of its component parts to ensure harmonious functioning of the TRO as a 
whole. One of the main drivers of increasing the operating efficiency of the TRO 
includes intensification of production, which is crucially influenced by science. 
Intellectual capital of the TRO is an internal resource capable of giving new innovative 
advantages to it. It is important that the innovation activities of the TRO aimed at 
getting over crisis events result in the increased level of their systematicity, and a 
synergetic effect was obtained owing to this. 

The papers [1-5] studied the process of improvement of the technogenic regional 
production operations management mechanism through development of methods, 
models and information technologies of socio-eco-economic management (SEEM) 
amid crisis. The mathematical and conceptual models were proposed, and scenario 
calculations were carried out for the TRO management simulation model. 

This research represents the development of the findings of the authors’ papers [1-
5] for eco-economic modeling and management in case of recording of stochastic 
impact factors, and we hope that the presented material will be useful for both 
prominent researchers in this area of science and young scientists. 

3 Main Results 

The conceptual model of forecasting and management of eco-economic processes 
(EEP) of a technogenic economic object (TEO) under the conditions of “NO and 
MANY factors” available, can be presented in the form of a set-theoretical model as a 
tuple [3, 5]:   

 , , , , , , , , , , , ,u pX Y F H R E T G K K P U , (1) 

where X – set of possible states of the technogenic economic object;  eklYYY ,еkn  – 
total output of the technogenic economic object, where Yekn – productive set (i.e. “useful 
output”), and Yekl – set of pollutions (i.e. “harmful output”);  eklFFF ,ekn  – model 
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reflection of the TEO;  eklekn HHH ,  – general operator of observations 
(measurements); R – resource set (i.e. main controlled entry of the TEO); E – set of 
unidentified factors (both external and internal, i.e. both additive and multiplicative), 
in particular this is a set of stochastic, fuzzy, multiple or mixed uncertainty; Ω – set of 
constraints; T=[t0; tk] – time interval of the TEO functioning and development; G – 
target set; Ku – generalized eco-economic control criterion (EECC); Kp – generalized 
forecasting optimization criterion (FOC); P –  eco-economic forecasting operator; 

 екlекn UUU ,  – eco-economic control (EEC) vector. Designations “екn” and “екl” 
correspond to economic and environmental variables. 

Then the task of optimal eco-economic forecasting, i.e. determining a predictor for 
both internal and external processes can be formulated as follows: determine the 
estimate ,...,),(ˆ 10 Ttx k  of the state vector x(tk+Δ) with the preset forecast 

step Δ on the basis of multiple eco-economic observations ]},[),({ 0 ktttty   and based 

on the preset FOC Kp. 
Now the EEC task is to determine the effective integral management vector 

 екlекn UUU ,  on the bases of the estimates ,...,),(ˆ 10 Ttx k  and non-

linear dynamic eco-economic model of the TEO that ensures achievement of the goal 
G with a preset generalized eco-economic criterion Ku and constraints   taking into 
account the uncertainty and risks. 

The multiplicative-additive stochastic model with the chaotic dynamics can be 
generally presented as vector equations: 

 
0( ) ( )[ ( )] ( ),

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) ( )
x A t x t X x t D t
A t a t t t D t d t t  
  

 

  (2) 

or, multiplicative-additive stochastic model with the chaotic dynamics and with 
management, i.e. taking into account action managers: 

 
0( ) ( )[ ( )] ( ) ( ),

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).
x A t x t X x t D t P t
A t a t t t D t d t t P t p t t u t   
   

  

  (3) 

The observation model is represented as follows: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).y t H t x t t   (4) 

Here, the following designations are used: ξ(t), ζ(t), η(t) – multiplicative-additive 
stochastic components in the models (2)-(4), and λ(t) – chaotic component in the system 
model (2). Other designations are shown below. 

The integral socio-eco-economic dynamic behavioral model with spiritual and 
moral variables can be conceptually presented in a general (block) form [4, 5]: 
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 (5) 

where X=(X1, X2, X3, X4) – combined vector of behavioral variables and states of the 
socio-eco-economic system taking into account the humanitarian level variable 
(SEEH) – X4, as well as in (5) X1=X1(t) – vector of economic variables; X2=X2(t) – 
vector of environmental variables (pollution variables); X3=X3(t) – vector of social 
variables; P=(P1, P2, P3, P4) – cumulative vector of SEES parameters (intra-system and 
environmental); Ξ=(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4) – vector of external random and unidentified variables. 
For example, for technogenic production systems (TPS) [3] X1=(K1, L1, I, τ, C), 
C=(C1, C2, C3, C4) – vector of some consumption (expenditure) parameters, and C1 – 
value of social consumption (i.e. for wages, etc.); C2=Ce – consumption for the 
environment; C3=Cs – consumption for safety and security; C4=Ci – investment volume 
for innovation, information and humanitarian technologies.  

Synergetic dynamics model of the non-linear stochastic system with the chaotic 
behavior: 
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 (6) 

where ii w,  – stochastic components of the model; {aij(t)} – non-stationary 

components of the model; {dil} – diffusion coefficients determining the level of 
distribution of the state variables; ΣX – aggregate maximum (maximum allowable) 
value of the vector x, {λi} – set of parameters causing chaotic nature.  

In particular, this model can be also represented as an equation system: 

 2/ [ ( ) ( , ) ] ,i i i i i ij i j i i i i i i
j i

X t A r X b X X a X D x y X u 


          (7) 

where Xi – coordinates of the system state vector, where Xi ≡ Xi(t, x, y); i, j = 1, 2, …, n 
– reproduction (duplication, growth, development, etc.) coefficient; ai – saturation 
parameter limiting growth (reproduction); bij – subsystem interaction parameter 
(between business entities); Di(x, y) – diffusion factor of the i-th subsystem (of the 
economic entity) in the point (x, y); ξi ≡ ξi(t, x, y) and ζi ≡ ζi(t, x, y) – stochastic 
multiplicative and additive components of the model, respectively; ui ≡ ui(t, x, y) – 
coordinates of the management vector, i.e. vector of managerial decisions; Ai – scaling 
factor;   – Laplacian, i.e. 2222 (*)(*)(*) yx  and t[0, T] – time interval 
of the system functioning and development. 

Such models describe and cover rather wide class of complex processes and 
systems, including the noospheric model of stable development (NMSD) [5].  
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The system has synergetic (or cybernetic) description, if the effectively built 
operator D is such that the state of the system at each point of time t  (t0, T(t0)) can 
be built based on the vector values x(τ), τ  (t1, t0), provided that all the external 
managing actions are fixed:  

 x(t)=D(x(τ), ε, η, u), t  (t0, T(t0)), τ  (t1, t0), (8) 

where ε(t, r) – random action with the known probabilistic characteristics; η(t, r)  Gη 
– action predetermined by the extent of uncertainty; Gη, u  Rk – managing actions; r – 
spatial variable (vector). 

Consequently, the integrated stochastic model of the growth dynamics for 
forecasting the development of the innovative economy can be represented in the form 
of the following system of difference equations: 

 ( ) ,t t t t t t t K tK K K I C D B             (9) 

  
1 1 1 1

1 2 3, , , ,t t t t t t t t Y tY F K L R K L R


   
       
    

     
 

 (10) 

or 

 1

2 2

1 2 3 1 2 2
2(1 ( ) ( ) ( )) (1 ( ) ( )) ,t t K K K t L L t Y tY A t t t K t t L                      (10*) 

   0( ) , 0 ,t t t Z t C t L tL L L Z C L L              (11) 

   0( ) , 0t t R t K t t L t R tR R R K Y L R R               (12) 

or 

  ( , , ) ,t t t t t K t L t t R tR R d K L R K L Y             (12*) 

 *
0( ( ) ( , , , )(1 )) , (0) ,t t t t t t t t Z tZ Z g Z f C K L R C Z Z            (13) 

   1 2 31 2( ( ) ( ) ) ,t t z t t L t K t z tz z z E t L t K                       (13*) 

    2 31 4

1

1 1
1( ( ) ( ) ( ) ) ,

tt t t t L K t tG t L t K s t
  

                         (14) 

  
1 1 1

21 2
1 1 1 1( ( ) ) ,t t L t t L t L tL L L D t L

    
         

 (15) 

   1 2 331 2 4( ( ) ( ) ( ) ) ,t t s t t L t K t z t s ts s s H t L t K t z                             (16) 
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   0( ( ) ) , 0 ,t t ht t t t K tK K K t I C D B K K              (18) 

 0 0 0 0 0( ( ) ) , ( ) ( ),
hh t ht h I t hI I rI t h I I t h I t          (19) 

 { (1 ) }t t t t t t t C tС C A K K A K          , (20) 

where Δ – step of the time interval (forecast step), for which calculations will be made; 
ξt – realization of the random value which is subject to the standard normal law with 
the average equal to zero and dispersion equal to one. Also note that here z(t), s(t), τ(t), 
φ(t) are the indexes of the respective basic indicators. 

Note that computer realization of the stochastic difference (discrete) equations (9) – 
(20) will require transition to the averaged variables x(t)=(Y(t), K(t), L(t), R(t), Z(t), z(t), 
s(t), τ(t), φ(t), Ih(t), C(t)), i.e. to their expectation values. 

Optimal control / management criteria options. Eco-economic development strategy 
selection criterion: 

 M[Ф(С, Y, D, B)]→max, (21) 

where Ф(С, Y, D, B) – welfare function, and М – expectation value symbol. 
Consequently, the hierarchical optimization model of the system is obtained in the 

following form: 

 
М{ } min, М{ } max,

( , , , , ), ( , , , ).
Z K

Z Z K L R c K K L R c 

 


     (22) 

In case of a “small” integral management model, utility function (UF) is a function of 
the parameters / variables  4321 ,,,~ u , where {αk(t), k=1, ..., 4} – shares of costs 
for non-manufacturing, environmental costs, R&D efforts, for safety and security, 
innovation and information technologies, etc., and then the following relationship will 
be the optimality criterion:  

    
0

1 2 3 4
{ }

( , , , , , ) , , , exp max
i

T

t

c k z L S u t dt


     


    
 .  

To resolve the EEC tasks on the basis of the presented stochastic and deterministic 
models, one can use the known classical methods of optimal control with restrictions 
[3]. 

Generally, the optimization criterion can be represented as  
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0

1 2 3 4
{ }

( ) , , , ,... exp max
i

T

t

a u t dt


    


    

  .  

This requires even higher integration of models and criteria (and restrictions) of 
management optimization and DP. 

It is also important to consider criteria of random (stochastic) factors of 
multiplicative and adaptive impact in the models.  

In other words, 

    
0

1 2 3 4
{ }

( ) , , , ,... exp ] max[
i

T

t

a M u t dt


    


    

 
.
 (23) 

As a criterion in tasks similar to the one in question, objective functional of 
maximization of the average per capita consumption of employee within the temporary 
interval is usually assumed [0, T]: 

 
0

1 2

( ) exp( ) max
( ) ( )

T C t t dt
L t L t

  
 (24) 

where θ > 0 – discount factor that reflects the extent of giving preference to the future 
consumption over the current one.  

Note that the criterion (24) is only a private (economic) criterion. Therefore, socio-
ecological, innovation and other optimality criteria are also required integrally! 

Control synthesis task in stochastic systems. Let us consider the optimal 
management synthesis task in stochastic linear systems [6].  

Phase state of the system means the vector x=(x1, x2, ..., xn), where xi, i=1, ..., n – 
aggregate of data describing the i-th sector of the system. Let us assume that all the 
sectors are provided with some management levers: u=(u1, u2, ..., un). 

Each of the listed parameters, in its turn, represents a vector composed of the numeric 
values of different characteristics of the system dynamics. Let us assume that [t0, tk] – 
reviewed system development period. Let us designate as ξ the vector of some 
additional parameters determined by means of forecasting using statistical data of the 
system, or which are constants. 

Consequently, the dependence is studied of each variable xi, i=1, ..., n  from the 
managing variables ui of the system states and the vector of parameters ξ. 

The linearized system model looks as follows:  

 

( , ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( , ),
( , ) , ( , ) ,

( ) , ( ) ;

n m

n m n m

x t A x t B u t
x t R u t R

A R B R

    

 

 
 

 

 

 



 (25) 

where A(ξ)=|Aij(ξ)|, B(ξ)=|Bij(ξ)| – matrices with parametric uncertainty; x(ξ, t)=[xi(ξ, t)] 
– system state vector; u(ξ, t)=[ui(ξ, t)] – management vector; ξ – vector of stochastic 
processes.  
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The task of optimal management synthesis for a stochastic dynamic system is posed 
as follows: to find an optimal management law in the form of [6]:  

 ˆ( , ) ( , ),u t Lx t    (26) 

and the objective functional for optimization (minimization) should be predetermined 
in the following form:  

 
0

( ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )) ( ) .
kt T TJ x t x t u t Ru t dt d      



     
 

  

In a simple case, linear observation equation may be used in the following form: 
y(t)=H(t)x(t)+η(t). In this equation, the observation H(t) is represented by a stochastic 
observation matrix, which can be preset in practical terms, and η(t) is the “white noise” 
type process, which can be preset based on statistical data. In doing so, two independent 
tasks are to be resolved based on the separation principle [6].  

In the early papers of the first author of this paper, the task of optimal evaluation 
(filtration) under the conditions of multiplicative-additive mixtures was resolved using 
the integral description of the filter [6].  

However, the filtration task can also be conveniently resolved using the Kalman 
filter for the linear case and the Stratonovich filter for the non-linear right part of the 
dynamics equation [6]. State estimates are found as the conventional average values 
with the building and solution of the non-linear dispersion equations of the Riccati 
type. The filter gives a solution for the stochastic differential equation. It can be 
implemented in the form of the known closed loop system for the distribution density 
of the initial conditions. The obtained state estimate )(tx  is used in resolving the other 
task – optimal management of the type ).(ˆ)()(ˆ txtLtu   As mentioned above, the 
optimal management task is usually set on the basis of the Bellman principle or the 
maximum principle [6]. Different quality functional, as well as the vector of functional 
may be used as a criterion. 

4 Concluding Remarks 

Based on the use of state-of-the-art methods, models, information and innovation 
technologies in order to forecast the state of the non-linear dynamics of eco-economic 
and socio-humanitarian systems, integrated stochastic models of objects and processes 
were developed and studied, suitable for the conditions of systemic crises. The paper 
examines the aspects of integration of multiple business areas and sectors of the modern 
complex systems of SEEH type functioning and developing under the complex 
conditions of instability and crises. Complex formalization resulted in obtaining one of 
the options of the integral socio-eco-economic and innovative non-linear model of 
dynamics in the form of a system of differential and functional stochastic equations. 
The paper presents the task of forecasting the state of a complex system in the 
innovative economy on the basis of the integral model in a phased space with 
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observation equations, development of optimal management filters and algorithms. The 
prospects of the further investigations include conducting computer experiments. 

The paper deals with the problem of sustainable development and innovative 
integral modeling approach in the management of technogenic objects and processes 
as a system of socio-eco-economic and humanitarian type. Based on the use of 
information and innovation technologies in order to forecast the non-linear dynamics 
of eco-economic and socio-humanitarian systems, integrated stochastic models of 
objects and processes were developed and studied, suitable for the conditions of 
systemic crises. The paper handles the aspect of integration of 4 business and 
functioning areas of the modern complex systems. It proposes a general conceptual 
integrated model, generalized synergetic model of dynamics, considering different 
uncertainty (stochastic and chaotic components). Most of the previously created 
dynamics models of eco-economic and socio-humanitarian systems and processes 
functioning and developing under the complex conditions of non-linearity, instability 
and crises, have theoretical and deterministic nature and are rather problematic from 
the viewpoint of the availability of information and adequacy for their 
implementation. In this connection, the objective of TOP management conditions the 
objective necessity of improving methods, models and information technologies on 
the basis of stochastic equations for SEEH management.  

Integral socio-eco-economic stochastic models of the dynamics of TOP systems, 
i.e. technogenic integrated systems functioning under the conditions of the current 
systemic crises, were developed and investigated.  

Based on the use of state-of-the-art methods, models, information and innovation 
technologies in order to forecast the state of the non-linear dynamics of eco-economic 
and socio-humanitarian systems, integrated stochastic models of objects and 
processes were developed and studied, suitable for the conditions of systemic crises. 
The paper approaches the aspect of integration of multiple business areas and sectors 
of the modern complex systems of SEEH type functioning and developing under the 
complex conditions of instability and crises. Complex formalization resulted in 
obtaining one of the options of the integral socio-eco-economic and innovative non-
linear model of dynamics in the form of a system of differential and functional 
stochastic equations.  

An integrated stochastic non-linear growth dynamics model was developed and 
studied to forecast the development of the state of an innovative economy, which is 
suitable for the conditions of risks and crises. The paper examines the aspects of 
integration of multiple business areas and sectors of the modern complex systems 
functioning and developing under the present conditions of instability. The prospects 
for the further investigations include representation of the proposed integral model in a 
phased space with observation equations, development of optimal management filters 
and algorithms. 

The prospects of the further investigations in this area include conducting computer 
experiments and their wide practical use. The prospects also include development and 
investigation of models, criteria and methods of optimal management of technogenic 
objects and creation of decision-making systems based on the proposed integral model 
within the state space. 
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Abstract. Disparities in the development of regions in any country affect the 
entire national economy. Detecting the disparities can help formulate the proper 
economic policies for each region by taking action against the factors that slow 
down the economic growth. This study was conducted with the aim of applying 
clustering methods to analyse regional disparities based on the economic 
development indicators of the regions of Ukraine. There were considered fuzzy 
clustering methods, which generalize partition clustering methods by allowing 
objects to be partially classified into more than one cluster. Fuzzy clustering 
technique was applied using R packages to the data sets with the statistic 
indicators concerned to the economic activities in all administrative regions of 
Ukraine in 2017. Sets of development indicators for different sectors of economic 
activity, such as industry, agriculture, construction and services, were reviewed 
and analysed. The study showed that the regional cluster classification results 
strongly depend on the input development indicators and the clustering technique 
used for this purpose. Consideration of different partitions into fuzzy clusters 
opens up new opportunities in developing recommendations on how to 
differentiate economic policies in order to achieve maximum growth for the 
regions and the entire country.  

Keywords: regional development disparities, clustering methods, hierarchical 
cluster technique, fuzzy clustering technique, fuzzy clusters, fuzzy c-means 
algorithm. 

1 Introduction  

Economic policies that take into account differences in regional development should 
be coordinated using scientific approaches to achieve maximum results in each region 
and for the whole country. This article is dedicated to the problem of clustering 
Ukrainian regions in different groups accordingly to their economic development 
levels. The usefulness of such division is obvious. Really, having at disposal the 
partitioning into different clusters based on economic indicators, a decision maker can 
elaborate economic policy measures, which are specific for every cluster and similar 
for all the regions inside the same cluster. So, the number of policy options substantially 
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reduce in comparison with the case, when the decision is made on each particular 
region.  

Clustering also provides an opportunity to identify groups of regions that are most 
attractive as objects of domestic and foreign investment.  Undoubtedly, the use of 
cluster analysis for improving regional policy will increase the efficiency of the 
economic system as a whole, which is especially important for today's Ukraine and is 
a necessary condition for its economic growth. 

Nowadays, a good deal of research representing manifold of cluster analysis 
approaches and tools has been conducted and reflected at the relevant literary sources.  
Nevertheless, search for the most acceptable clustering methods still retains its 
relevance. The reason is that every method has its own advantages and disadvantages. 

Fuzzy clustering methods permit the gradual assessment of the membership of data 
elements in a cluster which is described by a membership function valued in the real 
unit interval [0; 1]. So, in fuzzy clustering it is assumed that the boundaries between 
groups are not well defined, like in the case of most natural systems. Therefore, fuzzy 
clustering approaches make it possible to more adequately describe and solve the real 
problem, such as estimating regional development disparities. 

This article presents a study on application of hard cluster analysis methods and 
clustering methods based on fuzzy sets theory. A new approach to evaluating regional 
disparities in Ukraine using a fuzzy clustering technique is given. There were used 
statistical data on indicators of economic activities in different regions of Ukraine in 
2017. The considered methods are especially useful for the case of qualitative economic 
indicators.   

This article consists of six sections. The first one substantiates the background of the 
conducted research. In the second section, review of the scientific literature on research 
topic is presented. The third part reveals the theoretical basis of the proposed clustering 
techniques. The course of the study and its main results are presented in the fourth and 
fifth parts of this paper. The final part contains conclusions based on the research results 
and discussing areas for the further studies in the field of exploring fuzzy clustering 
methods and adapting them to regional clustering tasks. 

2 Literature Review  

Regional disparities are closely connected to unequal economic development of the 
regions in different sectors. So, economic disparities are associated with differences in 
regional qualitative and quantitative economic indicators. Economic disparities are 
generally assessed using such indicator as gross national product (GNP), combined with 
the analysis of tax revenues, the growth of industry and agriculture, demographic trend, 
infrastructure and services [1].  

Studies on estimating and classifying of regional development disparities have been 
performed by many researchers [1-9] all over the world. The most common approaches, 
which are used for this purpose, are econometric modeling [4, 8, 9], Klassen typology 
theory [1-3] and different clustering techniques [1, 2, 6]. At the same time, among 
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clustering methods, k-means clustering and hierarchical clustering are most widely 
used. 

The Klassen typology and the developed fuzzy-Klassen model are discussed in the 
paper [3] along with giving the recommendations on their use in modeling regional 
development disparities.  

The use of clustering techniques in the tasks of classification of regions by the level 
of economic indicators is represented in articles [1, 2, 6]. Also, there were proposed to 
join the traditional clustering approaches with fuzzy methods, based on fuzzy sets 
theory of L. Zadeh [10], and a lot of researches were done to apply them in practice. 

The theoretical basics on clustering methods, fuzzy clustering algorithms and their 
program software implementations are considered in numerous works [11-30]. In this 
study, we used the fuzzy clustering approaches to identify disparities in the 
development of Ukrainian regions, which allow us to explore and utilize the advantages 
of this technique.  

3 Research Methodology  

Clustering is one of the important data mining techniques that enable the discovery of 
hidden relationships from data [15]. The goal of the clustering is to divide the set of 
data items into several number of groups c, called clusters. The result of any cluster 
algorithm is the mapping of data items to a specific group.  

In general, clustering techniques are divided into two types, Hierarchical and 
Partitioned clustering [22]. Partition clustering algorithms divide the data sets into 
clusters assigning dissimilar data objects to different clusters.  

Hierarchical cluster techniques are generally classified into two types, which are 
agglomerative and divisive clustering [22]. These cluster methods form a dendrogram, 
which represents nested grouping pattern and similarity level in classification process. 
At certain group level, dendrogram will break into another group level, thus producing 
a different data group. In hierarchical clustering, objects that belong to a child cluster 
also belong to the parent cluster [13]. 

Hierarchical cluster methods classify data by similarity of distance between two data 
points. The classical methods for distance measures are Euclidean and Manhattan 
distances, which are defined as follow [19]: 
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where x and y – two vectors of length n; deuc(x, y) – Euclidean distance; dman(x, y) – 
Manhattan distance. 

Also, there are many other methods to calculate the distance information, but the 
right choice of distance measures, which depends on the type of the data and the 
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researcher questions, is very important, as it has a strong influence on the clustering 
results [19].  

The conventional (hard or hard) clustering methods restrict that each point of the 
data set belongs to exactly one cluster [14]. Fuzzy set theory proposed by Zadeh [10] 
in 1965 gave an idea to describe the uncertainty of belonging to particular class by a 
membership function. Applications of fuzzy set theory in cluster analysis were early 
proposed in the work of Bellman, Kalaba, Zadeh [23] and Ruspini [17].  

Basic fuzzy clustering techniques include: fuzzy clustering based on fuzzy relation, 
fuzzy clustering based on objective functions, and the fuzzy generalized K-nearest 
neighbour rule – one of the powerful nonparametric classifiers [14]. 

For all fuzzy clustering algorithms, it is necessary to pre- assume the number c of 
clusters because, in general, the number c should be unknown [14]. The quality of the 
classification of data into partitions depends on the value of the parameter c that is 
provided to the algorithm [15].  

Fuzzy clustering is a soft clustering technique for classifying data into groups. In 
fuzzy clustering each data point belongs to all the clusters with varying memberships 
and these membership values range between zero and one [15].  

Most of the clustering algorithms follow a similar structure [11]: (1) select initial 
cluster centers, (2) calculate the distances between all points and all cluster centers, (3) 
update the partition matrix until some termination threshold is met. In particular, the 
classification of fuzzy algorithms is represented in [11]. 

The most well-known fuzzy clustering algorithms are: fuzzy c-means, fuzzy k-
means, (ISODATA), Gustafson Kessel (GK) algorithm [13] etc.  

The fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm involves the processes in which there is 
calculation of cluster centers and assignment of points to these centers using a formula 
of Euclidian distance [13]. The fuzzy c-means algorithm is one of the most widely used 
fuzzy clustering algorithms. It is a soft clustering algorithm which was firstly studied 
by Dunn (1973) [28] and generalized by Bezdek (1974; 1981) [29, 30]. The centroid of 
a cluster is calculated as the mean of all points, weighted by their degree of belonging 
to the cluster [19]. The above process is kept on repeating itself until the stabilization 
of cluster centers.  

This algorithm assigns a membership value to the data items for the clusters within 
a range of 0 to 1. Thus, the concepts of fuzzy sets of partial membership are 
incorporated and forms overlapping clusters for supporting it [13]. Consequently, the 
data objects closer to the centers of clusters have higher degrees of membership than 
objects scattered in the borders of clusters [20].  

We can apply clustering algorithms using the R software. The following R packages 
are used for calculations in our research: 1) cluster, ppclust and fclust for computing 
fuzzy clustering and 2) factoextra for visualizing clusters [27].  

The function hclust() (cluster R package) performs a hard hierarchical cluster 
analysis using a set of dissimilarities for the n objects being clustered. Initially, each 
object is assigned to its own cluster and then the algorithm proceeds iteratively, at each 
stage joining the two most similar clusters, continuing until there is just a single cluster. 
At each stage distances between clusters are recomputed according to the particular 
clustering method being used [26]. 
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The function fanny() (cluster R package) can be used to compute fuzzy clustering 
[26]. It stands for fuzzy analysis clustering and returns an object including the following 
components: the fuzzy membership matrix containing the degree to which each 
observation belongs to a given cluster; Dunn’s partition coefficient (a low value 
indicates a very fuzzy clustering, whereas a value close to 1 indicates a near-hard 
clustering); the clustering vector containing the nearest hard grouping of observations 
etc. [19]. 

The function fcm() (pplcust R package), which applies the fuzzy c-means algorithm 
also can be used to compute fuzzy clustering. It returns an object including the 
following components: the fuzzy membership matrix; Initial and final cluster 
prototypes matrices; the Dunn’s Fuzziness Coefficients; the within cluster sum of 
squares by cluster etc. [19]. 

4 Case study: Grouping Regions Using Different Clustering 
Techniques 

4.1 Data Set Description 

The data for our study was taken from the State Statistics Service of Ukraine [31]. We 
used the statistic information about the economic activities in 2017 taken by all regions. 
There we selected some basic indicators of economic activities and we divided them 
into two groups by their meaning. So, the first group included the indicators of the 
extraction of aquatic bioresources and the agriculture activities, and the second group 
included the indicators of the retail trade, services and the industrial activities. All of 
them were explored and their corresponding values were used in clustering analysis of 
the regional development. The list of those indicators and their summary statistics are 
presented in the Tables 1, 2. 

Table 1. First group of indicators with their statistics. 

Indicator Mean MedianSt. Dev.Range 
Extraction of aquatic bioresources by fishery water bodies 3793.6 1207.5 5648.1 25163 
Value of agricultural products sold by agricultural enterprises 14404.614571.7 8143.1 31251 
The cost of sold agricultural products from plant growing 11826.213293.4 6483.3 20141 
The cost of sold agricultural products from animal husbandry 2578.5 2079.9 2672.2 12694 
Dynamics of sown areas of agricultural crops, all categories 1158.9 1194.3 520.4 1757.2 
Dynamics of sown areas of agricultural crops, agricultural 
enterprises 

811.5 916.1 416.8 1311.5 

Dynamics of sown areas of agricultural crops, agricultural 
households 

347.6 307.0 139.3 494.5 

 
In the Table 3, the column “Id” contains the inner identification number of the region 

which is used for convenience for all following computing results and outputs. 
We considered the values of these indicators, gathered in 2017, for all 24 

administrative regions in Ukraine (Table 3).  
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Table 2. Second group of indicators with their statistics. 

Indicator Mean MedianSt. Dev. Range 
Regional structure of turnover of retail trade 27429.919576.8 18943.0 66619.1 
Completed construction works 3344.9 1932.9 3114.4 10659.9 
Volume of industrial products sold  82165.943406.2 95282.4 407469.9 
Regional structure of retail trade turnover of retail enterprises18757.812174.2 15042.1 52768.5 
Used fuel, (103) 4075.6 1961.8 5092.7 18645.3 
Volume of services sold by enterprises in the service sector, 
(103) 

3994.8 2108.6 4053.2 14932.1 

Table 3. Administrative regions of Ukraine. 

Id Region Id Region 
1 Vinnytsya 13 Mykolayiv 
2 Volyn 14 Odesa 
3 Dnipropetrovsk 15 Poltava 
4 Donetsk 16 Rivne 
5 Zhytomyr 17 Sumy 
6 Zakarpattya 18 Ternopil 
7 Zaporizhya 19 Kharkiv 
8 Ivano-Frankivsk 20 Kherson 
9 Kyiv 21 Khmelnytskiy 

10 Kirovohrad 22 Cherkasy 
11 Luhansk 23 Chernivtsi 
12 Lviv 24 Chernihiv 

 
So, there were built two data sets accordingly to each set of indicators. We denoted 

them as the First data set and the Second Data set. Then, we used both data sets for 
clustering the regions, based on different groups of indicators, and compared the results. 

4.2 Clustering Results 

Before starting the fuzzy clustering analysis, we can apply the hierarchical clustering 
method, using a linkage method “single”, to both data sets. The results of clustering are 
illustrated by the cluster dendrograms (Fig. 1, 2), where we can see the data points 
hierarchically arranged into larger groups dependently on the distances between them.  

 
Fig. 1. Results of hierarchical clustering for the First data set. 
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Fig. 2. Results of hierarchical clustering for the Second data set. 

4.2.1 Three Clusters.  
For the number of clusters equal to three (c = 3) we conducted the hierarchical 

clustering by hclust() function [26], using a linkage method “complete”, and obtain the 
hard clusters for two data sets (Fig. 3-4, Table. 4). 

 
Fig. 3. Three clusters for the First data set. 

 
Fig. 4. Three clusters for the Second data set. 
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Table 4. Hierarchical clustering results for c = 3. 

Clusters Regions 
First data set Second data set 

1 1, 3, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 
21, 22, 24 

3, 4 

2 7 14 
3 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 16, 18, 20, 

23 
1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 

20, 21, 22, 23, 24 
 
The fuzzy clustering methods, applied to both data sets, allowed us to obtain the 

fuzzy clusters which are characterized by membership coefficients indicated the 
strength of belonging to the particular cluster for all regions. 

We illustrated the fuzzy clusters by several charts (Fig. 5-6) and the table with the 
values of the membership coefficients obtained by the fcm() function [19] (Table 5). 

Table 5. Membership coefficients for three clusters. 

 

Region Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3
1 0.0069988 0.9614778 0.0315234
2 0.9883655 0.0037207 0.0079138
3 0.0566142 0.3906423 0.5527436
4 0.4711571 0.0926725 0.4361704
5 0.8075004 0.0546427 0.1378569
6 0.8708132 0.0448172 0.0843696
7 0.2282767 0.2399224 0.5318009
8 0.9796605 0.0066517 0.0136878
9 0.0922669 0.6869528 0.2207803
10 0.1287994 0.1990442 0.6721564
11 0.961364 0.0117415 0.0268945
12 0.9448046 0.0166844 0.038511
13 0.0256044 0.0501941 0.9242015
14 0.0454997 0.1413717 0.8131286
15 0.0240021 0.9032314 0.0727665
16 0.9895505 0.003367 0.0070825
17 0.0661397 0.4907331 0.4431272
18 0.5549239 0.1266133 0.3184627
19 0.0109116 0.9509052 0.0381831
20 0.1418759 0.0755601 0.782564
21 0.1426764 0.3478379 0.5094857
22 0.0523409 0.5193732 0.4282859
23 0.9098461 0.0304336 0.0597202
24 0.0167552 0.9196494 0.0635953
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The values of membership coefficients vary from 0 to 1 and indicate with different 
conditional formatting pattern the strength of belonging to the particular cluster for all 
regions.  

The next plot (Fig. 5) shows the overlapping clusters on the set of all data points. It 
is the scatterplot of the first two principal components which were derived from the 
data. It also says that, in our case, 85.3% (62.8%+22.5%) of the information about the 
multivariate data is captured by this plot. 

 
Fig. 5. Plot of three fuzzy clusters for the First data set. 

On the following plot (Fig. 5, 6), the data points with the highest values of the 
membership coefficients are combined into three different clusters to determine which 
data points more likely are in each cluster. 

 
Fig. 6. Plot of three combined clusters for the First data set. 
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The similar information is shown on the scatterplot (Fig. 7), which says that 85.33 % 
of the information about the multivariate data is explained by two principal 
components. 

 
Fig. 7. Plot of the fuzzy clusters for the First data set. 

Another fuzzy clustering method fanny() [26] gave us a slightly different result (Fig. 8). 

 
Fig. 8. Plot of three combined clusters by fanny() function for the First data set. 
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To estimate the goodness of the clustering results, we can plot the silhouette coefficients 
which quantify the quality of clustering achieved. The silhouette plot (Fig. 9) displays 
a measure of how close each point in one cluster is to points in the neighbouring clusters 
and allows to determine the optimal number of clusters visually. 

 
Fig. 9. Plot of the silhouette coefficients for the First data set. 

The plot of silhouette coefficients, built by the last clustering results, shows the average 
level of the silhouette width 0.38. It is not sufficient result and we can see that some 
data points are not enough close to points in the neighbouring clusters. Especially, the 
points in the third cluster are very close to the decision boundary between two 
neighbouring clusters or even might have been assigned to the wrong cluster. 

A similar analysis was performed for the Second data set (Fig. 10-11).  

 
Fig. 10. Plot of the fuzzy clusters for the Second data set. 
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Fig. 11. Plot of the silhouette coefficients for the Second data set. 

The scatterplot of two principal components (Fig. 10), which were derived from the 
data, shows the overlapping clusters on the set of all data points, and also, we can see 
that around 96.3% (77.8%+18.5%) of the information about the multivariate data is 
explained by these components.  

Then, the data points with the highest values of the membership coefficients 
combined into three different clusters are presented in the Table 6 and show which of 
them more likely are in each cluster. 

The plot of silhouette coefficients (Fig. 11), built by the clustering results of fanny() 
method applied to the Second data set, shows the average level of the silhouette width 
0.56. It is rather sufficient result and we can see that most of data points are assigned 
to the right cluster. But some of them are still on the wrong place. 

The summarized results of fuzzy clustering by fcm() function applied to both data 
sets are presented in the Table 6. 

Table 6. Fuzzy clustering results for c = 3. 

Clusters Regions 
First data set Second data set 

1 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 16, 18, 
23 7, 9, 12, 14, 19 

2 3, 7, 10, 13, 14, 20, 21 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 
24 

3 1, 9, 15, 17, 19, 22, 24 4, 3 
 
As we can see, there were obtained the three fuzzy clusters for each set of economic 

indicators, and the different partitions of Ukrainian regions show the regional 
development disparities, which could be analysed and used in decision making process 
concerned to the economic strategies. 
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Looking at the fuzziness of these partitions, we can admit that the regions with the 
average values of membership coefficients are on the boundary of the neighbour 
clusters, and the strategies for them must be the mixture of the corresponding strategies 
of the neighbour clusters. 

4.2.2 Four Clusters.  
The similar clustering analysis (Fig. 12) were conducted for the case of four clusters 

(c = 4). The results obtained by hierarchical clustering (hclust(), “complete”) are in the 
Table 7. 

 
Fig. 12. Four clusters for the First data set. 

Table 7. Hierarchical clustering results for c = 4. 

Clusters Regions 
First data set Second data set 

1 3, 10, 13, 14, 17, 21, 22 3 
2 1, 9, 15, 19, 24 4 
3 7 14 
4 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 16, 18, 

20, 23 
1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 

21, 22, 23, 24 
 

The fuzzy clusters also are presented by different values of membership 
coefficients (we do not place them here because of the size). But these fuzzy clusters 
are quite completely described by the overlapping shapes at Fig. 13 and we can say that 
the plot of two principal components capture around 85.3% of the information about 
the multivariate data. 
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Fig. 13. Plot of the fuzzy clusters for the First data set. 

The fuzzy clusters based on the Second data set we represented by the plot, where the 
data points with the highest values of the membership coefficients are combined into 
four different clusters (Fig. 14). Here we have the only two big groups of data points 
and two data points are stand alone in different clusters. So, the further analysis with 
larger number of clusters is not rational. 

 
Fig. 14. Plot of the fuzzy clusters for the Second data set. 
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The summarized results of fuzzy clustering by fcm() function applied to both data sets 
are presented in the Table 8. 

Table 8. Fuzzy clustering results for c = 4. 

Clusters Regions 
First data set Second data set 

1 1, 9, 15, 19, 24 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 
2 7, 13, 14, 20 3 
3 3, 10, 17, 18, 21, 22 7, 9, 12, 14, 19 
4 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 12, 16, 23 4 

 
So, there were obtained the four fuzzy clusters for each set of economic indicators. 

These different classifications of Ukrainian regions show the disparities in regional 
development, which can be analysed and used in the decision-making process 
concerning economic strategies. Including into the analysis the fuzzy nature of obtained 
partitions, we will gain the new quality of forming of the economic strategies for 
different regions. 

5 Results and Discussion 

The results of fuzzy clustering obtained in this study allows to consider in more detail 
the similarities in the economic development levels of the Ukrainian regions, which are 
assigned to the same clusters, and reveal the dissimilarities between the regions 
assigned to the different clusters. The membership coefficients give us the information 
how far are the development levels within clusters and between clusters.  

This alternative approach can help determine the regional development disparities 
according to certain indicators. As we showed in this research, the results of partitioning 
strongly depend on the indicators selected for the analysis, and any clustering technique 
should be used only along with the substantial analysis of the subject of interest. Before 
conducting fuzzy clustering, in order to ensure proper economic interpretation of 
clustering results, a profound analysis of the nature of all economic indicators and 
relationships between them should be used. 

In general, fuzzy clustering results could not be significantly different from hard 
clustering results. It is quite reasonable, and we could see this in practice. Although the 
concepts of hard and fuzzy clustering are rather different, they have common features, 
and the clusters obtained by different methods predominantly overlap.  

The main findings in this research were the conclusions about the regional 
disparities in the levels of different kinds of economic activities in Ukraine in 2017. 
Thus, after the analysis of most agricultural indicators, we mark that among Ukrainian 
regions, Zaporizhya is the region, which level is significantly different from others. But 
the analysis of most industrial indicators allows to sign that Dnipropetrovsk and 
Donetsk regions, as well, are the regions, which levels significantly differ from others. 
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6 Conclusion 

Regional disparities in economic development level had been analysed in this study by 
different clustering techniques. We obtained the classifications based on two groups of 
economic indicators observed in 2017 for all Ukrainian regions. Now, we can conclude 
that the regional inequalities across Ukrainian regions can be reduced by the right 
economic policies if the information about the actual magnitude of differences between 
the regions will be available before the decision-making process. The fuzzy clustering 
methods give us the instrument for the estimating these degrees of differences based on 
the analysis of regional economic activities in target sectors. 

We showed, that implementation of fuzzy clustering methods in analysis of 
regional disparities have many advantages, but it needs to be accompanied with the 
cluster validity process and substantial analysis of the economic indicators, which we 
take as the base of the clustering investigation. In further researches, we need to take 
into consideration the necessity of aggregating the different fuzzy clustering results for 
developing recommendations on how to differentiate economic policies in order to 
achieve maximum growth for the regions and the entire country. 
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Abstract. The article describes the construction of a model for the analysis and 
forecasting of critical phenomena in economic systems based on the equation of 
the damped oscillations. The model of the damped oscillations based on the 
analysis of wavelet coefficient energy allows identifying critical phenomena, in 
the first place, crashes. Two parameters of the model, the initial phase and the 
damping coefficient, are the most appropriate for the analysis and prediction of 
the critical events in the economic systems. The sequence of steps for conducting 
research is presented and the possibility to automate the process of predicting 
critical phenomena is described. Critical phenomenon can be predicted based on 
the initial phase and the damping coefficient, the prediction horizon depends on 
the scale at which the model of the damped oscillations was constructed. The 
study of the results of the model is based on the known crashes and shocks given 
in the work. 

Keywords: crises, crash, time, series, financial, markets, energy, surface, 
wavelet-coefficients, damped, oscillations, prediction, horizon. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, the direction of research in both fundamental and applied sciences has 
significantly expanded and become interdisciplinary. In most cases, objects that are 
complex systems are used. The main purpose of the research is to understand the 
structure and dynamics of the complex system development. These characteristics will 
allow efficient managing of the systems and predicting their development. The 
predicition of bifurcation points in the evolution of singular point system, the analogues 
of which are critical or crisis points, in economic systems is significant among the 
objectives of forecasting. Critical points are clearly expressed in the dynamics of 
economic systems: these are known crises, crashes and shocks that were observed in 
the markets of the last century and continue to be observed in the current century. 

Critical events are those ones that violate the normal course of the system operation, 
regardless of its nature: whether it is an ordinary household with one person, or a huge 
state with its entire population and the state system. In the Oxford English Dictionary, 
“critical” means “the nature or constituent part of the crisis, which includes uncertainty 
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as a result”, and critical is a key, decisive concept [1]. 
The physical analogy of such a concept may be a change in the state or phase of the 

system, for example, the critical phenomenon is the transformation of water from liquid 
into a gaseous state at the point of boiling water. 

Johansen and Sornette consider crash to be a large change in the economic system 
performance, in particular, prices on currency and stock markets, economic indices, 
especially if these changes take place in the direction of decrease. Determining the 
characteristics and causes of such falls is particularly important for task monitoring, 
risk management and for placing an investor’s portfolio on the market. In accordance 
with the classical economic theory, the complex trajectory of price movement, in 
particular in stock markets, fully and truthfully reflects the flow of news that is 
interpreted and summarized by a large number of analysts and traders [3]. As a result, 
large losses in the system can only be the result of the unexpected negative events that 
are generated in it. Nevertheless, there are many facts about the existence of exogenous 
phenomena, shocks, such as the terrorist attack on the United States on September 11, 
2001, or the attempt of the coup d'état in the Soviet Union on August 19, 1991, which 
led to a sharp change in the stock market prices and emergence of strong volatility [4]. 

The collapses of financial markets have always been the subject of profound 
researches in the financial economic literature. Starting from [5] and [6], the causes, 
nature and effects of financial market crashes have been versatilely analyzed by many 
authors. Some authors, such as Berlevi and Veronesi, focus on trader's micro-level 
behaviour and information asymmetry to explain crashes [7]. Shiller [8] tries to analyze 
the prospects of studying financial market crashes in terms of behavioural finance. Li 
and Xue [9] rely on the actions of Bayesian investors and bind them with bubbles and 
crashes in the event of structural changes in the economy. At present, there are many 
important studies of the most significant crashes, such as the Black Monday of 1987 [8, 
10], or technological bubbles [11]. Bates [6] studies stochastic volatility and significant 
deviations observed in the profitabilities of the US stock market over the past 85 years 
and relates the results obtained with the risk of a stock market crash. At the same time, 
there is a large number of empirical studies of financial market crashes [12, 13]. 

In their works, Sornette [4, 14], Johansen [2], Krugman [15], Kindleberger [16] and 
other researchers point out that crashes do not occur by themselves, they are preceded 
by long-term training in the system. As claimed the authors of the works [17], during 
this period, there is a change in the complexity of the system, which manifests itself 
through a set of indicators-precursors of the future collapse: fractal indicators, recurrent 
indicators, entropy indicators, network indicators, etc. Preferably, such training is 
observed in the form of a bubble, which increases similarly to the soap bubble in real 
life. It is the “bursting” of the corresponding bubble that is a crash, which indicates the 
end of the functioning of a particular mechanism taking place over a period of time in 
the system, and the transition of the system to another phase of its evolution. 

An economic bubble (synonymous with “speculative bubble”, “market bubble”, 
“price bubble”, “financial bubble”) is a state of the system (market), when the valuation 
of a paper or the whole portfolio by traders begins to significantly deviate from their 
real prices. Such a situation may be explained, in particular, by unfounded and 
significantly overstated expectations of owners regarding the profitability of assets. 
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Many economists point to the prominent role of financial bubbles in the development 
of economic systems [18, 19]. Indeed, bubbles increase volatility, destabilize markets, 
and increase the fragmentation of the entire financial system [20]. 

Different directions of bubble modeling are described in the economic literature, but 
the behaviour of the crowd is common in all areas, due to which high volatility is 
created in the system and the risk of assets loss is increased. In addition, by analogy 
with physics, external or internal events being common for all, like news, have a 
significant effect on the financial bubble. Eventually, one of these effects becomes the 
key one for the bubble ‘burst’. 

Crashes are often preceded by crises. This phenomenon is multifactorial and does 
not have a single approach and unambiguous interpretation in the scientific literature. 
The crisis is a profound disorder of the economic system, accompanied by the process 
of its transformation, adaptation to new conditions of existence, reforming, which leads 
to the changes of its important parts. A narrower definition of the crisis may be the 
following one: a crisis is a situation where there is a serious violation of one part of the 
system, which may be an impetus to the formation of crisis situations in other parts of 
the system and is accompanied by a sharp drop in the indicators of its function, the 
violation of links between its parts, which, as a result, can lead to its complete collapse 
or transformation. 

The article considers the possibility of constructing a model based on the equation 
of the damped oscillations to analyze critical phenomena and to determine the 
possibility of their prediction based on the “bubbles” effects in the development of these 
phenomena. 

The article has the following structure. Section 2 describes the background for the 
emergence of a “bubble” development before crashes in economic systems. Section 3 
gives data on the basis of which the research is conducted. Section 4 describes the 
developed model based on the equation of the damped oscillations. This model is 
analyzed and the obtained data are evaluated in section 5. Section 6 presents the 
findings of the study. 

2 Analysis of Previous Researches  

The peculiarity of crisis development in complex economic systems is the presence of 
log-periodic oscillations first analyzed in Sornette’s works [2, 21, 22]. Based on the 
analysis of pre-crisis behaviour, Sornette describes a function dependent on several 
parameters (up to 8) that approximates the time series on the investigated interval and 
allows for short-time extrapolation to predict a critical phenomenon. 

Sornette considers two types of models that represent two opposite views about the 
risk associated with potential crashes: risk-based models and cost-based models. We 
focus on the second kind of models. 

Sornette focuses on the class of models with a positive feedback proceeding from 
the fact that the world and the stock market are nonlinear systems, the basis of which is 
more complex dependencies than the simple proportion between causes and effects. In 
this case, it means that in the absence of control, the price increases without restrictions. 
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This model has interesting and far-reaching consequences in terms of crash 
repetition and organization in time. Indeed, whenever random walks approach the 
chosen constant value Wc, the price of the bubble flies up, and, accordingly, to the 
absence of control, along with rational expectations, it means that the market goes into 
an unstable state with a subsequent crash. The random walks model provides a very 
accurate prediction of the waiting time between successive approximations to the 
critical value Wc, i.e., between successful bubbles. 

The formulation of the “bubble” model of “singular inverse random walk”, which is 
guided by price, can convincingly reproduce certain properties and the appearance of 
real price paths, with their chance, bubbles and crashes. 

The process of gradually increasing / decreasing bubbles with a period that 
continuously decreases with time, corresponds to log-period variations of the values of 
the pre-crisis time series. 

The practical consequences of log-periodic structures should be emphasized. For 
forecasting purposes, the part of the data that contains oscillations is more important 
than that described by a simple power dependence that can be degenerate, especially in 
the presence of noise; therefore, the oscillating component of the data is more reliable. 
Besides, log-periodic property (allows selecting a weak signal against a background of 
high noise) provides more reliable compliance with data. Log-periodicity is very 
important from the empirical point of view in the analysis of financial information, 
since such oscillations are much better seen in real data than simple power dependence. 
The model compliance can be focused on oscillations that contain information about a 
critical date tc. If the data have log-periodicity, it can be used to predict critical time 
simply by extrapolating the acceleration frequency. 

Since the probability of a crash is the highest at the critical time, one can predict the 
point of crash. However, such a forecast is ineffective for rational traders, because they 
know the risk coefficient of a crash at each point of the path (including tc), and they 
have already reflected this information in prices due to the condition of rational 
expectations. 

The main assumption of the theory that describes the above model is the cooperative 
behaviour among traders imitating each other. The difference from others is the thought 
that the main cause of the crash should be sought a few years before its implementation 
in the gradual acceleration of the growth of market prices that shows the increasing 
accumulations of cooperative market [22]. 

Sornette considers the imitation effect among traders to be the main cause of the 
emergence of speculative bubbles, with bursting of which crashes occur. The crash, 
according to Sornette, has an exogenous nature, and endogenous shocks are only 
initiating factors [22]. 

The generalized result of this theory, as already indicated, is the presence of log-
periodic structures that accompany the evolution of the system in time. 

However, the calculation of the parameters of such a function is rather bulky and 
contains a large number of assumptions that are inconvenient for simulation using 
computer technology; therefore, other approaches to modeling such time series should 
be sought. 

The study of the coefficients of wavelet transformation executed on the pre-crisis 
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interval of time series for the known economic crises reveals the special behaviour of 
their energies before the crisis. Increasing periodic fluctuations were observed in all 
cases of the studied economic crises; therefore, it seems possible for the analysis of 
critical phenomena to use appropriate methods. 

3 The Used Data 

For analysis, a number of the most characteristic crashes and shocks were selected, 
which were investigated on the basis of time series being indicators of the following 
indices [23]: 

─ Standard&Poor’s 500 Index, US (^GSPC symbol); 
─ NASDAQ Composite Index, US (^IXIC symbol); 
─ Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, US (^DJIА symbol); 
─ Hang-Seng Index, Hong Kong (^HIS symbol); 
─ Nikkei Index, Japan (^N225 symbol); 
─ Index of the London Stock Exchange, UK (^FTSE symbol). 

Information on the series is given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Investigated critical phenomena. 

Notation of the series Index Period of crisis phenomenon 
A S&P500 15.03.1962-27.06.1962 
B S&P500 25.08.1987-19.10.1987 
C NASDAQ 05.10.1987-28.10.1987 
D N225 14.10.1987-11.11.1987 
E NASDAQ 16.07.1990-10.10.1990 
F N225 17.07.1990-01.10.1990 
G Hang-Seng 04.01.1994-23.01.1995 
H Hang-Seng 07.08.1997-13.08.1998 
I FTSE 03.10.1997-28.10.1997 
J S&P500 17.07.1998-31.08.1998 
K FTSE 20.07.1998-05.10.1998 
L NASDAQ 20.07.1998-08.10.1998 
M S&P500 09.10.2007-09.03.2009 

4 Model Construction 

The model is based on a homogeneous differential equation of the second order, which 
describes damped oscillations or free oscillations in dissipative systems with viscous 
friction: 

 22 0q hq k q    . (1) 

The characteristic equation for it has the form: 
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 2 22 0s hs k   . (2) 

For the case of small resistance, which is of interest to us, the roots of the characteristic 
equation are: 

 22
1 hkihs  , (3) 

 22
2 hkihs  . (4) 

The general solution of the differential equation has the form: 

 )sin( 22   hktaeq ht . (5) 

We take the initial conditions t = 0, q = q0, 0qq  . Then we get 
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where a – initial amplitude, ε – phase. 
So, to construct the model, it is necessary to know the initial deviation q0, which is 

known as the first element of an array of input data, the initial velocity 0q , which can 
be found by linear regression, the method of the smallest squares of few first values of 
the input data, as well as damping ratio h and own frequency of the undamped harmonic 
oscillations k. Damping ratio h can be found by constructing a dependence q(t) on a 
semi-logarithmic scale and taking the slope of the line, which interpolates the points of 
the received graph. The proper frequency of non-damped harmonic oscillations, which 
in this case, will be approximately equal to the frequency of damped oscillations

22 hk  , is found by means of the calculation of the function zeros, thus obtaining the 
period of oscillations, from which the desired value is calculated by the formula 

T
k 2
 . 

The algorithmic construction of the model consists of the following steps. 

1. The surface of wavelet coefficients of the time series is constructed using continuous 
or discrete wavelet transformation. Since wavelet coefficients are obtained in the 
complex domain in some cases, there are their energies to display in the real domain. 

2. The scales on which a sample of wavelet coefficients will be selected for further 
construction of the model, are selected (Fig. 1). 

In most cases, several scales can be selected that show the most pronounced increasing 
oscillations of the wavelet coefficients (e.g., scales from segments [1, 50], [50, 100], 
and [200, 255] in Fig. 1). For a more precise choice of scales, the energy of scales is 
calculated as the sum of energies for each of the scales, resulting in a “profile” of the 
energies of the wavelet coefficients (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 1. Energy surface of wavelet coefficients for DJIA index containing 800 points for the 

period from 19.12.2003 to 19.07.2007. A discrete wavelet transformation of time series is used 
with scales from 1 to 256. 

 
Fig. 2. Scale energy profile for wavelet coefficients of DJIA index containing 800 points for the 
period from 19.12.2003 to 19.07.2007. The profile sections, according to which the scales are 

selected for further model construction, are circled. 

Based on the obtained profile of scale entropy, the scales corresponding to the local 
maxima of the profile are selected (sometimes, the areas where the derivative is 
positive, but close to 0, are selected). 

Fig. 3 shows the nature of the oscillations obtained for scales s = 85 and s = 255. 
Due to the fact that the damped nature of oscillations is clearer on a larger scale, it is 
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proposed to choose the largest scale found that meets the criterion of a local maximum. 

 
Fig. 3. Energies of wavelet coefficients of DJIA index containing 800 points for the period from 

19.12.2003 to 19.07.2007 obtained for the scale s = 85 (fig. above) and s = 255 (fig. below). 

3. In case there is a group of scales with the same local scale, different methods can be 
used to select necessary scale. One of the options may be the use of the largest scale 
from the group that meets the scaling criteria described in step 2. Another option 
may be the estimation of the derivative characteristic calculated on the basis of the 
selected energy values of the wavelet coefficients, which, however, complicates the 
analysis process without providing any significant improvements. 

4. For each of the series obtained in stage 3, there are parameters of the damped 
oscillations of the model described above. 

5 Analysis of Model Application 

The presence of log periodicity in time series was checked by interactive construction 
of a mathematical model including the following transformations: 

1. the search of the degree trend by the method of coordinate descent and the method 
of the least squares; 

2. search for the curvature of the envelope; 
3. approximation of a series with sinusoidal; 
4. bringing the graph of the time series to one or both axes, subtracting the mean, 

exponentiating or logging the abscissa. 

The sequence of actions consisted in finding another transformation, to execute it, and 
to obtain a residual series transmitted for further processing. 

An example may be the process of constructing a mathematical model for the 
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development of the bubble before the crash of 19.10.1987 based on the Standard & 
Poor’s 500 series taken from 16.08.1984 to 10.15.1987, which allows assessing the 
behaviour of the economic system in the period before the crash. 

The presence of a power trend can be seen from the initial series (Fig. 4, “S&P500” 
graph). It is explained by the development of the economy until 1987. The estimation 
of the trend parameters by the least square method gives the equation 

   7651.1620737.00002.0 2  xxxf . (6) 

 
Fig. 4. S&P500 index taken from 16.08.1984 to 15.10.1987 period and obtained power trend 

for it (“f(x)”). 

It should be noted that in general, we are not interested in the absolute values of the 
parameters of functional dependences used to describe a particular mechanism, but only 
in the type of dependencies and signs of coefficients. The found trend is the base and 
serves as the basis on which the changes in the index values obtained in the future, are 
imposed. 

After subtraction a number of values of the found trend from the series values, the 
behaviour of the economic system can be observed on a smaller scale. For further 
investigation, the values of the series were initially normalized, resulting in the change 
of the ordinates of the points, and then the abscissas of the points were brought to the 
interval [0, 1]. As a result, there is an increase in the frequency of oscillations when 
displacing in the positive direction of the abscissa axis, indicating the presence of log 
periodicity and requiring the inclusion of relevant elements in the mathematical model. 

After the exponentiation of abscissa, a series is obtained which can be approximated 
by trigonometric function due to the presence of periodic oscillations. 

The following sinusoidal trend was found for the obtained series (Fig. 5): 

    1417.768296.18sin3742.0  xxf . (7) 
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Fig. 5. Row for analysis (“f(x)”) with the found sinusoidal trend (“sin (x)”). 

Analysis of the obtained sinusoid allowed determining the period of 200 points. This 
period for the initial series is somewhat different: it is bigger at the beginning, and it is 
smaller at the end, because of exponentiating of abscissa axis preceding it. That is, the 
synchronous behaviour of the economic system agents was initially characterized by 
the slower fluctuations that began to accelerate as they approach the crash. It is about 
this kind of behaviour of economic systems before the critical phenomena that Sornette 
says in his works. 

After removing the sinusoidal trend, the information remaining in the series 
corresponds to the actions of market agents on the scales being equal to months, weeks 
and days. Further construction of the mathematical model, due to finding the fact of 
log- periodicity, is no longer significant. 

Summarizing the above, we can draw the following conclusions regarding the 
obtained mathematical model and mechanism of crisis development in 1987 on the 
basis of the Standard&Poor’s 500 Index: 

1. Market behaviour before a crash is described with the parabolic trend, on which a 
sinusoid is imposed with a period of about 10 months (200 points). However, 
exponential stretching of the abscissa axis before searching a sinusoid indicates an 
increase in the frequency of oscillations when approaching a critical phenomenon. 

2. On small scales, the behaviour of the market repeats the model analyzed and 
described by Sornette, whose main feature is log-periodic oscillations. 

3. On the basis of the constructed mathematical model, one can speak of the gradual 
growth of a bubble characterized by log-periodic fluctuations, or about “overheating 
of the market”, one of the main factors of which, according to Sornette, is individual 
players of the market, whose ordered motion plays one of the key roles. 
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4. The behaviour of other investigated time series before the critical phenomena repeats 
the situation described above, however, the available and additional properties of the 
analyzed time series, in particular, more acceleration of oscillations, requiring 
double exponentiation of the abscissa axis, and the second sinusoidal trend observed 
after the first trend. These properties require additional studies of economic system 
behaviour prior to critical phenomena and can serve as additional criteria for a more 
profound classification of critical and crisis phenomena. 

The study also points to weaker hypothesis of the “inefficient market”, according to 
which market prices, in addition to general available information, also contain more 
detailed and concealed information formed by the global market. It can be claimed more 
generally that economic systems contain and receive information both inside and 
outside; however, each piece of information is essential for certain levels or scale 
systems. 

To study the work of model (1)-(6) for the purpose of further analysis, the following 
parameters were calculated: 

1. initial amplitude a; 
2. initial phase ε0; 
3. the frequency of the undamped harmonic oscillations k; 
4. damping ratio h; 
5. period T; 
6. the residual sum of squares Ŝ . 

Since both parameters providing useful information about the state of the system and 
the possibility of their use for analyzing and predicting the state of the systems are 
unknown, the study is conducted using a moving window procedure as in the previous 
sections. For this, the series to be analyzed is cut from the original one so that it contains 
800 points to the point of the first drop, and 250-300 points after it. 800 points before 
the first drop include a window with a width of win=500 and 300 additional points for 
moving the window approaching the critical point. The step of the window 
displacement is set equal to step=2, which allows conducting the detailed analysis of 
parameter change. 

The general algorithm of the procedure in one step is as follows: 

1. Selecting a subset with a length equal to the width of the window, and the execution 
of its wavelet transformation. The type of discrete wavelet transformation with the 
given scales, scale from 1 to 256, is set as parameters for a wavelet transformation. 

2. Determining a profile of energies, calculated as the sum of energies of wavelet 
coefficients on each scale. 

3. Determining the points of local maximum, with the local maximum being considered 
only such a point, to the left and to the right of which the neighbouring points have 
lower values for it. Thus, local maxima are not considered to be the points that 
correspond to the largest scale, for which there is often a similar tendency (Fig. 2, 
scales > 250). The rejection of such points is explained by the fact that on the largest 
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scale, s > 250, there is a smooth dynamics of the series including a lot of noise 
information, unnecessary for analysis. 

4. Choosing the largest scale among the found, sact, and cutting of a series 
corresponding to the chosen scale, from the surface of the energies of wavelet 
coefficients. 

5. Calculating the model parameters of the damped oscillations on the basis of a cut 
series. 

6. Saving the parameters, and if there is a subsequent window, then going to it and 
returning to step 1. 

Since it turned out during test launches that the actual scale sact varied when windows 
were shifted, it was decided to use it as a parameter for the study. The critical 
phenomena presented in Table 1 were studied, for which the corresponding output 
series were used. 

To get rid of large fluctuations at the moments of new waves, Kalman filter was 
used. The feature of the filter is the possibility of filtering by means of the weighted 
coefficients taking into account the proximity of points: the adjacent point to the given 
one has a greater weight than the distance one. To implement, the filter was chosen 
described by the following general equation: 

 1 1 1k k k kx Ax Bu w     , (8) 

which applies to the sequence of measurements 

 k k kz Hx v  , (9) 

where variables wk and vk are, respectively, process noise and measurement noise; 
matrix A corresponds to the filter state in the previous period k–1 during the transition 
to the next period k; matrix B contains the parameters of the influence of the variable u 
on the variable x; the matrix H is connected with the state of measuring the variable z. 
During the filter work, matrix A and B are constant, while the value of the matrix H is 
adjusted after each step. 

When the Kalman filter was implemented, the deviation values Q=10–6 were used 
to obtain a smoother series (with Q=10–5 in the output, a series repeating the input one 
is received), and variation estimates of measurements R2=0.01. 

Filtration allows receiving smoother graphs of indicators that helps to apply 
automatic procedures more precisely for estimating and forecasting values; although 
on the other hand, the dynamics of the indicators is somewhat different from the one 
calculated initially. 

The study conducted on the basis of the critical phenomena presented in Table 1, 
shows the highest sensitivity of the initial phase ε0 and damping coefficient h; 
moreover, the starting phase was often used as the indicator for predicting. 

The prediction based on the model of the damped oscillations consists in tracking 
the dynamics of ε0 and h indicators, determining the area of the observed indicator with 
small fluctuations and calculating the maximum point of the next wave. 

Table 2 shows the results of prediction based on the initial phase.  
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Table 2. Results of predicting critical phenomena based on the initial phase. 

Critical 
phenomena 

Point where the forecast 
was made 

Predicted 
point 

Deviation from the point of the first 
drop of the index 

A 174 322 +22 
B 162 280 -20 
C 132 212 -88 
D 168 312 +12 
E 110 230 -70 
E 246 359 +59 
F 158 353 +53 
F 226 354 +54 
G 112 225 -75 
H 178 317 +17 
I 256 319 +19 
K 214 359 +59 
L 148 369 +69 
M 226 436 +136 

Based on the coefficient of damping cases, the prediction turned to be less due to 
less clear dynamics of the indicator (Table 3). Like in predicting based on the initial 
phase, the estimation of the model parameters started 300 days before the first drop of 
the economic indicator for corresponding crash. The longest period of time to be 
predicted was 200 days before a crash started.  

Table 3. Results of predicting critical phenomena based on damping coefficient. 

Critical 
phenomena 

Point where the forecast 
was made 

Predicted 
point 

Deviation from the point of the first 
drop of the index 

B 138 268 -32 
D 136 289 -11 
E 100 180 -120 
G 244 397 +97 
H 138 280 -20 
I 136 289 -11 
J 174 324 +24 
K 178 329 +29 
L 140 363 +63 
M 158 337 +37 

 
It is worth noting that due to the exogenous nature of shocks, their prediction was 

almost impossible; since in the economic system, there is no change before the shock 
due to, for the most part, the lack of information about the impending critical 
phenomenon. Nevertheless, some of the shocks, about which the information gets into 
the economic system, can be tracked in advance; however, our study showed the need 
to improve the model with the aim of increasing its sensitivity. 

Forecasting crashes on the basis of a model of the damped oscillations showed the 
effectiveness of the model, since most of the crashes were predicted. 

The estimation of the model parameters began 300 days before the first drop of the 
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economic index for the corresponding crash. The longest period of time, for which the 
forecast was made, was 190 days before the crash. However, it can be explained by the 
large period of bubble growth before the crash, which allowed revealing it long before 
the crash rather than the perfect work of the model. 

6 Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn on the basis of the study. 

1. The model of the damped oscillations based on the analysis of wavelet coefficient 
energy allows identifying critical phenomena, in the first place, crashes. 

2. The initial phase ε0 and the damping coefficient h are the most appropriate for the 
further analysis; other indicators are calculated with a large margin of error, which 
does not allow them to be used for prediction. 

3. Critical phenomenon can be predicted based on the initial phase ε0 and the damping 
coefficient h; moreover, the prediction horizon is mostly within the boundaries of (–
150, 150) days, and it is essential that the prediction horizon depends on the scale at 
which the model of the damped oscillations was constructed. 
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Abstract. In present work, the peculiarities of simulation model of enterprises 
bankruptcy probability that exist in European, world and domestic practices were 
considered. The scientific econometric approach was applied to determine the 
overall presence and strength of the relation between the economic indicators of 
industrial enterprises. A financial analysis of large industrial manufactures in the 
region of Ukraine was conducted. To form the information base of the study, the 
authors estimated liquidity, solvency, business activity and profitability ratios 
that affect the financial condition of enterprises. They revealed the most 
significant ratios of financial condition analysis. According to the analysis of 
existing models of bankruptcy probability in the context of these industrial 
enterprises, an improved model for assessing the risk of bankruptcy was proposed 
and evaluated. The proposed model for estimating the probability of bankruptcy, 
taking into account the influence of the most significant ratios of financial 
analysis, confirmed that the percentage of provided bankruptcies and stable 
activities are acceptable and indicate high quality of the resulting equation. The 
IBM SPSS Statistics system was used to process the data, check the assumptions 
and prepare valid conclusions. The improved model will allow it to be used in 
the practice of diagnosing the probability of bankruptcy of industrial enterprises, 
which will help identify the threat of bankruptcy in time and ensure stable 
operation of the industrial enterprise. 

Keywords: the financial analysis, correlation ratio, regression, model of 
bankruptcy probability. 

1 Introduction  

One of the priorities of Ukrainian economy is the rapid development of industrial 
manufactures in each region. Sales volume is one of the main indicators by which the 
results of economic and production process of manufactures as well as the area and 
Ukraine as a whole are estimated. Existing threats to the internal and external 
environment of industrial enterprises affect the probability of their bankruptcy. 

The development of economic innovative path implies, first of all, the possibility 
and necessity of making sound economic decisions on a strict and logically verified 
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basis. Mathematical and, in particular, statistical research methods make it possible to 
substantiate and verify the adequacy of the measures applied to a particular economic 
object in particular circumstances. 

2 Literature Review 

The main issues and description of the world problem under consideration in the present 
work are based on the review and analysis of foreign and domestic publications. 
According to authors such as I. Andryushchenko [1] a peculiar place at the macrolevel 
is taken by the analysis of economic performance of the Ukrainian industrial 
development. I. Sitak, D. Korobkov and V. Mishchenko [2] insist on the importance of 
analyzing the financial condition of industrial enterprises for the industry development 
as a whole. 

The authors of [3] tried to consider the main existing trends in the area of digitization 
of the socio-economic sphere. The consideration is focused on the development of the 
country’s economy that directly depends on a society digital development level.  

The study of particular use of neurocomputing in financial sphere can be found in 
researches of A. Galushkin, O. Khlystova, A. Mints, V. Mosvenok, etc. At present, 
there is a widespread appearing in the domestic market of a vast number of both 
universal neuropackages for solving technical analysis problems and specialized expert 
systems and neuropackages designed for solving more complex and difficult to 
formalize problems from the financial field. The authors of [4-6] give a brief list of the 
main tasks where neurocomputers have effectiveness that is much higher than the 
effectiveness of both common regression analysis methods and expert systems based 
on the construction of a formal model of an object or phenomenon. The principles of 
neural networks construction and their main functioning characteristics are also 
described. 

The characteristics of Ukrainian enterprises crisis conditions considered in [7]. To 
analyze the probability of bankruptcy, four economic and mathematical models were 
proposed and calculated using various modeling tools and different number of factors. 
The authors analyzed two models of linear regression and two models based on neural 
networks, proposed and tested several methods for predicting the bankruptcy 
probability at a macroeconomic level, which made it possible to obtain adequate results. 

It should be mentioned, that works of several foreign scientists are devoted to the 
study of issues under consideration. Thus, in [8] the main principles on which the 
models of neural networks are based and which must be followed to be effective are 
presented. A comparison of the regression analysis and neural networks with the hybrid 
method suggested in [9] showed the superiority of the neuroregression method. A 
comparative analysis of the two main models for forecasting in [10] is based on the 
minimum predicted error. The results of the multidimensional regression approach of 
OLS and the non-parametric approach of the neural network were processed, and the 
method with the lowest average overall absolute percentage error has been defined. 

Later in [11], a completely new theory of asymptotic distribution was suggested for 
standard methods, such as regression, correlation analysis, and covariance. The present 
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technique is based on a fixed time interval, which permits the number of high-frequency 
returns for this period to go to infinity. The authors of [12] present an algorithm for 
conducting statistical forecasting of economic indicators, which is based on the 
consistent application of individual methods of mathematical statistics to build the most 
reliable and adequate econometric models of indicators relationship affecting the 
investment and innovation potential of the region. 

Researchers E. Raevneva and O. Gorokhovaya [13] believe that when conducting 
financial and economic activities, industrial enterprises are affected by various risks, 
threats to their stability, which enables bankruptcy. To ensure the economic security of 
an enterprise, E. Ponomarenko [14] recommend analyzing and predicting the future 
operation of an enterprise. 

There are many foreign and domestic models for defining the probability of 
bankruptcy of an enterprise, namely the Altman [15], Springgate [16], Taffler and 
Tishou [17], Saifulin-Kadykov [18] and others models. Some of them are really based 
on a multivariate regression equation, others use a mixture of financial ratio analysis. 
They are recommended for analysis, if you need to take into account current 
business trends and the impact of promising technologies on the structure of financial 
indicators. 

During of the study, a significant number of publications on this topic were found, 
confirming the relevance of the chosen direction. Despite the existence of different 
authoring methods for assessing the probability of bankruptcy, their calculation results 
are not always able to show the real financial situation of enterprises, as it should be 
borne in mind that most of the methods used are developed by foreign scientists, so the 
issue of their adaptation to the activities of Ukrainian enterprises remains unresolved. 

3 Materials and Methods 

To analyze the economic situation, various indicators are used, which are 
interconnected stochastically (not strictly). Using the available statistical observations, 
namely the sales volume on the main activities types for the period 2012-2017 for 
industrial enterprises of Ukraine, Zaporizhzhya region and its two profiled enterprises, 
the behavior of the object under study is simulated. For simulation being correct, it is 
advisable to use an econometric, in particular, correlative, approach, which allows to 
test statistical hypotheses about the presence and strength of the correlation. 

The obtained correlation ratio will make it possible to establish the closeness of 
linear correlation between the economic indicators under consideration, to correctly 
determine the type of relationship – direct or indirect, and also to make the right 
decisions concerned the choice of various indicators analyses. 

Considering the sales volume data in the metallurgical branch and mechanical 
engineering, the main hypothesis is put forward about the absence of a correlation link 
between the analyzed indicators; the hypothesis of a correlation link presence is 
considered as an option. The linear correlation ratio is used to assess the degree of 
relation closeness [19]. 
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where xi, yi are the values of the first and second measured parameters in each 
observation respectively; ii yx ,  are the average values of necessary measured 
parameters; n is the number of paired observations of variables X and Y; σx, σy are the 
normal deviations calculated for all particular values of the first and second parameters, 
respectively. 

For the period from 2010 to 2017, according to the statistics service (Table 1), the 
volume of products sold in Ukrainian industry increased by 2.06 times in metallurgy, 
and 1.73 times in machine-building. So, the analysis showed that for 2010-2017, the 
share of metallurgy in the overall volume of industrial manufactured products in 
Ukraine decreased by 3.4 points, and the share of machine-building decreased by 2.9 
points. The factors that restrain industrial production are insufficient demand for 
products, lack of professional workforce, high-quality raw materials and modern 
equipment. Considering the sampling of data for Ukraine in metallurgical production 
(X) and mechanical engineering (Y) using software tools, we define the empirical value 
of the correlation ratio, equal to 0.775. 

Table 1. The volume of industrial products sold (goods, services) by type of economic activity 
in Ukraine in 2010-2017. 

Kind of 
activity 

 
Year 

Metallurgical 
production Engineering 

UAH million % of total UAH million % of total 

2010 200001.9 19.1 97056.9 9.3 
2011 241884.7 18.5 130847.9 10.1 
2012 223294.1 16.3 140539.3 10.3 
2013 207305.3 15.7 113926.6 8.6 
2014 237393.0 16.6 101924.7 7.1 
2015 278502.8 15.7 115261.7 6.5 
2016 318195.9 14.8 131351.8 6.1 
2017 411372.3 15.7 168281.9 6.4 

 
To analyze the strength of the relationship between variables, the Cheddock scale 

was used, according to which, the correlation ratio in range from 0.7 to 0.9, the relations 
between the parameters studied are high. For the value level, the critical value of the 
correlation ratio is 0.71. Thus, the relation between the volume of manufactured 
industrial products sold in engineering and metallurgy is statistically significant at 5% 
level and is positive. 

In view of the fact that not all regions of Ukraine are industrial, it is interesting to 
analyze the Zaporizhzhya region, which is one of the leaders in this area. For the period 
from 2012 to 2018, according to the statistics service (Table 2), the volume of products 
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sold in the Zaporizhzhya region in the metallurgical industry increased by 3.58 times, 
and in mechanical engineering it increased by 1.73 times. The analysis for 2012-2018 
showed that the share of metallurgy in the total volume of products manufactured in the 
Zaporizhzhya region increased by 9.7 points, the share of engineering decreased by 
10.5 points. 

Table 2. The volume of industrial products sold (goods, services) by economic activity in the 
Zaporizhzhya region in 2012-2018. 

Kind of 
activity 

 
Year 

Metallurgical 
production Engineering 

UAH million % of 
total 

UAH 
million 

% of 
total 

2012 23878088.3 30.7 18061561.8 23.2 
2013 22375716.1 29.5 14841908.8 19.6 
2014 34250059.3 36.2 14766398.2 15.6 
2015 47991811.4 36.7 19042831.6 14.6 
2016 50462344.4 35.2 17448742.0 12.2 
2017 71074449.0 37.8 25242565.3 13.5 
2018 85428031.9 40.4 26923298.7 12.7 

 
The decline in the machine building share occurred due to the decrease in car 

production and in general its complete stop by one of the leading machine-building 
enterprises in the Zaporizhzhya region PJSC ZAZ, as well as due to the interruption of 
business ties with Russian enterprises due to the antiterrorist operation in Ukraine. The 
growth in the share of metallurgy occurred despite the fact that many enterprises use 
outdated equipment and technologies, but they have qualified personnel who provide 
high labor productivity to enterprises. 

Let’s consider a sample of data on the Zaporizhzhya region in the metallurgical 
industry (X) and mechanical engineering (Y). Figure 1 shows the scatterplots with a 
regression straight line and a confidence interval, which permits visualizing the 
correlation between two factors, namely the sales volume in the metallurgical industry 
and mechanical engineering within the Zaporizhzhya region. There is a strong positive 
correlation. This assumption is approved by the software empirical value of the 
correlation ratio, that is 0.914. To analyze the strength of the relationship between the 
variables, the Cheddock scale was used, according to which, when the correlation ratio 
is above 0.9, there is a strong relationship between the parameters under consideration. 

 
Fig. 1. Scatterplot in the Zaporizhzhya region 
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To define statistical reliability of the obtained value, we work with the data of 
corresponding Pearson’s table of critical values for linear correlation ratio. For the 
corresponding value level α=0.01, we find the critical value r, equal to 0.87 for this 
correlation analysis. Since the empirical value (0.914) is more critical (0.87), it can be 
concluded that the correlation ratio value is considered statistically significant. The 
main hypothesis about the insignificance of the correlation between qualitative signs is 
rejected and an alternative one is accepted. In other words, the relationship between the 
volume of sold manufactured products of mechanical engineering and metallurgy is 
statistically significant at the 1% level and is positive. 

The obtained directly proportional dependence indicates that the higher the obtained 
correlation ratio, the higher the dependence between qualitative characteristics, and 
vice versa. 

However, in Ukraine most of the big industrial manufactures were built in times of 
the Soviet Union. Based on the Report on financial results (Table 3), the volume of sold 
industrial products (goods, services) at PJSC “Zaporizhstal” in 2013-2017 increased by 
3.4 times, and at PJSC “Motor Sich” – 1.77 times. The increase insales volume of the 
analyzed industrial enterprises is more associated with the rise in prices, which are 
caused by inflation and the hryvnia exchange rate decline, rather than with the real 
growth in output volumes. 

Table 3. The volume of industrial products sold (goods, services) of large enterprises of the 
Zaporizhzhya region in 2013-2017. 

Year Industrial enterprise 
PJSC “Zaporizhstal” PJSC “Motor Sich” 

2013 13579218 8583924 
2014 22110517 10730122 
2015 31395478 13830655 
2016 33158709 10546207 
2017 46746886 15150429 

 
Within the framework of two enterprises, the empirical value of the calculated ratio 

is 0.873, which also indicates the statistical significance of the correlation between the 
volumes of goods sold in the metallurgical industry and mechanical engineering. As 
the relation exists, we can fore cast the values of some data based on certain values of 
other data (metallurgy). To put it simply, the stronger the connection, the closer our 
prediction will be. 

To build the model, we analyzed the financial status and profitability of PJSC 
“Zaporizhstal” and PJSC “Motor Sich” using eight ratios selected in the model. 
Financial analysis of PJSC “Zaporizhstal” showed that: the absolute liquidity ratio in 
2013-2017 was less than the standard value and was 0.032; 0.021; 0.034; 0.06; 0.01, 
correspondingly, which indicates the irrational use of finances; solvency ratio 
(autonomy) of funds in 2013 increased from 0.432 to 0.499 in 2016, and then dropped 
to 0.423 in 2017, this indicator was close to the normal value only in 2016; the ratio of 
own working capital in 2013-2015 is below the standard, but in 2016-2017 the ratio 
was 0.209 and 0.18, which is higher than the standard value, which indicates the 
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company’s financial instability in 2016-2017 and the inability to carry out active 
operation; the asset negotiability ratio in 2013-2017 was approximately the same at 
0.97; 1.19; 1.188; 0.94; 0.91, respectively, which indicates the adequacy of current 
assets, since during the analyzed period there was a full cycle of manufacturing and 
circulation, as well as an equal ratio between revenues and the average annual amount 
of assets; the negotiability ratio of accounts payable in 2013-2017 amounted to 3.715; 
3.24; 4.922; 3.703; 2.443 respectively, which indicates the use of creditors’ funds as a 
source of financing for their debtors, and another part of the finances is used by the 
enterprise to finance business operations; the negotiability ratio of accounts receivable 
in 2013-2017 amounted to 9.656; 8.488; 5.696; 3.096; 2.023 respectively. That is, in 
2017 compared to 2013, this indicator decreased by 4.8 times, which indicates an 
inefficient management of receivables in the enterprise; return on assets increased from 
0.001 in 2013, 0.06 in 2014, 0.068 in 2015 to 0.133 in 2016, and in 2017 dropped to 
0.07, which indicates a decrease in assets utilization efficiency; the return on equity 
ratio indicates that in 2014-2017, 0.13 UAH, 0.14 UAH, 0.26 UAH and 0.14 UAH of 
net profit were received for each attracted hryvnia of own funds. 

The financial analysis of PJSC “Motor Sich” showed that: the absolute liquidity ratio 
in 2013-2017 was higher than the standard value and was 0.54; 0.377; 0.362; 0.616; 
0.528 respectively, which indicates a rational use of funds; the solvency ratio 
(autonomy) in 2013-2017 was 0.7; 0.649; 0.686; 0.647; 0.663, respectively, which is 
higher than the standard value and shows a high level of solvency of the enterprise; the 
ratio of own working capital in 2013-2017 was 2.263; 1.816; 1.787; 2.871; 3.127 
respectively, which is higher than the standard, and indicates the financial stability of 
the company and the ability to carry out vigorous activity; the assets negotiability ratio 
in 2013-2017 was 0.689; 0.721; 0.741; 0.461; 0.556, respectively, this indicates the 
insufficiency of current assets, since for the analyzed period there is an incomplete 
cycle of production and circulation; the negotiability ratio of accounts payable during 
2013-2017 amounted to 24.062; 18.208; 9.802; 6.906; 15.155 respectively, which 
indicates the use of creditors’ funds to finance business operations; the negotiability 
ratio of accounts receivable in 2013-2017 amounted to 5.829; 5.699; 6.128; 4.903; 4.69 
correspondingly, which shows a slight decrease in the amount of receivables; the return 
on assets in 2013-2017 was 0.106; 0.105; 0.182; 0.086; 0.114, respectively, during the 
researched period, the above data are at approximately the same level, and indicate how 
much net profit was received for each hryvnia of assets invested; return on equity ratio 
in 2013-2017 was 0.154; 0.156; 0.272; 0.129; 0.174 respectively, and it shows how 
much net profit was received for each attracted hryvnia of own funds. 

In our opinion, the assessment of economic security level should be based not only 
on indicators of financial condition, but also on an assessment of bankruptcy possibility 
of an enterprise, i.e. there is a correlation between these categories. 

Modern scholars when conducting financial analysis widely use foreign approaches 
to predict the probability of bankruptcy of an industrial enterprise, namely the Altman 
model. From 2013 to 2017, the calculation results for the Altman model showed a low 
probability of bankruptcy at PJSC “Zaporizhstal”, namely: 3.756; 4.071; 4.302; 4.712; 
4.874, respectively, and at PJSC “Motor Sich”, namely: 7.042; 6.829; 10.508; 5.321; 
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5.74 respectively, which is a consequence of the stable financial condition of enterprises 
(Table 4). 

Table 4. Analysis of the likelihood of bankruptcy of large enterprises of the Zaporizhzhya 
region in 2013-2017 using the Altman model. 

Year Industrial enterprise 
PJSC “Zaporizhstal” PJSC “Motor Sich” 

2013 3.756 7.042 
2014 4.071 6.829 
2015 4.302 10.508 
2016 4.712 5.321 
2017 4.874 5.740 

 
The use of foreign models to define the probability of bankruptcy in Ukraine is not 

quite correct, since they are built on the experience of foreign companies. It is very 
different from the working conditions of domestic enterprises and the threshold values 
of the standard are defined on the basis of the past of foreign companies’ activity. 

Analysis of bankruptcy probability of twenty-nine Zaporizhzhya industrial 
enterprises for over 5 years using seven selected models of Altman, Springate, Taffler 
and Tishou, Saifulin-Kadykov, Lis, Conan, Golder and Beaver showed that using these 
models in practice gives the opposite results, namely, according to one model – a low 
probability, and to the other – a high probability of bankruptcy. Therefore, after 
analyzing the existing foreign models, we built our own improved model for estimating 
the probability of bankruptcy for Ukrainian companies, using data from their financial 
statements. 

The problem of applying a larger period sample is complicated by the fact that in 
2013 the National Regulation (Standard) of Accounting 1 “General Requirements for 
Financial Reporting” was approved with new forms of financial reporting. Financial 
statements of enterprises must be submitted to the state fiscal service before March 1 
of a current year, and to statistics bodies – by February 28 of a present year, and put it 
in the official website until April 30, therefore the data range for analysis is selected 
from 2013 to 2017. 

Most often, scientists suggest discriminatory models for evaluating the probability 
of bankruptcy for use in practice, but these models are not perfect for evaluating 
Ukrainian enterprises lately, since the correctness of their results depends on the period 
and year of the selected statements for financial analysis. Most of the models were 
derived earlier and they are not adapted to the financial reporting form, which was 
changed in 2013. We took the Safulin-Kadykov approach as a basis, where the author 
chose 5 financial statements indicators, namely, the coefficients: providing with own 
funds, current liquidity, asset turnover, profitability of sales and equity. 

According to the results of the analysis of the reporting of the studied industrial 
enterprises, we selected 8 significant indicators, in our opinion, that most characterize 
their financial condition. We selected several key indicators from each group that best 
reflect the real state of the company, namely the groups: liquidity, solvency, business 
activity and profitability. The main criterion for the selection of indicators was the 
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availability of different source data for their calculation in the financial statements of 
the company. 

According to the results of the analysis of existing domestic and foreign models of 
bankruptcy probability in the context of these Zaporizhzhya regional industrial 
enterprises, the improved model is proposed, which is founded on the impact of the 
most valuable ratios of financial analysis and profitability. The resulting model for 
predicting the bankruptcy probability includes eight ratios of financial analysis and 
profitability, and has the following form: 

 Z=0.5x1+0.3x2+x3+0.3x4+0.01x5+0.05x6+0.3x7+0.3x8 

where x1 – the absolute liquidity ratio; x2 – solvency ratio (autonomy); x3 – the ratio of 
own working capital; x4 – assets negotiability ratio; x5 – negotiability ratio of accounts 
payable; x6 – negotiability ratio of receivables; x7 – asset profitability ratio; x8 – ratio of 
return on equity. 

Using discriminant analysis based on the results of practical data processing at 
twenty-nine industrial enterprises over the past five years, the coefficients to the 
selected eight indicators were determined using the SPSS Statistics system. On the basis 
of the obtained correlation coefficient between these indicators, it was established that 
there is a low relationship between them. 

Approbation of the improved model made it possible to group the results of 
predicting the probability of bankruptcy in four ranges. The results of the model 
obtained and the boundaries of the range were verified with real data on the financial 
condition of enterprises. 

In contrast to the existing models, in the bankruptcy probabilities evaluating scales 
with either two values (high and low) or three (high, medium or uncertain, and low), 
there defined four groups of values, namely: very low, low, possible and high 
bankruptcy probability. The resulting range of values is: if x>1.3 – very low enterprise 
bankruptcy probability, if 0.6<x<1.3 – low enterprise bankruptcy probability, if 
0<x<0.6 – possible enterprise bankruptcy probability, if x<0 – high enterprise 
bankruptcy probability. 

According to the results of the proposed model of bankruptcy in 2013-2017, PJSC 
“Motor Sich” was in the first group with a very low bankruptcy probability and in 2013-
2017 PJSC “Zaporizhstal” fell into the second group with a low bankruptcy probability, 
which fully corresponds to the real data. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper, the volume of sold industrial products (goods, services) was analyzed 
according to types of economic growth in Ukraine and Zaporizhzhya region, as well as 
two large industrial manufactures of Zaporizhzhya region. The evaluation of correlation 
link between values under analyses was conducted. 

Based on the data of PJSC “Zaporizhstal” and PJSC “Motor Sich”, a financial 
analysis was conducted for the years 2013-2017. The Financial Report showed that in 
2013-2017 PJSC “Zaporizhstal” sold its industrial products (goods, services) 3.4 times 
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more. PJSC “Motor Sich” production increased by 1.77 times. It was noted that the 
increase in sales volume of the analyzed industrial enterprises is more related to prices 
increase caused by inflation and the hryvnia exchange rate decline, and not to the real 
growth in the output volume.  

According to the analysis of existing models of bankruptcy probability in the context 
of industrial enterprises of Ukraine, the authors proposed an improved assessing model 
based on the influence of the most significant ratios of financial analysis. Estimation of 
the main criteria for the quality of the model confirmed that the percentage of 
bankruptcies and stable activities foreseen are acceptable and indicate a high quality of 
the resulting equation. This will permit to use it in the diagnostic practice of the 
bankruptcy probability of industrial enterprises. Timely identification of problems will 
help to make management decisions on time, ensuring the stability of industrial 
enterprises that will impact the welfare of the area and Ukraine as a whole. 
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Abstract. One of the important indicators that characterize the economy of the 
country is the business confidence index. It is the basis for tracking the cycles of 
economic dynamics and analysis of the country’s business climate. Evaluation of 
this indicator makes it possible to predict the crisis phenomena that are occurring 
in the economy, and to develop possible ways out of difficult situations. On the 
example of the five countries (Ukraine, Germany, Hungary, Slovenia, Poland) it 
was also analyzed the possibility of constructing the business confidence index 
based on economic indicators, which characterize current economic activity of 
the country. For analysis, the quarterly values of economic indicators over the 
last years were taken. The selected economic indicators based on cross-
correlation analysis were ranked into three groups: coincident, lagging and 
leading indicators. Using coincident and leading economic indicators, the several 
regression models of the business confidence index were built. On the basis of 
the obtained regression models, the forecast of business confidence index value 
for the next period is evaluated and the trends of its development are established. 

Keywords: business climate, business confidence index, cross-correlation 
analysis, socio-economic indicators. 

1 Introduction 

The modern development of the domestic economy is characterized by deepening 
international economic relations in connection with the intensification of European 
integration processes. This is the reason for the new tasks that confront the national 
economy and require solution and coordination with the world methodology of business 
management. One such task is the assessment and analysis of the country’s business 
climate. The indicator characterizing the business climate in European countries is the 
index of business expectations, or as it is called the business confidence index (BCI) 
[1]. The business confidence index is a special economic indicator that reflects the state 
of the economy as a whole and in its individual sectors. This index is especially 
important for macroeconomics, as it characterizes the efficiency of economic activity 
and the prospects for the development of the country's economy as a whole. It is the 
basis for making economically sensible decisions about the effectiveness of identifying 
and using resources, and analyzes business cycles. This index is associated with the 
concept of economic cycles, because the economy develops unevenly and in its 
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dynamics can be traced to the presence of certain cycles. So on its basis it is possible to 
identify and predict the crisis phenomena that occur in the economy and to develop 
possible ways out of a difficult situation [2].  

The purpose of this paper is to verify whether it is possible to use some of the 
economic indicators for calculating the business confidence index. Based on the 
selected methods we will try to confirm or reject the hypothesis which say that business 
confidence index can be predicted on the base of coincident indicators. The 
methodological basis for choosing economic indicators is the recommendations for 
calculating the business expectations indicators set out in the Joint Harmonised EU 
Programme of Business and Consumer Surveys, which contains the clear definition of 
the list of business expectations indicators and the methodology for their calculation 
[3]. 

Confidence indicators reflect entrepreneurs' perceptions and expectations at the 
sector level in the one-dimensional index. They are calculated as the simple arithmetic 
average of the balances of answers (in percentage points) to selected questions [4]. The 
respondents are asked to give their assessments of the current business situation and 
their expectations for the next six or twelve months. The situation can be characterised 
as “good”, “satisfactorily” or “poor”. The business expectations of the respondents for 
the next period are characterised as “more favourable”, “unchanged” or “more 
unfavourable”. The balance value of the current business situation is the difference of 
the percentages of the responses "good" and "poor", the balance value of the 
expectations is the difference of the responses "more favourable" and "more 
unfavourable" percentages. The business confidence index is a mean of the balances of 
the business situation and the expectations. 

Ukrainian business confidence index is calculated since 2006 and consists of five 
averages of the balances in the industry, construction, retail and wholesale trade, 
agriculture, transport and some others (Figure 1). 

 
Fig. 1. The balances of business confidence index in Ukraine. 
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According to the method of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) composite confidence indicator (business confidence index) is 
average of the industrial confidence indicator (ICI), construction confidence indicator 
(CCI), retail trade confidence indicator (RCI) and confidence indicator for services 
(SCI) [5]. The industrial confidence indicator is an average of the balances to the 
questions in the industry survey relating to future tendency of production, total order 
books, stocks of finished goods. The construction confidence indicator is an average of 
the balances to the questions in the construction relating to total order books and future 
tendency of employment. 

The retail trade confidence indicator is an average of the balances to the questions 
in the retail trade survey relating to present business situation, future tendency of the 
business situation and stocks. The confidence indicator for services is an average of the 
balances to the questions in the survey relating to the future tendency of employment, 
present business situation, future tendency of business situation. 

2 Construction and Forecast of Business Confidence Index 

Cross-correlation is a standard method of estimating the correlation degree of 
sequences [6]. The correlation coefficient r between the business confidence index (xi) 
and economic indicator (yi) with time delay t, where i = 1, 2, ..., N is considered. Time 
delay t and length of correlation series could be less than N, e.g., goal may be the 
verification of correlation for the limited set of measurements. Coefficient r = 1 lies in 
the range of -1 ≤ r ≤ 1 and the boundary values of this range point out to maximum 
correlation. When r = 0, correlation is absent. For the case of correlation coefficient 
equal to unity, there is a coincidence of the series and, accordingly, the maximum 
degree of correlation. When correlation coefficient is close to the unity in absolute 
value, but has a negative value, there is an inverse correlation, i.e., it is a contrary 
relationship between two variables such that they move in opposite directions. 

In order to verify if a given economic indicator shown sufficient concurrence with 
business confidence index and does not behave as e.g. leading or lagging indicator, we 
will apply cross correlations for 12 periods forward and backwards. The first condition 
for including economic indicators in the groups of leading, coincident or lagging 
indicators is the highest absolute value of correlation coefficient must be at least 0.55 
[7]. The second condition for including economic indicators contains the following: 

1. coincident indicators have the highest absolute value of correlation coefficient in the 
period of time t; 

2. lagging indicators have the highest absolute value of correlation coefficient is on the 
right side from t; 

3. leading indicators have the highest absolute value of correlation coefficient is on the 
left side from t. 

We have chosen the secondary data for our analysis, obtained from the National Bank 
of Ukraine [8], OECD [9] and CESifo Group Munich [10]. In all cases it was times 
series with quarterly periodicity.  
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To calculate the index of business expectations, we use the time series of economic 
indicators that correspond to the components of the index of business expectations. 
Based on the International System of Leading Indicators in the part of business 
tendency survey for analysis the following indicators were chosen: producer prices 
(index points), unemployment rate (% of labour force), Gross Domestic Product 
(annual growth rate), new orders (index points). The indicators used for the countries 
have been analyzed and time series are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Economic indicators used for the analysis of business confidence index according to 
countries [11-15]. 

Countries Time series (quarterly) Economic indicators 
Ukraine 2007-2018 – producer prices (index points), 

– unemployment rate (% of labour force), 
– Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) Slovenia 2000-2018 

Germany 2005-2018 – producer prices (index points), 
– unemployment rate (% of labour force),  
– Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate), 
– new orders (index points) 

Hungary 2001-2018 

Poland 2006-2018 

 
After the application of the selected methods, we got the result of cross correlations 

for all selected economic indicators for each country. Based on the results, we are able 
to assess, which indicators behave in line with the business confidence index and which 
act with a delay or in advance as compared to the business confidence and expectations. 

Concerning Ukraine, we have the time series of the selected economic indicators and 
analyzed their in relation to business confidence index through cross correlations. The 
results of these correlations are compared in Table 2. 

Table 2. Result of cross correlation between the business confidence index and economic 
indicators in 2007-2018 of Ukraine. 

Economic indicators Lag Maximal absolute value of cross 
correlation 

producer prices (index points) t - 12 0.2119 
unemployment rate (% of labour force) t - 1 0.721 
Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) t 0.8657 

 
The results of these correlations, with the range of 12 quarters forwards and 

backwards show that only two economic indicators act with business confidence index 
of Ukraine. The maximum value of cross correlation between producer prices and 
business confidence index were achieved in the period of time t – 12 and there absolute 
value were below 0.55 (0.2119). It means that this indicator does not show any 
relationship with any Ukrainian business confidence expectations. The result of the 
cross correlation between unemployment rate and business confidence index was 
achieved in the period of time t – 1 and there absolute values were above 0.55 (0.721). 
Consequently, unemployment rate is the leading indicator for business confidence 
index of Ukraine. The Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) is coincident 
indicator with business confidence index, because the highest absolute value of 
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correlation coefficient is in the period of time t  and its meaning 0.8657. This economic 
indicator is a reflection of the financial and economic state of the country and is very 
important for the business community of each country. 

We have also assessed the relation between the business confidence index and 
economic indicators of Germany. The results of these correlations are compared in 
Table 3. 

Table 3. Result of cross correlation between the business confidence index and economic 
indicators in 2005-2018 of Germany. 

Economic indicators Lag Maximum absolute value of cross 
correlation 

producer prices (index points) t - 2 0.4883 
unemployment rate (% of labour force) t - 1 0.503 
Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) t 0.7685 
new orders (index points) t 0.907 

 
Cross correlations between producer prices and business confidence index and 

between unemployment rate and business confidence index do not show any 
relationship insofar as there maximum absolute value were below 0.55 (0.4883 and 
0.503 respectively). 

But, in the case of Germany we have found that 2 out of 4 tracked indicators report 
the maximum values of cross correlations above the level of 0.75 showing strong 
relationship of these indicators with the business confidence index. Such indicators are 
Gross Domestic Product and new orders. These indicators are coincident with the 
highest value of correlation coefficients in the period of time t (0.7685 and 0.907 
respectively). We can recommend these indicators as an alternative to business 
confidence index, when it comes to monitoring economic tendency of Germany. 

The next country for analysis is Hungary. The results of correlations for this country 
are compared in Table 4. 

Table 4. Result of cross correlation between the business confidence index and economic 
indicators in 2001-2018 of Hungary. 

Economic indicators Lag Maximum absolute value of cross 
correlation 

producer prices (index points) t + 4 0.360 
unemployment rate (% of labour force) t – 2 0.476 
Gross Domestic Product (annual growth 
rate) t 0.6181 

new orders (index points) t + 1 0.4297 
 
Cross-correlation analysis revealed that three economic indicators do not affect the 

business confidence index of Hungary. The absolute value correlations of these 
economic indicators with business confidence index are below the threshold value of 
0.55. They are equal 0.360, 0.476, 0.4297 for producer prices, unemployment rate and 
new orders respectively. Only Gross Domestic Product is coincidental indicator with 
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business confidence index; maximum absolute value of cross correlation is equal 
0.6181. 

We have also assessed the relation between the economic indicators and business 
confidence index of Slovenia. The results of these correlations are compared in Table 5.  

Table 5. Result of cross correlation between the business confidence index and economic 
indicators in 2000-2018 of Slovenia. 

Economic indicators Lag Maximum absolute value of cross 
correlation 

producer prices (index points) t + 12 0.1644 
unemployment rate (% of labour force) t – 6 0.415 
Gross Domestic Product (annual growth 
rate) t – 1 0.8425 

 
Such economic indicators as producer price and unemployment rate are 

characterized by lack of relations with business confidence index of Slovenia. There 
maximum absolute value of cross correlations are 0.1644 and 0.415 respectively. The 
Gross Domestic Product is leading indicator of business confidence index with a lead 
of 1 quarter and maximum absolute value of cross correlation 0.8425. 

The last monitored economy is Poland. The results of correlations for this country 
are compared in Table 6. 

Table 6. Result of cross correlation between the business confidence index and economic 
indicators in 2006-2018 of Poland. 

Economic indicators  Lag Maximum absolute value of cross 
correlation 

producer prices (index points) t + 12 0.4894 
unemployment rate (% of labour force) t + 11 0.435 
Gross Domestic Product (annual growth 
rate) t 0.8794 

new orders (index points) t + 1 0.7012 
 
Cross-correlation analysis revealed that two economic indicators do not affect the 

business confidence index of Poland. Such indicators as producer prices and 
unemployment rate have a maximum absolute value of cross correlation less than the 
threshold value (0.4894 and 0.435 respectively). The maximum absolute value of cross 
correlation between new orders and business confidence index is above the threshold 
value (0.7012), but this indicator is lagging with period of time t + 1. Therefore, this 
indicator is excluded from further consideration. The Gross Domestic Product is 
coincident indicator with the business confidence index with high level of correlation 
(0.8794). 

The next step of business confidence index analysis is the construction regression 
model with coincident economic indicators and the forecast of the business confidence 
index for the next period. In order to forecast economic indicators for the next value in 
the next period of time it was used the single exponential smoothing with smoothing 
parameter α [16]. In this paper the smoothing parameter is α = 0.9. 
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Investigate the applicability of linear and nonlinear (multiplicative) regression 
models for forecast of the business confidence index. Linear regression models are 
easiest to calibrate and are the most common. Some nonlinear regression models can 
be transformed to a linear model by means of some transformation such as 
logarithmization of dependent and independent variables. Predicted values can then be 
converted to ordinary numbers by taking their antilog or exponential [17]. Economic 
indicators are represented by percentage changes or index values changes. But some 
values of Gross Domestic Product (annual gross indicator) take negative values. Since 
the logarithmic function for negative values is not defined, the use of multiplicative 
models for forecast of the business confidence index is impossible. Therefore, for 
further research we will use the linear regression model which allow use of absolute 
and relative indicators that take both positive and negative values. 

For Ukraine time series of data consists of 47 quarterly values (1st quarter 2007 – 
3rd quarter 2018). The regression model of business confidence index of Ukraine is 

 136,892 2,729 1,579 ,Ukraine Ukraine UkraineBCI UR GDP      (1) 

where BCIUkraine – business confidence index of Ukraine (index points); 
URUkraine – Ukrainian unemployment rate (% of labour force); 
GDPUkraine  – Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) of Ukraine. 
The model is qualitative (R2 = 0.882) and statistically significant 

(Fcal = 197.9 > Ftable = 3.2 with 95% confidence that there is no significant difference 
in precision). The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of predicted values is 1.4%. 
Actual and predicted values of business confidence index of Ukraine is presented on 
Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Actual and predicted values of business confidence index of Ukraine in 2007-2018. 

The forecast value of the business confidence index for the 4th quarter of 2018 is 119.5 
and is in confidence interval [92.24; 146.77] with 95% confidence level. The forecast 
confirms the continued growth of business activity level in the economy of Ukraine. 
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For Germany time series of data consists of 56 quarterly values (the 1st quarter 2005 
– the 4th quarter 2018). The regression model of business confidence index of Germany 
is 

 57,33 0,69 0,41 ,Germany Germany GermanyBCI GDP NO      (2) 

where BCIGermany – business confidence index of Germany (index points); 
GDPGermany – Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) of Germany; 
NOGermany – new orders (index points) of Germany. 
The model is qualitative (R2 = 0.787) and statistically significant 

(Fcal = 81.4 > Ftable = 3.2 with 95% confidence that there is no significant difference in 
precision). The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of predicted values is 5.2%. 
Actual and predicted values of business confidence index of Germany are presented on 
Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Actual and predicted values of business confidence index of Germany in 2005-2018. 

The forecast value of the business confidence index for the 1st quarter of 2019 is 101.4 
and is in confidence interval [91.41; 111.41] with 95% confidence level. The forecast 
confirms the continuation of the fall in the level of business activity in the economy of 
Germany. 

For the next country – Hungary – time series of data consists of 72 quarterly values 
(1st quarter 2001 – 4th quarter 2018).The regression model of business confidence 
index of Hungary is 

 99,19 0,31 ,Hungary HungaryBCI GDP    (3) 

where BCIHungary – business confidence index of Hungary (index points); 
GDPHungary – Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) of Hungary. 

For the constructed model, the approximation accuracy is insufficient (R2 = 0.382) and 
the model requires improvement. Actual values of business confidence index of 
Hungary are presented on Figure 4. 

For the construction of the index of business expectations in Hungary required an 
additional analysis of indicators, that affect the expectations of the business 
environment. 

For Slovenia time series of data consists of 76 quarterly values (1st quarter 2000 – 
4th quarter 2018). The regression model of business confidence index of Slovenia is 
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 99,123 0,474 ,Slovenia SloveniaBCI GDP    (4) 

where BCISlovenia – business confidence index of Slovenia (index points); 
GDPSlovenia – Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) of Slovenia. 

 
Fig. 4. Actual values of business confidence index of Hungary in 2001-2018. 

The model is qualitative (R2 = 0.701) and statistically significant 
(Fcal = 173.4 > Ftable = 3.97 with 95% confidence that there is no significant difference 
in precision). The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of predicted values is 0.9%. 
Actual and predicted values of business confidence index of Slovenia presented on 
Figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Actual and predicted values of business confidence index of Slovenia in 2000-2018. 

The forecast value of the business confidence index for the 1st quarter of 2019 is 101.1 
and is in confidence interval [97.78; 104.43] with 95% confidence level. The forecast 
confirms the continuation of the fall in the level of business activity in the economy of 
Slovenia. 

For Poland time series of data consists of 52 quarterly values (the 1st quarter 2006 – 
the 4th quarter 2018).The regression model of business confidence index of Poland is 

 98, 283 0,486 ,Poland PolandBCI GDP    (5) 
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where BCIPoland – business confidence index of Poland (index points); 
GDPPoland – Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) of Poland. 
The model is qualitative (R2 = 0.773) and statistically significant 

(Fcal = 170.7 > Ftable = 4.03 with 95% confidence that there is no significant difference 
in precision). The mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of predicted values is 
0.38%. Actual and predicted values of business confidence index of Poland are 
presented on Figure 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Actual and predicted values of business confidence index of Poland in 2006-2018. 

The forecast value of the business confidence index for the 1st quarter of 2019 is 100.7 
and is in confidence interval [98.88; 102.48] with 95% confidence level. The forecast 
confirms the continuation of the fall in the level of business activity in the economy of 
Poland. 

3 Conclusions 

As mentioned above, generalized business confidence index is determined on the basis 
of the survey of respondents in a country regarding their business expectations. This 
assessment process is quite costly and problematic, as business entities may be more 
optimistic in their expectations during the survey. This, in turn, will lead to inaccurate 
information. Thus, the existing approach of determining the business confidence index 
is imperfect and requires clarification by formalizing the evaluation process. It can be 
carried out by means of the selection and justification of quantitative socio-economic 
indicators, on the basis of which the business confidence index will be determined. One 
more important condition is that the indicators belong to the group of leading, which 
would allow to establish and recognize crisis phenomena in the economy. 

Finally, the business confidence index was improved, based on a system of socio-
economic factors. The absolute value of correlation coefficient the indicators with the 
business confidence index must be the high. Also the indicators were grouped into three 
groups, and indicators that belonged to the group of coincident and the group of leading 
were chosen for estimation and forecasting.  

The result of prediction of the business confidence index of Ukraine in the 4th 
quarter of 2018 will be equal to 119.5 and will increase by 1.97% from the 3rd quarter 
of 2018. This confirms the continuing optimism of respondents in Ukraine. 
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Predicted results for Germany, Slovenia an Poland show that the business confidence 
index for these countries in the 1th quarter of 2019 will be decrease from the 4th quarter 
of 2018 by 0.57, 0.43 and 0.64 percent respectively. This is due to the uncertainty of 
business expectations in these countries. 

For the prediction of the index of business expectations in Hungary the additional 
analysis is required. The results of cross-correlation and regression analyzes showed 
that Gross Domestic Product (annual growth rate) is not the main factor that influences 
business expectations in this country. 
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Abstract. In this paper the theoretical and methodological aspects of the 
influence of the higher education system on the socio-economic development of 
the regions of Ukraine are considered. On the basis of fuzzy logic approach, we 
have calculated the integral index of the implicit impact (IIII = I4) of the higher 
education system on regional development. Regions are grouped by this indicator 
over time. The integral indicator allowed us to identify regions with the 
corresponding I4 of the higher education system at the regional level and compare 
them with other regions of Ukraine (identification of inter-regional imbalance). 
The analysis shows that there is no strategy for embedding the university in the 
local economy and society. It is impossible to state unequivocally that the most 
developed regions have the greatest influence on the system of higher education, 
and vice versa. An important continuation of the study should be an assessment 
of the situation in each region of the country separately. Such analytics should 
help develop differentiated directions for the development of regional higher 
education systems.  

Keywords: fuzzy logic approach, implicit impact, higher education system, 
regional development, integral index, Mamdani inference. 

1 Introduction  

Over the past few decades, the evaluation of university contributions to the economic, 
social, cultural and innovative development of society has been central to educational 
policy issues. In higher education systems of economically developed countries, radical 
transformations are taking place that are associated with the increasing importance of 
universities for innovative development and economic growth. The two main objectives 
of each university are education and science. However, there is a growing awareness 
that universities are becoming enterprises with corresponding functions in the economy 
and society, except for school and laboratory. They begin to position themselves as 
engines of regional development. From the middle of the 20th century, the state policies 
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of developed countries are aimed at developing human capital, regional disparities of 
which may undermine national security. 

The issue of the role of higher education institutions in stimulating the development 
of the regional economic system is being actively discussed in the scientific literature 
today. Thus, the studies of P. H. Pellenbarg [1], A. Valero, and J.V. Reenen [2] are 
devoted to the calculation of the quantitative contribution of universities to regional 
development. 

G. Huggins, P. Cook, D. Charles, P. Benneworth, G. Etzkowitz, D. Bock, etc. [3] 
evaluate the contribution of universities to the innovative development of regions, 
analyze how universities can produce not only new knowledge and technologies, but 
also implement them in regional socio-economic and production systems [4].  

Eliot, Levin and Mazil consider universities as generators of economic development 
of the region at the expense of funds invested in education in the form of state financing, 
tuition fees and living expenses for students from other regions, industrial orders [5]. 

The aforementioned approach expanded B. Bluestone [6] by adding to the criteria 
for assessing the impact of higher education on the regional economy an assessment of 
the level of qualifications of workers. According to this approach, universities train and 
produce more skilled workers who have higher labor productivity, higher levels of 
income and consumption, and therefore, provide higher tax deductions to the budget. 

However, the methodology for assessing the integrated impact of the higher 
education system on regional development is insufficiently developed.  

Therefore, the aim of the article is to study the implicit impact of the higher education 
system on the socio-economic development of the region. This will provide an 
opportunity to develop practical mechanisms for ensuring balanced regional 
development. 

To achieve this goal, we use the following methods: theoretical generalization, 
comparison and systematization (in the study of the nature and effects of the impact of 
the higher education system on the development of regions). Abstract-logical method 
(for theoretical generalization), the index method in context with the mathematical 
apparatus of the theory of fuzzy sets (for determining the integral index of the implicit 
impact of the higher education system on regional development), the graphical method 
(for visualizing the relationship between input and output variables). 

2 Results 

The influence of the higher education system on the socio-economic development of 
the region is increasingly becoming the center of research for domestic and foreign 
scientists. Reality indicates a change in the socio-economic goals of the university. 
From its first generation (educational institution only), to the second generation 
university (training and research), and the third generation university (integrated 
educational, research and business environment).  

Today we are talking about fourth-generation universities. Its exact characteristics 
are still insufficiently investigated. The essential difference of such a university is the 
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availability of a strategic approach to its own development and the ability to actively 
influence the competitiveness of the regional environment [7]. 

We believe that the growth of influence on regional development can be expected 
already from third-generation universities, because it is here that not only education and 
research, but also the use of knowledge become important. As a result, the relationship 
between production and universities is deepening, so there is the possibility of local use 
of knowledge created in universities. This increases the competitiveness of enterprises 
and, as a result, the region. In addition, the social environment of universities is 
improving. A knowledge-based society is inevitably linked to the valuation of human 
capital, since the competitiveness of an economy depends on the quantity and quality 
of available human resources. 

There are several classifications of areas and types of university influence on the 
regional system. According to R. Florax, there are eight regional effects of university 
activities in the demographic subsystem, economic subsystem, infrastructure, culture, 
attractiveness of the region, education, social subsystem, political subsystem [1]. 

There are short-term and long-term impacts of universities on the region’s economy. 
In the short term, there is an impact on the demand of local enterprises, the income and 
expenses of local households, and the services and income of local governments. The 
long-term impact on the university is the qualification of human capital, attracting 
foreign capital and labor in the immediate vicinity of the university and the number of 
enterprises based on university research. These factors can be considered as having a 
secondary regional multiplicative effect, since they heighten the demand for local goods 
and services [8]. 

Regional and local effects of the university can be observed in many areas outside 
the economy. As a rule, three types of economic influence of universities are evaluated 
in research: direct, indirect, and induced [9]. 

In our opinion, the most comprehensive by the nature of the impact of the 
classification of the results of university activities should take into account the type of 
impact on the regional subsystem (Table 1). 

Table 1. Types of university influence on regional subsystems. 

Regional subsystems Types of university influence 
Direct Indirect Induced Catalytic 

Demographic  ˅ ˅ ˅ ˅ 
Economic  ˅ ˅ ˅ ˅ 
Infrastructure  ˅ ˅ ˅ ˅ 
Culture  ˅ ˅ ˅ ˅ 
Attractiveness     ˅ 
Education  ˅ ˅ ˅ ˅ 
Social     ˅ 
Political     ˅ 

 
It is clear that the selected areas are not isolated from each other but have different 

effects. The most significant activity of the university affects the economic subsystem, 
which is closely linked to the demographic changes, infrastructure, educational system 
and image of the region. 
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The economic impact of a higher educational establishment is defined as the 
difference between the existing level of economic activity in the region and the level 
that could have been if the institution did not exist [10]. 

However, the quantitative assessment of the impact of universities on the regional 
subsystem is complicated by the presence of the implicit impact of the higher education 
system on regional development. 

Implicit mechanisms are based on mechanisms of different order. Its characteristics 
are manifested in human activity in different ways. In psychology, it is associated with 
the implicit personality theory, which allows you to form a holistic impression of 
another person based on incomplete information about his personal characteristics. 
Mathematicians and other representatives of the exact sciences are concentrating their 
efforts in developing data search and recovery algorithms based on implicit factors that 
influence various processes. In economics, the term “implicit” is associated mainly with 
“intangible”, “immeasurable”, “elusive” factors that affect the economic activity of an 
economic agent. Thus, implicit factors are implicit, hidden factors, production 
resources, which in the course of economic activity do not find direct, official 
reflection [11]. 

Implicit impact (the influence of implicit factors) is an implicit influence within the 
economic system that can lead to a synergistic effect. This effect is that when the subject 
achieves significant economic results, an area of unstable conditions arises. A minor 
hidden influence of external forces can lead to diametrically opposite development 
vectors: from the collapse of the system to a new, higher level of development. The 
nature of implicitness lies in the presence of hidden (implicit) information that 
circulates in the economic environment and requires decision-making after in-depth 
analysis of data in order to obtain the most complete information. In our case, 
implicitness is understood as the impossibility to take into account all aspects of the 
impact under study, since in the process of analysis, hidden, implicit, unaccounted 
information appears in the data-information-knowledge chain. 

In our opinion, the urgent task is to construct an integral index of the implicit impact 
(IIII = I4) of the higher education system on regional development and to group the 
regions according to this indicator. 

To construct the integral index, we used the index method in context with the 
mathematical apparatus of the theory of fuzzy sets (fuzzy logic and Mamdani fuzzy 
logical inference) [12], which allows to use of heterogeneous input variables, formalize 
nonlinear dependencies, use natural language to describe the connection, and obtain 
fuzzy models that are flexible for tuning and adaptation. The main stages of 
constructing a Mamdani fuzzy logical inference are as follows: 

1. determination of the main factors (parameters) of the system under consideration; 
2. determination and formalization of linguistic variables (fuzzification); 
3. the construction of a fuzzy knowledge base (fuzzy production rules); 
4. implementation of a fuzzy inference; 
5. reducing the fuzzy value of the output variable into a clear one using the center of 

gravity method (defuzzification). 
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Note that the index method of determining the integral index involves the following 
steps:  

1. the choice of indicators characterizing the phenomenon;  
2. statistical analysis and standardization (normalization) of data;  
3. the calculation of the partial indices (sub-indices);  
4. determination of the resulting integral index on the basis of sub-indices;  
5. analysis and interpretation of the result. 

In our study, the main blocks (sub-indices) of the I4 of the higher education system in 
the socio-economic development of the regions are economic, innovative, educational 
and demographic (see Table 2). 

Each of these partial indices will be determined using three indicators (stimulators). 
According to the classical scheme, the aggregate index consists of partial indices and 
is represented in the form of their weighted sum or product. The selection of indicators 
for the evaluation of each of the blocks is based on the presented theoretical approaches, 
but takes into account the features of the domestic system of higher education and the 
factors associated with the characteristics of data collection. 

It should be noted that the procedure for determining the weight coefficients of the 
components of the general index is labor intensive, since it is necessary to take into 
account considerable achievements in this sphere and cover a large number of 
judgments, even often incomparable. But using the methods of the theory of fuzzy sets 
allows us to avoid these difficulties in determining weight coefficients. 

For calculations, only the normalized (standardized) values of the parameters 
belonging to the segment [0, 1] are used. The process of normalization of indicators is 
carried out according to the formula: 

zi=(Xi–Xmin)/(Xmax–Xmin) – normalized values of the indicator in the i-th region. 
The main idea of obtaining a resulting index is as follows. 

1. Each sub-index is considered as the output variable in the Mamdani algorithm, and 
the corresponding indicators that characterize this partial index are used as input 
linguistic variables, moreover all input and output variables containing three terms: 
L (low), M (medium), H (high). 

2. The general index (I4) is considered as the output variable in the Mamdani algorithm, 
and the sub-indices that characterize this general index (and found in the previous 
step) are already used as input linguistic variables (Figure 1), moreover all the input 
variables containing three terms: L (low), M (medium), H (high), and the output 
variable – L (low), BM (below medium), M (medium), AM (above medium), H 
(high). 

The procedure for finding sub-indices and the overall integral indicator is conducted 
for a specific year for all regions of Ukraine and their grouping is performed according 
to this indicator. Each term corresponds to a fuzzy set, which is given by the 
corresponding membership function. The specific form of membership functions is 
determined on the basis of various additional assumptions about the properties of these 
functions, taking into account the specificity of the existing uncertainty and the actual 
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situation, expert data, etc. For our fuzzy model of determining the integral index we use 
the trapezoidal membership functions (Fig. 1). Formalized representations of input and 
output variables are obtained by means of Matlab fuzzy logic toolbox [13]. 

Table 2. The list of indicators characterizing sub-indices. 

Sub-
indi-
ces 

Indicators (stimulators) Economic contributi-
on of the university Regional effect 

E
co

no
m

ic
 (I

1) 

Х1 – GRP per capita, UAH. 

Impact on the regional 
economy, budget reve-
nues, industrial struc-
ture, labor market, la-
bor mobility 

Wages, purchase of equipment, go-
ods and services (direct). Income 
and expenditures of participants in 
university supply chains (indirect).  
Income and employment are caused 
by the multiplicative effect of inco-
me and expenditures of employees, 
both of the university and its asso-
ciated companies (induced). 

Х2 – GRP per worker of 
working age, UAH. 

Impact on the level of 
education, structure 
and quality of labor in 
the region 

Providing the labor market with 
highly skilled labor, the growth of 
labor productivity in the region (ca-
talytic). 

Х3 – Small and medium bu-
siness (SME) per 10 thou-
sand population, units. 

Companies that are 
created by students 
(former) and university 
staff 

Income and employment in compa-
nies that are formed thanks to the 
university (catalytic). 

In
no

va
tiv

e 
(I

2)
 

Х1 – Distribution of applica-
tions for inventions and uti-
lity models addressed to na-
tional applicants by region. 

Selling knowledge in 
the form of patents, re-
gional value added in 
the field of information 
technology 

Income from research activities (di-
rect). 

Х2 – Regional gross value 
added in the field of infor-
mation and telecommunica-
tions (IT companies) (UAH 
per capita). 

Jobs created by the functioning of 
the university (direct). Income and 
employment are caused by the mul-
tiplicative effect of income and ex-
penditures of employees in the IT 
sector (induced). 

Х3 – Organizations that car-
ried out research and deve-
lopment, per 10 thousand 
population, units. 

Government funding, business inco-
me, income and employment in or-
ganizations that carry out research 
and development (catalytic). 

E
du

ca
tio

na
l a

nd
 d

em
og

ra
ph

ic
 

(I
3)

 

Х1 – Economically active 
population aged 15-70 ye-
ars, number of people by le-
vel of education per 10 
thousand population. 

The impact on the le-
vel, structure and qua-
lity of education in the 
region. 
Population growth, 
changing population 
structure and mobility. 

Providing the labor market with 
highly skilled labor, flexible supply 
of student labor (induced). 

Х2 – Number of institutions 
of higher education per 10 
thousand population. 

Provision of educational services 
(direct). 
Income and expenditures of emp-
loyees of the university and related 
institutions (indirect). 
Income and employment caused by 
the multiplicative effect of income 
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Sub-
indi-
ces 

Indicators (stimulators) Economic contributi-
on of the university Regional effect 

and expenditures of employees (in-
duced). 

Х3 – Number of students, 
per 10 thousand population. 

Expenditures for the purchase of go-
ods and services, tuition fees (di-
rect). 
Increase in labor force (induced). 

 
Then the structural identification of the model is carried out with the help of forming 

a fuzzy base of the production rules «IF-THEN» that reflect the connection of the 
«input-output». 

The set of fuzzy production rules for the given knowledge base has the form: 
IF (І1=L) and (І2=L) and (І3=L) or … or (І1=L) and (І2=L) and (І3=M),   THEN І=L; 
IF ..., THEN …; 
IF (І1=M) and (І2=H) and (І3=H) or … or (І1=H) and (І2=H) and (І3=L),   THEN 

І=AM. 
A fuzzy logical inference is implemented, ranging from logical statements to fuzzy 

logic equations. Such equations are derived from the knowledge base by replacing the 
linguistic terms to the membership function, and the operations «and» and «or» to the 
operation of finding the minimum () and the maximum () respectively, while the 
weight of rule is taken into account by multiplying the fuzzy expression by the 
corresponding value of weight: 

 1
1, 1,

( ,..., ) ( ),j

j

b jp jp
n i

p k i n
x x w x 

 

    

where bj is the j-th term of output linguistic variable. 

 
Fig. 1. Scheme of Mamdani fuzzy logical inference for the general integral index. 
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The system of fuzzy logic equations has the form: 

 

   

   

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ... ( ) ( ) ( ) ;

. . .

( , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ... ( ) ( ) ( ) .

L L L L L L M

AM M H H H H L

I I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I I I I

      

      

      

      

 

The final fuzzy set І~  is obtained as the union of all trimmed fuzzy subsets for each 
fuzzy rule: 

 
 15 1 2 3

1 0

min ( , , ), ( )
.

j jb b
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Next, the fuzzy result is defuzzified by the method of the center of gravity, after which 
we obtain a clear value of the I4 at the regional level 
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Thus, on the basis of the indicated formulas and the methodology of fuzzy logic 
inference, we can obtain the value of the integral index for each region in the dynamics. 
To facilitate calculations, all phases of fuzzy simulation is performed by means of the 
Matlab fuzzy logic toolbox. After adjusting the parameters of the membership functions 
of the terms of input and output linguistic variables, the fuzzy knowledge base is filled. 
A visual presentation of the procedure of the fuzzy logic inference of Mamdani type 
and the defuzzification of the integral index is shown in Figure 2. 

In the Figure 3 the visualization of the surfaces of the dependencies of the output 
linguistic variable from the other two input variables is presented. 

As a result of the assessment, we obtained three sub-indexes of the higher education 
system: a contribution to the economic development of the region, a contribution to the 
innovative development of the region, and a contribution to the educational and 
demographic development of the region. The results of calculations for each of the sub-
indices are presented in Table 3. 

As you can see, the value of sub-index ranges from 0 – the worst, to 1 – the best 
value in the country. This allows us to represent all the regions of Ukraine in the order 
of the degree of their development for each of the sub-indices. At the same time, the 
place of the region in the uniform scale for Ukraine and the change in its potential is 
important. This makes it possible to consider changes in the integral index in a regional 
context and analyze the trends of each specific region. 

The leaders in the sub-index of influence on economic development are Kiev, 
Poltava, Dnipropetrovsk and Zaporizhzhia regions. The presence of large universities 
in these regions explains the relatively high rates of income of universities. 
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Fig. 2. Procedure for the fuzzy logic inference of Mamdani type (Zaporizhzhia region, 2016) X 

= [0.4; 0.1; 0.18]. 

 
The surface of the dependence of the output of the fuzzy system I on the input variables I1 

and I2. 
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The surface of the dependence of the output of the fuzzy system I on the input variables I1 

and I3. 

 
The surface of the dependence of the output of the fuzzy system I on the input variables I2 

and I3. 

Fig. 3. Surfaces of the dependence of the output of the fuzzy system on the input variables. 

On the second sub-index, besides Kiev, another region is leading – Kharkiv region. 
Here are located large national universities, which constitute a significant part of the 
regional innovation infrastructure. 

The largest share of applications for inventions and utility models falls on the 
«Science» and «Education» sectors. Moreover, the number of applications submitted 
by educational institutions annually exceeds the number of applications submitted by 
scientific organizations. In 2016, the applicants of the Ministry of Education and 
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Science of Ukraine submitted 2849 applications (this represents 37.9% of the total 
number of applications filed). 

Table 3. Calculated values of the sub-indices and the integral index of the regions of Ukraine 
(2012/2016). 

Region 
Sub-index І1 Sub-index І2 Sub-index І3 Integral index І 
of the year of the year of the year of the year 
2012 2016 2012 2016 2012 2016 2012 2016 

Vinnytsia 0.08 0.20 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.15 
Volyn 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Dnipropetrovsk 0.49 0.48 0.29 0.22 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.50 
Donetsk 0.45 0.09 0.23 0.08 0.50 0.13 0.50 0.08 
Zhytomyr 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Zakarpattia 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Zaporizhzhia 0.29 0.40 0.09 0.10 0.18 0.18 0.29 0.29 
Ivano-Frankivsk 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Kiev 0.46 0.48 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.25 0.25 
Kirovohrad 0.08 0.22 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.12 
Luhansk 0.09 0.07 0.10 0.08 0.27 0.07 0.09 0.07 
Lviv  0.08 0.28 0.15 0.17 0.39 0.47 0.13 0.41 
Mykolaiv 0.08 0.12 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.09 
Odessa  0.18 0.33 0.10 0.09 0.35 0.43 0.23 0.48 
Poltava 0.44 0.50 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.21 0.25 
Rivne 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Sumy  0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Ternopil  0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Kharkiv 0.33 0.39 0.49 0.50 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.51 
Kherson 0.08 0.09 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.08 
Khmelnytskyi 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Cherkasy 0.08 0.24 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.20 
Chernivtsi  0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
Chernihiv 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.07 
city Kiev 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94 

 
The most active among the organizations of the Ministry of Education and Science 

of Ukraine were institutions of higher education in the city of Kiev and the Kharkov 
region: National University of Food Technologies (10.3% of the total number of 
applications filed by applicants from this ministry) National Technical University of 
Ukraine «Kiev Polytechnic Institute» (7.8%), National Aerospace University. 
M.E. Zhukovsky Kharkiv Aviation Institute (4.3%), Kiev National University of 
Technology and Design and Vinnitsa National Technical University ‒ 117 and 116 
applications, respectively (4.1%), National Technical University Kharkiv Polytechnic 
Institute ‒ 91 applications (3 2%), Odessa National Academy of Food Technologies – 
83 applications (2.9%) [14]. 

The leaders in the framework of I4 on the higher education system for regional 
development are Kiev, Dnipropetrovsk, Lviv, Kharkiv and Odessa regions. These are 
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regions with large university centers. Here the number of universities is 45.8% of the 
total in Ukraine (259 institutions out of 657). 

The leaders in the contribution of higher educational institutions to the educational 
and demographic development of the region are Kiev, Kharkiv, Odessa, Lviv and 
Dnipropetrovsk regions. 

According to the research of the CEDOS analytical center “Movement of applicants 
between the regions of Ukraine” in 2017 and 2018, only Kharkov, Kiev, Odessa, Lviv 
and Chernivtsi regions had a positive balance of arrival and departure. In other regions 
there was an outflow of graduates [15]. 

The results of the sub-indices of the regions of Ukraine for 2012 and 2016 have been 
summarized in the integral indicator of the implicit impact of the higher education 
system on regional development (see Table 3). Based on the data in Table 3 we have 
conducted a grouping of regions according to the I4 of the higher education system at 
the regional level, the results of which are given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Grouping of Ukrainian regions by I4, 2012/2016. 

Year 
The boundaries 
of the integral 

indicator 

The meaning 
of the integral 

indicator 
Distribution of regions by integral indicator 

2012 

[0;0.1) critically low 

Vinnytsia. Volyn. Zhytomyr. Zakarpattia. Ivano-
Frankivsk. Kirovohrad. Luhansk. Mykolaiv. Rivne. 

Sumy. Ternopil. Kherson. Khmelnytskyi. 
Chernivtsi. Cherkasy. Chernihiv 

[0.1;0.2) low Lviv 

[0.2;0.4) below the 
average Zaporizhzhia. Kiev. Odessa. Poltava 

[0.4;0.6) average Dnipropetrovsk. Donetsk. Kharkiv 

[0.6;0.8) above the 
average – 

[0.8;1] tall city Kiev 

2016 

[0;0.1) critically low 

Volyn. Donetsk. Zhytomyr. Zakarpattia. Ivano-
Frankivsk. Luhansk. Mykolaiv. Rivne. Sumy. 
Ternopil. Kherson. Khmelnytskyi. Chernivtsi. 

Cherkasy. Chernihiv 
[0.1;0.2) low Vinnytsia. Kirovohrad 

[0.2;0.4) below the 
average Zaporizhzhia. Kiev. Poltava. Cherkasy 

[0.4;0.6) average Dnipropetrovsk. Lviv. Odessa. Kharkiv 

[0.6;0.8) above the 
average – 

[0.8;1] tall city Kiev 
 
Most regions of Ukraine have integral indicator values that are critically low, low, 

and below average. In addition, the belonging of regions to one or another group of 
indicators practically did not change in 2016 compared to 2012. Growth rates are 
observed in Vinnytsia (2.14), Kirovograd (1.71), Lviv (3.15), Nikolaev (1.29), Odessa 
(2.09), Poltava (1.19), Kharkiv (1.02), Kherson (1.14), Cherkasy (2.86) regions. The 
integral indicator decreased in Donetsk (0.16) and Luhansk (0.78) regions. But this is 
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due primarily to the unfavorable situation in the East of Ukraine and the neglect in the 
statistical data of a part of the occupied territories. In the remaining regions, the integral 
index remained almost unchanged. The current situation indicates that there is no 
effective strategy of «embedding» universities in the local economy and society at both 
the national and regional levels. 

3 Conclusions  

The analysis suggests that there is no direct link between the sub-indices and the level 
of development of the regions. It is impossible to state unequivocally that the higher 
education system has the greatest influence on the most developed regions, and vice 
versa. The results obtained allow us to conclude that the degree of influence of the 
higher education system on regional development is a complex characteristic. 

The obtained integral indicator allows only to single out regions with one I4 of the 
higher education system in comparison with others (identification of interregional 
imbalance). Even high values of the indicator do not mean that regional universities 
begin to play the role of centers of education and culture, or in general determine the 
level of the region. 

An important continuation of the study should be an assessment of the situation in 
each region of the country separately. Such analytics will be able to provide 
indispensable assistance in determining the differentiated directions for the 
development of regional systems of higher education. Such systems should be focused 
on maximally promoting the development of territories, taking into account their 
specifics. 

It is worth noting that the fuzzy model we have developed for determining the I4 can 
be refined and adapted to new data. Some input variables may be entered new or 
removed. One can extend the range of terms of linguistic variables etc. That is, the 
constructed model is flexible in setting and changing parameters. It does not require 
complex mathematical calculations (due to the use of Matlab). 
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Abstract. Digital transformation is increasingly determining the development of 
societies through ubiquitous deployment of modern information technologies. 
One of the main drivers that are still not paid sufficient attention are application 
programming interfaces (APIs). These are not essential just for new services 
development and adoption, but have further reach and may result even in creation 
of new industries. Their importance is therefore not to be overlooked for further 
development, especially by taking into account that the main focus is still on 
developers (i.e. bottom-up approach). However, higher level business views (i.e. 
top-down approach) are to be considered in de facto and de iure APIs 
development, deployment and standardization processes, which is currently not 
the case. Therefore this paper presents a framework for facilitating APIs 
(services) evolution by considering top-down business views and their proper 
addressing. The approach builds on lessons learnt with complex services 
architectures, and their higher-level derivatives. In line with these lessons it 
defines implementation strategies at technological and business levels. The 
whole contribution is conceptualized around e-government services, because 
governments are key players in each and every economy, and their impact in 
digital transformation is therefore vital. 

Keywords: digital transformation, application programming interfaces, 
advanced services, e-business, e-government. 

1 Introduction  

Nowadays, digital transformation is a reality that is driving not only traditional, tangible 
products focused primary and secondary sectors, but it extends all the way up through 
the tertiary to the quaternary sector with increasing number of advanced services. And 
governments present a central entity of digital transformation in quaternary sector. The 
reasons are rather straightforward. 

Governments are typically one of the largest entities in national economies. Their 
budgets present significant – often major – portion of a country’s gross-domestic 
product (in case of Germany, for example, the current federal budget presents approx. 
11% of its yearly GDP [1]). Despite this, when it comes to IT they are too often 
considered as entities that “passively” support citizens and businesses, while, in fact, 
they are drivers of whole e-economies: 
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1. First, governments play considerable roles in all of e-business relations, be it 
administration to business (A2B) and vice versa (B2A), administration to citizens 
(A2C) and vice versa (C2A), or administration to administration relations (A2A).  

2. Second, considering their potential, they should play a major and active role also in 
further technology promotion through services they offer, e.g. e-government. 

Currently, within the on-going digital transformation, application program interfaces, 
or APIs, play a pivotal role that exceeds their anticipated influence. Initially and still 
today, APIs are almost completely considered to be in the domain of developers, i.e. 
belonging to the technological domain (as stated in [2], “unlike past trends that market 
to business leaders, APIs market directly to developers”). However, the gathered 
evidence shows that they do not have significant impact only on the development on 
new services, but even creation of new industries through new business models [3].  

Thus APIs are far more than pure technological artefacts. They affect business even 
at strategic levels and have to be treated accordingly. Put another way - the gap between 
top-down, business views focused approaches (e.g. e-government) and bottom-up, 
technology focused approaches (e.g. APIs) has to be bridged in appropriate way. And 
this is where the main contribution of this paper comes in. In the second section the 
relevant technological driving forces are analyzed together with historical perspective 
to include lessons learnt. This line of reasoning is further refined in the third section, 
where a new approach to integration of light REST (REpresentational State Transfer) 
and complex SOAP (Simple Objects Access Protocol) services is presented. The 
approach builds on existing de facto and de jure standards. In the fourth section the 
proposed management framework built around e-government initiatives is analyzed 
and discussed. There are conclusions in the fifth section, followed by 
acknowledgements and references. 

2 The Evolutionary Elements Behind Digital Transformation 

The era of e-business began in the mid-nineties of the former century when the Internet 
started to penetrate business domain [4]. It transformed many industries, starting with 
the services sector and followed later by tangibles producing sectors. New industries 
appeared based on new business models (which have transformed in IT inherently 
present added value), while traditional ones had to adapt many of their processes. As 
the operationalization and wide implementation of e-business paradigm required new 
knowledge at the intersection of rapidly evolving IT domain and management domain, 
a field of e-business engineering emerged [5]. Such approach is crucial, because it 
enables appropriate addressing of soft and hard factors, which will be also the case in 
the rest of this paper. 

Let’s focus now specifically on services. Already during their early development 
research focused not only on deployment, but also on their descriptions and discovery. 
This resulted in specifications of Simple objects access protocol (SOAP), Web services 
description language (WSDL) and Universal description, discovery and integration 
protocol (UDDI) [6] (SOAP – WSDL – UDDI triple is also referred to as WS-* family, 
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or remote procedure call, RPC, style services). It is worth to point out that, within this 
triple, WSDL was actually describing and API for SOAP services. 

The SOAP / WSDL / UDDI development was still mainly of technological nature. 
It was about elementary software procedures (routines) at the business sub-operations 
level. To further address business needs (i.e. the levels above operations level, all the 
way to complete business processes), aggregation of these elementary routines was 
needed for WS-* architectures. But such efforts did not succeed. One well known 
example was ebXML (e-business eXtended Markup Language) standard proposed by 
UN CEFAT and OASIS [7], where complex business rules and processes description 
language were introduced. This was supposed to enable business solutions development 
with the business processes specifications, which could be almost automatically 
transformable into program code. However, this technology became very complex and 
it was too demanding in terms of required efforts and resources for their 
implementations. On top of this, automatic finding and deploying of available services 
by using UDDI did not take ground. 

What are the lessons learnt for APIs framework? First, avoid too complex structures. 
Second, avoid imposing too strict specifications – preferably, these should be flexible 
and based on de iure and de facto solutions to a maximal possible extent. Additional 
argument for these two requirements is a huge success of lightweight and easier 
deployable REST services that are forming RESTful architectures. Business 
community started to deploy them extensively soon after their introduction, and access 
to these services started almost at the same time to via APIs. As shown in Fig. 1 APIs 
deployment shows (close to) exponential growth. 

 
Fig. 1. The growth of REST APIs (source https://www.programmableweb.com). 

However, the basic nature of RESTful architectures is such that they and their APIs are 
developers focused, most likely due to the fact that APIs are protocols intended to be 
used as interfaces by software components to communicate with each other in order to 
extend reach of their applications (services) [8]. This narrow view triggered some 
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authors to start exposing business importance of APIs. In [9] it is even exposed that 
APIs should be treated as a kind of contracts, which are linking the technological and 
business domains. 

3 Fostering Business-centric APIs Through e-Government 
Services 

Contrary to SOAP architectures, RESTful APIs have been primarily considered in a 
data-centric way so far. One understandable reason is due to many governments’ goal 
that public data should be publicly available. RESTful solutions with their APIs come 
very handy to fulfill this goal, so it should not be surprising that also OECD in its Open 
Government Data document, when mentioning APIs, considers them in a data-centric 
way [8] (this subject is similarly handled in [10]). 

Such data-centrism of REST APIs is also a natural consequence of the fact that these 
web services enable clients to access and manipulate textual representations of 
resources, i.e. data. Taking into account further that they are largely deployed in inter-
organizational settings, while SOAP architectures remain notably limited to intra-
organizational settings, there exists a gap. On one hand we have processes centric 
architectures that are very complex and limited to intra-organizations use, while on the 
other hand data centric architectures face huge inter-organizational success, but they 
remain limited to data without extensive offering of processes-centric support. 

It can be concluded on the basis of the above given facts and the line of reasoning 
that REST APIs would benefit from supporting process-centric needs (see Fig. 2). 
However, imposing such addressing comes with a risk. If this is enforced (e.g. by de 
jure standardization processes), the natural bottom-up driven access may be blocked. 
Therefore, any de facto or de jure extensions of APIs should be flexible, potentially 
optional, and done in a way where existing technology can included with minimal 
coding or reconfiguration effort. 

 
Fig. 2. APIs – linking the technology and business domains. 
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Before detailing out the proposed extensions to REST APIs, the most important existing 
standards this area should be briefly provided and analyzed: 

─ Currently the most promising industry standard, the winning player, is Open API 
Initiative, OAI, formerly known as Swagger [11]. OAI enables computers to 
discover and understand a service without accessing its source code or software 
documentation. This specification that is built upon JSON data representation is 
comprehensible also to humans, developers and non-developers. OAI is currently 
the main initiative in the field and it is based on open source software. 

─ A competing specification to OAI is RESTful API Modeling Language, RAML 
(http://www.raml.org), which, in turn, is based on a human-readable data 
serialization language YAML that is a superset of JavaScript Object Notation, JSON. 
Compared to OAI, RAML specification is supposed to provide more flexibility, even 
to an extent that includes support of architectures like SOAP [12]. 

─ Beside OAI and RAML, another important specification (that is not an API per se) 
is Common Gateway Interface, CGI [13]. CGI is the oldest one and during the early 
ages of web it provided means for running scripts or programs on server’s (the most 
successful language for this purposes was PHP, which is still among the most 
popular programming languages [14]). Despite popularity of CGI, its 
standardization never ended in de iure standards, although, contrary to a wider belief, 
CGI still is a de facto standard. It is natively supported by Apache servers, which 
have close to 50% market share [15]. Therefore, as Apache servers are natively 
backed by PHP, which may run in CGI mode or as an Apache module, CGI related 
kind of web services are still more than alive. 

Let’s now restate our basic problem as follows: Can we make RESTful architecture 
also processes-aware knowing that this architecture builds upon only PUT, POST, 
GET, DELETE, HEAD, and PATCH methods, where these methods operate 
exclusively upon textual resources provided through URIs? If so, the problem now is 
how to invoke also general procedures and not only data. These are the main options at 
our disposal: 

─ Option number one is a new specification (standard) that would use the best from 
both worlds, RESTful and SOAP, and fuse them. 

─ Option number two is that SOAP APIs and REST APIs remain as they are and an 
additional code at a server does the splitting / merging of the services. 

─ Option number three is to use REST service to accommodate SOAP service, i.e. 
make SOAP exposed as a REST. 

─ Option number four is that SOAP is used to accommodate and expose REST service 
(i.e. becoming incorporated into a SOAP service). 

─ The fifth option is CGI-BIN based web services deployment. 

The first option would enable the best from both worlds, but it is unlikely to happen, as 
there are currently no such standardization efforts in sight. The second option would 
also actually pseudo-integrate the two worlds, but would require some adjustments to 
existing implementations. Nevertheless, it is a doable option, as such adjustments are 
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not excessive (so it is not surprising that certain implementations like Oracle SOA Suite 
already supports this option in a certain way). The third option is in principle undoable, 
as RESTful is about textual representations of resources manipulated by REST 
methods, while SOAP is about any kind of data manipulation and processing 
procedures (there exists a workaround with limited functionality by wrapping a SOAP 
call within a REST call). Now as to option four, this option is doable and there do exist 
such solutions [16], but it conceptually favors SOAP and ineffectively complicates 
REST parts. Finally, the fifth option is a solution that already exists, although it is tied 
to two particular technologies, Apache servers and PHP programming language. But 
these technologies are widely adopted and present de facto standard. 

According to the above stated analysis, the data and processes focused merging of 
the two kinds of services can be enabled by using the architectures that are presented 
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. For the first proposed architecture a dispatcher (front-end 
processor) is introduced. Thus appropriate structuring of a service call needs to be 
defined. REST services that are nowadays tied to JSON, were initially tied to XML, 
which is about processes and data. Therefore, as XML technology is no stranger to 
REST architectures, an efficient way to implement dispatcher architecture goes as 
follows: 

1. Use a minimal http server, where front-end processor is deployed that analyses 
requests from originators. Its parsing operation relies on appropriate XML schema 
that reflects composite service envelope structure, presented below. 

2. Afterwards parsing, the request is split into REST and SOAP parts accordingly, 
while each part is forwarded to an intended destination servers. 

3. After obtaining responses from the destination, the front-end processor merges the 
responses in an XML envelope and sends this enveloped content to the originator. 

 
Fig. 3. Dispatcher architecture. 
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Fig. 4. Apache / PHP architecture. 

The proposed solution is rather easy to implement with minimal programming, because 
the majority of tools already exist. For the first step Apache Tomcat server with 
containers can be used, while another option is implementation of a simple HTTP server 
that requires something between fifty to hundred lines of source code. For the second 
step, a widely available SAX (Simple API for XML) or DOM (Document Object 
Model) parser can be used. For the third step, XSLT (with XPath) can be used. What 
needs to be defined for the fourth step is a simple XML wrapper structure, i.e. an 
envelope for a composite service: 

<compositeSrvc> 
<RESTservice>…</RESTservice> <SOAPservice>…</SOAPservice> 
</compositeSrvc> 

The second proposed architecture is basically tied to PHP, and the approach is rather 
straightforward as well. The open source community offers solutions for years, where 
PHP scripting is integrated with Apache servers. Consequently, provisioning REST and 
SOAP is just a matter of proper installation and configuration of Apache / PHP pair.  

4 Leveraging bottom-up with top-down approaches 

Although the main-stream way of thinking about APIs nowadays is data-centric, there 
are quite some caveats why such view is likely insufficient for a general digital 
transformation. And this is the point where governments with their e-government 
services can make a critical technological push (One such initiative (and probably the 
first of this kind) has been implemented very recently by the state of Singapore [17]). 
Why such a push is needed, and how to approach it, is further elaborated next. 

The first reason is purely technical – the emerging era of the internet of things, IoT, 
where many devices will lack computing resources, requires more than just raw data. 
These devices will be forced to “outsource” also significant part of processing. The 
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second reason is misconception that a straightforward utilization of data-centric APIs 
automatically leads to increased value of these data [19]. The third one is that although 
APIs are grounded on technological foundations, they have strong organizational 
implications and influence organizations even at strategic levels [9]. The fourth one is 
that properly conceptualized APIs enable creation of new business models and even 
new industries [9, 20], while successful penetration of e-government systems has a 
notable impact on business value creation, where this penetration depends on 
technological and (inter)organizational factors [21]. 

Further, and as already emphasized, for adoption of advanced IT services soft factors 
are at least as important as hard ones – APIs are no exception (such approach is 
emphasized also by OECD [18]). And the core concept that encompasses soft factors 
is new business model(s). Such models often lead to creation of new industries, not 
only products and services per se. 

Now contrary to common belief that business models are something of importance 
just to commercial businesses, the truth is that they have lots to do with government 
agencies and alike as well [22]. Latently present added value in IT technology is 
released through appropriate business models, be it in commercial sector or public 
administration. Therefore taking into account the framework presented in this paper we 
anticipate that e-government provided APIs will also shape business models in general 
as shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. APIs and e-government driven business models for digital transformation. 

5 Conclusions 

By following the e-business engineering principles, the approach in this paper focuses 
on digital transformation. This transformation is typically considered to be driven by 
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computing, internet of things, machine learning with AI, and mobile technologies. 
Further, it is considered to be driven by the following sectors: banking, consumer 
products, healthcare, high tech, manufacturing, retail and transportation [23]. 

However, this paper justifies that digital transformation in tertiary and quaternary 
sectors is becoming notably tied to APIs (which are front-ends for corresponding 
services) that are a kind of common denominator of the above technologies. It has been 
shown that APIs are currently primarily treated in a data-centric way, but they should 
be considered more broadly to encompass also process-centric views. It is further 
justified that among the above stated sectors, government sector is certainly among 
digital transformation drivers and should be included in related efforts – most naturally 
through e-government services. Such position well coincides with the general position 
of, e.g. EU Commission about digital scoreboard and related priorities [24, 25]. 

This presents the basis for the core contribution of this paper, which is architectural 
framework that relies on de facto and de jure standards to fulfil the above goals: 
increased digital transformation in services sectors by re-conceptualizing APIs and by 
focusing on governments’ role through their e-government services. More precisely, by 
building on the influence of governments on many transformation processes, including 
the digital one, this paper presents a framework that binds business domain with 
technological domain. It re-conceptualizes the role that APIs currently play and extends 
it from being primarily about the data to be also about processes. And e-government 
paradigm with its services is the way to go, where concrete steps are presented that can 
be implemented with existing solutions and standards – the key accent is focus. 
Although being a soft factor, appropriate focus of governments has numerous hard 
consequences. The experience shows that it often enables new business models and 
creates even new industries. The very basic Internet is one such example and as such 
additionally justifies the research in the directions given in this paper. However, a large 
part of research performed so far has often not taken this view into account and has 
focused on issues like quality of e-government services (see, e.g. [26]). 

Speaking purely technologically, the approach presented in this paper is about 
further services integration and thus presents an evolutionary step forward similar to 
the steps like front-end and back-end services integration that took place a decade ago 
[27]. Having integration in mind, future work will address further elaboration of the 
exposed issues, and eventually some minimal de iure standardization efforts in the area 
of REST APIs with shifting their focus from dominantly data-centric ones to balanced 
ones that equally cover processes. Again, if nothing else then the weak processing 
power segment of the emerging IoT population will stimulate such changes. As a 
consequence, the importance of security, privacy and safety will play an increased role 
[28]. Namely, these devices will barely possess required processing power for all 
possible use and application scenarios, which will therefore have to be harvested from 
the environment through APIs, even when lightweight solutions are considered. 
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Abstract. The development of the economy and trade has led to the widespread 
use of advertising and the need for its constant improvement. There is a vast field 
of advertising theory. This paper proposes an information model of the 
functioning of advertising. We introduce ideas about useful and harmful (excess) 
information. The concept of user’s thesaurus is also introduced. The effectiveness 
of advertising is determined by the mutual influence of useful and redundant 
information. Differential equations are formulated on this basis, the solution of 
which allows to establish the patterns of the influence of psychological 
characteristics of users and the mode of presentation of information on the 
effectiveness of advertising. 

Keywords: advertising theory, information model, effectiveness of advertising. 

1 Introduction: State of the Advertising Research 

The advertising research has two directions. One of them consists in the staging of 
purposeful experiments and the creation of empirical formulas describing the identified 
experimental consistency. Another direction is the development of models and the 
mathematical description of these models. Then a comparison with experiment is 
carried out. 

In [1-3] experiments were described to examine memory interference in an 
advertising context. The processes of remembering and forgetting advertising blocks in 
the human’s brain are depending on the quality of blocks, clarity of advertisement. 

At first, consumer memory for some advertising was inhibited as a result of 
subsequent exposure for other products in that manufacturer's product line and for 
competing products in the same product class. It happens preferably in the case of some 
kind of advertisement which is more attractive. Next, an experiment was performed 
which showed the analogous interference effects. In the third case it was obtained that 
the presence of advertising for competitive products changes the relationship between 
the repetition and consumer memory. Repetition had a positive effect only when there 
was little or no advertising for similar products [4]. This effect was also studied in the 
works [5, 6, 21, 24, 27, 29], in which the found experimental patterns are described 
using empirical formulas. 
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Mathematical models in this field have been developed for a long time [6-9, 20, 31-
33]. They described empirical results in mathematical language. By this way, 
fundamental patterns are obtained. In [10-16, 39] a dynamic model of the company’s 
sales dependence on advertising costs is constructed. It was shown that the advertising 
allows you to increase sales, but the dependence of increasing demand from increased 
advertising costs is not linear. Authors claimed that the advertising does not work 
instantly, since its inception, the information is accumulated in the minds of people with 
each meeting with advertising and reaches the peak after a certain time. 

In our work, we use some representations of information theory for the 
implementation of an information approach with the aim of increasing the effectiveness 
of advertising. 

Presentation of advertising is essentially a message of information to the consumer 
[17-19]. Therefore, the problem of increasing the effectiveness of advertising is reduced 
to considering the quality of the information presented, the mechanisms of its creation 
and presentation to the recipient, the psychological characteristics of perception of 
information by the recipient.  

When creating advertising, along with clearly marked target information, extra 
information is usually added to “decorate” advertising [22, 26, 28]. This immediately 
affects the perception of useful target information. Further, in the course of the 
operation of advertising (in the course of its multiple presentations), the effect of 
“redundant information” arises. 

This effect increases with time, prevents the perception of useful information and 
depends on the psychological characteristics of the recipient.  

Information theory introduces the concept of information usefulness. Bongard [37] 
connects the usefulness of information with an increase in the probability of achieving 
the goal after receiving a message, in accordance with the formula: 

 푉	 = 푙표푔2	(푃’/푃) (1) 

Here, P and P' are the probability of achieving the goal before and after receiving the 
information. 

According to formula (1), the redundant information has zero value. However, in 
many cases, redundant information turns out to be useful and even necessary [38, 40-
42]. 

In the case of the creation and operation of advertising excess information harms, 
reducing the effectiveness of advertising. 

In the majority of works devoted to study the properties of advertising, it is believed 
that over time (an increase in the number of repeated presentations of advertising) there 
is an accumulation of information (I) perceived by the recipient (for example, [1-4]). 

In fact, from the very beginning the advertising presents the necessary information 
for the recipient, and at subsequent presentations the new information is not added. 
Therefore, to talk about the accumulation of information for the recipient over the time 
of the functioning of advertising (increasing the number of presentations) is not entirely 
correct. That is why we introduce the concept of “enhancing of the information impact” 
which is not equivalent to the idea of the accumulation of information. 
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2 Description of the Information Approach in the Advertising 
Research 

Usually the first perception of a new advertisement is surface, inaccurate and not fully 
understood [25, 30, 34-36]. Although the new information is not added, subsequent 
presentations of this ad lead to the fact that its content becomes more conscious, 
understandable, more deeply perceived.  

For a quantitative description of the process of perception of advertising information, 
we found it convenient to identify the process of deeper “mastering” advertising with 
the accumulation of additional information and introduce a function of the information 
accumulation I = f(t). We assume that the number of advertisements presented (n) is 
proportional to time (t). 

With a large number of presentations of advertising, its content is completely 
assimilated by the recipient and after some time begins to be perceived as redundant 
information. In this case, the accumulation of redundant information adversely affects 
the perception of useful information.  

Thus, the perception of advertising depends on the mutual influence of useful and 
harmful (redundant) information. It is obvious that at the initial stages of the functioning 
of advertising, the influence of useful information prevails, but over time, as the 
accumulation of excess information, the latter dominates. The period of time after 
which the information begins to be primarily perceived as excessive depends on the 
psychological characteristics of the recipients and on their thesaurus.  

But not only redundant information with a large n can adversely affect the perception 
of advertising. At the very beginning of the presentation of advertising (when it is 
created) it can contain harmful information that has a negative impact on the perception 
of advertising. Therefore, from the very beginning, the model should take into account 
the impact on the recipient of positive and negative information, as well as the 
interaction of these two types of information. We will consider positive information 
(contributing to the achievement of the goal of advertising) with a plus sign and 
negative information (reducing the effect of positive information) with a minus sign. 

3 Formulation of Equations and Discussion of Results  

Naming by I1(t) and I2(t) the functions of accumulation of positive and negative 
information, we write the kinetic equations: 

 = 푇 − 	훽	퐼  (2) 

 =	−	훽 퐼 − 푇 (3) 

In equations (2) and (3) T is a thesaurus of recipients; β is a coefficient of influence of 
the negative information on the positive one and 훽  is a coefficient of influence of the 
positive information on the negative one. It is presumed that β, β' < 1. From equations 
(2) and (3) we go to equation (4) 
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 =	−훽	{	−훽 퐼 − 푇	}. (4) 

The last equation has a solution: 

 퐼 = 	퐶 + 퐶 푒 −	  (5) 

where C1 and C2 are constants that are determined by initial conditions. 
Using (4) one can write expression for I2: 

 I2= 1
β

  T-  ββ'C2e t  (6) 

With initial conditions: 

 퐼 (0) = 	 퐼 (0) = 0; (7) 

we obtain: 

 퐶 = 	 	; 			퐶 = 푇  (8) 

As a result, we get: 

 퐼 = 	 	 	푒 − 1  (9) 

 퐼 = 	 	 1 −	푒  (10) 

For large enough time periods one can write: 

 퐼 = 	 	 	[푒 ]  (9') 

 퐼 = 	−	 	푒  (10') 

These results show that an accumulation of both kinds of information (I1 and I2) 
depends on their mutual influence. It is important that parameter values β and β' change 
in the process of advertising functioning. The competition of information I1 and I2 
accumulation processes leads to the conclusion about two stages of advertising 
evolution. At the first stage, accumulation of I1 information prevails and at the second 
stage accumulation of I2 information prevails.  

Considering solutions (9’) and (10’), we take into account that these dependencies 
obtained are determined primarily by the exponent. We also take into account that at 
the first stage, β is small compared to β', and practically does not change. There is only 
a gradual increase in β'. This leads to the quality result illustrated in Fig. 1. 

This situation persists at the first stage of the functioning of advertising. I2 slightly 
decreases an accumulation of I1. Expression (10’) does not adequately describe the 
situation at the first stage, since the amount of redundant information is still small 

The situation changes at the second stage of the functioning of advertising. Over 
time, the nature of the mutual influence of the two types of information changes. The 
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effect of I2 on I1 increases, and the influence of I1 on I2 drops. At the second stage of 
the functioning of advertising negative (redundant) information predominantly 
increases. This means that the effect of positive information will be reduced and 
although I1 according to formula (9) continues to increase, but the “effective” value of 
I (I1+I2) decreases. In fact, I1 turns into I2, because the accumulation of redundant 
information in accordance with the model reduces the “quality” of positive information, 
therefore – its quantity. The noted patterns are qualitatively shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of I1 information accumulation at the first stage of functioning of 

an advertisement. The curve 1 corresponds to I1 accumulation and the curve 2 to I2 

accumulation. The curve 3 is an accumulation of a total positive information received by the 
recipient. 

The perception of useful information throughout the operation of advertising (in fact, 
its effectiveness) is demonstrated in Fig. 3. 

Based on the expressions (9) and (10) for the relative effectiveness (δ) of advertising 
can be written: 

 훿 =
	

 (11) 

 I +	 I = T	 (e − 1) (12) 

 훿 = /	  (13) 

 훿 = 	  (14) 
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of accumulation of a total information received by the recipient at 

the second stage. The first and the second curves correspond to the accumulation of positive 
information for two values parameters 훽  (훽 > 	훽 ), parameter β does not change. The third 
and the fourth curves correspond to accumulation of negative information for two values of 
parameter β (훽 < 훽 ), 훽 	does not change. The fifth curve corresponds to accumulation of 

total positive information received by the recipient. 

 
Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of total positive information received by the recipient during two 

stages of functioning of advertising. 
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Formula (14) in accordance with our model shows that relative effectiveness of 
advertising depends on the influence of the value of parameter 훽 . As we noted above, 
formula (9’) describes the accumulation of positive information at the first stage of the 
advertising operation and formula (10’) is applied to the second stage. 

Due to the quality of advertisement the action of the advertising can be started in the 
different moments of time. This means that advertising can be disconnected for a while 
and then re-presented. 

If the action of the ad starts at the moment t1 the initial conditions will be formulated 
as:  

 퐼 (푡 ) = 0;				퐼 (푡 ) = 0 (15) 

In this case using expressions (5) and (6) we obtain: 

 퐶 +	퐶 −	 = 0 (16) 

 	 	푇 − 훽훽 퐶 푒 = 0 (17) 

 푇 − 훽훽 퐶 푒 = 0 (18) 

 퐶 = 	  (19) 

 퐶 = 푇 −  (20) 

As a result, constants 퐶 	and 퐶 , in contrast to (8), are follows: 

 퐶 = 푇( − );	퐶 = 	  (21) 

Substituting these constants to (5) and (6) and using the formula (11) we obtain: 

 훿 =  (22) 

In this case the relative effectiveness of the advertisements significantly depends on the 
time when the advertisement does not act. We also see that in contrast to formula (14) 
in the last case the relative effectiveness depends on the thesaurus of recipients.  

4 Conclusion  

The effectiveness of advertising is determined by the perception of positive information 
by the recipient. Analysis of the information model of advertising leads to the 
conclusion of a two-stage process of functioning of advertising. This is due to the 
influence of redundant information on useful information that should be perceived by 
the recipient. Excess information appears as a result of multiple presentation of the 
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same advertising material. We claim that in the case of the advertising operation the 
redundant information is always harmful. 

It is significant that the accumulation of both types of information occurs differently 
at different stages of the functioning of advertising. In the first stage, mainly positive 
information is accumulated. The accumulation of redundant (negative) information 
begins with a sufficiently large number of presentations of advertising (in the second 
stage). In this case, the accumulation of positive information continues, but it is 
suppressed by the predominant accumulation of negative information. 

In Figure 1, the vertical line conventionally separates the two stages of the 
functioning of advertising. The position of this line depends on the psychological 
characteristics and the thesaurus of the recipients. Thus, when creating advertising, it is 
important to evaluate the period corresponding to the first stage of the functioning of 
an advertisement, for which a special psychological research is necessary. The effect of 
advertising depends not only on the quality of advertising, but also significantly on the 
thesaurus and psychological characteristics of the recipient. 

The dependence shown in Fig. 1 is of the identical form as the experimental curves 
[3]. 

The obtained results show that for different initial conditions the advertisements act 
in different ways relatively their effectiveness (δ). It means that in the real conditions 
of advertisement operation its effectiveness can change not only in accordance with 
mentioned stages but under influence of other factors, such as turning off and 
subsequent turning on of the advertisement.  
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Abstract. The economic essence of the theft, as a crime against property, and its 
connection to unemployment is revealed. The general model of the support 
system making court decisions as fuzzy production system is developed. For the 
case of theft (Article 185 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine), two variants of the 
implementation of the fuzzy production system – the Mamdani and Sugeno 
algorithms – are proposed. Incorporation of the developed model into the 
“Electronic Court” system, which is a feature of the information society, is able 
to increase the level of automation of judicial practice and prevent corruption. 

Keywords: unemployment, theft, decision support system, court decision, 
linguistic variable. 

1 Introduction 

In addition to the legal aspect, the concept of theft has an economic essence, since it is 
a crime against property. Theft is defined as a set of actions committed by one or a 
group of entities that provide for secret seizure or gainful possession of property, which 
subsequently harms the economic activity of both natural and legal persons. Thefts are 
the most frequent crimes committed in Ukraine - they account for more than 40% of 
the total number of reported crimes. The dynamics of the thefts is shown in Table 1. 
The data are taken from open sources, the website of the Prosecutor General’s Office 
of Ukraine [1]. 

Table 1. The dynamics of the thefts in 2013-2018 years. 

Year Total crimes Theft The percentage of theft from the total number of crimes 
2013 563560 242769 43.07% 
2014 529139 226833 42.86% 
2015 565182 273756 48.43% 
2016 592604 312172 52.67% 
2017 523911 261282 49.87% 
2018 487133 238492 48.95% 
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The main factors of the theft spread in Ukraine are: decrease in the living standards 
of the population as a result of the socio-economic crisis, changes in legislation on the 
qualification of such a crime as theft, unemployment. About 65% of thefts at the time 
of the crime commission were not taken in work and educational activities, more than 
a third were previously tried [2]. 

Punishment appointing is rather complicated and multidimensional process. 
According to the Art. 65 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine [3], the court imposes 
punishment within the limits established in the sanction of the Special Part Article of 
the Criminal Code, which provides for responsibility for the committed crime, in 
accordance with the provisions of the General Part of the Criminal Code, taking into 
account the gravity degree of the offense, the person of the offender the circumstances 
that mitigate and burden the punishment. During choosing a sentence, the judge must 
evaluate all elements of the crime and all the circumstances of its implementation in 
order to determine the extent of liability of the defendant and the appointment of him a 
co-sentence punishment. The degree of punishment, depending on the composition of 
the crime is regulated by the rules of law, which allows formally determine the limits 
of maximum and minimum penalty. In addition to the objective factors in this process, 
there is also subjectivity, the so-called judicial oversight. The choice of the type of 
punishment where the law provides for alternative sanctions remains for the judge. 
Consequently, the weakly formalized part of the sentence remains the assessment of 
the circumstances of committing a crime and the characteristics of the guilty person. 
While judges do not require a detailed comment on the criteria for evaluation, the need 
for a very motivated choice of punishment is clearly regulated. To unify the account of 
mitigating and burdening circumstances and the guilty person it is natural to formalize 
their assessments. The development of a general knowledge base for sentencing, with 
all possible combinations of different circumstances, gives hope for similar sentences 
in similar composition and circumstances of crimes. 

The object of this study is the process of taking court decisions in case of theft. The 
subject of the study determines the methods of collecting and analyzing the parameters 
of real court decisions presented in the natural language. 

The purpose of the article is to build a general decision support system (DSS) in 
court as a fuzzy production system, as well as to conduct a cycle of experiments with a 
developed DSS based on real case data from the Unified State Registry of Judicial 
Decisions in Ukraine [4]. 

2 Problem Statement 

Punishment appointing is rather complicated and multidimensional process. According 
to the Art. 65 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, the court imposes punishment within 
the limits established in the sanction of the Special Part Article of the Criminal Code, 
which provides for responsibility for the committed crime, in accordance with the 
provisions of the General Part of the Criminal Code, taking into account: 1) the gravity 
degree of the offense, 2) the person of the offender, 3) the circumstances that mitigate 
and burden the punishment. 
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The legislative sanction of the article takes into account both quantitative indicators 
of the relevant circumstances and qualitative ones. 

In accordance to this, were chosen the following input variables. 
The linguistic variable Severity, which characterizes the degree of gravity of the 

offence, takes on the meaning of the term set {small, medium, large}. This variable 
allows you to take into account the repetition of a crime, the existence of past 
punishment, a collective crime, and so on. 

The linguistic variable Personality characterizes the identity of the offender and 
takes value with the term set {negative, neutral, positive}. It allows for taking into 
account, for example, employment, availability of socially useful activities, description 
from the place of residence, etc. 

It should be noted, that according to Part 3 of Art. 66 of the Criminal Code of 
Ukraine, if in any of the circumstances mitigating the punishment provided for in the 
Article of the Special Part of the Criminal Code as a sign of a crime that affects his 
qualification, the court can not once again take it into account when imposing a 
punishment as such that mitigate the punishment [3]. There are eleven mitigate 
circumstances. Two linguistic variables were chosen to assess the circumstances, that 
mitigate the punishment. The linguistic variable Mitigation evaluates the possibility of 
taking into account a judge of a certain number of realized circumstances. The linguistic 
variable LM assesses the level of punishment mitigation by circumstances, that were 
implemented. 

Also, during constructing the algorithm of sentencing, we have taken the specified 
in Art. 67 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, burdening circumstances. Such 
circumstances are determined by fourteen. When imposing a sentence, the court can 
not recognize that it is burdened by other circumstances. If any of the circumstances 
that burden a punishment is stipulated in the Article of the Special Part of the Criminal 
Code as a sign of a crime affecting its qualification, the court can not re-consider it 
when imposing a sentence as burden it [3]. Input variables to assess the circumstances 
that impose a punishment on Burden and LB. The linguistic variable Burden gives an 
assessment of the possibility of taking into account a certain number of realized 
circumstances. The linguistic variable LB assesses the level of punishment burden by 
the circumstances that were implemented. 

The linguistic variable Lawyer characterizes the level of neutrality of the judge and 
takes on the meaning of the term-set {soft, middle, hard}. We will assume that the judge 
is fair in the level of “middle”. Introduction of additional terms will put the problem of 
the adequacy of the sentence, the impact assessment of judges person. 

The court may impose a measure of punishment, the constituent parts of which are 
fines, restrictions of freedom and imprisonment (real and conditional), public works. 
Assign the following output variables. 

The output linguistic variable Fine determines the size of the fine. The output 
linguistic variable Years determines the term of imprisonment. The output linguistic 
variable RF (Restriction of freedom) determines the level of freedom restrictions. The 
output linguistic variable Public Works determines the public works The output 
linguistic variable Condition determines real and conditional imposition of punishment. 
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For all output linguistic variables were chosen the term-set, which contain three 
terms that characterize the implementation level {low, medium, high}. 

The membership functions of the terms of input and output linguistic variables are 
determined by experts. Value ranges are regulated by the relevant legislation separately 
for each article. Thus, the general DSS model in court has the form: 

 (Fine, Years, RF, Public Works, Condition) = 
=F(Severity, Personality, Mitigation, LM, Burden, LB, Lawyer), (1) 

where F is the corresponding fuzzy output algorithm. 
For the experiment, the authors selected art. 185 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine on 

theft [3]. 
Different parts of Article Art. 185 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine on theft [3] have 

different versions of sentences. Difficulty base of fuzzy production rules will be 
determined by the content of certain articles. 

3 Literature Review 

The problem of limitation of the court decisions objectivity was raised in 1963 in 
Clark’s work, “The Limits of Judicial Objectivity”, which pointed to the basic rule for 
passing judgments: “Government of laws, and not of men” [5]. But achieving the 
perfect implementation of such a rule is impossible for a number of reasons, one of 
them is the uncertainty of many legal concepts. This is confirmed by the fact that the 
European Court, in view of the versatility of the notion of “justice” in decisions of 
national courts, does not define the criteria for a fair judicial discretion, but only sets 
out its tentative decision taking into account the provisions of Art. 6 “Convention for 
the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms” [6]. 

The approach to defining the fuzzy notion of “fair court” was proposed, in particular, 
in the work of Yu. Tobot [7], where the notion of “impartiality” was adopted as the 
criterion for a fair judicial discretion, indicating the same attitude of the court to the 
different sides of the dispute, resolving it without giving preference to one of the parties, 
that is, “neutrality” of the court. In this case, each judge has his own idea of justice 
discretion. According to V. Ladychenko [8], justice is not so much theoretically 
realized as it is intuitively perceived, sometimes with the subconscious understanding 
of it: people seem to consider the correctness of one or another act of the judiciary on 
the “internal scales” of justice. 

The formalization of the decision-making process requires such scientific methods 
that would provide the opportunity, on the input data collected during the investigation 
and the pre-trial investigation, to propose the judge a version of the sentence, which is 
formulated in the subject field language and is the same for all courts of the country. 

In the monograph D. Dyadkin [9] developed an algorithmic approach to the 
definition of a sentence according to the rules of law. The author advocates developing 
a more formal approach in determining the extent of punishment and reducing the 
proportion that is determined by the judge’s care. D. Dyadkin demonstrates, on the 
example of assessing the social danger of crime, the possibility of a formal approach, 
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using fuzzy logical deduction. Another example is the work [10] devoted to the 
development of a product model in making judgments based on the Mamdani algorithm 
for the case of moderate causing of serious harm to health. 

There is a sufficiently developed theory of fuzzy / linguistic models, which is 
described in particular in [11]. Such fuzzy / linguistic models that are interpretable and 
can also be learned from the data. Also, we note that methods of fuzzy mathematics are 
widely used and are effective in formalizing the knowledge and experience of experts 
in various fields of human activity, as demonstrated in publications [9-16]. 

Previously, by the authors of this article in [17], was constructed fuzzy production 
system based on Sugeno’s algorithm. Work was based on the materials of criminal 
sentences in relation to Part 1 of the Art. 185 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. But 
unresolved issues were the choice validity of the fuzzy output algorithm, the study of 
the impact of different versions of sentences (according to various articles of the 
Criminal Code of Ukraine) on the complexity of the production rules base. 

4 Materials and methods  

Legal documents are characterized by a certain structuring and precision of the 
terminology that uses the terminology of the law. The style of legal documents is 
marked by the language standardization and unification, the wide use of consistent 
phrases, stencils, standard texts using. It can be argued that the good interpretation of 
the fuzzy logical conclusion is determined by the well-established theory of the 
semantics of the specialized language of the legal branch [11]. Despite this, not all legal 
terms are subject to formalization, which justifies the choice of fuzzy mathematics 
methods. 

To construct the fuzzy production system, it is necessary to form a base of agreed 
fuzzy production rules that contain formalized domain experts knowledge. The basic 
formalism is the notion of a linguistic variable, which meaning can be the words and 
phrases of the experts specialized natural language. The linguistic variable takes on the 
term-set value, which elements are the terms given by a fuzzy set with a definite 
membership function, as described in detail in fundamental labor [11]. 

During constructing the system and conducting experiments, the authors sought to 
obtain an approximation of the known sentences values from the source [4], which 
would allow the source data of the system to be used later as a reference, the basis for 
sentencing a judge, common to all courts all over the country. 

5 Experiments 

As can be seen from formula (1), some output variables of common DSS model – Fine, 
Years – take numerical values, so it is interesting to compare the possibilities of the 
most common model of fuzzy logic output from Mamdani algorithm with fuzzy logic 
output from Sugeno algorithm, which has a clear output the value of some function of 
the input variables. 
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Consider the stages of the Mamdani algorithm and the Sugeno algorithm 
implementations in the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox MatLab [18]. 

Without losing generalization for greater certainty, we will continue to consider the 
process of making a judicial decision on the example of art. 185 of the Criminal Code 
of Ukraine [3], consisting of five parts. To conduct an experiment, choose part 3 of this 
article, whereby theft, which is associated with penetration into the home, other 
premises or repository, or which has caused significant harm to the victim, is punishable 
by imprisonment for a term of 3 to 6 years. 

Thus, the general DSS model in court by the formula (1) is transformed for part three 
of Art. 185 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine concerning theft [3] in the formula, which 
has the form: 

 Years = F(Severity, Personality, Mitigation, LM, Burden, LB, Lawyer), (2) 

where F is the corresponding fuzzy output algorithm. 
Membership functions terms of input and output linguistic variables determined on 

materials of sentences for criminal case under part 3 of Art. 185 of the Criminal Code 
of Ukraine. The most successful were the trapezoidal term membership functions for 
the input variables Severity, Lawyer, Mitigation, Personality, Burden, and triangular 
for LB, LM. 

Membership functions terms of input variables are presented in Fig. 1 and Table 2. 

 
Fig. 1. The membership function of variable outputs on the Mamdani algorithm. 

The membership functions of the terms of the output variables by the Mamdani 
algorithm characterizing the years of imprisonment are presented on Fig. 2 and in 
Table 3. 

The membership functions of the output variable Years were built on the basis of 
judicial practice, according to which it is known that the shortest term, which is 
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appointed according to Part 3 of Art. 185 of the Criminal Code of Ukraine, is one year. 
The longest term – six years – is a very severe punishment that occurs in court sentences 
very rarely. 

Table 2. DSS input linguistic variables and their terms of membership functions. 

Linguistic variables Terms designation and associated membership functions 

Severity d1 
[0 0 0.6 1.2] 

d2 
[0.5 1 2 2.5] 

d3 
[1.8 2.4 3 3] 

Personality Disrepute 
[0 0 0.4] 

Norm 
[0.14 0.46 0.54 0.86] 

Good 
[0.6 1 1.4] 

Mitigation  m1 
[0 0 3 4] 

m2 
[3 5 6 8] 

m3 
[7 8 11 11] 

LM  lm1 
[0 0 0.4] 

lm2 
[0.1 0.5 0.9] 

lm3 
[0.6 1 1.4] 

Burden b1 
[0 0 4 6] 

b2 
[4 6 8 10] 

b3 
[8 10 14 14] 

LB  lb1 
[0 0 0.4] 

lb2 
[0.1 0.5 0.9] 

lb3 
[0.6 1 1.4] 

Lawyer  Soft 
[0 0 0.15 0.4] 

Middle 
[0.05 0.4 0.6 0.85] 

Hard 
[0.6 0.85 1 1] 

 
Fig. 2. Surface response to output variable Years of input variables Severity, Mitigation. 

Table 3. The output variables of DSS model. 

Algorithm Variable y1 y2 y3 
Mamdani  Years [1 1 2] [1 2 3 4] [3 4 5 6] 

Sugeno Years 
(linear) 

[0.01 0 0.22 -0.144 -0.01 
0.1 -0.09 2.9] 

[0.01 0 0.22 -0.144 -
0.01 0.1 -0.09 2.9] 

[0.01 0 0.22 -0.144 -
0.0 0 -0.0 2.9] 
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For an example of the DSS work result in Fig. 2 there is a response surface for the 
Mamdani model for the output variable Years from the input variables Severity, 
Mitigation. 

For the Mamdani algorithm, such fuzzy production rules have been developed: IF 
the degree of gravity of the offence = big AND the personality = negative AND the 
mitigation circumstances = from 7 to 11 AND the burdening circumstances = from 8 
to 14 AND the level of neutrality of the judge = middle AND the level of the burdening 
circumstances = big AND the level of the mitigation circumstances = big THEN 
punishment will be from 1 to 4. 

In the case of the Sugeno algorithm, such fuzzy production rules have been 
developed: IF the level of neutrality of the judge = “middle” THEN the punishment will 
be y1, IF the level of neutrality of the judge = “soft” THEN the punishment will be y2, 
IF the level of neutrality of the judge = “hard” THEN the punishment will be y3.  

Table 4. Fuzzy Production Rules Rs, s = 1-28 for Fuzzy Output System by Mamdani 
Algorithm. 

Rs Severity Lawyer Burden MitigationPersonality LB LM Years 
1 D1     Lb1 Lm3 Y1 
2 D2 middle   norm   Y2 
3 D2 soft  M3 norm  Lm3 Y2 
4 D3 hard B3  disrepute Lb3  Y3 
5 D3 middle B3  good Lb3  Y2 
6  middle B3 M3 disrepute Lb1 Lm3 Y2 
7  soft  M3   Lm3 Y1 
8  hard B3   Lb3  Y3 
9 D3 middle B3 M3 disrepute Lb3 Lm3 Y2 
10 D3 middle B3 M1 disrepute Lb3 Lm1 Y3 
11   B3   Lb3  Y3 
12    M3   Lm3 Y1 
13   B3 M3  Lb3 Lm3 Y2 
14 D1       Y1 
15 D2       Y2 
16 D3       Y3 
17  soft      Y1 
18  Middle      Y2 
19  hard      Y3 
20     disrepute   Y3 
21     norm   Y2 
22     good   Y1 
23   B1   Lb1  Y1 
24   B2   Lb2  Y2 
25   B3   Lb3  Y3 
26    M1   Lm1 Y3 
27    M2   Lm2 Y2 
28    M3   Lm3 Y1 

 
In the case of the Mamdani algorithm, the knowledge base combines 28 production 
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rules (Table 4), three of which coincide with the basic rules of the Sugeno algorithm. 
Due to such a number of rules, greater compliance with the non-linearity of the court 
decision-making process is achieved. 

6 Results 

In Table 5 and Table 6 summarize the results of the experiment on the DSS developed 
according to the sentences of six typical cases from the register of court decisions in 
Ukraine [4]. 

Table 5. Input data to experiment. 

Data on offense by sentence Input 
variable Term value 

Case No. 207/2695/17 
repeatedly, with penetration into the home; material damage in 
the amount of 42059 UAH Severity d3=2.5 

Reccurence of crime Burden b3=5.8 
Contrition Mitigation m3=7.65 
not working, not married, previously sentenced Personality Disrepute=0.159 
- LB lb3=0.635 
- LM lm3=0.3 

Case No. 206/4630/17 
penetration into the home; material damage in the amount of 
762.50 UAH Severity d1=0.7 

not been established by court Burden 0 
not been established by court Mitigation 0 
not working, the place of residence is characterized by a 
negative; abusing alcohol drinks, not convicted Personality Norm=0.5 

- LB 0 
- LM 0 

Case No. 315/1155/17 
penetration into another room, material damage for 290 UAH Severity d1=0.2 
committing a crime in a state of intoxication Burden b3=1 
sincere repentance and active assistance in the disclosure of the 
crime Mitigation m3=1 

not married, not working, inclined to drink alcohol, inclined to 
persistent criminal activity, not convicted Personality Disrepute=0.4 

- LB lb3=0.5 
- LM lm3=0.3 

Case No. 127/14282/16-k 
repeatedly, with penetration into the home; material damage in 
the amount of 4131.70 UAH Severity d3=2.5 

recidivism of a crime Burden b3=5.8 
contrition Mitigation m3=7.65 
not working, married, before convicted Personality Disrepute=0.2 
- LB lb3=1 
- LM lm3=0.1 

Case No. 161/13758/17 
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Data on offense by sentence Input 
variable Term value 

got into the territory of the house; material damage in the 
amount of 516.15 UAH Severity d1=0.7 

committing a crime in a state of intoxication Burden b3=1 
sincere repentance and active assistance in the disclosure of the 
crime Mitigation m3=1 

not married, not working, before convicted Personality Disrepute=0.25 
- LB lb3=0.5 
- LM lm3=0.3 

Case No. 311/2510/17 
repeatedly, combined with penetration into the home; property 
damage for the total amount of UAH 10800.28+ UAH 8527 Severity d2=2.3 

not been established by court Burden 0 
acknowledged guilty completely, repentantly Mitigation m3=1 
not married, not working, before convicted Personality Norm=0.5 
- LB 0 
- LM lm3=0.3 

Table 6. Comparison of judgments and decisions made by the DSS for the output variable 
Years. 

Case No. Term of imprisonment by court sentence Algorithm 
DSS re-

commen-
dation 

Devia-
tion 

207/2695/17 3 years and 3 months (3.25) Mamdani 3.25 0 
Sugeno 3.17 -0.08 

206/4630/17 3 years Mamdani 3.25 +0.25 
Sugeno 2.9 -0.1 

315/1155/17 3 years Mamdani 3.25 +0.25 
Sugeno 3 0 

127/14282/16-k 3 years 6 months (3.5) Mamdani 3.5 0 
Sugeno 3.1 -0.4 

161/13758/17 4 years (with the establishment of probation 2 
years) 

Mamdani 3.25 -0.75 
Sugeno 3 -1.0 

311/2510/17 

4 years (Punishment with dismissal on the 
basis of Art. 75 of the Criminal Code of 

Ukraine with the establishment of probation 3 
years) 

Mamdani 3.25 -0.75 

Sugeno 2.75 -1.25 

 
In all cases, given in Table 5, it was considered that the decision is made by a fair 

judge, that is, the input variable Lawyer takes the value Middle with the corresponding 
value of the membership function 0.5. 

The Mamdani algorithm for the first four cases presented in Table 6, has generated 
the punishment that is either coincidental or more severe on 0.25 years than was 
pronounced by a court sentence. The Sugeno algorithm in these cases showed an 
absolute deviation of -0.4 to 0 years, with reducing the term of imprisonment. 

For the last two cases from Table 6 both Mamdani and Sugeno algorithms generated 
milder punishment compared with the term of imprisonment by court decision. This is 
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due to the influence of the more complex content of the sentence, which contains a 
reference to other articles of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. Reduce or avoid this 
discrepancy maybe the complication of the model (2) with the additional Condition 
provided in the general model (1). 

7 Discussion 

When substantiating the choice of fuzzy output algorithm, it is necessary to take into 
account possible errors in the generated solutions and the complexity of calculations by 
the chosen algorithm. Similar questions were raised for an individual case of 
approximation of the continuous function of one variable in the work [13]. 

At the level of the conducted experiment, both systems of fuzzy logic output 
Mamdani and Sugeno showed the adequacy of the generated results of sentences 
without the apparent advantage of one of the algorithms. But the linearity of the output 
functions of the Sugeno algorithm provides a more simple setup of the fuzzy output 
system and yields a gain from a computational point of view. 

Both systems responded equally to the existence of additional conditions, which in 
practice proved to be mitigating of the court desicion. This is confirmation of the need 
to introduce qualitative, non-numeric parameters to the system’s input. The 
introduction of such variables is more convenient in the system of fuzzy logic output 
using the Mamdani algorithm. 

The following steps of improving DSS in the courts are dictated by the need of 
developing unified rules for initializing input variables, which will allow adjusting 
fuzzy production models to obtain the fair verdict in cases involving the crime in several 
parts of one article and / or several different articles of the Criminal Code of Ukraine. 

8 Conclusions 

The scientific novelty of the work determines the general model construction of the 
decision support system in court as fuzzy production system, as well as a cycle of 
experiments with the developed DSS on the basis of real data on convictions on cases 
from the database of the Unified State Register of Court Solution in Ukraine. 

The practical value of this work is that the use of fuzzy logic methods is potentially 
productive to support fair court decisions, since it allows one to approach the 
formalization of the notion of fair court decision.  

It appears perspective to introduct such subsystem into the system of the Single 
Judicial Information and Telecommunication System (SJITS) – “Electronic Court”, 
which testing was started in 18 pilot courts of Ukraine from 04.06.2018, is considered. 
This will increase the level of automation of routine moments of judicial practice, bring 
the information society closer. 
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Abstract. The article deals with the prototyping of an information system for 
intrabank monitoring of transactions related to money laundering. It has been 
proven that the automation of financial monitoring system would increase the 
bank’s efficiency due to examining all bank transactions without exception, 
leveling the human factor, maximizing the speed of identifying suspicious 
transactions, which will provide the bank management with the possibility to 
reduce reputational risk and minimize losses related to paying penalties imposed 
by regulatory agencies. It has been established that the prototype of the 
information system for monitoring transactions related to money laundering 
through banks should consist of a model of the business process monitoring in an 
automated system environment, a DFD model of automated monitoring of 
banking transactions, a structural database model, user interface forms and the 
logic of validation business rules. The resulting methodological and practical 
developments are a universal component of the financial monitoring system of 
any bank since they have the opportunity to transform and adapt to new standards 
for reporting entities or differentiation of the business processes of a bank. 

Keywords: money laundering, intrabank monitoring, information system. 

1 Introduction 

The problem of countering the shadow economy is relevant for Ukraine since its 
independence. According to the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade of 
Ukraine, the level of the shadow sector was in the range of 32-43% of GDP in the period 
from 2010 to 2018 [1]. This share is confirmed by the FATF studies, which determine 
the value of the shadow sector in the range of 20-40% of GDP for transition economies 
[2]. It is fair to note that a significant part of the shadow sector in Ukraine is formed as 
a result of money laundering.  

Given the fact that the financial system of Ukraine is bank-centered, the main 
participants in money laundering are banks. Thus, according to the State Financial 
Monitoring Service of Ukraine, the number of reports of suspicious financial 
transactions recorded in 2017 was 8,013,500 (by 26.8% more than in 2016), and 99% 
of these reports were generated by banks. At the same time, we note that more than 
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90% of financial transactions of records taken by the State Financial Monitoring 
Service belong to compulsory financial monitoring [3]. Thus, the requirements of state 
regulators lead to the identification of suspicious transactions, and the system of 
internal financial monitoring of banks is ineffective. 

Thus, the formation of an autonomous, quick response and multi-functional 
intrabank financial monitoring system becomes relevant. The solution of this task is 
proposed to be implemented through the prototyping of an information system for 
monitoring transactions related to money laundering through banks.  

2 Literature Review 

The world scientific community pays considerable attention to the study of the 
peculiarities of banking transactions related to money laundering. Thus, the place of 
banks among other money laundering tools is highlighted in the works by P. He [4], 
M. Betron [5], B. Unger [6]. These scientists determine the important role of banking 
transactions among all other money laundering methods and emphasize the need for 
active counteraction to these illegal actions, both inside the bank and at the level of 
state regulation. Moreover, scientists determine the continuing trend of growth in the 
funds that were laundered through the financial system. 

Other group of scientists J. Simser [7], A. Chong, F. Lopez-De-Silanes [8], D. Sat et 
al. [9] and F. Teichmann [10] study the prospects of using different money laundering 
tools. Scientists concluded that despite the active use of the latest technologies 
(cryptocurrency) for illegal activity, banks in certain regions of the world would remain 
a very relevant money laundering tool. 

Finance Stability Board [11], Y. Isa et al. [12], and E. Tsingou [13] studied the issue 
of financial monitoring in banks and the peculiarities of counteraction to the use of bank 
transactions for money laundering. These studies are focused on highlighting the 
mechanisms used in various banks worldwide to counteract the use of their transactions 
for money laundering, as well as the role of bank staff in this process. In parallel, the 
authors emphasize the need for state regulators to intensify the internal banking system 
of financial monitoring by developing appropriate coercive regulatory legal acts. 

Exploring existing research on the role of information systems in detecting fraud in 
the financial sector, we note that E. Karuppiah et al. [14] generalized the basic machine 
learning techniques for the preparation, processing and transformation of data related 
to money laundering. 

In addition, it is necessary to pay attention to some more scientific works. Thus, 
V. Pramod, J. Li, P. Gao [15] proposed a new structure for the prevention of money 
laundering in banks formed by mapping COBIT (Control for Information and Related 
Technology) processes to the COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organization) 
components. In turn, S. Gao, D. Xu, H. Wang, P. Green [16] proposed to use the 
intelligent agents technology to increase the flexibility of managerial decisions in the 
field of banking monitoring. Thus, the authors have developed a multi-agent framework 
in the form of a stand-alone system, which can be integrated into the business processes 
of a bank and will detect transactions related to money laundering. 
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Scientific paper by E. Divya, P. Umadevi [17], which deals with the Transaction 
Flow Analysis (TFA) system, deserves attention. The proposed information model 
implies the identification of banking transactions, which are not bound to any file 
format, and their subsequent clustering in terms of the probability of being associated 
with money laundering. 

3 Findings 

When studying the features of the prototyping of the information system for intrabank 
financial monitoring, we note that the process of identifying transactions related to 
money laundering is quite arduous, periodic in nature, significantly dependent on 
personnel decisions, but well formalized. Therefore, we analyze the existing system of 
intrabank financial monitoring, which was developed using BPMN 2.0 notation [18] and 
Bizagi Studio [19] (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Diagram of the existing intrabank monitoring business process. 

Thus, the identification of the risk related to using bank services for money laundering 
consists in assessing the sources of income received by the entity or individual. Thus, 
we check: 

─ compliance of the funds credited to a bank account with the financial status of the 
client; 

─ regularity of receipt of funds, and further cash withdrawals; 
─ signs of evasion from the mandatory financial monitoring procedure on the part of a 

client; 
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─ status of a beneficiary in the case of crediting funds from many individuals or legal 
entities; 

─ payment by the client for remote services; 
─ payment of the royalty fee, crediting foreign currency to the card account of the 

client; 
─ paying off client’s loan for elite goods or real estate; 
─ similar IP-addresses of client transactions with other transactions; 
─ transactions exceeding 150,000 UAH. 

After each verification, the transaction risk record is entered into the database. 
Thus, there are the following shortcomings of the existing system for financial 

monitoring of risks related to using bank services for money laundering: 

─ the absence of a unified system of obligatory transactions, which, depending on the 
level of their regulation by a particular regulatory legal act, are mandatory or 
recommended; 

─ all transactions are carried out manually by a bank employee, requiring the 
appropriate competence and a considerable amount of time; 

─ the introduction of a transaction into the risk operations base occurs at the discretion 
of the banking specialist, which renders impossible a high level of impartiality of the 
assessment; 

─ risk assessments of money laundering are not conducted by the bank employees 
during each transaction. Definition of suspicious transactions is carried out 
periodically depending on the risk level of the client, depending on the suspicion of 
the specialist in accordance with the client’s transactions or in accordance with the 
requests of the back office employees. 

Thus, an effective solution to the problems of low efficiency of the intrabank system 
for financial monitoring of risks associated with money laundering is the use of 
information technologies. Domestic banks do not have such systems due to the specifics 
of the subject area. Therefore, we propose to create a prototype of an automated system 
for financial monitoring of banking transactions. For this purpose, the team of authors 
improved the existing bank monitoring process, taking into account the possibility of 
its automation. Figure 2 is a diagram of the improved business process of financial 
monitoring, which was developed using BPMN 2.0 notation [18] and Bizagi Studio [19]. 

Considering the data presented in Figure 2, it can be argued that the automated 
system, instead of the employees of the bank front office, should deal with the main 
actions related to the verification of suspicious transactions. This will allow unloading 
the front office managers regarding verification of potential transactions related to 
money laundering. Their automation will assist in improving the efficiency of the bank 
staff during the implementation of financial monitoring. Namely, first, it will allow for 
constant online verification. Secondly, the situation of the employee’s impact on the 
verification process and concealing or distorting its results will no longer be possible. 
This will occur because the system provides for the application of business rules logic 
that will assist in the automatic selection of those transactions that do not meet the 
specified conditions. An administrator is responsible for their settings, and other bank 
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employees will not be able to purposefully influence the verification process. Thirdly, 
such a system allows verifying a larger volume of transactions concerning their 
involvement in money laundering and terrorism financing. Since monitoring is 
necessarily applied to transactions, for example, the amount of which exceeds UAH 
150,000, transactions with lower amounts, which may also have criminal sources of 
origin, remain without attention. The use of an automated system will facilitate the 
verification of all transactions, regardless of their amount. Fourthly, the advantage of 
the proposed solution is the flexibility of setting up this system in case of changes in 
legislation or the provisions of the National Bank of Ukraine and bank instructions for 
verifying such transactions. This is possible due to changes in the parameters of 
business rules used to verify transactions. 

 
Fig. 2. The monitoring business process model in an automated system environment. 

When designing an intrabank financial monitoring system, it is important to build an 
information model that provides insight into the interconnections between the system 
objects and their structure. For this purpose, based on the proposed business process 
(Figure 2), the authors developed an information model based on the Structured 
Analysis and Design Technique (SADT) in the DFD (Data Flow Diagrams) notation. 
The authors chose this methodology due to its capabilities of the description of data 
flows, taking into account their interaction in the process of manual and automated 
processing of information. Thus, Figure 3 shows the result of this simulation – the DFD-
model of financial monitoring of banking transactions performed in the software 
environment All Fusion Process Modeller [20]. 
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The proposed model includes the following main entities, such as “Bank Client” and 
“Front Office Manager”, 14 main functions related to the verification of banking 
transactions concerning their use in money laundering or terrorist financing, and 8 basic 
structures for storing information. Input and output streams of information are defined 
between the presented objects.  

The functions 1-13 from Figure 3 show the main areas of monitoring: the first 
verification the criticality of the client’s risk level, the second verification the type of 
client, the third verification conformity with financial condition, the forth verification 
the regularity of cash flow and cash withdrawal, the fifth verification the signs of 
avoidance from obligatory financial monitoring, the sixth verification the cash deposit, 
etc. In these areas, there are transactions identified as if there is a risk of money 
laundering. The results of verifications are accumulated in the block “Make a decision” 
where the decision is made on whether there is a risk on a transaction or there is no risk. 

 
Fig. 3. DFD-model of automated monitoring of banking transactions. 

Understanding information about incoming and outcoming streams is very important. 
Since the main subject of monitoring is a client transaction, it is verified by comparing 
with the criteria. As criteria, a bank can use the client’s financial documentation, loan 
payments, information about payments for expensive purchases, transactions that do 
not correspond to the client’s type of activity, information about payments of author's 
fees, the IP-address of the operation, etc. This information is usually contained in an 
automated banking system, where the automated financial monitoring module will be 
integrated. 

The developed DFD-model formed the basis for the creation of a logical data 
scheme, which implementation allowed forming the internal information system of the 
system prototype. For this purpose, entities were created, relationships were 
established, relations types were selected, and attributes were specified. Thus, a 
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complete data structure was created to develop a database of automated monitoring system, 
which was developed using Bizagi Studio [19] (Figure 4). 

The proposed model (Figure 4) identifies a structured database model running SQL 
Server that determines how data is available, stored and used in the system. The value 
of the model lies in the fact that it takes into account the main specificity of monitoring 
transactions in the bank. 

 
Fig. 4. Database structural model of automated monitoring system. 

The next step in developing the system prototype is the development of interfaces and 
the definition of basic business rules. Thus, the user interface forms have been 
developed that allow seeing how the user will interact with the system. Since the 
proposed system carries out the entire verification process without the employee’s 
participation, the verification results form were created (Figure 5). 

The developed form allows us to get information about the client, the transaction and 
the results of the monitoring according to thirteen rules. Only two options were 
proposed for each risk position. The system gives the option “YES” if there is a risk of 
a transaction. The system issues “NO” in the absence of risk. The information system 
also allows us to get a general result of monitoring. The “YES” answer will indicate the 
presence of risk at any level of verification and a transaction will be rejected. If there is 
no risk at all levels of monitoring, the system will give the answer “NO” and a 
transaction will be accepted. 

For automatic execution of actions, the system has developed basic business 
verification rules. These rules are important for the further development of the 
automated system. The development of the rules was carried out according to the 
following logic, represented by the formulas 1-3. 

To conduct monitoring, there are next business rules (Formulas 1-2): 

 IF [Condition of Verification_1 ≠ Criteria of Verification_1] 
THEN [Risk = 1] ELSE [Risk =0] (1) 

… 
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 IF [Condition of Verification_N ≠ Criteria of Verification_N] 
THEN [Risk = 1] ELSE [Risk =0], (2) 

where Condition of Verification_1 – a condition for verifying a transaction for a certain 
type of risk that corresponds to the first function of Figure 3; Condition of 
Verification_N – a condition for verifying a transaction for a certain type of risk that 
corresponds to one of the functions of Figure 3 (as an example, it is the condition of 
verification the signs of avoidance from obligatory financial monitoring); N – a number 
of verifications from 1 to 13; Criteria of Verification_1 – the first criterion that is chosen 
to verify the transaction for the risk of money laundering; Criteria of Verification_N - 
the criteria 2-13 that is chosen to verify the transaction for the risk of money laundering 
(as an example, it is the criterion that corresponds to the information about client's cash 
transactions on him account); Risk = 1 – presence of money laundering transaction risk; 
Risk =0 – lack of money laundering transaction risk. 

 
Fig. 5. User interface form with results of verification. 

To obtain the overall monitoring result, the following business rule is set (Formula 3): 

IF [Verification_1 = 1 OR Verification_2 = 1 OR Verification_3 = 1 OR Verification_4 
= 1 OR Verification_5 = 1 OR Verification_6 = 1 OR Verification_7 = 1 OR 
Verification_8 = 1 OR Verification_9 = 1 OR Verification_10 = 1 OR Verification_11 
= 1 OR Verification_12 = 1 OR Verification_13 = 1] THEN [“YES” Risk AND Reject 
operation] ELSE [“NO” Risk AND Accept Operation], (3) 

where Verification_1,2,…,13 – the result of each verification; “YES” Risk AND Reject 
operation – the decision when the risk of money laundering is present and the 
transaction is rejected; “NO” Risk AND Accept Operation – the decision when there is 
no risk of money laundering and the transaction is accepted. 
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The developed rules constitute a group “Define Expressions”, determining the 
behavior of the system under certain conditions. Thus, the rules take into account 
branching conditions that correspond to a positive verification result when the 
transaction is not at risk related to money laundering or negative when the transaction 
is entered into the database of risky operations and blocked by the system. 

4 Conclusion 

It is fair to note that despite the fact that the problem of assessing the risk related to 
using banks for money laundering or terrorism financing is not a priority, but its 
solution is extremely important both for banks and for the state as a whole. Thus, over 
the past five years, the rate of money laundering through banking transactions 
significantly exceeds the rate of economic growth in Ukraine. In turn, for banks, the 
risks are manifested in the strengthening of supervision on the part of the National Bank 
of Ukraine, increased motivation of bank staff to fraud and the future loss of financial 
stability.  

Banks, as entities of initial financial monitoring, should analyze client's transactions 
to identify the features that are typical for the laundering of money obtained illegally. 
As part of this activity, they can only detect these operations by post factum. Practical 
experience of Ukrainian banks shows that financial monitoring is periodic, non-
systematic, carried out manually, its results can be influenced by the “human factor”, 
which is a manifestation of a corrupt component. But the main task of monitoring is to 
prevent transactions which there is a risk of money laundering with. Therefore, the 
prototyping of an information system for monitoring banking transactions related to 
money laundering is a very topical issue. 

Thus, a prototype of an automated system for financial monitoring of transactions 
was obtained to find their connection with money laundering. The prototype consists 
of a monitoring business process model in an automated system environment, a DFD 
automated banking monitoring model, a database structural model, user interface forms 
and validation business rules logic.  

The application of the proposed information system allows us to verify the client's 
transactions on the thirteen risk rules. This approach makes it possible to assess the risk 
of money laundering for each transaction. If an operation does not correspond at least 
one rule, then it is rejected. The system concludes that there is an increased risk of this 
transaction. Because of the automatic process, the influence of bank employees on risk 
transactions is excluded. Furthermore, the front-office worker can make a decision 
based on information obtained from the information system. 

The implementation of the proposed system will automate the monitoring process, 
reduce its labor intensity, increase the efficiency of verification by processing more 
transactions, and shift the focus from the employee to the automated system to reduce 
the impact on the verification results. 

In the future it is planned to implement the proposed prototype into the practical 
activity of banks at the level of subjects of initial financial monitoring. Since this 
implementation involves the necessity to optimize the monitoring business process in 
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a bank, it requires a considerable amount of time. In today's conditions of intensifying 
the struggle with the problem of money laundering, the interest of banks in this decision 
is unconditional. Under the influence of regulation of this problem by the National Bank 
of Ukraine, the implementation by banks an automated monitoring system will 
contribute to the creation of a unified information base of monitoring and information 
integration at the level of subjects of state monitoring. 
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Abstract. The purpose of this article is to justify the necessity for state regulation 
of the labour market. Various options for setting wages at the state level, trade 
unions and employers are considered. It is shown the expediency of state 
regulation of the labour market in order to ensure the optimal level of 
employment. It has been established that the maximum tax base and the highest 
level of employment are achieved simultaneously, with the same optimal level of 
remuneration. None of these goals can be achieved separately from the other. 

Keywords: labour market, state’s regulation, optimal level of employment, 
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1 Introduction 

Unemployment is one of the most acute social and economic problems. A high level of 
unemployment indicates a low level of supply of goods, because when the amount of 
capital and are specified, production depends on the amount of labour resources used. 
At the same time, excessive unemployment is the cause of the low level of consumer 
demand, which also leads to the formation of disproportions in the economy. The 
minimum unemployment is one of the criteria of a developed economy, therefore, the 
problem of studying the characteristics of the labour market and the formation of wages 
is very relevant.  

The article [1] shows the rising relevance of the institutional theories for the labour 
market economics. The paper [2] develops a New Keynesian model with labour search 
and investigates the effects of product and labour market regulation on macroeconomic 
outcomes. The paper [3] explores the influence of labour market institutions on 
aggregate fluctuations. The article [4] reviews concepts and theories regarding 
economic balance in incidence with the labour market. In paper [5] is estimated a 
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dynamic stochastic search-matching model with heterogeneous workers and aggregate 
productivity shocks. In [6] is found that workers respond to declining macroeconomic 
conditions by increasing work effort. In the paper [7] labour market institutions and 
policies are shown to affect the labour income share. In the article [8] author examines 
the effect of employment protection rules on labour productivity. The paper [9] 
analyses possible relations between Employment protection legislation, real GDP 
growth and wage share. The paper [10] studies the macroeconomic impact of a statutory 
minimum wage. The paper [11] investigates the relationship between political 
instability and labour market institutions. In the article [12] the effects of labour market 
reforms are studied in an innovation-driven model of endogenous growth with a 
heterogeneous labour force, labour market rigidities, and structural unemployment. In 
the article [13] is created structural vector autoregressive error correction model for 
labour productivity, employment, unemployment rate and real wages. The paper [14] 
uses individual-level data to estimate the labour market consequences of environmental 
policies. In the paper [15] a theoretical model to investigate the relation between 
corruption and labour supply is developed. The paper [16] proposes a novel approach 
to identify structural long-term driving forces of the labour market and their short-run 
state-dependent effects. The paper [17] has found a negative relation between long-run 
economic growth and unemployment. In the article [18] authors introduce wage inertia 
in the neoclassical one sector growth model. In the paper [19] is shown that a standard 
flexible price model with labour market frictions that allows hiring costs to depend on 
technology shocks may also lead to the same negative impact on labour inputs. The 
paper [20] examines the effect of minimum wage increases on hours of work and 
employment. The paper [21] analyses the evolution of the elasticity of labour demand 
and the possible role of offshoring therein. The paper [22] studies a labour market with 
search and matching frictions, and a monopoly union. The paper [23] explores 
uncertainty shocks as a driving force in a search and matching model of the labour 
market. The article [24] study a model where households are subject to uninsurable 
unemployment risk, price setting is subject to nominal rigidities, and the labour market 
is characterized by matching frictions and inflexible wages. Authors of the paper [25] 
develop a new Keynesian model with unemployment and endogenous participation. 
The article [26] proposes a model with an endogenous labour force and compare with 
the model with an exogenous labour force. 

A well-developed market economy does not mean any kind of “absolute freedom” 
and “free play” of economic forces, directed by the “invisible hand” of self-regulated 
competition. For modern conditions, interweaving of market with state regulation 
methods and their combination in many spheres of economy is characteristic. So the 
labour market faces the opposite interests of employers and workers or firms and 
households. It is the state that can treat these antagonistic macroeconomic agents as a 
whole, as a single system of employers-workers and develop optimal solutions for their 
interaction, provide recommendations and regulate their activities. After all, it is the 
state that is interested in the fact that the individual results of the activities of firms and 
households accumulate in the maximum value of national income and employment.  

Thus, the purpose of this article is to justify the necessity for state regulation of the 
labour market. 
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2 Results 

The labour market, based on the results of the interaction of supply and demand, 
establishes the level of employment, which affects the supply of goods, the national 
income, and the effective households demand. In case of exceeding the supply of labour 
on demand, unemployment is created, which has not only economic but also social and 
political consequences. This shows the multifaceted nature of this problem. The state 
receives direct taxes on the income of households and firms in order to replenish the 
budget and perform its functions. This indicates the state’s interest in ensuring that the 
profits of the employer-worker system (firms-households) are maximized but not 
fundamentally, exactly how these profits are distributed among the participants of the 
system, in case of equal rate of tax on the profits of employers or workers. At the same 
time, one of the functions of the state is the redistribution of income and the provision 
of social assistance to the unemployed. Thus, the state itself should aim to achieve 
optimal interaction between households and firms, minimum unemployment and 
maximum production. So, let’s consider from the point of view of the state, the purpose 
of which is to obtain the maximum tax revenues to the budget from the total income of 
employers-workers, the functioning of this system. 

For firms, the rest of the production factors, in addition to labour resources (fixed 
assets, circulating assets), do not have their economic interests, therefore, it can only 
be talked about their optimal use. Another parameter of optimization – the quantity of 
labour resources, has its own characteristics. On the one hand, the wages of workers 
are costs that increase the price of goods and services, and, on the other hand, wages 
are an incentive to work, that can motivate workers to increase their productivity, skills 
development and the use of talent, and thus to achieve greater profits by firms. In 
addition, it is human resources that are the driving force of progress, since no other 
production factor has such a unique characteristic as the mind and the ability to think 
and improve the environment. At the national economy’s level, households’ solvent 
demand affects the level of sales of goods of firms, and household saving is a source of 
realization of investment demand of firms. 

Regarding the labour force, its owners should be considered as independent 
economic entities with their own interests. Therefore, it is necessary to define certain 
equilibrium conditions in the relations between employers (firms) and workers 
(households). 

First, let’s consider optimizing the profits of firms with the exception of wages 
(Fig. 1). The function F(L) is increasing, but it is slower and concave (convex upward), 
because for the implementation of additional volumes of products and services in the 
market it is necessary to gradually reduce prices, attract more expensive resources, 
time, etc. 

Then let’s consider the workers (households) with the increasing convex down 
function of the expenses of  E(L) to provide the amount of labour in volume L, since, 
in addition to the restoration of physical and emotional forces, workers need to get 
education, train mental and professional abilities, improve their qualifications, etc.  

By virtue of these significant nonlinearities, there are two points of break-evenness 
L0 and Ln (points of intersection of the curves F(L) and E(L)) in Fig. 1. Such situation 
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is in contrast to the standard linear case, where such a break-even point is one and the 
task is only to find it because the more L the better it seems to be. 

 
Fig. 1. Definition of break-even points of firms and households. 

In fact, such an unlimited increase in profits is unrealistic, in addition to the left-hand 
side of the break-even, there will always be rights, and the truth, the maximum profit 
will be located somewhere in the middle. Therefore, it is inappropriate to restrict the 
analysis to the definition of the break-even point only; the optimum point should also 
be found. 

From the standpoint of firms in general, should maximize total profits 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) max
L

P L F L E L    (1) 

The maximum profit P=AC (Fig. 2) of firms can be distributed among employers and 
workers as P1=AB and P2=BC. The state also fulfills the goal and receives the maximum 
amount of tax revenues to the budget from the total income of employers and workers, 
namely, the rate as a percentage of P1=AB as taxes on employers and percent of P2=BC 
as taxes on workers. 

Such a distribution of profit will correspond to the equilibrium of firms, when state 
regulation sets the wage rate for the production of a product unit W at the level 
F'(L*)=E'(L*) and consider employers and workers as economically independent 
entities.  

Then the functions F(L) and E(L) belong not to one, but to different economic 
entities. The interaction of the participants in the economic system of the household-
firm is carried out through the wage rate W (which determines in Fig. 2 the angle of 
inclination of the tangent to the curves). 

So, when W*=F'(L*)=E'(L*) firms solve their independent task: 
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and households solve their independent task:  

 
0

( ) max,
L

W L E L


    (3) 

and results coincide: 

 M*(W*)=L*(W*). (4) 

 
Fig. 2. Optimization of the wage rate from the point of view of the state and determination of 

the optimal amount of employment. 

Namely, what amount of labour resources will be most advantageous for firms, it is this 
amount that is most advantageous to provide to households. Thus, in the state of 
equilibrium, the condition of optimality of the whole system is fulfilled.  

It is clear that at any other wage rates W≠W* the amount of attracted labour can only 
decrease in compare to the equilibrium (and optimally from the point of view of the 
system as a whole) L*(W*)=M*(W*), since it is defined as min{L*(W*), M*(W*)} and a 
“bottleneck” will be created either because of a lack of demand at L*(W*)>M*(W*) 
(when the wage rate is overvalued compared to W*), or because of the lack of an offer 
for L*(W)<M(W*) (at a wage rate lower than W*).  

Thus, in determining the level of remuneration by the methods of state regulation in 
the amount of W*, not only maximization of tax revenues is achieved, but, at the same 
time, the condition for maximizing the profit of the whole system is fulfilled and the 
optimal level of employment is achieved. 

The functioning of the modern labour market is characterized by the presence of 
trade unions, which affect the level of wages and working conditions of workers. The 
historical experience of the existence of trade unions proved their effectiveness and the 
necessity of existence as an organ representing the interests of workers. At the same 
time, there are negative consequences of trade unions, whose goal is to fight for the best 
conditions for those who work, but not for those who are unemployed. On the contrary, 
due to long-term labour contracts, high salaries, which are fought by trade unions, 
create so-called forced unemployment. That is, the task of the trade unions is to defend 
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the interests of not all households, but only of workers, they are not interested in 
employment, but wages. 

Consider the case where the wage rate is not set by the state or firms, but by the trade 
unions, based on the interests of the cumulative worker: 

 2
, 0

( , ) ( ) max,
L W

P L W W L E L


       L≤M*(W). (5) 

The condition L≤M*(W) makes the problem non-trivial; otherwise, it would be possible 
to infinitely increase the wage rate W, the amount of labour attraction and, accordingly, 
its share of profit P2(L, W). By virtue of this condition, the volume of labour should not 
exceed the amount of demand for it, which decreases with the increase of the wage rate, 
and for its expansion it is necessary to lower the rate (but then the attractiveness of 
labour will decrease). Thus, a joint optimization of the values of these parameters is 
required – wage rates and the amount of labour resources used. 

According to Fig. 3, the profit of the workers is 

 2 2 2 2 2 2 2P B C B G C G    (6) 

 
Fig. 3. Optimization of wage rates from the point of view of trade unions (aggregate worker). 

Because 2 2 2 2 2 2B G B E E G  , 
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 2 2 2 2 0 2 2/ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0dP dL F L L L F L E L        , (9) 

 2 2 2 0 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )E L F L L L F L      . (10) 

Since L2–L0>0 and F''(L2)<0, 2 2( ) ( )E L F L  , that is *
2L L , because 

* *( ) ( ).E L F L   
Second derivative  

 2 2
2 2 2 2 0 2 2/ ( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )d P dL F L L L F L E L       . (11) 

Here, F''(L2)<0, 2( ) 0E L  , F''(L2) < 0, –E''(L2) < 0, L2–L0>0, that is, if F'''(L2)<0, 
the second derivative is negative and with the employment L2 and wage rate W=F'(L2) 
maximizes the income of workers. In comparison with the equilibrium W*, the wage 
rate is optimal from the point of view of the worker, the corresponding increase (and 
theoretically the most favorable at this rate) is the increase in the amount of labour 
attraction Lu, but the use of labour resources L2, on the contrary, decreases even 
compared with L* (not to mention Lu) because of the reduction in demand in the context 
of the increased use of labour by firms. 

The total profit of the system thus decreases (A2C2<AC), but the income of workers 
is increasing as much as possible (B2C2>BC). Note that even when the establishment 
of the wage rate is the prerogative of trade unions (not the state and not employer-
firms), this rate does not increase infinitely, but determined by its optimum value, 
taking into account labour demand. 

However, when F'''(L2)>0 it is possible that the second derivative at point L2 is 
positive, that is, the amount of the employment income of workers will reach not the 
maximum, but the minimum. This situation will be due to the high elasticity of the 
function F(L), even if the insignificant growth of the wage bill significantly affects the 
employability of firms. 

Thus, the overestimation of wage rates by trade unions leads to unemployment (in 
the amount of L*–L2, which can lead to an increase in the rate of natural unemployment), 
increase in prices and decrease in production and services, reduce of tax revenues (at a 
rate in percentage of the difference between the AC–A2C2) and the increase in budget 
expenditures for social assistance to the unemployed, which leads to a budget deficit.  

Unprofitable and lowering of wage rates than W*, as then the total profit of firms and 
the share of workers in its distribution will decrease. 

Consider now the case where the wage rate is set not by the state and not by trade 
unions, but by employers-firms, based on the interests of their own profits: 

  (12) 

1 , 0
( , ) ( ) max ,

M W
P M W F M W M


     0 ( ).M L W   (12) 

Here the condition ( )M L W  makes the problem non-trivial; otherwise it would 
be possible to reduce the wage rate W to zero, unlimited increase in the demand for 
labour resources M and, accordingly, profit P1(M, W). By virtue of this condition, the 
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demand should not exceed the possible supply of labour, which is reduced with the 
reduction of the wage rate. Thus, a joint optimization of the values of these parameters 
is required – wage rates and the amount of employment of labour resources. 

According to Fig. 4 (for the unity of designations we will switch for employers to 
the variable L), the employer’s profit is 

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1P A B A G B G    (13) 

Since 
1 1 1( )A G F L , 1 1 1 1 1 1B G B E E G  , 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1( ) ( ) ( )B E DE tg B DE L L E L      , 

1 1 0( )E G F L , then 

 
1

max)()()()( 010111
L

LFLELLLFP  . (14) 

Hence the necessary condition for extreme:  

 ,0)()()()(/ 1101111  LELELLLFdLdP  (15) 

 )()()()( 11011 LELELLLF  . (16) 

 
Fig. 4. Optimization of wage rates from the point of view of employers. 
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Here F''(L1)<0, L1–L0>0, E''(L1)>0, and if E'''(L1)>0, then the second derivative is 
negative and at the level of employment L1 and the wage rate )( 1LEW   the maximum 
profit of employers is reached.  

Compared to the equilibrium W*, the wage rate optimal from the point of view of 
firms decreases, desirable (theoretically the most favorable at this rate) demand for 
labour Lе increases, but the volume of supply L1 decreases even compared with L* (even 
say nothing of Lе) due to the reduction of the attractiveness of work among the workers.  

At the same time, the aggregate profit of the system is decreasing (A1C1<AC), tax 
revenues in the state budget are reduced, but employers’ income grows as much as 
possible (A1B1<AB). Note that even if the establishment of the wage rate is the 
prerogative of employers (not state and non-trade unions), this rate does not go down 
to zero, it determines its optimal value, taking into account the interests of workers. But 
nevertheless, for such a monopoly, the wage rate is reduced compared with the 
equilibrium (and optimally from the point of view of the system as a whole) value, and 
the level of employment falls (unemployment is the difference L*–L1). 

However, when E'''(L1)<0 it is possible that the second derivative at point L1 is 
positive, that is, for such a volume of production the profit of the employer will reach 
not the maximum, but the minimum. This situation will be due to the high elasticity of 
the function E(L), even if a slight reduction in the wage rate significantly affects the 
amount of labour supply from the point of view of the workers.  

So, under the condition of the positivity of the second derivative of the function P1(L) 
at the point L1, the equilibrium (W*, L*) is stable on the part of employers; from this 
state it becomes disadvantageous to reject even if it is possible to establish not only the 
volume of output itself but also the rate wages.  

Thus, depending on the features of the functions F(L) and E(L), in particular their 
third derivatives, the equilibrium (and optimal) state of the system can be stable (by all 
participants), partially stable (by one of the participants) or unstable when each 
participant will play tug of war.  

However, in the latest case it is possible to define a certain negotiation set [E'(L1); 
F'(L2)], with only elements of which the wage rate may be established. Probably, in the 
interests of trade unions, to seek an increase of the wage rate, but to a certain limit – 
F'(L2). It is profitable for employers to reduce the wage rate, but not to zero, but to 
E'(L1). Of course, W*[E'(L1); F'(L2)], some deviations from W* are possible under the 
pressure of one of the parties in accordance with the market conditions.  

From the standpoint of the system as a whole, it is reasonable to balance the forces 
of the employers and the workers, which can be achieved through state regulation of 
wages. This is well illustrated by graphs that show the relationship between the volume 
of employment L and established different ways wage rate W (Fig. 5, 6).  

The left and right sides (the halves before and after W*) of these graphs can be 
arbitrarily combined, depending on the behavior of the third derivative of functions 
E(L) (defines the left part of the graphs) and F(L) (defines the right part). 

The fig. 5, 6 show that only the optimal wage rate W* (which could be set directively 
by the state) provides the maximum employment rate L*. Under other conditions, when 
wages are not at the optimal level, unemployment will increase as 021 LLLL  . 
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If the wages are set by firms, employment will reach L1, which is less than L* (that is, 
the voluntary unemployment would increase), when overestimating the size of wages 
by trade unions, employment will decrease further more – to the value of L2 
(involuntary unemployment would increase), at the first point of the system breakeven 
employment L0 will be the lowest. 

 
Fig. 5. Dependence of the employment rate on the wage rate at W'''(L) > 0, F'''(L) < 0. 

 
Fig. 6. Dependence of the employment rate on the wage rate at W'''(L) < 0, F'''(L)> 0. 

Thus, the level of employment is adversely affected by both too low wages and too 
high. For the effective functioning of the firm-household system (which will be 
characterized not only by the highest employment but also by the maximum total net 
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income and, accordingly, the maximum tax revenues in the state budget) it is necessary 
to set the optimal salary W*. 

Inside the system it is fundamentally impossible to establish the optimal wage level 
W*, in which unemployment will be the smallest. Such a level of remuneration can only 
be established by a non-systemic body, whose interest will be the effectiveness of the 
system as a whole. This is a general theoretical conclusion regarding any such systems 
with a dual (affiliate and antagonistic) character of the relations of the participants. 

An important feature of our system of firm-household is the presence of the body 
(the state), which direct interest is precisely to maximize the financial result of the 
system (the tax base). 

3 Conclusions 

So it is the state, from the height of its point of view, have to direct the actions of the 
opposing economic forces into the best point of optimum. With the help of state 
regulation of wage rates, not only the maximum replenishment of budget taxes is 
achieved, but also the maximum employment. By the influence on the system of the 
firm-household, the state, having established wages at W* level, achieves the best 
conditions for the development of the national economy, namely, the maximum profit 
of the aggregated system of the firm-household, and therefore the maximum national 
income, the maximum tax revenues to the budget and the maximum level of 
employment, and hence the high level of solvent demand of households, the maximum 
effect of the interaction of the participants of the system, and therefore the achievement 
of economic growth of the economy.  

It has been established that the maximum tax base and the highest level of 
employment are achieved simultaneously, with the same optimal level of remuneration. 
The achievement of any of these two possible state objectives (the maximum tax base 
or the highest level of employment) is fundamentally impossible without the 
achievement of the other (even if you want to). None of these goals can be achieved 
separately from the other. 
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Abstract. This paper describes the construction of the short-term forecasting 
model of cryptocurrencies’ prices using machine learning approach. The 
modified model of Binary Auto Regressive Tree (BART) is adapted from the 
standard models of regression trees and the data of the time series. BART 
combines the classic algorithm classification and regression trees (C&RT) and 
autoregressive models ARIMA. Using the BART model, we made a short-term 
forecast (from 5 to 30 days) for the 3 most capitalized cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, 
Ethereum and Ripple. We found that the proposed approach was more accurate 
than the ARIMA-ARFIMA models in forecasting cryptocurrencies time series 
both in the periods of slow rising (falling) and in the periods of transition 
dynamics (change of trend). 

Keywords: cryptocurrency market, short-term forecasting model, machine 
learning approach. 

1 Introduction 

The rapid development of digital currencies during the last decade is one of the most 
controversial and ambiguous innovations in the modern global economy. 

Significant fluctuations in the exchange rate of cryptocurrencies and their high 
volatility, as well as the lack of legal regulation of their transactions in most countries 
resulted in significant risks associated with investment into crypto assets. This has led 
to heated discussions about their place and role in the modern economy (see, for 
example [1-5]). 

Therefore, the issue of developing appropriate methods and models for predicting 
prices for cryptographic products is relevant both for the scientific community and for 
financial analysts, investors and traders. 

Methodological approaches to forecasting prices for financial assets depend on an 
analyst’s understanding of the causal relationships in the pricing process. 

For example, the forecasting model can be specified as a price formation model: 
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─ Based on the interaction of market players (demand-supply models) that make 
economic decisions based on some indicators or regularities, taking into account 
objective economic laws or laws of behavioral finance (econometric and balance 
models); 

─ Given the past dynamics (time series models and autoregressive models), 
─ Taking into account production-technological possibilities of creating the 

corresponding asset (in particular, for commodity markets, fundamental valuation of 
shares, technological opportunities for mining cryptocurrency, etc.); 

─ Based on the consideration of random factors and events, for example, external 
shocks, which complicate the formal description of cause and effect relationships 
(stochastic models). 

It should be noted that forecasting cryptocurrencies’ prices is fundamentally different 
from forecasting other financial assets, in particular, ordinary (fiat) currencies, which 
have a large number of theoretical and empirical studies focused on studying their 
dynamics model. 

There are two fundamentally different approaches to forecasting the exchange rate 
dynamics of currencies. The first approach is to build a cause and effect casual model 
that describes the relationship between exchange rates and other macroeconomic 
variables (in particular, the rates of economic growth, trade and balance of payments, 
purchasing power parity, public debt, inflation rates, etc.) within a certain theoretical 
economic concept. 

The other approach is to study only the time series and make a prediction based on 
the processing and analysis of past observations. The most common models are the 
Box-Jenkins ARIMA time series models and their modifications, GARCH models, or 
artificial neural networks. 

It should be noted that there is no consensus on the fundamental value of 
cryptocurrencies among scholars. The prevailing thesis is that the exchange rate of the 
majority of cryptocurrencies is determined only by the ratio of demand and supply [3, 
4, 6-10]. 

Liu and Tsyvinski’s [11] empirical analysis of the three most capitalized crypto 
currencies (Bitcoin, Ripple, and Ethereum) did not reveal a static relationship between 
the yield of cryptocurrencies and the complexity of their extraction.  

At the same time, macroeconomic factors, which usually determine the dynamics of 
currency, stock and commodity markets have no significant effect on the dynamics of 
the cryptocurrencies market.  

Conrad, et al. [12], also found that influence of the US stock market (SP500 index) 
and the global stock market index (Nikkei 225 index) on bitcoin's volatility was not 
significant. 

In addition, the studies reported in [1, 8, 9] show that the price dynamics of 
cryptocurrencies is described by classical log-periodic models of price bubbles of 
Sornette [13] and their modifications. 

A number of recent cryptocurrency market studies show that, unlike other financial 
assets, cryptocurrency prices are influenced by a number of specific factors that shape 
their demand, such as the number of Google trends searches, the number of posts in 
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social networks and other mass media [6, 14-16]. These studies substantiated the 
feasibility of using non-typical factors as predictors. 

All of these factors complicate the development of casual econometric models of 
cryptocurrency price dynamics.  

Recently, non-parametric methods based on Machine Learning and Deep Learning 
have gained popularity for the analysis and forecasting of financial and economic time 
series. 

Models of Machine Learning are based on special artificial networks that allow to 
solve the problem of prediction and classification by utilizing learning sequences in the 
data. The effectiveness of such models depends on the training speed and the degree of 
universality of approximating functions. 

These models combine an arsenal of powerful methods, such as Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Decision and Classification Tree 
(DT, CT), Fuzzy Logic, Genetic Algorithms (GA), linear and nonlinear statistical 
models, etc. 

Examples of their effective use in forecasting exchange rates and stock indices are 
given, in particular, by Peng et al. [17]. 

Several studies [18-20] reported the results of the Bitcoin exchange rate forecasting 
using classical ARIMA models and using different methods of machine learning, such 
as Random Forest (RF), Logistic Regression (LR) and Linear Discriminant Analysis 
(LDA), and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The results from these analyses 
showed that the models that relied on training proved to be better suited for forecasting 
both the prices of cryptocurrencies and their volatility. 

Rebane and Karlsson [21] conducted a comparative analysis of the ARIMA 
forecasting properties with recurrent neural networks (RNNs) for such cryptocurrencies 
as DASH, Ethereum (ETH), Litecoin (LTC), Siacoin (SC), Stellar (STR), NEM 
(XEM), Monero (XMR) and Ripple (XRP). The results showed that neural networks 
had better forecasting properties than ARIMA models. 

Thus, in our view, the second approach, which is based on the application of the time 
series analysis using the CRISP-DM methodology [22], is more appropriate for 
predicting price trends in cryptocurrency. 

The purpose of our work is to construct a short-term price forecasting model for the 
3 cryptocurrencies with the highest market capitalization using binary autoregressive 
models and machine learning technology. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 CRISP-DM Approach 

To solve the problem of forecasting the dynamics of cryptocurrencies, we used the 
CRISP-DM (Cross-industry standard process for data mining) methodology (Fig. 1-2).  
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Fig. 1. The conceptual diagram of cryptocurrency forecasting based on the standard CRISP-

DM. 

 
Fig. 2. An excerpt from the cryptocurrencies functional dynamics diagram in the Microsoft 

Azure Machine Learning Studio environment based on the CRISP-DM standard. 
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According to CRISP-DM, intelligent analysis is a continuous process with many cycles 
and feedback loops, and has six phases (I-VI). 

The main advantage of the CRISP-DM is that it is platform- and application neutral 
and that it can be adapted to various applied problems.  

Fig. 2 shows some of the CRISP-DM phases of the cryptocurrency forecasting 
functional dynamics diagram: Phase II: Data understanding, Phase III: Data 
preparation, Phase IV: Modeling, Phase V: Evaluation. 

Methodology CRISP-DM is the most widespread publicly available standard 
process model that describes major phases and common data mining methods. 

2.2 Regression Tree 

The regression tree is a class of regression models that allows separating the input space 
of factor variables into segments. Subsequently, a separate piecewise regression model 
can be constructed for each of them representing a regression function in an intuitive 
and visual form [23-24]. 

In such a tree, internal nodes contain rules for splitting the space of explanatory 
variables; branches indicate the conditions and the transition between the nodes; and 
tree leaves are local regression models. 

The essence of this method is in sequential division of the data set into non-
intersecting classes, which, in turn, are also subject to a breakdown by a partition 
efficiency criterion.  

The decision tree consists of the following elements: “nodes”, “leaves” and 
“branches”. “Branches” contain records of attributes which define the target function 
(result variable), the “leaves” are the values of the target function, and “nodes” are the 
remaining attributes under which the classification takes place.  

There are two types of trees: (i) for classification, in this case, the result of the 
prediction is the data ownership class; and (ii) for regression, the result in this case is 
the predicted value of the target function. 

2.3 BART Algorithm  

Let us consider the proposed approach we call BART (Binary Auto Regressive Tree). 
It is a generalization of standard models of regression trees and is adapted to time series 
data. BART combines the classic classification and regression trees (C&RT) [24-25] 
algorithm and the standard autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models 
and their components (AR, MA). Models of ART (Auto Regressive Tree) are closely 
related to the models of the TAR (threshold autoregressive model) threshold auto-
regression models of the class and their modifications SETAR and ASTAR [24]. The 
SETAR and ASTAR models are linear models that construct multiple adaptive 
regression splines (MARS) based on time series [26-27]. BART models differ from the 
SETAR and ASTAR models in two ways: 

(1) Error estimates for models based on BART differ from one another; 
(2) BART models allow for the gap between built-in auto regression models. 
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To convert a time series, the “window” data conversion method is used. The result 
variable Yt in this algorithm corresponds to the previous value (Yt–1) and the value with 
the lag p (Yt–p). This separation of the input space into segments (Fig. 3) allows to 
construct a separate (local) model for each of them and to represent a piecewise function 
as an autoregressive tree (Fig. 4) in an intuitive visual form. 
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Fig. 3. Separation of the input space into segments. 
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Fig. 4. Autoregressive tree building diagram.  
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Most such algorithms apply a recursive separation of training data. In BART, unlike 
other algorithms, a step-by-step (staged and iterative) method of constructing a tree is 
used: 

Step 1. The construction of a regression tree begins from a single value (root node), 
which is defined as the Median (Me, second quartile Q50%) of the entire time series Yt 
and is calculated the equation 

 ME=Q50%=0.5(Yi
min+Yi

max) (1) 

The median of the time series is defined as the median of the distribution of realization 
of a random variable at time t, that is, a real number with probability of exceeding an 
arbitrary dimension equal to 0.5. For a stationary series and a series with a symmetric 
distribution, this value does not depend on the time of observation tMe Y  and 
coincides with the mean value of the series. Sometimes in the literature, the median is 
considered to be a prototype of a simple stable output. 

Step 2. The best split is found for each unprocessed node, and it is selected according 
to a predefined rule. 

These procedures are performed similarly to the C&RT algorithm. The difference 
lies in the accepted rules, criteria for evaluation and termination of splitting. We have 
used an alternative selection criterion (or informational criterion) for better splitting 
based on the entropy indicator, because it gives preference to options with less tree 
complexity. This algorithm will determine an entropy information gain. 

In constructing BART, the number of branches (branching) is 2, that is, each node 
has two child nodes. The final tree  is chosen from these nodes, and we have to evaluate 
informativeness of not only the predictor nodes that divide the time series into subsets, 
but also of those that separate a certain group of subsets from the set, that is, the subtree 
from the rest of the tree. 

Entropy criterion. Initially, the probability is estimated as the frequency of assigning 
a particular observation to a certain subset (subtree) and the entropy Ĥ  sampling lY  
is calculated using the following equation: 

  ˆ , P NH P N H
P N P N

     
. (2) 

After all the information in the node is obtained for a certain predecessor, entropy is 
calculated using the following equation: 

      ( )ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , , , ,p n P N p nH P N p n H p n H P p N n
P N P N
   

   
 

 (3) 

where Р – is the number of objects that correspond to a subset С, and р – is the number 
of objects that correspond to the membership conditions of a subset, p P , similarly 
n and N are such that CNN,n  .  
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Then the entropy of the sample   1lx Y x   will be  ˆ ,H p n , and the 

probability of obtaining an element from this sample will be calculated as p n
P N



. 

Similarly, for the sample   0lx Y x   entropy  ˆ ,H P p N n   can be 

calculated with probability 
   P p N n

P N
  


. Thus, the entropy of the whole sample 

after obtaining information φ is calculated using equation (3). 
Then the decrease of entropy can be calculated as: 

      C
ˆ ˆIGain , , , , ,lY H P N H P N p n    (4) 

which is called entropy information gain, which is the amount of information about the 
current division of the tree into two classes «с» and «not с».  

In addition, in the BART algorithm for the early termination criterion Q, we used an 
extended Bayesian information criterion [28], which minimizes the statistic: 

    SSEEBIC ln ln 2lnn J n p
n

       , (5) 

where SSE – is the sum of squares of the residuals of the model; J – is the number of 
model parameters; n – is the number of examples of training sample; p – is the quantity 
that characterizes the complexity of the model space (it is the product of the tree size  
and the number of explanatory variables).  

In equation (5), the first term is the maximum value of the plausibility logarithmic 
function, and the second is a penalty for the model complexity. 

Splitting of the nodes continues until the EBIC value is reduced. Note that the 
application of this criterion in the recursive approach of the algorithm of the regression 
tree is not possible. This is due to the fact that in the recursive method during tree 
construction only part of the model is considered at a time without considering the 
complete model as a whole. 

For BART, the simplification procedure (i.e., early termination of the tree branching) 
is more important than, for example, for classification trees. This is due to the fact that 
regression trees tend to be more complex, because the variety of the investigated metric 
values (for example, the price of regression) is much more diverse than for qualitative 
data. 

Step 3. If the selected split improves the model and it is valid with an entropy 
information gain, then this split is performed and step 2 is repeated. Otherwise, the final 
tree is selected and the BART algorithm execution procedure is considered complete. 

The rejection of recursion in the BART algorithm and the transition to the iterative 
version allows for a complete control of the tree construction process, that is, it provides 
a “softer” control of the tree construction process at the expense of the following: 

(1) Determining the arbitrary order of split nodes; 
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(2) Introducing early termination rules / algorithms that analyze both separate 
nodes and the whole regression tree as a whole; 

(3) Termination of the construction of the regression tree at any time. 

Because the ultimate goal of the proposed algorithm is forecasting, the standard 
regression model of the ARIMA class, which is a traditional tool for forecasting 
financial series, needs to be built on the nodes-leaves: 

     1 d
t tL L X L     , t ~  20,N   (6) 

where Yt – is the time series, L – is the lag operator,  L  – is the polynomial degree 

р from L, μ – is the average process value,  L  – is the polynomial degree q from L, 

t  – is white noise, d – is the order of process integration Yt. If d=0, then process Xt 
can be described by ARMA (p, q) or ARIMA (p, 0, q).  

This process is stationary and has a short memory. If d=1, then the series has infinite 
memory, that is, each perturbation has an impact on the behavior of the process 
indefinitely. 

Thus the result variable Yt in this algorithm corresponds to the previous value (Yt–1) 
and the lag p ( ptY  ). Also, the separation of the input space into segments allows to 
construct an own (local) model for each of them and to represent a piecewise function 
as an autoregressive tree in an intuitive visual form. 

3 Empirical Results 

For performing empirical analysis, we selected three cryptocurrencies which are the 
market capitalization leaders: Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH) and Ripple (XRP). We 
have taken daily closing prices for the period from 01/01/2017 to 01/03/2019, according 
to Yahoo Finance [29] and calculated their time series in log-return. 

To compare the predictive properties of the BART algorithm, we also made a 
forecast using the classical ARIMA (1, 0, 1) and ARFIMA (1, d, 1) models.  

As a parameter d in ARFIMA we can use appropriate Hurst exponents (see, for 
example E. Peters [30]). So we selected as the difference parameter d for ARFIMA 
models for each currency such values [31]: 

  ,75.0BTCH    ,83.0ETCH   66.0XRPH . 
The sample size for training for all sub-periods for the BART algorithm was 80% of 

the total sample size, and 20% was used as out-of-sample dataset. 
To implement the models, we chose the Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio 

Cloud Application. A fragment of the implementation of machine experiments is shown 
in Fig. 5. 

For each model the target variable is the log-return for the next time period. The 
forecast was carried out on five different time horizons: 5, 10, 14, 21, and 30 days using 
three models for each cryptocurrency. 
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Fig. 5. A diagram of the forecasting cryptocurrencies times series experiments in MS Azure 

Machine Learning environment. 
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To check the effectiveness of the BART algorithm and that of the classical models, we 
conducted tests for periods with different types of dynamics of cryptocurrencies time 
series (two subperiods for each type), namely (Fig. 6): 

(1) Stable period; 
(2) Falling trend; 
(3) Transition dynamics (change of trend); 
(4) Rising trend. 
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Fig. 6. Selected periods with different types of dynamics of cryptocurrencies time series: (a) 
BTC, (b) ETH, (c) XRP. 
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As we can see, BTC is a driver and other cryptocurrencies repeat its dynamics. 
Fig. 7-8 illustrate the forecast accuracy for 3 models for ETH in the period of slow 

rising (falling) (Fig. 7) and rapid trend change period (Fig. 8). Forecasting accuracy for 
BTC and XRP have the same properties as ETH. 

 
Fig. 7. 10-step (days) forecast performance for ETH in the period of slow rising (falling). 

 
Fig. 8. 30-step (days) forecast performance for ETH in transition dymamics period. 

To estimate the prognostic properties of the models we used the Root Mean Square 
Error metric (RMSE). 

Results (averaged over three cryptocurrencies) of forecasting performance for all 
sub-periods are shown in Table 1.  

The obtained results indicate that for the investigated time series of cryptocurrencies, 
the proposed approach gives RMSE over the range 4% for the 14 days forecast horizon 
without reference to the type of dynamic behavior, over the range 6% for the 21 days 
and 8% for the 30 days forecast horizon, respectively. 
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Table 1. Summary (average in three cryptocurrencies) of the forecast accuracy RMSE, % 

Model Step forecast, days 
5 10 14 21 30 

Stable period * 
ARIMA 4.27 6.54 6.80 12.20 15.08 

ARFIMA 3.93 4.87 5.30 6.00 8.60 
BART 2.76 3.11 3.45 3.73 4.83 

Falling trend ** 
ARIMA 7.13 10.12 11.10 12.47 16.40 

ARFIMA 4.98 5.34 7.70 8.73 9.26 
BART 2.97 3.64 3.30 4.15 5.60 

Transition dynamics (change of trend) *** 
ARIMA 6.76 7.03 7.30 13.61 18.51 

ARFIMA 3.34 3.67 4.00 6.44 8.76 
BART 2.82 3.16 3.50 5.59 7.61 

Rising trend **** 
ARIMA 6.82 11.99 13.15 14.07 15.34 

ARFIMA 4.63 4.42 7.20 7.81 8.93 
BART 2.25 2.98 3.70 3.34 5.64 

*     sub-periods: 11/09/2018-09/11/2018, 27/12/2018-25/02/2019 
**   sub-periods: 06/01/2018-09/02/2018, 12/03/2018-10/04/2018 
***  sub-periods: 04/12/2017-02/01/2018, 22/04/2018-21/05/2018, 02/03/2018-04/05/2018 
**** sub-periods: 09/10/2017-19/12/2017, 10/02/2018-11/03/2018 
 
The results show that for selected time series for the short-term forecast, the error of 

BART algorithm is half the size of the error of ARIMA model, on average, and it is 15-
20% lower than the error of ARFIMA model for slowly changing periods (both falling 
and rising). 

Note that all of our models show worse forecast accuracy for the periods of complex 
dynamic modes (rapid trend change periods). 

In addition, the proposed algorithm is more accurate in the periods of transition 
dynamics (change of trend) compared to ARIMA-ARFIMA models. 

4 Concluding Remarks 

The modified model of Binary Auto Regressive Tree (BART) is adapted from the 
standard models of regression trees to the data of time series. BART combines the 
classic algorithm C&RT and autoregressive models ARIMA. 

One of the advantages of the proposed method is the use of the “window” data 
transformation method for the time series. 

The obtained results proved that the BART algorithm is more accurate for all 
investigated time series of cryptocurrencies and subperiods. In particular, RMSE for 
this algorithm for the horizon of 14, 21, and 30 days was within the range of 4%, 6%, 
and 8%, respectively. 

The proposed BART method for analyzing and forecasting cryptocurrecies time 
series demonstrated higher efficiency for building forecast estimates in comparison 
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with traditional time series technique, regardless of whether the target data is collected 
before, during or after a recession. 
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Abstract. The security of the public finance sector of Ukraine requires 
monitoring of indicators of the stability of the financial system of the country, as 
well as modeling the impact of these indicators on the country’s financial 
security. It is shown that the stability of the financial system of the economy can 
be checked with the help of the provisions of econophysics. The concept of 
equilibrium is using to determine stability. The influence of factors on the level 
of financial security, which is one of the aspects of assessing the stability of the 
financial system of Ukraine is able to evaluate by simulation. The model of the 
financial system stability of the country is constructed in the paper. This research 
can serve as the basis for the adoption by the relevant state institutions of sound 
decisions on ensuring the stability of the financial system of Ukraine. 

Keywords: stability of the financial system, stability coefficient, econophysics, 
іndex financial stability. 

1 Introduction 

At the present stage the main threat to the security of the public finance sector of 
Ukraine is the deepening of the economic crisis. The deterioration in the financial 
position of enterprises and banks increases the risks of a lack of government revenue 
and leads to an increase in the state budget deficit and in public debt. All this requires 
monitoring of indicators of the stability of the financial system of the country, as well 
as modeling the impact of these indicators on the country’s financial security. 

The list of indicators to be monitored should include those indicators that have the 
most significant impact on the sovereign credit rating of the country [1], taking into 
account the constraints defined, in particular, by single-factor models [2], as well as the 
indicators recommended by the Ministry of Economic Development and Trade of 
Ukraine for the assessment of the budget security [3]. 

The negative impact of military actions on the country’s economy in 2014 has 
weakened the sustainability of public finances in Ukraine. The probability of default 
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has increased, which is reflected in the corresponding reaction of the financial markets 
and the growth of the spread between the level of yield of debt obligations of Ukraine 
and the US from 5.9 in. in 2010 to 9.3 in. in 2014 [4]. Exceeding all parameters of the 
debt dependence of safe levels starting from 2014 in conjunction with the increase of 
currency risks, deteriorating financial situation of the real and banking sectors in the 
context of military operations in the East of the country creates a critically high threat 
to the stability of the financial system of Ukraine. 

2 Data and Methods 

Since, according to the above-mentioned method the greatest impact on the stability of 
the country’s financial system have the GDP and gross external debt, let us analyze 
them for the presence of a trend, that is, a steady trend. 

More reliable estimates of the sustainable development of the financial system are 
the analysis of fractal time series of the dominant parameters of the functioning of the 
system and the creation of a model for its fractal development [5]. 

The method of normalized scope and the estimation of the Hurst index is an effective 
method of studying fractal characteristics of time series in forecasting the dynamics of 
economic indicators of the enterprise. The main difference between the normalized 
scale method or the R/S prediction method from other statistical methods is that this 
method includes in its analysis the direction of time, while other methods are invariant 
with respect to time. 

The application of the method involves the following steps, which are described in 
[6]. 

By the value of the Hurst index, it can be concluded: 

1. If H =0.5, the economic process is a random walk, and the scale of accumulated 
deviations should increase proportionally to the square root of the time. 

2. 0 < H ≤ 0.5. This range corresponds to the ergodic anti-persistent series. This type 
of process is often referred to as “return to the average”. 

The anti-persistent time series is more variable than a series of random ones, since it 
consists of frequent “rebound” reverses. If the process demonstrates an increase in the 
previous period, then the next period is most likely to begin to decline. Conversely, if 
there was a downturn, then the upsurge is likely to happen. The stability of this behavior 
depends on how close H is to zero. The closer its value to zero, the greater the value of 
the coefficient of negative auto-correlation of the time series levels is. 

3. If 0.5 < H ≤ 1.0 then it is persistent, or trend-stable rows. If the series increases 
(decreases) in the previous period, then it is likely to keep this trend for some time 
in the future (trends are obvious). Trend-stability of behavior, or strength of 
persistence, increases with the degree of approximation of H to unit, or 100% of 
autocorrelation. The closer H is to 0.5, the more a series is exposed to noise and the 
less pronounced its trend. 
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Persistent series is a generalized Brownian motion, or accidental wandering with drift. 
The shear force depends on how much H exceeds 0.5. Such ranks are unstable, they are 
characteristic of the capital markets. The persistent time series has a long-lasting 
memory, so there are long-term correlations between current events and future events. 

The fact that H differs from 0.5 means that observations are not independent. Each 
observation carries the memory of all past events. This is not a short-lived memory, 
often referred to as “Markov”. This is another memory – a long-term, in theory it is 
stored for a sufficiently long period. That is, recent events have a more powerful effect 
than events are remote, but the residual effects of the latter are always tangible. 

3 Results 

Data for carrying out R/S are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Estimated data for the analysis of the sustainability of GDP and gross external debt 
(GDex). 

No. ln(R/S)_GDP ln(n)_GDP ln(R/S)_GDex ln(n)_GDex 
1 1.10068659 3.17805383 1.04352951 3.17805383 
2 1.08150729 3.13549422 1.02549389 3.13549422 
3 1.06451688 3.09104245 1.01737242 3.09104245 
4 1.05453218 3.04452244 1.00313217 3.04452244 
5 1.04858468 2.99573227 1.00131357 2.99573227 
6 1.04763452 2.94443898 0.998764675 2.94443898 
7 1.04369136 2.89037176 0.996824462 2.89037176 
8 1.05215859 2.83321334 1.00690501 2.83321334 
9 1.08426639 2.77258872 1.02762892 2.77258872 
10 1.08895394 2.7080502 1.00029172 2.7080502 
11 1.11848259 2.63905733 1.02620852 2.63905733 
12 1.14601263 2.56494936 1.06203919 2.56494936 
13 1.14076836 2.48490665 1.09404997 2.48490665 
14 1.06445657 2.39789527 1.18892034 2.39789527 
15 1.1027381 2.30258509 1.23596231 2.30258509 
16 1.12551333 2.19722458 1.22235815 2.19722458 
17 1.06595083 2.07944154 1.17397935 2.07944154 
18 1.08108497 1.94591015 1.24219891 1.94591015 
19 1.05547763 1.79175947 1.06003317 1.79175947 
20 0.969570178 1.60943791 1.04344059 1.60943791 

Source: Calculated by the authors on the basis of statistical data [7–9] 
 
In Fig. 1 and 2 are the normalized magnitudes for the analyzed parameters. 
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Fig. 1. Value R/S for GDP. 

 
Fig. 2. The ratio R/S for gross external debt. 
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The calculated Hurst indicator for GDP is 0.014, which means that the GDP is anti-
persistent and unstable (Fig. 1). A number of gross external debt is also anti-persistent 
and unstable (H = 0.11) (Fig. 2). 

The above calculations point to the volatility of the dynamic series of key 
macroeconomic indicators of economic development. 

Also, the stability of the financial system of the economy can be checked with the 
help of the provisions of econophysics. The possibility of using models borrowed from 
physics in the study of economic problems is considered in many works of scientists, 
where it is proposed to use not only the concepts borrowed from statistical physics but 
also classical mechanics in the study of economics. 

To determine stability, it is offered using the concept of equilibrium. From the 
second law of Newton it follows that if the vector sum of all forces applied to the body 
is zero, then the body retains its speed unchanged. In particular, if the initial velocity is 
zero, the body remains unchangeble. 

Let us assume that the force that wants to shift the economy from a stable state in 
our coordinate system (financial stability) is the amount of gross external debt, and the 
force that opposes it is the volume of GDP. Then, in order for the financial system of 
the country to remain in a stable state, it is necessary that the ratio of gross debt to GDP 
does not exceed 1. This indicator is called the coefficient of stability of the financial 
system of the country. 

The dynamics of the stability coefficient of the financial system of Ukraine, 
calculated according to statistical data, is given in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. The coefficient of stability of the financial system of Ukraine in 1992-2018. Source: 

Calculated by the author on the basis of [9], 2018 – preliminary data. 
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As it can be seen from this indicator, Ukraine’s economy has been in an unstable 
position since 2014.  

The considered approach is a bit simplistic and can serve as a quick, rapid analysis 
of the sustainability of the country’s financial system. 

Achieving an acceptable level of stability of the financial system requires the 
subjects of financial relations to continuously improve the measures to identify existing 
and potential threats and directions for their elimination in all areas of financial activity. 
That is why it is necessary to be able to evaluate the influence of factors on the level of 
financial security, which is one of the aspects of assessing the stability of the financial 
system of Ukraine. 

In order to assess the level and dynamics of external debt load and monitor the use 
of external loans and loans, the National Bank of Ukraine has developed its own 
indicator system. It consists of 18 indicators and adequately reflects the risks that may 
be encountered by the banking and financial systems of Ukraine and allows us to 
analyze the stability of the Ukrainian financial system [11]. Calculated indicators of 
stability of the financial system of Ukraine are presented in Table 2. 

To construct the model, we use the data in Table 2. 
Since there is little statistical observation for adequate modeling, we use the 

bootstrap method for reproduction of the sample, which was proposed in 1977 by 
B. Efron of Stanford University (USA). As a result of the application of the method, 15 
samples were generated. For each sample, a regression model of the dependence of the 
level of stability of the financial system on GDP, gross external debt, domestic debt, 
volumes of their servicing, exports of goods and services and consolidated budget 
revenues was constructed. 

Formally, this dependence can be presented as: 

 ISF=a+b1GDP+b2Dex+b3Din+b4SDin+b5SDex+b6Ex+b7PB, () 

where ISF – the index of financial security level (indicator of stability of the financial 
system), GDP – nominal gross domestic product; Dex – external public debt; Din – 
domestic state debt; SDin – domestic state debt service; SDex – servicing of external 
public debt; Ex – total annual export of goods and services; and PB – total annual 
consolidated budget revenues. 

The calculations of the model parameters were carried out in the Statictica system 
10 (see Table 3). On the basis of analysis of the estimated parameters for the samples, 
the estimations of the parameters of the model are found: 

a = 0.5957, b1 = 0.000004, b2 = –0.000001, b3 = -0.00003, b4 = -0.00003, 
b5 = -0.0003, b6 = 0.000006, and b7 = -0.00001. 

Consequently, the model given by equation (1), on the basis of the estimated values 
of the parameters of the model adequately describes the dependence of the level of 
stability of the financial system on these indicators (see equation (2)) 

 ISF=0.5975+0.000004GDP–0.000001Dex–0.00003Din– 
–0.00003SDin–0.0003SDex+0.000006Ex–0.00001PB, (2) 
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Let’s analyze this model. Multiple determination coefficient 2 0 9848R . . 
Consequently, 98.48% of the variation in the level of stability of the financial system 
of the country is determined by the variation of the analyzed factors, and 1.52% – by 
the influence of unregarded factors (Fig. 4). 

Table 2. Some indicators of stability of the financial system of Ukraine. 
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92  0.27   3.11 0.74    0.602139755 
93 0.30  22.69 5.87    0.576172511 
94 0.30  30.31 10.73 1.53   0.700846198 
95 0.55  37.14 17.48 6.60   0.685641219 
96 1.17  46.89 21.41 6.10   0.69199236 
97 1.24  54.69 22.20 5.85   0.687365135 
98 1.77  74.49 31.20 9.08   0.665421601 
99 1.57  92.85 49.87 12.46   0.591789196 
00 1.90 -0.004 71.25 44.49 15.16   0.646188543 
01 2.08 -0.004 105.33 58.42 7.24 2.95 1980.66 0.482602966 
02 1.63 -0.008 100.54 55.39 6.37 10.54 525.40 0.650478934 
03 2.84 -0.0058 89.32 51.58 5.90 13.85 372.47 0.706279166 
04 2.64 -0.0107 80.84 49.48 4.86 14.97 330.47 0.763442595 
05 9.06 -0.0029 79.14 40.74 5.08 22.51 180.99 0.893836936 
06 5.20 0.0015 108.01 50.36 4.91 20.75 242.71 0.712362407 
07 7.14 0.0037 126.17 56.58 3.73 22.76 248.62 0.711007893 
08 5.94 0.0071 117.64 55.20 2.65 17.52 314.98 0.619572418 
09 4.07 0.0015 193.26 89.62 5.44 22.61 396.39 0.555813343 
10 4.74 0.0022 194.22 91.39 3.22 25.42 359.49 0.569649069 
11 4.42 0.0063 166.66 83.03 3.14 19.49 426.06 0.521209619 
12 4.65 0.0082 212.15 75.13 7.60 13.96 538.04 0.464240679 
13 2.46 0.0090 187.51 80.55 14.98 11.14 723.25 0.384400984 
14 0.63 0.0034 202.25 98.28 10.54 5.64 1741.68 0.291754202 
15 3.37 0.0002 256.87 135.55 30.47 14.68 923.50 0.353546944 
16 3.39 0.0014 324.46 126.50 6.60 16.66 759.26 0.233569629 
17 2.52 0.0022 290.80 102.94 9.75 16.77 613.83 0.42745074 

Source: Calculated by the authors on the basis of statistical data [7-9]. The index financial 
stability is developed by the authors [10]. 
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Fig. 4. Indicators of the adequacy of the model. 

Table 3. Parameters of built models for samples. 

Sample 
Parameters 
at the indicator 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 0.653719 0.682680 0.661740 0.635063 0.645879 0.657426 0.595660 
GDP 0.000004 0.000004 0.000004 0.000004 0.000004 0.000004 0.000004 
Gross External Debt 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000002 0.000001 0.000001 -0.000001 
Domestic dept -0.000019 -0.000020 -0.000018 -0.000020 -0.000019 -0.000020 -0.000010 
Internal debt service 0.000065 0.000079 0.000063 0.000054 0.000066 0.000066 -0.000031 
Maintenance of 
external debt -0.000237 -0.000274 -0.000242 -0.000227 -0.000257 -0.000232 -0.000149 

Export of goods and 
services 0.000003 0.000002 0.000003 0.000003 0.000003 0.000002 0.000006 

Consolidated Budget 
Revenues -0.000011 -0.000011 -0.000011 -0.000011 -0.000011 -0.000011 -0.000010 

 
Sample 

 
Para- 
meters 
at the 
indicator 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

 0.648292 0.651688 0.677078 0.651688 0.674089 0.639576 0.609431 0.635501 
GDP 0.000004 0.000005 0.000005 0.000005 0.000004 0.000001 0.000002 0.000007 
Gross Ex-
ternal Debt 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000001 0.000000 0.000002 0.000003 -0.000001 

Domestic 
dept -0.000019 -0.000021 -0.000019 -0.000021 -0.000013 -0.000030 -0.000035 -0.000012 

Internal 
debt service 0.000071 0.000095 0.000046 0.000095 0.000048 0.000138 0.000206 0.000048 

Maintenan-
ce of exter-
nal debt 

-0.000218 -0.000242 -0.000210 -0.000242 -0.000218 -0.000249 -0.000446 -0.000227 

Export of 
goods and 
services 

0.000003 0.000001 0.000002 0.000001 0.000001 0.000006 0.000004 0.000002 

Consolida-
ted Budget 
Revenues 

-0.00001 -0.000011 -0.000011 -0.000011 -0.000009 -0.000007 -0.000005 -0.000015 
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Analysis of the statistical significance of the model parameters allows us to conclude 
that they are significant. The zero hypothesis in this case is not taken into account, 
because what actually means that the coefficient of determination is significant. 

4 Conclusion 

Consequently, model (2) can be used for further analysis. Proceeding from this, it can 
be stated that with an increase in the volume of gross external debt by 1 thousand dollars 
of US , the level of stability of the financial system of the country decreases by an 
average of 1 point, with the growth of GDP per 1 thousand dollars. The US level of 
stability of the financial system of the country increases by an average of 0.4 and with 
an increase in exports by 1 thousand dollars. The US level of stability of the financial 
system of Ukraine increases by an average of 0.6 points. 

This research can serve as the basis for the adoption by the relevant state institutions 
of sound decisions on ensuring the stability of the financial system of Ukraine. 
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Abstract. The article discusses the theoretical foundations of the development of 
global e-commerce in the processes of globalization. The analysis of the 
definition of the concept of e-commerce, identified its varieties. The authors 
investigated the main trends that have developed in the e-commerce market, and 
provide statistical indicators. In addition, the factors that influence the process of 
development and distribution of e-commerce in the world are identified. Also 
highlighted the main problems that do not allow the process of distribution of e-
commerce technology to develop the maximum rate. 

Keywords: e-commerce, development, globalization, Internet economy, retail 
sales. 

1 Introduction 

The current state of the economy of any country depends largely on accurate estimation, 
forecast, effective planning and e-commerce management. The modern system of 
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Internet trading is a complex integrated organizational and production system, the 
components of which are constantly changing, interacting with each other. Achieving 
these goals in the face of growing competition between e-commerce leads to an increase 
in the volume and complexity of production processes, analysis, planning, 
management, internal and external relations with suppliers, intermediaries, etc. 

However, e-commerce systems in the process of dynamic development of the 
company can be considered fully justified and adapted without the use of modern 
approaches to economic-mathematical modeling. 

This, in turn, is an effective means of theoretical processing and practical synthesis 
of mechanisms and tools for e-commerce systems. Note that there are scientific studies 
devoted to the problems of e-commerce management, various economic and 
mathematical models and methods for finding managerial decisions. However, the 
problem of economics and mathematical modeling of adaptive management of 
electronic trading systems in conditions of uncertainty, taking into account the 
influence of the factor has not yet been solved and is an actual topic of the study. 

The development of Ukraine’s integration policy in the sphere of e-commerce 
depends to a large extent on the development of integration processes in the context of 
the globalization of the world economy and the dominance of open economic systems. 
Being one of the members of the world community, Ukraine can not be separated from 
the transformation of the recent integration processes in the sphere of e-commerce. 
Historical relations of cooperation, which connect Ukraine with the countries of the 
post-Soviet area, in particular, are undergoing serious changes due to the socio-political 
situation of our country over the past four years. 

2 The Concept of e-Commerce 

The rapid development of e-commerce creates problems for firms trying to develop e-
commerce strategies. This is especially difficult given the seemingly uninterrupted flow 
of new information technologies and software applications. However, companies are 
promoting their e-commerce strategies, partly fearing that they will lose customers over 
competitors if they do not have e-commerce strategies [9]. 

Since its appearance on this planet, e-commerce has attracted much attention from 
scientists and researchers. There were no limitations in determining the e-commerce of 
scientists, researchers and other authors. Therefore, it is necessary to make a brief 
overview of the existing definitions of this concept. 

According to Roger Clark, e-commerce is defined as the trading of goods and 
services through telecommunication and telecommunication tools [16]. 

Jerry Ellison also defines e-commerce as an electronic contract for the exchange of 
values using information and communications technology [10]. 

E-commerce is also defined as doing business online, selling goods and services that 
are delivered offline, as well as products that can be “digitized” and delivered online 
such as software [4]. 

Anil Khural defines e-commerce as the use of computer, Internet and general 
software to send and receive product specifications and drawings; applications, 
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purchase orders and invoices; and any other type of data that needs to be passed on to 
customers, suppliers, employees or the public [1]. 

Summarizing all the studied definitions and existing concepts, we can define e-
commerce as: 

1. in the narrow sense, e-commerce is financial transactions carried out through the 
Internet and private communication networks, during which purchases and sales of 
goods and services, as well as money transfers are made. A transaction in electronic 
commerce can be a simple confirmation of the desire and possibility of purchasing 
with a credit card and following the transfer of the necessary amount from one 
account to another; 

2. in a broad sense, e-commerce is any form of business relationship where interaction 
between actors occurs through the use of Internet technologies [3]. 

Even though e-commerce has become a separate sector of the economy, much attention 
is paid to the legislative regulation of this concept. Thus, in 1997, in accordance with 
the resolution of the General Assembly of the UN adopted a Model Law “On e-
commerce”. This legislation is a recommendation and, above all, should be used by the 
states as a basis for the development of national legislation. 

So, one of the most progressive countries, where legal regulation of e-commerce 
relations began, is the United States. The current legislation in the state “Fundamentals 
of Global E-Commerce” regulates the following aspects of relations in the field of 
electronic commerce: 

1. the transformation of the global Internet network on environment, subject to market 
laws and mechanisms for the implementation of communications and the 
redistribution of goods and services between different entities; 

2. promotion of the development and use of electronic payment systems for the full 
“digitization” of payments; 

3. promoting the development of web services for e-commerce; 
4. establishment of minimal state interference in the electronic segment of the economy 

(the principle of self-regulation of e-commerce) 
5. confronting non-tariff restrictions on e-commerce on the Internet [18, 11]. 

Next, other countries which hold leading positions in the field of communication and 
information technology (Canada, Japan, Singapore, Australia) were supported and 
developed all these principles according to US law in their own legislation. 

It is necessary to note that in the theory of e-commerce, this sphere can be 
distinguished by the models selected on the basis of the parties of economic relations 
and on their interaction between each other. The most common among them are: 

1. business-to-business (B2B) – any activity of some companies in providing other 
manufacturing companies with accompanying services, as well as goods and 
services intended for the production of other goods. This field of activity is focused 
on obtaining benefits (profits) from the provision of services or the sale of goods, 
where the “objects” are services or goods, and the “subjects” are organizations that 
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interact in the market field. Here organizations and (or) individual entrepreneurs act 
as “seller” and “buyer” of services or goods [17]; 

2. business-to-consumer (B2C) – the term for commercial relations between private 
individuals, the so-called “end” consumer. It is also a form of electronic commerce 
whose goal is direct sales for the consumer (end user, individual) [22]; 

3. consumer-to-consumer (C2C) – e-commerce of the end consumer with the end 
consumer, in which the buyer and the seller are not entrepreneurs in the legal sense 
of the word. Usually, a third party is involved in such commercial relationships – an 
intermediary who organizes a trading platform, such as an online auction, website-
advertisements about buying/selling, etc. Also, an intermediary may be the guarantor 
and/or executor of the payment. The intermediary is not the guarantor of receiving 
goods, but in some cases may affect the resolution of controversial situations. Also, 
the mediator does not participate in the promotion of goods, the seller does this 
independently [22]; 

4. business-to-government (B2G) – relationship between business and government. An 
example of B2G-systems can serve as a system of electronic procurement, which, 
recently, has become especially popular in Ukraine (based on international 
experience in the framework of globalization processes) [22, 14]; 

5. consumer-to-government (C2G) – the direction which used to organize direct 
interaction between the government of the country and the final consumer. For 
example, in the US, almost all taxpayers filed a declaration of income through the 
sites of tax departments [22]; 

6. mobile commerce (m-commerce) – the process is carried out using handheld 
computers or smartphones via a remote (Internet, GPRS, etc.) connection. Mobile 
commerce, as a rule, is a software and hardware solution for automating processes 
of interaction with remote users [13]. 

3 Main Worldwide e-Commerce Trends 

In general, the intensity of use by various subjects of possible e-commerce ser-vices, 
first of all, correlates with such indicator as the number of Internet users in the country. 
Let’s analyze this indicator (Fig. 1). 

Of course, given the high population density and the rapid spread of information 
technology, Asia occupies a leading position. Also, it is worth noting the countries of 
Europe and America, since these regions are highly developed, and the introduction of 
Internet technologies is part of the active improvement of business efficiency. 

Talking about the retail e-commerce sales worldwide, we can see that in 2017 retail 
e-commerce sales worldwide amounted to 2.3 trillion US dollars (Fig. 2). The top 3 
online stores’ revenue (amazon.com, apple.com, wallmart.com) amounted to almost 
100 billion US dollars in 2017 [20]. 

Throughout the world, e-commerce is a much-growing area without signs of a 
downturn in 2019 and even in subsequent years. It remains a popular choice for 
investment and new businesses, and further growth will foster the development of user-
friendly development techniques, technologies and, of course, increased competition. 
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Fig. 1. The number of Internet users by the regions (01.01.2018, million people) [19]. 

 
Fig. 2. Retail e-commerce sales worldwide from 2014 to 2021, 

* - forecast (in billion U.S. dollars) [19] 

Speaking of analysis in terms of e-commerce segments, by the close of 2017, B2C 
ecommerce sales will hit $2.3 trillion worldwide. B2B ecommerce, on the other hand, 
will reach $7.7 trillion. Those two data points represent a 234.78% difference in market 
size [8]. 

Given the growth in globalization, the fact that the US share in global e-commerce 
sales is steadily declining is not shocking at all. However, many enterprises do not 
consider how fast this decline really does. 

Where the United States once reigned in e-commerce, it is expected that by 2020 
their share will be 16.9% (compared with 22.2% in 2015). 

As a result, the lion's share of global e-commerce sales of B2B, in particular (84%), 
currently resides outside of the western continent, such as North America and Europe 
(16%). 

If the rapid growth of other countries is not enough to stimulate the support of an 
international approach, the easing of the West is another way to wake up any unwilling 
team members or leaders. 

An analysis of the share of e-commerce in global retail sales volumes also shows a 
tendency for rapid growth (Fig. 3). 

Conducting an analysis of the e-commerce market in the context of existing e-
commerce models shows that B2B global sales reach $7.7 trillion USA in 2017 (Fig. 4). 
So, B2B e-commerce market is more than twice bigger than B2C, and it continues to 
grow. 
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Fig. 3. E-commerce share of total global retail sales, * - forecast [19] 

 
Fig. 4. B2B e-commerce volume, * - forecast (in billion U.S. dollars) [19] 

Given that Ukraine is also actively joining integration into globalization processes, it 
also occupies not the last positions in the rate of penetration of Internet technologies. 
In general, about 67% of Ukrainian Internet users visit websites related to e-commerce. 
If to analyze the growth rate of e-commerce in Ukraine, then they, in recent years, far 
exceed the growth rate in Europe. This is primarily due to a sharp increase in the level 
of Internet penetration in Ukraine, as well as the distribution of Internet users by age 
and income. So, for users with income levels above the average, it reaches almost 
100%, a similar situation in the age group 15-45 years, which provides a significant 
proportion of active Internet buyers [19]. Also, experts note that in 2017 only 9% of 
Internet users did not buy nightly Internet. Thus, the overall growth in e-commerce has 
allowed Ukraine to gain primacy among European countries in 2016-2017. This trend 
will continue for no more than 2 years, as the growth rate of the penetration rate of the 
Internet decreases as its absolute value increases. This, in turn, has a significant impact 
on the dynamics of online commerce volumes [19]. 

4 e-Commerce and Globalization 

It is expected that globalization and e-commerce will change the economic structure of 
nations. The expected economic surplus is mainly influenced by the two above-
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mentioned factors. In literature, the new structure is usually called knowledge economy, 
new economy or e-economy [1]. E-commerce not only reduces communication costs, 
but also increases the flexibility to find actions. 

Globalization of the firms is announced as a key factor in the spread of e-commerce. 
It is expected that large global companies are likely to use e-commerce more intensively 
than less global firms. Companies, faced with foreign competition, are under great 
pressure to adopt technologies such as e-commerce that will allow them to protect or 
expand market share and work more efficiently. 

Companies conducting business outside their own country may be more interested 
in lowering operating costs (such as information search, negotiation and performance 
monitoring) with the help of information technology. With the help of the Internet for 
transactions and coordination, it can save time and money on delivery of goods, using 
rich information flows to simplify and optimize the flow of physical goods in the supply 
chain. 

It is often assumed that the introduction of e-commerce is a global process managed 
by a common set of participants. However, there is a theoretical basis for the 
assumption that some industries and activities will seek global convergence, while 
others will be marked by local differences [2]. 

Based on a combination of theory and empirical findings, we assume that 
globalization has a different impact on the introduction of e-commerce between B2B 
and B2C, and global companies are more involved in B2B and fewer global companies 
engaged more in B2C. Because B2B e-commerce is the overwhelming majority of e-
commerce, as higher B2B levels implemented by global firms will be a minor 
advantage of local firms in B2C, which leads to greater overall acceptability of 
e-commerce by global firms. In this section, we can conclude that: 

1. Companies that are global have a higher overall adoption rate for e-commerce. 
2. Companies that are global have a higher level of adoption of B2B e-commerce. 
3. Companies that are global have low B2C e-commerce adoption. 

In general, the following key factors can be identified that have a significant impact on 
the development of e-commerce: 

─ Trust. Trust can be a key factor in B2C. This gives consumers confidence that they 
are buying goods or services, even if the electronic trader is unknown. It encourages 
the wider use of e-commerce technologies, facilitates the process of electronic 
transactions, increases the adoption of e-commerce, leads to in-creasing the 
consumer affection, increases customer satisfaction, introduces the concept of 
loyalty, supports a long time-relationship with customers and helps to gain a 
competitive advantage. Future purchases can be motivated, and price increases are 
permissible. This reduces customer concern about the confidentiality of information 
and helps clients tolerate irregular errors committed by an electronic trader [15]. 

─ Quality. Perceived quality of goods and services has two aspects: technological, 
which refers to the delivered service, and functional, which refers to the way the 
service is provided. Response rate, offer renewal, and site performance are technical. 
Interactive communication in the network, personalization of communication with 
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the client, as well as service, development of new forms of access for customers 
relate to the functional aspect of quality perception. The quality of the product / 
service is determined by the client’s perception of the quality of all available 
information about the product / service pro-vided by the website. 

─ Government intervention. The role of the government in the development of e-
commerce in the context of globalization is defined as that which facilitates the basic 
requirements for the development of e-commerce. These include providing secure 
online payment options, providing reliable ICT infrastructure, providing educational 
programs and raising awareness through various means, such as the media and 
educational institutions. 

─ Accessibility. As the Internet is rapidly becoming the main source of information 
and services, the well thought out content and design of the e-commerce website has 
become imperative for citizens to have constant access to public information and 
increase their participation. E-commerce sites today can serve as a tool for 
communication and for relationships with customers and the general public. 
Information and personal data can be easily transferred to external stakeholders [12]. 
In addition, scientists define the availability of the Internet as an incentive for people 
to use, perceive, understand, direct and interact with the network and the outside 
world. International Standardization Organization (ISO) has identified accessibility 
as “the convenience of using a product, service, environment or object with the 
widest range of opportunities”. 

5 Existing Problems in the Development of International e-
Commerce 

Despite the above factors, which have a significant progressive impact on the 
development of e-commerce, there are also certain obstacles that delay the process of 
distribution of e-commerce technology. 

First of all, this is a technical barrier. Many technical difficulties still prevail and are 
clearly seen as major challenges to the growth of global e-commerce. In addition, this 
group of problems included problems of infrastructure development or problems at the 
organization level related to the integration of new e-commerce solutions into existing 
outdated systems, standard problems, problems related to Internet capabilities, security 
problems, etc. 

In addition, in both the real sector and e-commerce, a process such as corruption has 
a significant negative impact. Corruption is hampering electronic commerce; 
corruption is a huge problem for international trade in general, often in connection with 
customs procedures, and is associated with everything from bribery to the 
disappearance of items. Both small and large businesses emphasize this problem. An 
increasing number of enterprises believe that e-commerce is particularly sensitive to 
corruption, as many small parties that are “easier to deploy” often go, and electronic 
merchants often do not have staff to be able to follow any problems. One company 
explained that it decided to leave the Chinese market, and the other - that it did not 
begin to sell to Russia because of corruption. In addition, Turkey, Ukraine and other 
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countries of Eastern Europe were mentioned as problematic in relation to corruption in 
e-commerce. 

And the last, but extremely significant factor that can be identified, is the cognitive 
barrier. Most analysts argue that the cognitive barrier is the most serious among other 
forms of barriers in developing countries and countries with economies in transition. 
Effects such as ignorance and uncertainty serve as cognitive feedback. In most 
developing countries enterprises, technological resources, lack of awareness and 
understanding of the existing potential, underestimation of risk and inertia often lead to 
a negative assessment of the entire e-commerce system. Another reason for the 
cognitive barrier is unfortunately connected with the in-creasing general and computer 
illiteracy and the lack of English language skills. It is known that the majority of 
software, human-computer interfaces and content on the Internet is available in English. 
It is estimated that more than half of the population of developing countries and 
countries with economies in transition (including Ukraine) cannot speak the official 
language (in English) of their countries, especially the older generation. 

Speaking specifically about Ukraine, the country is actively increasing its position 
in world rankings related to the speed of the introduction of e-commerce. But for 
Ukraine, as well as for other transition economies, the main barrier for the further 
development of e-commerce is the presence of large foreign players. The biggest 
“problem” is the growing popularity of such a service as AliExpress. It can also be 
explained by a wide choice of offers, better services, the ability to pay hryvnia credit 
cards and being lower than the price offers. The difference in prices on foreign and 
domestic sites reaches 100%. Since February 2017, this company has changed the 
conditions of delivery to Ukraine altogether, canceling free delivery, but in return it 
provided consumers with the opportunity to track the passage of goods all the way from 
the seller to the buyer. According to a study [6], the majority of buyers agree to pay 
extra for this option, as well as for speeding up the delivery, since prices, however, turn 
out to be much lower. 

6 Investigation of the Factors of Influence on Integration into 
the World e-Commerce Market 

An important part of the study of the prospects for the development of county's 
integration into the international e-commerce system is the process of selecting a 
system of indicators that will allow to assess such integration. 

The introduction of the principles of e-commerce in business relationships of any 
level is subject to many factors. The most important factors are the general state of the 
country’s economy; the world market situation; the economic status of major partners; 
level of state regulation of foreign economic activity [2]. To characterize these factors 
and assess their impact on country’s integration processes in the international 
e-commerce system, it is important to choose appropriate set of indicators. Since the 
main focus of e-commerce is mainly on trade activity, this system of indicators will be 
such that determines the trade and economic status of integration associations: x1  
export within the association; x2  total export; x3  import within the association; x4  
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total import; x5  direct foreign investments, internal and external flows and reserves 
(annual); x6  GDP; x7  total annual trade; x8  total volume of trade; x9  balance of 
payments, current annual operations accounts. 

In order to establish the importance of the impact of selected economic development 
indicators on the differentiation of integration associations, we will construct a 
discriminatory function (for standardized data in 2017). Thus, the model of 
differentiation in the development of integration processes in the global e-commerce 
market in 2017 has the form: 

f(x) = -8.67098x1  6.36273x2  9.60139x3 + 
+ 21.273x4 + 1.50212x5  5.68611x6  
 11.567x7  0.450606x8 + 0.167332x9. 

The analysis of the weighting coefficients obtained as a result of the discriminant 
analysis allows us to draw certain conclusions regarding the impact of the factors in 
integration processes:  

x4 > x7 > x3 > x1 > x2 > x6 > x5 > x8 > x9. 

Thus, the constructed model and the carried out quantitative analysis allow us to see 
a significant difference in the importance of the influence of certain factors on the 
process of integration of the regions of the world into the system of international e-
commerce. 

7 Conclusions 

E-commerce technology has helped companies differently. This not only helped 
businesses and firms sell their products and services around the world and easily, but 
also helped customers make purchases at any convenient time and everywhere. 

Since its existence, until now, there were no restrictions on the search for advanced 
technologies that would meet the current situation of e-commerce by experts and 
enterprises. This means that the e-commerce we see today will not be the same in the 
next five years. E-commerce will see enormous growth and advances in technology, as 
it continues to grow stronger in business both in developed and developing countries. 

As they say, “growing brings many benefits and problems”, so we have to put 
ourselves in a better position to cope with the challenges that accompany the growth of 
e-commerce technologies. 

In this paper the main factors and key problems of development of international e-
commerce under the conditions of globalizations were defined. In addition, a 
discriminant analysis of selected factors was conducted and a model of differentiation 
in the development of integration processes, on the basis of which we can clearly see 
the importance of selected indicators in the process of integration into the world e-
commerce market, was calculated. Also, it is proved that Ukraine is not an exception 
and also follows the trends in the introduction of e-commerce methods in all forms of 
business. The processes of globalization have also touched the online sphere, which 
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will undoubtedly become the driving force in the development of this sphere and, 
possibly, the smooth displacement of the relative sector. 
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Abstract. The article analyzes the status, trends and prospects of the 
development of the world labor market in the field of the maritime fleet, which 
makes it possible to determine that for this particular segment, characterized by 
stable dynamic development in the presence of significant reserves. The 
theoretical and practical aspects of formation and development of the market of 
crewing services in Ukraine are also covered. The paper considers such an 
important task as the selection of the optimal crew for ships’ shipowners in order 
to maximize the income of the crewing company. The economic-mathematical 
model of optimization of the process of selection of crews of ships was 
constructed. In this case, the crewing company, which has completed the work 
on selecting the optimal crew, receives income as a percentage of the 
remuneration chosen through the model of the crew for the first month of his 
work. The more qualified this crew, the greater the income will receive a crewing 
company. 

Keywords: maritime labor market, crewing company, selection of personnel, 
economic and mathematical modeling. 

1 Introduction 

Ukraine is a maritime state and famous supplier of skilled marine personnel in the 
international labour market. Each year, about 69 thousand Ukrainian sailors occupy 
their places in the felling and technical departments of ships around the world. By level 
of professional training, communication skills and discipline Ukrainian sailors occupy 
one of the first places in the world, yielding only to Filipinos, sometimes to the Chinese. 
In addition, 56% of all hired frames are team members. But due to the difficult way of 
employment without crewing companies, a significant number of maritime workers 
remain unemployed. The same problem exists in shipping companies: without crewing 
companies is difficult to communicate to seamen with the required qualifications. Ship-
owners are interested in ensuring that their ships are equipped with a highly skilled 
crew; seamen have an interest in getting paid jobs on board shipowners; intermediary 
companies see their interest in meeting the needs of both the shipowner and the seaman, 
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as well as obtaining income from their activities. The competitiveness of shipping 
companies directly depends on the effective functioning of the crewing company. The 
professionalism of the crewing company is evaluated not only by the ability to satisfy 
customers’ requests, but also to adjust them according to market realities and offer 
different ways of their satisfaction. Income derived from the recruitment of crew ships – 
this is one of the main indicators of the crewing agency (as well as any other company). 
Therefore, the most important for crewing companies is the task of optimal distribution 
of crew members, for which it is expedient to use economic and mathematical 
modeling.  

Selection of crews of ships is an important part of the operations of the crewing 
company and an interesting task for the application of economic-mathematical 
modeling. Optimization of the selection of crews of ships received much less attention 
in the academic literature. In the works of the named scientists proposed management 
options for solving this problem. Therefore, the purpose of the study is to apply 
economic and mathematical modeling for optimal manning crewing company crews of 
ships sailors required qualifications to maximize its revenue. 

Crewing is part of the international maritime industry. The word comes from the 
English crew – the team. It also deals with the complete set of commands. Unlike low-
skilled professionals who are in demand in different countries, crewing deals with 
professionals in maritime professions. They graduated from the profile, usually higher 
education institutions, have long experience in managing the courts or their systems, 
know English, international law within their responsibilities, experience in 
communicating with representatives of different peoples. Of all the specialists selected 
for work, two thirds – the command staff. But even at the level of ordinary sailors have 
their own peculiarities. These are people who intend to climb up the service stages. The 
vast majority of them are studying and practicing on ships. Therefore, creeping is not 
like recruiting companies, even at recruitment agencies. Indeed, their responsibilities 
include not only the selection of personnel, but their testing for compliance.  

Improvement in maritime education never stops. The demand for graduates of 
Ukrainian marine higher education institutions and institutions of secondary education 
is very high. Many foreign companies that have long-term programs of using Ukrainian 
sailors on their ships invest significant funds in training through their own “cadet 
programs”, providing sponsorship to marine training institutions, setting up their own 
training centers for the further training of seamen immediately before the voyage. 
Within the framework of cadet programs companies together with educational 
institutions conduct selection of cadets in accordance with the requirements of the 
company (knowledge of English, training, availability of necessary certificates), 
organize planning and control of the implementation of the program of floating practice 
on ships. In addition, the company assumes all the costs associated with the practice 
(flights, transfers, accommodation on board and in hotels, visa support, insurance, 
medical care, food, salary in accordance with the terms of an individual contract, 
practice on board ship). The most active in this area are the following companies in the 
Ukrainian market: V. Ships (Monaco), MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company 
(Switzerland), Bernard Schulte Shipmanagement Ltd., Peter Doehle Schiffanrts-KG, 
Marlow Navigation, Reederei BlueStar (Germany), Wagenberg Shipping BV, Stolt-
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Nielsen Transportation Group BV (Norway), Maersk Ship Management (Denmark), 
ASP Ship Management Group (Australia), Anglo-Eastern Ship Management 
(Singapore) and others [1]. 

Consider the types of crewing companies. Therefore, in pure creeping, if the seaman-
candidate meets the requirements of the shipowner, he is taken to work and, after a 
certain period of time, is sent to the ship specified by him, where he begins to fulfill his 
labor duties. The intermediary firm for the employment assistance assisted receives a 
pre-defined remuneration from the client who contacted to it. This is usually either a 
fixed amount or a percentage of the basic salary of a sailor employed by a ship under a 
particular flag without the client’s financial expenses incurred by the intermediary firm.  

Crewing management is the more complex form of crewing that occurs on the 
international seamen’s and maritime professionals’ market. His point is that the 
shipowner completely transfers to the intermediary company the responsibility for 
resolving all issues related to the manning and management of the ship’s crew. Crewing 
management can: Assist in arranging the necessary visas, processing sub-documents, 
booking air tickets, as well as informational and consulting support, conducting or 
organizing training or training of seamen, sending a candidate for a medical 
examination, engaging in the supply and sewing of work clothes, with trade unions and 
public organizations, etc. Also, companies can pay crew wages, draw up and maintain 
a timetable for changes to the crew, and more. In this case, the shipowner pays to the 
firm the intermediary a pre-determined fixed monthly cash sum, at the expense of which 
reimbursed expenses for wages, overtime pay, various additional payments and 
bonuses. These include: organizational expenses for servicing the crew, its delivery to 
the port of destination on board the ship; exchange with the Maritime Administration 
of the Flag State of the presented diplomas and qualification certificates; expenses on 
insurance of crew members from accidents; payment for crew on board; payment of 
working clothes and personal protective equipment, etc. The difference between the 
actual costs incurred by the intermediary company and the compensation paid by the 
shipowner as compensation for the costs incurred is the net profit of the intermediary 
company.  

The international labor market for seamen and marine specialists has become 
widespread and an organizational form of mediation in employment, such as the 
creation of a shipowner or group of shipowners representation in those foreign 
countries, where mainly the recruitment of personnel of crew of ships. For example, 
today the company V-Ships represents 79 offices in 33 countries, 1200 ships and 25 
thousand sailors, one third of who are Ukrainians. It is this part that is the merit of the 
office of Igor Safin (Managing Director of V-Ships), who managed to raise the level of 
recruitment from 700 to seven thousand Ukrainian seamen per year in 10 years [1]. 
Therefore, a seaman who is in need of employment, receives work directly from the 
hands of a potential employer. Among the hundreds of intermediary firms engaged in 
the employment of seamen, there are those that are created in Western Europe. These 
firms, as a rule, show a high organizational level.  

Consequently, the elementary forms of pure creeping were transformed into new, 
integrated forms of service for shipowners and seamen, ranging from recruitment and 
training of personnel to management ship of shipowners. In this case, the shipowner 
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loses the need to maintain expensive services engaged in the technical and commercial 
exploitation of ships. In addition, he receives a guaranteed source of replenishment of 
the staffing of crews of ships, which is characterized by stability and subject to control. 
The intermediary company, which owns a well-designed questionnaire for applicants 
for mariners, can respond quickly and flexibly to shipowner inquiries regarding the 
crew of ships. Currently, crewing companies and their branches are available in any 
port city of Ukraine: Odessa, Chornomorsk, Yuzhne, Mykolaiv, Izmail, Mariupol, 
Kherson and others. The number of crewing companies in the four largest supplier 
countries of the maritime labor force of the former USSR is as follows: Ukraine has 
374 agencies in 2009, 450 in 2018; Russia – 176; Latvia – 59; Lithuania – 7. Given the 
relatively small number of seamen in the Baltic countries and the less attractive work 
at sea for EU citizens, the Baltic agencies are actively recruiting sailors from Ukraine 
and Russia [2]. 

In recent years, there has been a process of active entry of large foreign companies 
into the Russian and especially Ukrainian market: the opening of representative offices, 
as well as the absorption of local companies in order to join them in the global office 
system. Ukraine has all the key European players in the market for crewing services, as 
well as a significant number of companies from the Asian region. In addition, a 
significant number of large shipping companies have opened their offices, which are 
also engaged in recruiting staff. The presence of foreign capital is increasingly felt in 
the Ukrainian market and slightly less in the Russian market. If in the early 2000s 
almost all companies were independent, then the process of entering the network of 
offices of international crewing agencies began to take place the so-called globalization.  

Authoritative international organizations BIMCO and ISF prepare a joint study of 
the labor market in the world maritime trading fleet every five years – Manpower 
Report. Such studies have been conducted since 1990. The latest Manpower Report was 
presented in May 2016 [3]. This study helps to assess the role and place of Ukrainian 
seamen in the world maritime labor market. In our country, such studies are not 
conducted, and on the question of how many Ukrainian seamen working on ships of 
the world navy fleet, different answers can be received at various instances. For 
example, in the spring of 2018, the Ministry of Infrastructure officially voiced a figure 
of 150 thousand. So many Ukrainian sailors, according to the ministry, today operate 
in the fleet [1]. Manpower Report 2016 from BIMCO and ICS calls quite different 
numbers. According to BIMCO and ISF, Ukraine continues to be part of a group of 
countries leaders in supplying seamen to the world fleet. According to the report, in 
Ukraine, 234,923 people are sailors, but 69,000 sailors were actually delivered to the 
fleet in 2015, in addition to 39,000 officers and 30,000 ordinary [2, 4]. In essence, it is 
about the number of jobs occupied by Ukrainian sailors in 2015. This is the sixth place 
in the world after China (243.6 thousand), the Philippines (215.5 thousand), Indonesia 
(143.7 thousand), Russia (97 thousand), and India (86 thousand) (Table 1). 

But the population of all above mentioned countries significantly exceeds the 
population of Ukraine. And if we take such an indicator as the share of jobs occupied 
by sailors in the population of these countries, then Ukraine will be in second place 
after the Philippines. By % of officers among the total number of seamen, Ukraine came 
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second only to India. Thus, every 20th officer of the merchant fleet in the world – from 
Ukraine. If we talk about the countries of Europe, then among them Ukraine is a leader. 

Table 1. Countries are the largest suppliers of seamen to the labor market. 

Country Population 
(2015 year) 

Number 
of seamen 

Number 
of officers 

% officers of 
the country 
among all 

officers 

% officers 
among the 

total number 
of seamen 

% sailors to 
population 

China 1.4 billion 244 
thousand 

102 
thousand 13.1 42 0.017 

Philippines 105 million 216 
thousand 

73 
thousand 9.4 34 0.205 

Indonesia 264 million 144 
thousand 

51 
thousand 6.7 35 0.054 

Russia 144 million 97 
thousand 

48 
thousand 6.2 49 0.067 

India 1.3 billion 86 
thousand 

70 
thousand 9 81 0.006 

Ukraine 44 million 69 
thousand 

39 
thousand 5 57 0.156 

Source: compiled by the author on the basis of [2, 3, 4] 
 
BIMCO and ISF also publish information on the number of seamen in the world 

fleet, according to shipping companies. In this rating Ukraine is already fourth in China, 
the Philippines and Russia. Unfortunately, there is no statistics on the number of 
seamen in Ukraine. The only official data that can be used for some sort of orientation 
is the Seafarers' Training and Certification Inspection, which maintains a register of 
documents issued to seamen, and certificates giving the right to occupy certain 
positions in the fleet. According to the register in October 2017, such operating 
documents issued about 112 thousand [2].  

There are about 450 crewing companies in Ukraine who are engaged in the supply 
of seamen abroad. Almost every major shipping company is guided by 5-10 different 
countries from where seamen are recruited from its ship. It is believed that China 
overtook the Philippines as the largest source of supply for seamen qualified for 
international trade. Although the Philippines is still the largest source of supply to the 
private shipping fleet [2]. However, data from international shipping companies 
suggests that the use of Chinese seamen to service foreign ships may be limited; since 
the Philippines and Russia are seen as equally important sources of officers, while 
Ukraine and India are following them firmly. 

During the last five years, the global supply of seamen has increased, and the number 
of qualified officers and ordinary people operating in the international merchant fleet 
continues to grow. It was reported that from 2005 to 2010, the number of officers 
increased by 34%, and now it is estimated to increase by 24% over the past five years. 
The total demand for seamen in 2015 was estimated at 1 545 000 seamen: about 790.5 
thousand officers and 754.5 thousand ordinary. Demand for officials increased by about 
24.1% from 2010, while demand for ordinary people increased by about 1.0%. The 
estimation of demand for officials and ordinary persons in 2015 as compared to the 
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demand estimate presented in the previous reports is given in Table Estimated global 
demand for seafarers 2005-2015 [3] 

Thus, if the expected demand for officials and ordinary people increased between 
2005 and 2010 by 33.8% and 27.5%, respectively, then the demand for officers 
continued, with only a slight increase in demand for ordinary people from 2010 year 
[3]. 

Estimates prepared for the 2015 report indicate that the current seamen global offer 
is about 1 647 500 seamen, of which approximately 774 000 are officers and 873 500 
are seamen, and that the current world demand for seafarers is about 1 545 000 seamen, 
besides, the industry needs about 790.5 thousand officers and 754.5 thousand ordinary 
people. The current situation is as follows: a deficit of 16,500 officers and an excess of 
119 000 ordinary people, with a total surplus of 102 500 seamen. This information is 
presented in the Table Current estimated global supply and demand of seafarers [3]. 

It is estimated that the level of employment and training of specialists over the past 
five years has increased. The basic forecast for the future supply and demand balance 
is calculated based on the information and data received for the 2015 report. It consists 
in the fact that the global supply of officers will steadily increase, but there will be a 
surging rising demand for officers. This is evidenced by data of the Tables Estimated 
supply-demand balance for officers [3]. 

The 2015 report indicates that the global merchant fleet is expected to grow in the 
next ten years, and demand for seamen is likely to continue to tend to general shortage 
offerings of officers. ICS and BIMCO predict that if the level of training is not 
significantly increased, the growth in demand for seamen could lead to a serious 
shortage of officers. Some officer categories are particularly scarce, in particular, 
engineers, managers, and officers for specialized ships such as chemicals, etc. The 
shortage of seamen will be observed despite the improvement in recruitment and 
training and the reduction in staffing levels over the past years. It should not be expected 
that there will be a lot of proposals from qualified and competent seamen in the future, 
even taking into account coordinated efforts and measures to address key human 
resource problems. It is important to promote a career in the sea, to strengthen maritime 
education and training all over the world, to address the conservation challenges of 
seamen and to continue to monitor the global supply and demand of seamen on a regular 
basis. Without continuing efforts to promote a career at sea and to improve recruitment 
and staffing, it is impossible to guarantee that a large number of skilled and competent 
seamen will be provided in the future. According to the report, over the past five years, 
the maritime industry has made significant progress in increasing recruitment and 
training and lowering the cost of officers (retaining skilled seamen and increasing the 
number of years they serve at sea) [3, 5, 6, 7, 8]. 

Taking into account the presented analytical data it can be seen that the need for 
crewing services will continue to grow. The need to improve the quality of such services 
and improve the performance of these organizations (in particular, careful selection of 
personnel that meets the needs of the shipowner) is evident. Achievement of this goal 
will allow Ukrainian sailors to take advantage of their foreign counterparts when 
choosing shipowners for the required positions.  
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2 Development of the Optimization Model 

Usually, the process of selecting a shipping crew by crewing companies specialists is 
carried out according to the algorithm of assessing candidates in the process of 
providing services by the crewing company and consists of the identification by means 
of modern specialized methods and technologies of a qualitative level of professional, 
qualification, personal characteristics, as well as motivational installations of the 
candidates that make up the pool. The purpose of the evaluation is to determine the 
numerical or descriptive values characteristics of the candidates. Candidates who 
constitute a pool should be evaluated using a single assessment system to obtain 
comparable results [9]. 

The selection of candidates is a professional activity, which represents the process 
of making a decision on the choice of certain applicants for employment in accordance 
with the existing staffing needs of the organization of the customer. The selection is 
carried out by comparing the results of the evaluation of individual candidates that 
make up the pool. The result of the selection is one or more candidates who will later 
be represented by the shipowner organizations who need personnel for employment 
[10]. If the seamen is successfully employed on the ship of the customer company, the 
crewing agent receives a remuneration from the shipowner or the occupant of the 
position. Most often, this is a certain amount paid for each month (or day) of the 
seamen’s work on board, although there may also be a fixed remuneration, the size of 
which does not depend on the duration of the seamen`s stay on board. Such payments 
may be paid for each contracted sailor, but some shipowners (usually in the oil and gas 
industry) are practicing a one-time payment for the selection of the specialist they 
require. Often this amount is calculated by computation the percentage of the wages of 
the employee they need. Accordingly, the more valuable and, accordingly, the highly 
paid specialist will find a recruiting firm, the greater will be the size of its remuneration 
[9]. It is known that the quality of services provided by crewing companies is reflected 
not only in the quality of satisfaction of the needs of the shipowner in the personnel, 
but also indirectly affects the operation of the shipping company as a whole.  

In the absence of skilled personnel of the shipping company, great importance should 
be given to measures aimed at attracting, retaining the company and encouraging the 
development of a shipping crew, that is, measures of material and moral motivation. 
An additional method of material motivation can be the bonus system of pay, as well 
as the system of rewards sailor for excellent work. In practice, the main purpose of 
employment, as a rule, is the receipt of material remuneration. For a seaman, the highest 
possible earnings are associated with a number of negative non-material factors (long 
working day, bad working conditions, long separation from relatives, etc.). At the same 
time, work under such difficult conditions, besides high pay, can ensure the 
implementation of other competing goals (career development, professional 
experience, consolidation in a prestigious shipping company, etc.) [11]. 
Implementation of retraining and refresher training, as well as compensation of 
expenses for training and passing medical board, implementation of social guarantees 
for seamen, as well as carrying out measures to improve professional skills of 
recruitment managers, introduction of modern methods of testing seamen are 
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unconditional factors of efficiency improvement functioning of the crewing company 
and strengthening its competitiveness among others [9]. 

Therefore, the task of optimizing the selection of crews by using the application of 
econometric and mathematical modeling remains very relevant.  

As the basis for constructing an optimization model for the selection of crews of 
ships of maximum qualification, we will use the economic-mathematical model of the 
problem of appointment. We formulate the statement of the task of selecting the 
personnel of the maximum qualification for each position of the ship by the crewing 
company [12]. According to the analysis of the respective subscribed sites and its own 
database, the crewing company has selected a certain number of candidates for each of 
the vacant positions on the ships of the shipping companies. The positions are vacant 
or on the ships of companies with which the crewing company has an exclusive contract 
for servicing certain ships, or found on pre-paid sites. The selection is carried out 
according to the designated services of the customer - the shipping company - the 
parameters: the qualitative level of professional, qualification, personal characteristics, 
as well as the motivational units of candidates. For example, such as: specialty; age; 
necessary experience and work experience on certain ships; level of qualification 
(checked, in particular, on simulators); availability of certificates necessary for work; 
compliance of the sailor period of validity with the terms of the contract; compliance 
with health indicators; compliance with special documents, in particular subrogation, 
the ability to work in a particular region under the banner of a particular country, etc. 
These parameters determine the qualification characteristic c  i-th candidate for j-th 
position on k-th ship. That is, the efficiency of the work of each specialist in the 
performance of a particular type of work on a particular ship is known – cijk (i=1, ..., n; 
j=1, ..., m; k=1, ..., l). Matrix of qualifying characteristics of n candidates for Bj position 
on l ships – Cj – presented in the table 2. 

Table 2. Matrix of qualification characteristics by j-th position, Cj. 

Candidates for j-th position, Aij 
Ships with vacancies for 

j-th positions Number candidates for 
j-th position, aij Sj1 Sj2 … Sjl 

A1j c1j1 c1j2 … c1jl 1 
A2j c2j1 c2j2 … c2jl 1 
… … … … … … 
Anj cnj1 cnj2 … cnjl 1 

Number of vacant staffed posts per 
j-th position on k-th ship, bjk bj1 bj2 … bjl  

 
Thus, n candidates have been selected Aij, who can and wish to take j-th vacant 

position (i=1, ..., n; j=1, ..., m).	 
Let the international seamen’s market (in the market sector) have available vacancies 

at j-th position on 푙 ships of different shipowners, k=1, ..., l. The crewing agency either 
already cooperates with these shipowners or has the opportunity to start cooperation 
with them. Let’s denote through bjk number of sailors, which is planned to be replaced 
j-th position on k-th ship.		So, on k-th ship by j-th position are open bjk vacancies.  
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Assume that the crewing agency when sending one i-th candidate by j-th position on 
k-th ship receives income in size dijk	 as a certain percentage of the seaman’s salary 
amount qijk. 

Matrix salaries of sailors at j-th position Qj presented in the table 3. 

Table 3. Matrix of salary on j-th position, Qj. 

Candidates for j-th position, Aij Salary on j-th positions 
Sj1 Sj2 … Sjl 

A1j q1j1 q1j2 … q1jl 
A2j q2j1 q2j2 … q2jl 
… … … … … 
Anj qnj1 qnj2 … qnjl 

 
Each sailor can be sent for only one job. And for each position, the number of 

specialists may be assigned in accordance with the staffing schedule of the crew of the 
ship, which is determined by the shipping company. 

It is necessary to appoint seamen-candidates for corresponding vacant positions on 
ships, so that the overall efficiency of all work is maximal. That is, it is necessary to 
entrust each candidate with the performance of one particular work on a particular ship 
in order to maximize the qualification of each position. The matrix of candidate 
nominations for j-th position Xj presented in the table 4. 

Table 4. The matrix of assignments on j-th position, Xj. 

Candidates for j-th position, Aij 
Ships with vacancies for 

j-th positions Number candidates for 
j-th position, aij Sj1 Sj2 … Sjl 

A1j x1j1 x1j2 … x1jl 1 
A2j x2j1 x2j2 … x2jl 1 
… … … … … … 
Anj xnj1 xnj2 … xnjl 1 

Number of vacant staffed posts per j-
th position on k-th ship, bjk bj1 bj2 … bjl  

 
This is a statement of the classical task of appointment. 
Let’s make an economic-mathematical model of the task. 
Let’s denote through xijk – fact of appointment i-th candidate on j-th position on k-th 

ship. 
We will assume that: 

 푥 	

1,			if	푖 − 푡ℎ		candidate	is	appointed	
on	푗 − 푡ℎ		position	on	푘 − 푡ℎ	ship	;	

0, if	푖 − 푡ℎ		candidate	is	not	appointed	
on		푗 − 푡ℎ	position	on	푘 − 푡ℎ	ship.

 

Output parameters of the task of optimization of selection of frames of crews of ships: 
n – number of candidates for j-th position; 
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m – number of positions; 
aij=1 – unit amount of resource: the candidate Ai can only be assigned to one j-th 

position; 
bjk = t – number of vacant staffed positions per position Bj on k-th ship; 
sjk = l – number of ships Sk, where vacant position Bj; 
cijk – qualification characteristic of the candidate Ai for performance of work on the 

position Bj on k-th ship; 
xijk	– fact of appointment or non-appointment of a candidate Ai on the position Bj on 

k-th ship; 
Zj – general (total) quality characteristics of the distribution of candidates for j-th 

position; 
Z – general (total) quality characteristics of the distribution of candidates for all 

positions. 
Dj – income earned by the crewing company as % of the wages of candidates 

assigned to j-th position; 
퐷 – income received by the crewing company as % of the salary of candidates 

appointed for all positions. 
The task is to find the distribution Xj=(xijk) sailors on ships for each j-th position (that 

is, to find a matrix of appointments), which maximizes the target function: 

 푍 =푍 (푋 	) = 	∑ ∑ 푐 ∗	푥 	→ 푚푎푥 (1) 

for limitations: 

 
∑ 푥 = 1,			푖 = 	 1; 푛	;
∑ 푥 = 	푏 ,			푘 = 	1; 푙.		

 (2) 

and  

 푥 	

1,			if	푖 − 푡ℎ		candidate	is	appointed	
on	푗 − 푡ℎ		position	on	푘 − 푡ℎ	ship	;	

0, if	푖 − 푡ℎ		candidate	is	not	appointed	
on		푗 − 푡ℎ	position	on	푘 − 푡ℎ	ship.

 (3) 

Thus, the economic-mathematical model of selection of personnel of the maximum 
qualification for each position of crews of ships is represented by formulas (1) – (3). 

The more highly-paid personnel will pick up the crewing company, the higher its 
income.  

Next we will find the income received by the company as % of the wages of the 
candidates assigned to j-th position. Let it be fixed for today, % – 10%.  

 퐷 = 	0.1∑ ∑ 푞 ∗	푥  (4) 

That is, the income of the crewing from the main activity will be: 

 퐷 =	∑ 퐷  (5) 
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In order to find the profit of a crewing company, it is necessary to deduct from the 
income constant Vconst and variables Vvar costs.  

How variable costs Vvar we consider the costs of crewing to verify the legitimacy of 
documents seamen (work diplomas), selected for a position on a particular ship. The 
fixed pay for such a service, such as checking the legitimacy of documents, today 
amounts to UAH 150 per person.  

 푉 = 150 ∗	∑ ∑ ∑ 푥  (6) 

The following costs are incurred for permanent creeping expenses: support for a 
database template, site maintenance, office rental, utility payments, salary of office 
workers, certification of crewing, taxes, etc.). 

Consequently, we obtain a formula for finding income from the main activity of 
crewing. 

 푃 = 퐷 −	푉 −	푉  (7) 

With the help of constructed economic-mathematical model of selection of personnel 
of the maximum qualification, we will make a selection of captains for the crewing 
company “Alfa crewing”. Let assembled to construct a model of choice of captains 
(j = 1) information is presented tablotically (Table 5 – 7). 

Table 5. Matrix of qualification characteristics by j=1 Captain’s position, C1. 

Candidates for j=1 position, Ai1 
Ships with vacancies for j=1 

Captain’s position Number candidates 
for j=1 position, ai1 S11 S12 S13 S11 

A11 0.75 0.9 0.8 0.75 1 
A21 0.82 0.69 0.93 0.82 1 
A31 0.94 0.78 0.85 0.94 1 
A41 0.76 0.92 0.88 0.76 1 

Number of vacant staffed posts 
per j=1 position on k-th ship, b1k 1 1 1 1  

Table 6. Matrix of salary on j=1 Captain’s position, Q1. 

Candidates for j=1 position, Ai1 Salary of the captain on the ships, thousands of dollars 
S11 S12 S13 S11 

A11 8.1 9.3 8.6 8.1 
A21 8.8 8 9.5 8.8 
A31 9.6 8.4 9.1 9.6 
A41 8.2 9.4 9.2 8.2 

 
The economic-mathematical model of selection of captains of the maximum 

qualification is represented by the formulas 8-10: 

 			푍 =푍 (푋 	) = 	∑ ∑ 푐 ∗	푥 	→ 푚푎푥 (8) 

for limitations: 
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⎩
⎪
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎪
⎧∑ 푥 ≤ 1,			
∑ 푥 ≤ 1,			
∑ 푥 ≤ 1,			
∑ 푥 ≤ 1,			
∑ 푥 = 	1,
∑ 푥 = 	1,
∑ 푥 = 	1.

 (9) 

and  

 푥 	

1,			if	푖 − 푡ℎ		candidate	is	appointed	
on	푗 = 1		position	on	푘 − 푡ℎ	ship	;	

0, if	푖 − 푡ℎ		candidate	is	not	appointed	
on		푗 = 1	position	on	푘 − 푡ℎ	ship.

 (10) 

Table 7. The matrix of assignments on j=1 Captain’s position, X1. 

Candidates for j=1 position, Ai1 
Ships with vacancies for j=1 

Captain’s position Number candidates for 
j=1 position, ai1 S11 S12 S13 S11 

A11 x111 x112 x113 x111 1 
A21 x211 x212 x213 x211 1 
A31 x311 x312 x313 x311 1 
A41 x411 x412 x413 x411 1 

Number of vacant staffed posts 
per j=1 position on k-th ship, b1k 1 1 1 1  

 
The results of implementing the model in the Excel environment are shown in the 

figure 1. 
Therefore, in order for the overall qualification of candidates for the position of the 

captain to be maximal, they should be assigned as follows: will receive the appointment 
of Captains 2, 3 and 4 candidates; 1 candidate will not receive a job this time; all vessels, 
on which the vacant position of the captain was, will be provided by the performers of 
work (J3-J6). In addition, the profit of the crewing company will be 2.85 thousand 
dollars (H8). 

Similarly, it is possible to distribute candidates for all vacant positions of crews of 
vessels. Therefore, crewing company “Alfa crewing” it is expedient to apply economic-
mathematical modeling for management of selection of personnel in order to maximize 
the overall qualification characteristic. The use of such a toolkit allows you to determine 
who and on what ship to appoint to one or another position in order to maximize 
profitability. 

3 Resulting and Conclusions 

Thus, we can formulate conclusions about the conducted research. The model of 
optimization of the selection process for crews of ships can be applied for distribution 
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of personnel to ship of any categories, including bulk carriers, tankers, container 
carriers, etc.  

 
Fig. 1. The result of the selection of personnel of the maximum qualification for position of 

captain 

The model can be applied to create on its basis models of decision support systems. 
The results of the study can be used by the managers of crewing companies, 

managers and employees of the services of work with the personnel of shipping 
companies. 

The practical significance of the study is that the use by the crewing companies of 
the proposed recommendations for the application of methods of economic and 
mathematical modeling for the selection of skilled personnel for each position will 
increase the efficiency of the organization of the work of the crew of ships, as well as 
optimize the income of the crewing company. Optimization not only increases the 
efficiency of the crewing company, but also increases its responsibility. After all, the 
quality of services provided by crewing companies reflects not only the quality of 
meeting the needs of shipping companies in the personnel, but also affects both the 
quality of service provided by shipping companies and the efficiency of the operation 
of shipping companies in general. 
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Abstract. Topicality of research into interactions between tax environment 
subjects is justified by growing uncertainty of changes in socio-economic 
processes. The aim of this study is to assess interaction between taxpayers, 
controlling bodies and public authorities in view of dominant paradigms and 
results of expert and sociological research on subjects with regard to the degree 
of their influence on tax environment climate. Interaction is defined as a certain 
type of relations between subjects that result in developing mutual influence 
which induces corresponding changes of their states. Interaction is essentially a 
poorly structured category, which dictates a need to use soft modeling and 
subjective evaluation methods (matrix models). According to the degree of 
influence on tax environment climate, public authorities are proved to be the most 
influential subject, while taxpayers are found to be the least influential. 
Summative value of subjects’ interaction is set as Very Good. It is determined by 
taxpayers’ data as the best among other subjects. Based on the analysis of 
dynamics in parameters and activity of interaction subjects it is argued that in 
order to improve subjects’ interaction productivity, it is appropriate to improve 
the mechanisms of subjects’ interaction with public authorities of all others. 

Keywords: assess, controlling bodies, interactions, influence, matrix models, 
public authorities, taxpayers. 

1 Introduction 

Research into interaction between different subjects of socio-economic system in 
regard to taxation is getting increasingly popular as current social and economic 
processes are highly dynamic and taxation mechanisms need to be adjusted to ensure 
timely and adequate response to changes. Ongoing crisis in Ukraine redoubles 
uncertainty in decision-making, therefore a vast majority of actors in the state socio-
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economic system compensate for the lack of information with subjective perception of 
objective circumstances of taxation.  

The period of reforms has added weight to the roles of those subjects of the socio-
economic system that make tax decisions, including authorities, taxpayers, controlling 
bodies and communities whose tax relations are regulated by regulatory and legal 
provisions. Present gaps and shortcomings of these provisions in Ukraine have shifted 
the focus of the scope of research towards subjectivism, which is seen as a derivative 
of an individual subject’s knowledge and experience. Therefore, validity of decision-
making requires additional substantiation through expert judgment. 

It should also be noted that so far Ukraine has carried out reforms of both taxation 
system structure and taxation mechanisms which determined the trends of redefining 
the aims and ways of interaction between taxation subjects. In order to adequately 
respond to structural and dynamic changes in the socio-economic system, we should 
regularly assess its subjects’ interaction in respective tax environment and identify 
high-potential options of main trends development, which is actually the aim of this 
study. Objective assessment will allow us to substantiate or specify the areas which 
require further improvement of subjects’ interaction in order to ensure long-term 
equitable relations and good balance of all actors’ interests. The dynamics of these 
subjects’ interaction values will determine the productivity of their relations.  

Interaction is a means of studying subjects and their environment, certain activity 
and type of behavior, a mechanism of their organization under certain conditions – all 
in one. Types of relations between subjects in tax environment are determined by their 
socio-economic roles (a taxpayer or a representative of controlling bodies [12], 
structural and functional relations established by the system to enable actualization of 
both system properties and interaction subjects properties within the system. In the 
context of this research relation is determined by the way subjects' interaction in tax 
environment is organized, their state being mutually conditioned by each other and 
itself. Relations represent a broader concept than interaction and have a different nature. 
They can only emerge between subjects in tax environment on condition that states of 
subjects or the system are fixed, acceptably equilibrium and stable enough. In this 
context, legal and regulatory framework acts as a stabilizing factor, knowledge of laws 
and regulations has a positive effect on conscientious payment of taxes [13; 16; 17; 18]. 
Awareness, understanding, quality and simplicity of tax processes [1; 2; 5; 14], a 
positive attitude to taxation, and financial resilience [7; 8] predominantly (but not a 
hundred percent) ensure the required level of trustworthiness and timeliness of tax 
liabilities. In general, established relations between subjects in tax environment are 
realized within the framework of their interaction, which determines its effectiveness 
and productivity. In order to ensure objective assessment, functional and structural 
relations must be actualized, i. e. it is necessary to identify the set and structure of 
relations actual at period t.  

Assessment of subjects’ interaction in tax environment is generally based on 
analytical approaches and sociological research, a vast majority of which present their 
results in the form of a qualitative characterization of a selected set of parameters in 
certain areas of subjects’ interaction. The above is explained by poor structuring of 
subjects interaction in tax environment due to informal factors of influence. For 
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example, a global monitoring of interaction between taxpayers and controlling bodies 
is being done by stakeholders in the context of Forum on Tax Administration (FTA) 
[21] based on the International Survey on Revenue Administration (ISORA). The data 
it presents give full and clear idea of the tax administration system in terms of services, 
favorable conditions, technological development, easing administrative pressure for all 
groups of taxpayers and controlling bodies.  

McKinsey assess interaction between taxpayers and controlling bodies using their 
own practices. Results of their research [4] suggest that across the globe, tax authorities 
diverge in the maturity of their relations with taxpayers in the following main areas: 
scale of digitized interactions, scale of advanced analytics, process automation, and 
talent management. Leading scientists explain differences in subjects’ interaction in tax 
environment from the standpoint of development determinants of specific tax systems 
and scientific paradigm evolution.  

At the level of individual research groups, leading scientists empirically substantiate 
the need to expand the standard neoclassical paradigm of rational egoism by taking into 
account multivarious behavioral strategies as a result of profound differentiation of 
taxpayers [2]. As a result of adopting a broader range of motivational factors of 
behavior, the paradigm of enforcement was updated and complemented with 
conceptual provisions of service trust models of interaction [1; 16; 17] and relation 
ethics [3]. In particular, this study [9] suggested ways of organizing interaction between 
public authorities and taxpaying individuals by means of transforming cooperation 
forms from antagonistic to service trust ones. The determinants of building synergetic 
subject interaction in tax environment are considered to be power of the government 
and trust in it [5]. However, productivity and effectiveness of interaction between 
controlling bodies and taxpayers also depends on their good will to cooperate which is 
a compromise between a decision as to compliance with tax legislation and personal 
attitudes, opinions and assessments in terms of taxation. [16; 17]. Another research [15] 
studies reflexive interaction with taxpayers, controlling bodies and public authorities 
and arrives at the conclusion that they are satisfactory due to shortcomings of taxation 
regulatory framework and controlling bodies operation. 

Thus, subjects’ interaction in tax environment is a poorly structured category and 
quantitative evaluation of its parameters is always characterized with fuzzy reliability 
and unified approaches. The aim of this research is to assess subjects’ interaction in tax 
environment based on theories of dominant paradigms and multiple-criteria results of 
sociological and expert assessments of taxpayers, controlling bodies and public 
authorities with regard to the degree of their influence on tax environment climate.  

2 Methods 

Interaction is a certain type of relations between subjects that result in developing 
mutual influence which induces corresponding changes of their states. Subjects’ mutual 
influence is formed in the course of two reciprocal processes. One arises as a result of 
subject’s own activity and potency, the other is a result of response to this activity. 
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Combined, they form the dynamics of interrelation as a result of manifestation of 
dynamic change properties. 

Forward call (process) from one subject to another is determined by the purpose of 
the interaction (Cp) and resources involved to achieve it (Rc

p, ij=<Cp, Rc
p, t>); backward 

call is determined by the subject’s reaction to the call which is formed depending on 
the congruence of interaction purposes (Cp ≡ Co), availability and sufficiency of 
resources (Rc

o) presented in the format of possibilities and will to meet the purposes set: 
ji=<Cp≡o, Rc

o, t>, Fig. 1. There is also interaction of a subject with itself which is 
determined by self-organization processes (іі and jj).  

 
Fig. 1. The structure of interaction between і and j. 

Thus, these forward and backward processes characterize the effectiveness of 
interaction between the subjects in a particular situation, which is determined by the 
change of subjects’ state m as a result of their mutual influence ΔSt

m. 
Direct evaluation of the subjects’ states in tax environment is made by expertise, 

based on objective and subjective tax consequences for all interaction parties.  
In the study [15], subject interaction structure is formalized through a system of 

weight adjacency matrices Aij=||v|ij|2x2 where v(Ii, Ij) is the forward relation weight and 
v(Ij, Ii) is the backward relation weight. Adjacency matrix elements are determined by 
expertise in the absence of relevant statistical information and represent a set of subject 
interaction effectiveness values.  
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However, this approach does not take into account the difference in weights of 
interaction subjects which also depends on their socio-economic roles. For example, in 
tax environment authorities and controlling bodies are closer to each other than to 
taxpayers due to the fact that controlling bodies act as an executive authority while 
taxpayers are interaction subjects with their own purposes regarding income 
distribution, which are opposite to the authorities’ ones, and also a source of forming 
state resources and social demand for public services. That is, the role of taxpayers in 
tax environment is multifaceted.  
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Thus, interaction subjects’ roles determine how much they influence the process of 
tax environment formation. It is logical that the state and controlling bodies have more 
leverage in the process of managerial decision-making in tax environment while 
taxpayers can only respond and adjust their economic mechanisms to new tax realities. 
Taking into account the difference in subjects’ influence on the process of tax 
environment formation (di), it seems appropriate to define the weight adjacency matrix 
of subjects’ interaction more precisely: 
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Matrix eigenvalue λ characterizes the value of m-subjects’ interaction and is determined 
in the following way: 

      ji dd
i j j iv I ,I v I ,II mλ   ,  0;1 .  (3) 

In order to estimate the influence on the process of tax environment formation (di), we 
designed a pairwise comparison matrix underlying analytic hierarchy process [20]: 

ij m m
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where relative weight values for every row of matrix А are calculated as follows: 
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, where m is the number of subjects which interact in tax 

environment. 
Calculated adjacency matrix eigenvalues determine the proportion of subjects’ 

influence on each other in tax environment while their batch forms a generalized 
adjacency matrix A*. Generalized value of subjects’ interaction can be determined as 
the root of the averaged sum of squares of the generalized adjacency matrix elements: 
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 (4) 

Further development of subjects’ interaction in tax environment under invariable 
factors of influence can be forecast using an autonomous impulse process [19] when 
the state of interaction at a certain moment is calculated as follows: 

 0 2( ) ( ) , ( ) (0) ... ,t tp t p o A X t X A A A A               (5) 

where p(t) is the vector of changing values of subjects’ interaction in the corresponding 
period of simulation, p(0) is the vector of initial impulses, A is the adjacency matrix, t 
is simulation periods (t is 0, 1, 2, 3, …, k) which represent the sequence of changes in 
the interaction state, Х(t) is the value of subjects’ interaction in the t simulation period, 
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Х(0) is the value of subjects’ interaction in the initial simulation period, A is a unit matrix 
As a result, we can build a set of forecasting scenarios of subjects’ interaction 
development, S={Si}. 

3 Materials 

Key roles of subjects that determine the general climate in tax environment need 
clarifying. Despite generally accepted grouping of taxpayers into large, medium and 
small ones according to the size of their business, in Ukraine it is large and small 
economic entities that set trends for taxation due to their fiscal significance and 
vulnerability, respectively. The above can be explained by the fact that medium 
taxpayers’ characteristics partially overlap with those of both small and large taxpayers, 
therefore, in the context of statistical significance, when grouped according to certain 
issues, they are most often grouped with small payers and occasionally with large ones. 
In addition, in the course of active reforms of Ukrainian taxation system, tax 
consciousness has significantly improved in terms of acquired knowledge [14]. At the 
same time, updated tax mechanisms are not free from legislative shortcomings and 
gaps, which informed taxpayers use to their advantage. Hence, if previously we used to 
single out the state and controlling bodies, currently the judicial branch is gaining 
momentum while usual importance is being given to legislative branch and controlling 
bodies which act as executive branch. The above can be explained by the fact that a 
large number of decisions made by controlling bodies are appealed in court. For 
example, according to the State Fiscal Service of Ukraine, in 2018 [11] 18.8 thousand 
law suits on taxation were heard in court (generally on the following: “...seeking 
revocation of tax decision-notice..., appeal of customs decisions”) totaling 61.3 billion 
UAH [11]. The proportion of judgments in favor of controlling bodies is 62.5% which 
is 63.1% of the total value [11]. The rest of these cases, 37.5% with the share of 36.9% 
of the total sum, were ruled in favor of taxpayers [11]. Also, in 2018 there were 
4.6 thousand cases appealing customs decisions totaling 3.2 billion UAH and 10.8% of 
the judgments are in favor of controlling bodies which amounts 5.87% of the total sum 
[11]. The structure presented confirms the fact that actions of controlling bodies are 
partially frivolous which results in a large proportion of their decisions being appealed. 
It accounts for the negative attitude of taxpayers to controlling bodies, lack of trust in 
the government and taxation in general, which drives their tax behavior to be more 
opportunistic.  

In the context of this study we determine the elements of subjects’ interaction 
adjacency matrix using the data of the TADAT Performance Assessment Report of the 
State Fiscal Service (SFS) [22] and data of the Annual Business Climate Assessment 
(ABCA) [6] regarding taxation, to which we apply the standard values of Harrington's 
desirability scale [10], namely very good: 1.00–0.80; good: 0.80–0.63; satisfactory: 
0.63–0.37; bad: 0.37–0.20; very bad: 0.20–0. Then we conform the TADAT SFS 
Performance Assessment scale, where criteria were assessed according to the 
[A,B,C,D] scale from the best (A) to the worst (D) value, with Harrington’s desirability 
scale in the following way: А–1; В–0.8; C–0.63; D–0.37. The resulting integrated 
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criteria values according to Harrington’s desirability scale are presented in Table 1. 
Thus, in terms of tax administration the level of interaction between controlling bodies 
and taxpayers is 0.72. This value underlies the corresponding adjacency matrix of 
subjects’ interaction. In order to assess the interaction between the authorities and 
controlling bodies from taxpayers’ perspective, we analyzed the results of Annual 
Business Climate Assessment (ABCA) [6] regarding taxation and found the following:  

─ Taxpayers find the level of trust in government low, 50% of respondents see the 
government as an impediment to do business, 25% of respondents consider main 
government institutions to be essential obstacles for business development. 

─ About 50% of respondents among small business representatives believe that 
informal relations with authorities are key to their business success. Direct support 
by the government is believed to be ineffective for business development, priority is 
given to creating proper business climate. 

─ 35% of individual respondents and 38% of legal entities think that their business 
growth is impaired by high rates of taxes and fees, 22% of individuals and 29% of 
legal entities blame it on burdensome tax administration and accounting, 18% of 
individuals and 29% of legal entities refer to instability and frequent changes of 
economic legislation, 18% of individual respondents and 25% of legal entities 
mention regulatory pressure and other non-tax factors. Accordingly, with business 
growth and increasing size of enterprise tax conditions get significantly worse. 

Table 1. Integrated values of criteria of subjects’ interaction in Ukrainian tax environment* 

Criteria Actual TADAT 
value 

Harrington’s scale 
value 

Geometric 
mean 

Integrity of the Registered 
Taxpayer Base С; С 0.63; 0.63 0.63 

Effective Risk Management С; D; С; С 0.63; 0.37; 0.63; 0.63 0.55 
Supporting Voluntary Compliance В; В; В 0.8; 0.8; 0.8 0.8 
Accountability and Transparency В; В; С; А 0.8; 0.8; 0.63; 1 0.8 

Geometric mean for controlling bodies 0.67 
Effective Tax Dispute Resolution А; В; А 1; 0.8; 1 0.93 
Efficient Revenue Management В; С; С 0.8; 0.63; 0.63 0.68 

Geometric mean for authorities 0.79 
Timely Filing of Tax Declarations В+; С 0.9; 0.63 0.75 
Timely Payment of Taxes А; А; А; В 1; 1; 1; 0.8 0.94 
Accurate Reporting in 
Declarations D+; В; D 0.47; 0.8; 0.37 0.52 

Geometric mean for taxpayers 0.71 
Geometric mean for all subjects 0.72 

* Calculated based on the data [23] 
 
Thus, government influence on taxpayers is characterized as negative, hindering 

business development, which corresponds to approximately 0.20 on Harrington’s 
desirability scale. As far as controlling bodies are concerned, their value is only 
important for taxpayers in the context of informal relations and is estimated to be 0.37 
on the scale. Taking into account that taxpayers have more trust in business 
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environment (other economic entities), improving business climate and, according to 
the SFS report (see Table 1), they timely file their tax declarations, pay taxes and fees, 
provide accurate and valid reports, we can calculate the value of their self-organization 
processes as a geometric mean of corresponding criteria, which equals 0.71. Then, 
bearing in mind market realities as to possible purpose inconsistency or lack of 
resources that interaction subjects may have, backward relation constitutes 0.63 on 
Harrington’s scale. 

4 Results 

As a result, we have the following adjacency matrix of interaction between taxpayers 
P, with other subjects (public authorities D, controlling bodies K): 
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Different degree of interacting subjects’ influence on tax environment should be 
considered. Subjects that interact in tax environment can be assessed according to their 
influence on tax environment using a pairwise comparison matrix, see Table 2.  

Table 2. Subjects’ pairwise comparison matrix according to their influence on tax environment 
formation, di. 

Line numbers and names 
of compared subjects 

Line numbers of compared subjects Priority 
vector, id  Weights, di 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Legislative branch 1 2 4 6 8 3.29 0.46 
2. Judicial branch 0.50 1 3 4 6 2.05 0.29 
3. Controlling bodies 0.25 0.33 1 2 5 0.96 0.13 
4. Large taxpayers 0.17 0.25 0.50 1 5 0.64 0.09 
5. Small and medium taxpayers 0.13 0.17 0.20 0.20 1 0.24 0.03 
Total      7.18 1 

 
Thus, the value of interaction on the level of specific subjects should be adjusted by 

the degree of their influence on tax environment formation. Therefore, the elements of 
weight adjacency matrices are specified as follows: 
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Specifying the degree of influence according to the weights in Table 2, we determine 
the values of interaction on the level of large (VP) and small (MP) taxpayers, judiciary 
(S) and legislative institutions (Z).  
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Similar calculations for controlling bodies arrive at the following results:  
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As we can see, controlling bodies have the same influence on other subjects, as 
according to the SFS Report they function as executive authorities in terms of taxation, 
so the value of forward relation is 0.67 for all subjects. According to the SFS 
assessment, public authorities’ value is 0.79. Self-organization processes in controlling 
bodies are determined as built in the way their functions duplicate, so it corresponds to 
0.37 on Harrington’s scale. 

The results of subjects’ interaction with public authorities are presented below: 
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The state interacts with taxpayers through the mechanisms of income formation, whose 
value is 0.68 according to the SFS Report criteria. Public authorities interact with 
controlling bodies in terms of taxation through effective tax dispute resolution using 
regulatory means. Its value is 0.93 according to the SFS Report criteria. Forward self-
organization processes for public authorities in terms of taxation is evaluated according 
to the SFS Report criteria and equals 0.79, while backward processes are evaluated 
according to the criteria of all interaction subjects and equals 0.72.  

Based on the received eigenvalues of adjacency matrices, a generalized matrix of 
interaction between public authorities, controlling bodies and taxpayers in tax 
environment can be designed: 
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Summative value of subjects’ interaction in tax environment is, formula (4): 
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Based on the formula (5), we can study the dynamics of subjects’ interaction activity 
and parameters of this interaction. The results are shown in Figures 2, 3. 

As can be seen from Figure 2, the intensity of interaction for public authorities and 
controlling bodies is almost identical up to step 3, after which the activity of public 
authorities gradually slows down. On the one hand, it is due to their close functional 
and structural relations in taxation process. On the other hand, in the course of time a 
system needs more time for the procedure of managerial decision-making, which, in 
the context of the subjects’ interaction, is reflected by delayed response, in our case on 
the part of public authorities. At the same time, the trends in the interaction of 
controlling bodies and taxpayers get closer in steps 1–3, and then controlling bodies’ 
activity curve is more moderate, but it corresponds with taxpayers’ one. 

Based on the dynamics of parameters which describe subjects’ interaction 
(Figure 3), we can see that the curves of public authorities and controlling bodies are 
close in steps 1–2. After that, public authorities’ dynamics fall behind in tempo. 
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Taxpayers’ interaction parameters are more dynamic as compared to other subjects’ 
interaction. Thus, it can be argued that in order to improve the interaction results for all 
subjects in taxation environment, it is appropriate to revise and adjust the mechanisms 
of subjects’ interaction with public authorities, whose parameter dynamics grows 
dissonant with other subjects’ interaction trends in the course of time.  

 
Fig. 2. Subjects’ interaction activity dynamics. 

 
Fig. 3. Subjects’ interaction parameters dynamics. 

5 Conclusions 

This research deals with assessment of interaction between taxpayers, controlling 
bodies and public authorities in view of dominant paradigms and results of expert and 
sociological research on the subjects with regard to the degree of their influence on tax 
environment climate. Interaction is defined as a certain type of relations between 
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subjects that result in developing mutual influence which induces corresponding 
changes of their states. Subjects’ mutual influence is presented as two reciprocal 
processes: forward process arises as a result of subject’s own activity and potency and 
is determined by interaction purpose and resources involved, backward process is a 
result of response to the activity, it is formed depending on the congruence of 
interaction purposes, availability and sufficiency of resources presented in the format 
of possibilities and will to meet the goals set. There is also interaction of a subject with 
itself which is determined by self-organization processes. Interaction is essentially a 
poorly structured category, which dictates a need to use soft modeling and subjective 
evaluation methods. The suggested approach is based on an adjacency matrix whose 
elements are eigenvalues of weight matrices of subjects’ pairwise interaction. Matrix 
elements are determined by expertise. Based on the pairwise comparison matrix, 
subjects are differentiated according to the degree of their influence on tax environment 
climate. As a result, public authorities are found to be the most influential subject, while 
small and medium taxpayers are the least influential. Summative value of subjects’ 
interaction is 0.81 which is determined by taxpayers’ data as the best among other 
subjects. Dynamics of parameters and activity of interaction subjects have been studied 
by means of autonomous impulse process. It has been proved that in order to improve 
subjects’ interaction productivity, it is appropriate to improve the mechanisms of 
subjects’ interaction with public authorities of all others. The results of this research 
allow us to substantiate strategies aimed at improving and optimizing subjects’ 
interaction in tax environment upon the criterion of maximizing effectiveness and 
productivity. In addition, significance of the issue justifies the need for a system of 
subjects’ interaction monitoring for the sake of higher accuracy of tax result 
assessment. Future research will develop strategies to improve and monitor subjects' 
interaction in tax environment. 
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Abstract. Marketing research at an enterprise is carried out by marketing units 
in order to determine a possible increase in the marketing activity of the 
enterprise. To identify the strengths and weaknesses of the sales management of 
the enterprise, the SWOT-analysis method was applied. A matrix of SWOT 
analysis of company’s sales activity was built, which forms squares in the form 
of a combination of the following factors: “Strengths-Opportunities” (SO), 
“Strengths-Threats” (ST), “Weaknesses-Possibilities” (WO), “Weaknesses-
Threats” (WT). The most significant intersections of the SWOT matrix factors of 
the analysis were analyzed, and it was proposed to use four types of strategies on 
their basis. To formalize cause-and-effect relations Ishikawa diagram was used. 

Keywords: SWOT-analysis, Ishikawa charts, fuzzy cognitive map, strategies, 
model. 

Today, SWOT analysis is one of the research types that allows identifying and 
structuring the strengths and weaknesses of an enterprise, which makes it possible to 
determine its potential capacity and possible dangers in marketing activities.  

1 SWOT Analysis 

The proposed method of conducting a SWOT analysis includes three stages.  
At the first stage, the main factors are: Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, 

Threats [1-3].  
The strong sides of an enterprise (Strengths) include competitive environment (S1), 

availability of intercommodity substitution (S2) and market segmentation (S3). 
The weak sides of an enterprise (Weaknesses) include product reliability (W1), 

product quality (W2), and service (repair) (W3).  
The Opportunities determine favorable circumstances that an enterprise can use to 

gain the advantage, namely projected growth in sales through improving the quality of 
advertising work (O1), use of digital marketing methods (O2) and expanding the circle 
of regular customers (O3).  
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The Threats of economic entity may include decrease in sales of goods (T1), 
decrease in the efficiency of an enterprise (T2), and decrease in the production of goods 
(T3). 

The exposed basic factors are tabulated in Table 1. 

Table 1. SWOT-analysis of enterprise sale activity. 

Strong sides (S) Weak sides (W) 
competitive environment (S1) 

intercommodity substitution (S2) 
market segmentation (S3) 

product reliability (W1) 
product quality (W2) 
service (repair) (W3) 

Opportunities (О) Threats (T) 
improving the quality of advertising work (O1) 

use of digital marketing methods (O2) 
expanding the circle of regular customers (O3) 

decrease in sales of goods (Т1) 
decrease in the efficiency of an enterprise (Т2) 

decrease in the production of goods (Т3) 
 
It should be noted that possibilities from the point of SWOT-analysis are not all those 

that exist, but only ones, which can be used by an enterprise.  
At the second stage, the matrix of sale activity SWOT-analysis of an enterprise is 

built (Table 2). The most essential intercrossings of factors which are marked 1 and 0 
in case of absence of intercrossings are pointed out in the matrix (graph adjacency 
matrix). The received matrix allows to show graphically intercrossing factors and to cut 
off unimportant ones and to build a graph. 

Table 2. Matrix of SWOT-analysis of an economic object employees. 

 O T 
O1 O2 O3 T1 T2 T3 

S 
S1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
S2 0 1 1 0 0 0 
S3 1 0 0 1 0 0 

W 
W1 0 1 1 1 1 1 
W2 0 0 0 1 0 0 
W3 0 0 0 1 0 0 

 
The built matrix forms the squares as a combination of the following factors: 

“Strengths-Opportunities” (S-O), “Strengths-Threats” (S-T), “Weaknesses-
Opportunities” (W-O), “Weaknesses-Threats” (W-T).  

At the third stage, the most substantial intercrossings of factors are analysed. 
Thus in the square “Strengths-Opportunities” (S-O) intercrossings of the following 

factors are important:  
S1O1 – improvement of the competitive environment will allow to increase 

enterprise’s sale activity by improving the quality of advertising;  
S1O2 – improvement of competitive environment will allow to promote sale activity 

of an enterprise by applying methods of digital marketing, namely expansion of the 
target market; 
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S2O2 – intercommodity substitution availability causes the necessity of applicating 
methods of digital marketing, that will result in the expansion of the target market and 
increase enterprise’s sale activity; 

S2O3 – intercommodity substitution availability requires from the enterprise 
additional expenses connected with the expansion of the circle of regular purchasers, 
which in return is directed at increase of the enterprise’s sale activity;  

S3O1 – market segmentation is considered as a process of finding optimum 
segments of market with the purpose of locating goods on the segments taking into 
account the quality of advertising, which is in its turn directed at the increase of the 
enterprise’s sale activity.  

In the square “Strengths-Threats” (S-T) intercrossings of the following factors are 
important: 

S1T1 – underestimation of the competitive environment within the framework of the 
enterprise can result in decline of commodity sale; 

S3T1 – breaking up of potential users at the market into different groups without 
considering their interests results in decline of commodity sale.  

In the square “Weaknesses-Opportunities” (W-O) intercrossings of the following 
factors are important: 

W1O2 – increase of the commodity reliability allows to extend the target market by 
the application of the digital marketing methods; 

W1O3 – increase of the commodity reliability allows to extend the circle of regular 
users.  

In the square “Weaknesses-Threats” (W-T) intercrossings of the followings factors 
are important: 

W1T1 – the commodity reliability decline reduces the enterprise sale activity; 
W1T2 – the commodity low reliability reduces the efficiency of the enterprise; 
W1T3 – the commodity low reliability results in decline of producing goods; 
W2T1 –the decline of the commodity quality may cause the decline of the 

commodity sale; 
W3T1 – the increase of expenses on service (repair) may result in the commodity 

sale decline, which will reduce efficiency of the enterprise in return.  
On the basis of the conducted analysis of SWOT-matrix squares it is possible to offer 

the strategy of four types [4]: 

─ strategies of SO type are strategies of development, which take into account the 
following: improvement of competitive environment, intercommodity substitution 
availability causes the necessity of applying methods of the digital marketing with 
the account of the expansion of the circle of regular purchasers and finding optimum 
segments of market with the purpose of locating goods at them; 

─ strategies of type ST are to minimize the underestimation of competitive 
environment taking into account breaking up regular purchasers at the market; 

─ strategies of type WO are a weak side management, i.e. the increase of the 
commodity reliability, that will allow to extend the target market by applying 
methods of the digital marketing and the circle of regular purchasers; 
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─ strategies of type WT are limitations, which take into account the commodity 
reliability, quality and additional expenses, that can reduce sale activity and 
efficiency of the enterprise.  

Highlighting basic interdependent is groups especially important for the 
development of marketing strategy. 

2 The Ishikawa Charts 

To formalize cause-and-effect relations the Ishikawa charts is applied [5, 6]. The 
diagram of cause-and-effect relations is presented in Fig. 1. 

Causes
Effects

Competitive environment Sale-advertising 
quality

Advertising 
quality 

Sale activity

Commodity 
quality

Digital 
marketing

Xmin=0

Xmax=10

Xmin=0

Xmax=10

Xmin=0

Xmax=10

Xmin=0

Xmax=10

Xmin=0

Xmax=10

 
Fig. 1. Diagram of cause-and-effect relation. 

In this diagram sale activity of an enterprise, which influences the efficiency of work is 
divided by its character into 5 basic groups: competitive environment, market 
segmentation, advertising quality, digital marketing and quality of commodity. Each 
factor is presented by a proper fuzzy variable with the range of definition X and by 
term-set. 

Input term-set corresponds to linguistic variables describing marketing 
characteristics, while sale activity of the enterprise is the output term-set. Each of the 
set can be presented as 푇 = 〈푥, 휇 (푥)	푥 ∈ [푥 , 푥 ]〉, where 푖 = 	1, 푛; 푗 = 	1,푚; 

n – is the amount of term-sets, characterizing a certain variable. 
The management sale activity of the enterprise is carried out on the basis of the 

expansion of the target market, related to the factors (by linguistic variables) of 
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competitive environment (T1), market segmentation (T2), advertising quality (T3), 
digital marketing (T4), quality of commodity (T5) and sale activity (T6). 

3 Fuzzy Cognitive Map 

In this case, the problem of managing sale activity is related to the large ambiguity of 
influence factors. Therefore enterprise sale resource planning is based on introducing 
the system as a fuzzy cognitive map [7]. 

Unlike the traditional cognitive modeling the fuzzy cognitive maps (FCM) are fuzzy 
oriented graphs [8-10] the nodes of which correspond to fuzzy sets. Therefore the model 
of FCM is the oriented graph which reflects not only cause-and-effect relation between 
conceptual objects but also determines the degree of influence of connected concepts. 

The fuzzy cognitive map is a graph G=(T, W), where vertex set T={Ti}, and 
W={w(ui, vj)} is a set of connections between them. Each vertex is assigned to a 
concept, characterized by a term-set of linguistic variables, determined by the data 
tuple. 

Establishing connections between input (T1, …, T5) and output (T6) vertex allows to 
build the fuzzy cognitive map of the enterprise management sale activity process as the 
oriented graph on the basis of adjacency matrix (Table 2), presented in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Model of oriented graph. 

However the model of FCM as oriented graph (Fig. 2) suggests that all influences of 
factors (vertices) on each other are on the interval [0; 1]. Therefore this model can be 
presented as a structural model of the enterprise management sale activity process. 

A more accurate model can be developed by giving the oriented graph arcs numeric 
values (weight), that will allow to get a weighted oriented graph. The given weight of 
arcs can be interpreted as action force of factor, and the sign can be either positive 
(increase of influence) or negative (diminishing of influence). 

The weights of arcs of a weighted oriented graph are determined on the basis of the 
experts’ conclusions on the general laws of the marketing management process 
(Table 3). 
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Table 3. Weights of curve of a scales oriented graph. 

curve weight Conclusions on the choice of scales 
(T1, T6) -0.46 With the increasing influence of the competitive environment, according to 

expert data, the magnitude of the impact is -0.46. 
(T2, T1) +0.22 With the use of tools, market segmentation, according to expert data, the 

magnitude of the impact is +0.22. 
(T2, T3) -1 With the involvement of tools market segmentation, the quality of advertising 

work is changed to -1. 
(T1, T4) -1 Increasing the influence of the competitive environment allows us to establish 

a unit value of the weight of this arc. 
(T2, T4) -0.25 Increasing investment in market segmentation tools leads to a decrease in the 

quality of digital marketing, according to expert data, the arc size will be -0.25. 
(T2, T5) +0.85 With an increase in market segmentation, the quality of goods grows, according 

to expert data, the weight of this arc will be +0.85 
(T2, T6) -0.15 An increase in market segmentation leads to a decrease in sales activity. 

According to expert data, the weight of the arc is -0.15. 
(T3, T5) +0.7 The increase in the quality of the goods due to the increase in the quality of 

advertising work. According to expert data, the arc weight will be +0.7. 
(T3, T6) +1 The increase in the quality of advertising work, causes an increase in sales 

activities. 
(T4, T6) +0.6 As digital marketing grows, so does sales. According to expert data, the arc 

weight will be +0.6. 
(T5, T6) -0.42 According to experts, the weight of the arc will be about -0.42. 
(T6, T5) +1 According to experts, the weight of the arc will be about 1 

 
Figure 2 shows a model of a weighted oriented graph constructed by transforming a 

model of a fuzzy cognitive map into a oriented graph with negative edge weights. 
To analyze a model that has the form of a weighted oriented graph (Fig. 2), 

assumptions are made about the effect of changing the value of a parameter of one 
vertex on the parameters of other vertices. 

These assumptions are called rules for changing the values of the parameters of the 
vertices. The choice of these rules is a fundamental step in the simulation of an 
autonomous pulse process, where it is necessary to monitor the spread of initial pulses 
in the system. 

Let the initial values of the parameters at each vertex T1, T2, ..., T6, of the digraph 
shown in Fig. 2 are equal 0. 

Each vertex is assumed Ti at discrete times t = 0, 1, 2, 3, … takes value vi(t). 
Derived value vi(t+1) determined by information about increasing or decreasing its 

values of the vertices adjacent to the vertex Ti at time t. 
Change pi(t), called impulse, given by the difference in weights in the i-th vertex: 

vi(t)–vi(t–1), at t > 0.  
Changes in the values of the sales process of the enterprise in a weighted oriented 

graph, has the following form: 

 푣 (t + 1) = 	푣 (t) + ∑ 푤 푢 , 푣 푝 (푡), (1) 

where vj(t) – vertex weight j at time t, w(ui, vj) – arc weight of ui to vj at time t. 
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Since the pulse in j-th vertex: vj(t+1)–vj(t)=pj(t), then from the expression (1) the 
value of the pulse can be written in the following form: 

 푝 (푡) = 	∑ 푤 푢 , 푣 푝 (푡). (2) 

In the digraph in Fig. 2 we study the dynamics of five simple impulse processes, each 
of which begins independently of the other at the vertex T1, T2, ..., T5 corresponding to 
the sales factor. 

Then the matrix of weights of NKK will have the following form Table 4. 

Table 4. FCM weights matrix. 

 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 
T1 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1 0.00 -0.46 
T2 0.22 0.00 -1 -0.25 0.85 -0.15 
T3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.7 1 
T4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.6 
T5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.42 
T6 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 

 
Thus, we have five vectors of initial impulses: 

 p1(0)=(1 0 0 0 0 0), 

 p2(0)=(0 1 0 0 0 0), 

 p3(0)=(0 0 1 0 0 0), 

 p4(0)=(0 0 0 1 0 0), 

 p5(0)=(0 0 0 0 1 0). 

Vertex T6, indicating the level of marketing activities of the enterprise, is targeted at 
each stage of this process. The results of calculations of the dynamics of the pulse at 
the vertex T6 at different initial vertices of simple impulse processes are presented in 
Table 5. 

Table 5. Dynamics pulse at the vertex T6 at different initial impulses. 

t p1(t) p2(t) p3(t) p4(t) p5(t) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 -0.4600 -0.15 1 0.6 -0.42 
2 -0.6000 -1.608 -0.294 0 0 
3 0.1932 0.225 -0.42 -0.252 0.1764 
4 0.252 0.6754 0.1235 0 0 
5 -0.08114 -0.095 0.1764 0.1058 -0.074 

 
Here pi(t) denotes the value of the pulse at the vertex T6 at the moment t of the action 

of a simple impulse process with the beginning at the i-th vertex. 
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Graph simulation of the dynamics of the pulse at the top T6 with the corresponding 
impulse effect is presented in Fig. 3. 

Thus, as a result of modeling the sales activity of an enterprise with a pulse effect on 
a weighted oriented graph (Fig. 3) and modeling the dynamics of weight, it has been 
established (Fig. 4) that improving the quality of advertising work (vertex T3) and 
applying digital marketing (vertex T4) lead to higher levels of marketing activities of 
the enterprise. 

 
Fig. 3. Modeling the sales activity of an enterprise with a pulse effect on a weighted oriented 

graph. 

 
Fig. 4. Modeling the assessment of the marketing activity of the enterprise (vertex T6) with a 

pulse effect on a weighted oriented graph. 

The results of calculations of the dynamics of weight at the vertex T6 at different initial 
pulses are presented in Table 6 where vi(t) denotes the weight value of the vertex T6 at 
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the moment t of the action of a simple impulse process with the beginning at the i-th 
vertex. 

Table 6. The results of calculations of the weight of the vertex T6 with different initial 
impulses. 

t v1(t) v2(t) v3(t) v4(t) v5(t) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 -0.4600 -0.15 1 0.6 -0.42 
2 -1.0600 -1.758 0.706 0.6 -0.42 
3 -0.8668 -1.533 0.286 0.348 -0.244 
4 -0.6148 -0.858 0.4095 0.348 -0.244 
5 -0.69594 -0.952 0.5859 0.4538 -0.318 

 
Graph modeling of the dynamics of weight at the vertex T6 with a pulse effect is 

presented in Fig. 4. 
The corresponding lines in Fig. 4 have an increasing trend in the observed time 

interval. Perturbations at the vertices: T1 – “competitive environment”, T5 – “quality of 
commodity”, T2 – “market segmentation” lead to weight changes at the vertex T6. 

This means that when building strategies for managing the marketing activities of 
an enterprise, attention should be paid to the competitive environment, product quality 
and market segmentation. 

4 Conclusions  

Thus, the model of intercrossings of strong and weak sides was built on the basis of 
SWOT-analysis; it is suggested to use effective strategies for the corresponding 
intercrossings on the basis of the model. Recommendation for the use of strategies of 
four types for development of company marketing were developed. The Ishikawa charts 
reflecting cause-and-effect relation of sale activity of enterprise is built. 

On the basis of the received data it is possible to build the model of fuzzy cognitive 
map, that can result in determining how the modification of factors will influence the 
sale under different initial conditions and it is possible to analyse interrelation of 
advertising quality, application of the digital marketing with the change of the 
enterprise sale activity level. 
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Abstract. In the article, the author provides an analysis of the state of the digital 
economy, when the dynamics of processes in the economy are quite high and a 
quick analysis of multidimensional data is required, where the strategy for the 
production of goods and market promotion, as well as pricing, depends on 
consumers. The author determined that the activity of modern trading platforms 
is aimed at the formation of the product range and its product range with the most 
advantageous characteristics of the product. These requirements have a direct 
impact on marketing strategy and pricing at the Internet-market. The author 
proposed the concept of building a digital marketing system based on the theory 
and practice of market segmentation, which takes into account many factors: 
geographical, costs, time, and others. The formation of similarities in 
consumption and pricing in the Internet market is the unifying factor in marketing 
research. In this concept, the author applied the method of assessing consumer 
efficiency, which is based on the use of rating estimates obtained on the basis of 
the ranking of expert opinion. Thus, the proposed concept and method for 
assessing consumer demand in the target market is aimed at the perspective 
management of trading platforms using cloud technologies. 

Keywords: digital economy, digital marketing systems, Internet-market, cloud 
technologies. 

The digital economy opens up new directions, among which digital marketing 
occupies has one of the leading places. 

Bill Gates in his book “Business at the speed of thought” in 1999 expressed the idea 
of how technology can help improve business and how it will change the nature of the 
company in the future. Bill Gates emphasized that “If a company is not on the Internet, 
then the company does not exist at all.” 

K. Smith [1] ten years later suggested that by 2010 the number of Internet users in 
the world will exceed 2 billion. And as a consequence of the rapid development of the 
Internet will increase the use of digital marketing that is considered as a strategic 
objective of any company. 

J. Armitage [2] confirmed in 2015 that the digital strategy should be the main focus 
of any company's market strategy. J. Armitage also expressed the idea that fast 
developing technology will lead to new forms of business. 

M. Gaikwad [3] in 2016 examined modern marketing and found that the digital 
marketing deserves special attention for companies. 
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D. Longo [4] in 2016 put forward the hypothesis that the strategy in the digital 
marketing should be a priority, and this is an additional way of doing business in the 
company. 

S. Kingsnorth [5] in the course of his research in 2017 suggested the idea that digital 
marketing is widespread and is actual direction. 

Significant contribution to theoretical and practical developments, as well as the 
formation of scientific fields of marketing research, sales marketing functions, business 
process management, information system models, optimization models for prices and 
sales volumes in consumer markets, marketing management functions and approaches, 
problem-oriented business management processes, modeling of cooperative relations 
in the digital economy have made works of: V. Halitsyn [6], Philip Kotler [7], V. 
Kravchenko [8], V. Lukyanchenko [9], Yu. Lysenko [10, 11], I. Rezhetnikova [12] and 
S. Ivanov [13] and others. 

In modern conditions, when the dynamics of economic processes is quite high, real-
time data required, where commodity production strategy, marketing promotion and 
pricing depend on the consumers, the more urgent task is to build digital marketing 
system with the use of cloud technologies. 

All the activities of modern trading platforms are aimed at the formation of the 
product range and with the most advantageous characteristics, which are aimed at 
meeting the needs of the consumer. These requirements have a direct impact on 
marketing strategy and pricing in the Internet-market. Therefore, digital marketing has 
a direct connection with the customer, where the information from consumers received 
in real time can quickly respond to the rapidly changing demands. 

The digital marketing systems allow to identify the demand and meet the needs of 
each individual customer. Therefore, digital marketing has become the main way to 
communicate with consumers in the Internet market. 

The aim of the work is to develop marketing research techniques, methods of 
processing and analyzing information using cloud technologies in the digital economy. 

It is proposed to construct the concept of marketing research based on the theory and 
practice of market segmentation, which takes into account the multidimensionality of 
factors: geographical, costs, time, and others. 

The unifying factor in the marketing research is to develop similarities in 
consumption and pricing of Internet-market. These analogy are associated with the 
principles of similarity [7], which make products similar and form substitute products. 
This fully applies to goods and services, which can be considered as a target market. 

Such a target market corresponds to the properties of the Internet, which is not 
limited to the contingent of consumers of goods, services and information resources. 

The products and the services sold on the market, have a number of specific 
economic and social characteristics. Firstly, they have lower prices. [14] Secondly, the 
range of products is not restricted, only limited by the specificity of the trading 
platform. The digital marketing puts forward a number of requirements for the target 
market, which were analyzed from the position of the possibility of their 
implementation on trading floors (Table 1). 

The choice of the target market is carried out on the basis of the task of increasing 
sales. In this case, digital marketing is used, which is a multi-dimensional structure. 
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This is due to the fact that producers and consumers are combined on the trading 
platform in the global Internet. 

Table 1. Target market requirements for segmentation. 

The target market requirements The restrictions 
The profitability The profitability level is limited 
The volume of sales The volume of sales is limited 
The presence of competitors The presence of competitors is limited 
The availability of substitute products The volume of substitutes present in the 

target market is limited 
The lack of a “strong” position of consumers The consumers are closely related 
The estimation of the demand and satisfaction of 
the customer’s needs  

The technological capabilities of trading 
platforms 

 
Therefore, the concept of building a digital marketing system using cloud 

technologies (Fig. 1) includes not only a study of the target product market, but also a 
solution to the analytical function of marketing (analysis, evaluation, forecasting). 

 
Fig. 1. The concept of building a digital marketing system using cloud technologies. 

In this concept, a method of assessing consumer efficiency is used, which is based on 
the use of rating estimates derived from the ranking of expert opinion on several scales 
of the order. Experts can be both consumers and manufacturers. The application of 
expert assessments is necessary in conditions with the Internet market. The method for 
assessing consumer demand in the target market is presented in Fig. 2. 

The implementation of the method begins with the formation of the initial data. 
Further, each product is assigned an expert assessment (Pi) on the following five-point 
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scale: 5 – very high utility; 4 – high utility; 3 – average utility; 2 – low utility; 1 – very 
low utility. 

 
Fig. 2. The method of assessing consumer demand in the target market. 

Additionally, to take into account prices and costs, a utility cost correction factor is 
used (ki), with the following values: 1.5 – the consumer is ready to pay extra for utility; 
1.2 – the consumer is interested in utility, but will be interested in price; 1.0 – consumer 
will not pay for utility. 

Absolute rating indicators of the usefulness of the product are uninformative and 
poorly comparable for different products, therefore, the relative indicator (utility index) 
is used further and is calculated by the following expression: 

 푥 = ∙
∑ ∙

, (1) 

where Pi – rating score i utility (1...5, entire);  
ki – coefficient, cost-based utility; 
n – amount of product utility; 
i = 1... n. 
The formation of utility indices is the next step in measuring the consumer effect of 

individual market segments. For the product under consideration, the following 
consumer benefits are highlighted: product quality, delivery time, price policy, form of 
payment. 

The proposed list of benefits can be expanded and specified. 
The next step in the implementation of the method is to form columns of the matrix, 

which form innovations – both that are in the arsenal and anticipated: organizational, 
technical, service, etc. This list may include innovations, described qualitatively, and 
innovations expressed by the values of technical and economic indicators. 
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In principle, this method can be used to synthesize innovations. In this case, the 
activity of the trading platform is based on the principle “what can be done (change, 
improve, supplement, etc.) to form a specific utility”. 

The elements of the matrix of size n x m, where m is the number of innovations 
considered, are filled with rating estimates of the strength of influence of the j 
innovation on the i product benefit. The influence rating is set on the following ten-
point scale of order: 9 – strong influence; 3 – average impact; 1 – weak influence; 0 – 
innovation does not affect the individual benefits of the product. The formation of 
utility indices of commodity products is given in table 2. 

Table 2. The formation of utility indexes for evaluation consumer benefits. 

The consumer benefits Рi ki Рiki xi 
1. The product quality 5 1.5 7.5 0.36 
2. The delivery time 3 1.3 3.9 0.19 
3. The price policy 4 1.3 5.2 0.25 
4. The form of payment 4 1.0 4.0 0.2 
  S ∑ 푃 푘 =	20.6 ∑푥 =		1 

 
Using the designation yji to assess the strength of the effect of the j product on the i 

benefit, we can calculate the conditional and unconditional indices of the consumer 
effect of each product. Then we write the conditional index as follows: 

 퐸 =
∑

∑ ∑
. (2) 

Conditional index is useful for comparative assessment of the product according to the 
degree of its influence on its total value. 

However, the conditional index depends on the total volume of the product and 
shows the relative contribution of a single product to the formation of benefits and 
therefore cannot be used to quantify the consumer effect. 

To measure a consumer effect that does not depend on the total amount, an 
unconditional consumer effect index is used. When constructing it as a base we use the 
value of the consumer effect, which have the maximum effect on the utility of each 
consumer. Then, according to expression (2), the unconditional index can be written in 
the following form: 

 퐵 =
∑

∑
. (3) 

Considering that in the given dependence yjimax = 9 (according to the adopted scale), the 
expression in the denominator also takes the value equal to 9, i.e. = 9, and the evaluation 
of the consumer effect of the j-th product is relative to the absolute value. The obtained 
data will allow the decision support management system to choose a perspective 
direction for the production of goods. For the considered goods in the table 3 the list of 
main indicators was used, a matrix was formed and conditional and unconditional 
indices of consumer effect were determined according to the dependencies. 
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The results of calculations (Table 3) show steady demand (logistic system 0.82, 
demand 0.86) of the trading floor (Rozetka.com.ua).  

Table 3. The formation of conditional and unconditional indices of consumer effect for a 
trading platform (Rozetka.com.ua). 

The consumer 
benefits xi The volume 

of goods 
The 

demand 
The range of 

trading platform 
The logistics 

system 
Dealer 

Relations 
1. The product 
quality 0.36 8 9 9 7 5 

2. The delivery 
time 0.19 7 6 9 8 7 

3. The price 
policy 0.25 7 8 - 7 4 

4. The form of 
payment 0.2 5 7 - 8 9 

 1.0 6.96 7.78 4.95 7.39 5.93 
 Eji 0.21 0.24 0.15 0.22 0.18 
 Bji 0.77 0.86 0.55 0.82 0.66 

 
In the future, the Internet can be effectively used for various marketing research of 

the Internet market. The global network provides an opportunity to conduct market 
research based on the current data of the product market presented on the Internet, as 
well as to study the composition of the real and potential groups of customers. 

The extraction of the knowledge can be defined as the search and study of the 
marketing information. To solve these research tasks, the following approaches are 
used: automatic search and analysis of data on Web sites, data mining in the detection 
and study of the information related to the users interests in products and services.  

The increase in the amount of data available on the Internet is usually stored in an 
unstructured form, which has contributed to the emergence of multidimensional 
databases, as well as tools for operational data analysis (OLAP – Online Analytical 
Processing technology). Today we use the systems with artificial intelligence, whose 
task is to efficiently extract and research data from the Internet. 

The process of data mining is an integral part of the digital economy, which also 
analyzes the activity of consumers of goods, as well as exploring the most popular ways 
to visit the Internet. To solve these problems, unstructured Internet data is used. Trading 
platforms analyze a large amount of information and store it in multidimensional 
databases using cloud technologies. Sources of information are also reference websites 
that contain information on every page that is linked to. Sites are browsed by programs 
on the Internet and contain personal data of users. 

The main consumers of electronic banking systems are trading platforms that sell or 
provide services on the Internet. The main tasks for them are the personalization of the 
consumer of goods and services, conducting effective advertising work and simplifying 
the work. Such systems are of interest to Internet providers. The main areas of 
application in this case are the optimization of the Internet, the minimization of traffic 
and the optimization of services provided using intelligent systems. 
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Modern Internet systems provide the ability to identify a user and obtain statistical 
information about a user's interests. Such software applications allow to determine the 
turnover, the intensity of calls to different information, addresses of individual users 
with the ability to analyze the relationship between references to data sources and 
information. 

Today, obtaining information at the level of the trading platform – the consumer is 
the main component for developing a strategy for the work of the product manufacturer. 
This can be used to obtain information about the priorities and interests of consumers 
of the goods. In addition, one of the methods for which the study of patterns in the 
commodity market is the main task is Data Mining technology. Traditionally, all 
Internet resources automatically process events, and this information is stored in the 
relational databases. 

The relational databases have disadvantages. The main disadvantage is the storage 
of the incomplete information and the impossibility of storing unstructured data. The 
calls to the web pages stored on Internet servers are stored in the server log, and the 
data is sent using the POST method. An alternative method of analyzing data on the 
server itself is a study at the packet level. Thus, it is possible to conduct studies at the 
level of individual TCP/IP requests or save such data using cloud storage. 

The analysis of access to the data on the server can provide information about the 
consumer’s interest as well as the nature of web browsing, as well as an anonymous 
group of the users using a single network access point. Using specialized software will 
help to achieve the benefits of the trading platform on the Internet. The expanding 
marketing research opportunities can be solved by cloud technologies (cloud storage 
and cloud computing). 

A large amount of statistical data requires convenient presentation of information 
for solving marketing research. As such a platform, multidimensional databases 
(OLAP) can be used since traditional, built on the basis of relational repositories, are 
deprived of the opportunity. They cannot be analyzed and investigated and the result of 
the research can be obtained in the form of “slices” of data. OLAP is such a tool. 

Although OLAP is not a necessary attribute of a data warehouse, it is increasingly 
used to analyze the information accumulated in this data warehouse. 

The system of on-line processing of Internet data based on OLAP can be represented 
as follows (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3. Online data processing system based on OLAP technology. 
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The operational data is collected from various sources, filtered into the data marts and 
stored in a relational repository. At the same time, they are already available for analysis 
using various report generation tools. The next step is to prepare the data for building 
multidimensional databases for OLAP analysis. The main element is the metadata, i.e. 
information on the structure, location and transformation of the data. This ensures the 
effective interaction of various components of the repository. 

Summarizing, you can define OLAP as a combination of the multidimensional 
analysis of the data accumulated in the repository. OLAP provides the enterprise with 
the most convenient and fast means of accessing, viewing and analyzing business 
information. Most importantly, OLAP provides the user with a natural, intuitive data 
model, organizing them in the form of multidimensional cubes. The axes (dimensions) 
of the multidimensional coordinate system are the main attributes of the analyzed 
marketing process. So for the sales process it can be a product category, region, type of 
buyer. Almost always time is used as one of the measurements. Inside the cube there 
are data that quantitatively characterize the process – the so-called measures. These can 
be sales in pieces or in monetary terms, stock balances, costs, and others. The user of 
marketing research can choose arbitrarily any “slice” in a cube of the data in different 
directions and receive summary information on the years, quarters, months, days that 
he needs for the analysis. 

First of all, it should be noted that since the marketer always operates with certain 
summary data, so-called aggregates, that is, pre-calculated totals, are almost always 
stored in OLAP databases along with detailed data. The examples of aggregates can 
serve as the total sales for the year or the average balance of goods in stock. Storing 
pre-computed aggregates is the main way to increase the speed of OLAP queries. 

The integration of the data warehousing with the formation systems (data marts) is 
a complex task, which is aimed at obtaining an exhaustive set of marketing functions. 
The main advantage of integration with the accounting system is the ability to quickly 
create for the user a set of reports and models for the study of various areas of economic 
activity of the trading platform. 

In this case, all the efforts of the developer will be reduced to solving the problems 
of reengineering. The most important task is to create an efficient storefront structure. 
Since a regular accounting system is optimized only for storing information, the data 
fields are spread across thousands of tables. Therefore, the search for fields describing 
a specific query is both a time-consuming and a slow process that adversely affects the 
performance of the database.  

In Fig. 4 shown the trading floor system for the sales data mart.  
To optimized the coordinated storefronts is to create a structure that would allow the 

most expeditiously analyze the data and produce reports, quickly providing the 
marketer with the necessary information about the results of the analysis. 

Based on the proposed concept and data processing system based on OLAP 
technologies, it is possible to offer the following axiomatic marketing processes:  

In the digital marketing system all functional modules corresponding to the 
marketing functions are equivalent from the point of view of the classical approach. 
That is, if everyone is truly a marketing function (of a set) M(n) has the property A(), 
then there is a set for which nM(n) is true: 
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 (n): A(β) ⊃ M(n) → ∃nM(n) (4) 

 
Fig. 4. The trading floor system for sales data marts. 

In the digital marketing system, segment directions are selected, which determines the 
Rpr solution. If for all intersections of the set of solutions of the digital marketing system 
(marketing Rm, logistics Rl and others) is not an empty set, then there is a marketing 
solution Rpr: 

 R ∩,… ,∩ R → R . (5) 

The ability to use digital marketing systems to solve problems of analysis, management, 
sales and control, taking into account the development of the target market, consumer 
demand, product range, competitors and others: 

 S(m) = {S(i), … , S(l)}. (6) 

Thus, the proposed approach and method for assessing consumer demand in the target 
market is aimed at managing trading platforms with regard to marketing research and 
involves the use of digital marketing systems. There have been analyzed and proposed 
a marketplace system for the sales data mart using OLAP-technology. The axiomatic 
marketing processes are proposed. 
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Abstract. The development of the concept and tools of stratification 
metamodeling (SMM) is proposed, which is a new object-oriented 
methodological approach to the synthesis of a complex model of the economic 
system (enterprise), in particular, in order to distinguish the set of variants of the 
combination of heterogeneous object-components of its various strata into a 
single hierarchical structure. It is emphasized that it is necessary to consider 
conceptual provisions and tools for evaluation and management of such systemic 
characteristics as safety and risk in the system of the SMM in order to increase 
the sustainability of the economic system under consideration. 
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1 Introduction 

Socioeconomic systems (SES), first of all anthropogenic microeconomic systems, 
objectively inherent risks that are permanently modified in the dynamic environment, 
conflict with each other, creating new, unknown  till present time risks. By substantially 
reducing one of the risk groups, we can thus increase the risks associated with another 
group. The multidimensionality of these risks permanently creates threats to the 
economic security of the SES. 

In our opinion, economic security is an integrated system characteristic, which 
depends on the stability, the permissible level of risk, the controllability of parameters 
in order to ensure the development and protection of vital economic interests of the 
individual and society, economic stability of the subjects of economic relations and the 
economy as a whole [1]. 
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Adding of the principle of uncertainty and the resulting risk in the axiomatics of 
economic systems functioning makes it more appropriate to consider complex 
economic systems as self-evident, and also points to the need to consider, evaluate and 
manage the degree of risk in the system of economic security. 

We emphasize that risk is one of the key features of the essence of being, a systemic 
characteristic in the field of economics. As we have emphasized, the risk has a 
dialectical objective-subjective structure, as discussed in detail, in particular in [2]. One 
can give such a definition of the risk in the economy.  

Risk is an economic category that characterizes the degree of threats posed by 
possible losses, failures, deviations from goals, and lowering the level of security. At 
the same time, risk reflects the peculiarities of the perceived interest of the subjects 
concerned in economic relations of uncertainty, conflict, threats connected with the 
current state and the predicted course of events that can lead both to the positive 
(desirable) and to the negative (undesirable) economic result, from taking into account 
direct and inverse relationships. 

Risks are manifested as threats to the stable (planned) functioning of the SES 
(hereinafter referred to as enterprises). The current state and prospects of economic 
development of Ukraine and its industrial segment are characterized by a number of 
existing problems, in particular such as: radical transformation of global chains of value 
creation and complication of information structure of modern enterprises; 
asynchronous management of cross-enterprise processes, digitalization and 
intellectualization of their control systems; the complexity of tasks solved by managers 
of all levels due to the ambiguity of situations due to the increase in the number of 
significant factors and the significant growth of the problem in a holistic and 
comprehensive analysis of these situations, taking into account the revealed hidden 
underlying relationships and factors; combining and mixing various technologies of the 
physical, digital and biological worlds on the basis of a single information platform, 
etc.  

Decision-making process is entrusted to a person (the head of a certain rank), but the 
activity of people is objectively limited due to the diversity and super-high structural-
logical-functional complexity of the investigated phenomena and processes of the 
subject area on the one hand, and on the other – on the one hand, and on the other, 
partial absence of a priori information about the probable movement of the economic 
system and the natural limitations of the human brain in analyzing the tree of events in 
their interconnection, complementarity, and / or vice versa, the mutual exclusion etc. 
Therefore, it is logical to involve in the processes of decisions substantiation of modern 
information technologies (IT) to strengthen the work of the human brain and create on 
this basis a human-machine decision support systems, which requires the 
transformation of existing business models of operational type into digital models of 
activities that support full automation , robotizing, computerization of all functional 
areas of the enterprise, work with large data sets and are the basis for creation of 
supercomplicated and super-powerful control systems based on corporate IT. 

The rapid development of IT and their application to the automation of managerial 
processes generated an important direction of intellectualization of processes 
supporting management decisions – automation of counteraction to threats to the 
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enterprise and, as a consequence, elimination or risk reduction of occurrence of 
unwanted events (threats) by the way of developing of information-analytical and 
intelligent systems of automated decision support with elements of artificial 
intelligence and their introduction into the practice of traditional management of 
enterprises [3-6]. 

Under these conditions, for enterprises and economic systems of different levels, the 
problem of aggregation of large volumes of information – the results of monitoring of 
a variety of aspects of the activity of the environment – is being updated. The latter 
significantly alter the input parameters of management models, may have a 
destabilizing effect, and, therefore, cause an increase in the uncertainty of the situation 
and the resulting risk and, as a consequence, the instability of the economic system. 

Enterprises that are interested in increasing the stability of their own business and 
the predictability of development trajectories, evaluate the level of awareness of the 
tendencies and regularities of processes in the external environment as a measure of 
conceptual advantage. It is precisely this – the targeted security-protection meaning 
becomes an economic risk in the information (digital) economy, and the corresponding 
change in the managerial and model paradigm is grounded historically and 
methodologically [2, 7-10].  

Mathematical modeling as a method of researching of processes and phenomena has 
become the intellectual core of information technology for the analysis, foundation and 
adoption of rational and effective solutions in the field of economics and 
entrepreneurship. But now there is an urgent need for a substantial rethinking of the 
methodological provisions and tools used in the theory and practice of economic and 
mathematical modeling. 

Rational and most expedient is the combination in the modeled system of adaptive 
enterprise management of the principles and elements of system, situational, process, 
marketing and other approaches to management in order to form qualitatively new 
structures and management mechanisms; it should be based on the quality management 
system, comply with international and Ukrainian standards, the observance of which 
guarantees the quality of products and services, as well as the high efficiency of the 
management system [11]. 

In recent decades, proactive management acquires in the modeling of economic 
systems, which is understood as purposeful activity, which involves the activation of 
systemic transformations that lead to the formation of potentially promising states of 
the economic system in order to maintain its parameters of life, functioning and 
development. In particular, the work of [12] formulates the principles which were laid 
down in the basis of a practical approach. This paper also emphasizes the need to 
consider the uncertainty and generated risk in the system of proactive management. 

It is also important that the predictions of key indicators and parameters can be 
developed more precisely, based on artificial intelligence tools, by implementing 
alternative scenarios of events and the development of the external environment and 
the researched system, which are necessary for making well-balanced decisions. It is 
also necessary to take into account new types of uncertainty, conflict and the resulting 
risk, the security and viability of the analyzed economic systems [1]. 
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It should be noted that in our time the conceptual provisions concerning 
metamodeling have developed considerably, and the stratification tools are developing 
as the basis for engineering modeling of control systems. At the same time, it is 
important to synthesize the methodology of metamodeling and stratification tools based 
on the system-synergistic approach [11, 13-21]. 

Scientists are intensively and fruitfully working on the development of 
methodological foundations and the corresponding mathematical tools for modeling 
adaptive control systems based on the stratification metamodeling methodology for 
system synthesis and coordination of asynchronous models of dynamically interacting 
subsystems of the analyzed economic systems in order to increase the validity and 
efficiency of managerial decisions. In our opinion, the perspective direction in the 
simulation of economic systems and processes is the synthesis of artificial systems of 
intelligence enhancement and the methodology and tools of stratification 
metamodeling. Therefore, it is necessary to develop intensively the scientific research 
in this direction [11]. 

2 Result and Discussion 

2.1 Glossary 

We suggest using the following concepts (author’s development) [11]: 
Stratification – an analysis of the enterprise from different points of view (modeling 

aspects) and the corresponding perspective multi-dimensional decomposition with the 
purpose of developing and synchronizing different segments of knowledge (stratum) 
with the simultaneous logical integrity of all of these knowledge. 

The technology of metamodeling – a system of forms, methods, tools, 
methodological techniques and procedures of hierarchical modeling, with the 
application of which the structural and functional structure of the enterprise is 
considered from a certain point of view considering the objectives of the study. 

Stratification metamodeling is a new (proposed by the authors) object-oriented 
approach to the synthesis of a complex enterprise model in order to select a plurality of 
variants of unification of heterogeneous object-components of its various stratums into 
a single hierarchical structure – the stratification metamodel of the enterprise, on which 
basis a system multivariate analysis and dynamic evaluation of the combined effect of 
different objects of each stratum on the variability of adaptive management of 
enterprise cross-processes is done. 

Metamodel of stratum is a complex model of an enterprise that allocates certain 
levels of abstraction (meta-levels) in the description of enterprise objects and a plurality 
of their models located at different meta-levels, and ensures their logical and 
algorithmic consistency at meta-levels and between them within this stratum. 

Stratification metamodel of the enterprise is a spatial structural and functional 
complex model that unifies, organizes and synchronizes information interconnections 
between heterogeneous models of object-components (local model complexes) of all 
strata in the scale and context of the enterprise as a whole. 
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2.2 Methodology 

We propose reengineering of the enterprise management system based on a unified 
corporate information system, taking into account the priority of decentralization of 
management, preferential modeling of business processes of the enterprise as a network 
structure on the basis of the stratification metamodeling methodology (SMM). Let us 
highlight the following main stages of the practical application of SMM-methodology. 

Stage 1. Development, introduction, improvement of the enterprise quality 
management system based on the international standards of the ISO 9000: 2005 series, 
IDT, ISO 9001: 2008, IDT (with additions) taking into account the specifics of the 
classes of enterprises grouped by types of economic activity [22]. 

Stage 2. Model reengineering of the functional structure of the enterprise (model of 
the network of business processes): system decomposition of the enterprise into 
separate parts (organizational units, functional departments, business processes, etc.); 
reengineering of business processes taking into account the results of modeling of 
multidimensional structural and functional relationships between the allocated 
components [23]. 

Stage 3. Mathematical support of corporate information systems for information 
support of managerial processes is based on integrated models of enterprise activity, 
application of which provides model compatibility, balance and functional 
interoperability of heterogeneous object-components of a single corporate information 
model of enterprise management system. Consideration, quantification of risks and 
safety, as well as models of management of these system characteristics, considering 
the dialectical objective and subjective risk structure [24]. 

Stage 4. Synthesis of the ERM-model (or ERM-solution – Enterprise Reference 
Modeler) of the enterprise management system based on the principles of stratification 
applied to the complex model of the enterprise: 

─ the processes of functioning of the enterprise are described in various aspects and 
with different levels of abstraction (the isolation of strata); 

─ METAMODEL complex model is represented by a set of structural, functional and 
informative models; 

─ the synthesis of these models into a single complex, the establishment of the 
coordination links between model components, the introduction of a uniform format 
of indicators, parameters, data for information exchange in the scale of the entire 
model complex is carried out using the methodology and tools of stratification 
metamodeling, in which systems are systematically integrated methods of structural 
and functional and object-oriented modeling, graphic description of the structures of 
simulated enterprise subsystems, metadata-based technologies grounded on MDD 
models (Model-Driven Development) and other tools for integrating models (nested, 
hierarchical structures) [4, 25]. 

Stage 5. Designing a single corporate information ERM-model of an enterprise-wide 
management system based on BPM – a concept (Business Performance Management) 
that implements an innovative approach to management – automated support for a 
complete cycle of business efficiency management aimed at optimizing the 
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implementation of strategic development of an enterprise by the way of integrating 
cyclic analytical processes supported by relevant information technologies [26]. 

2.3 Modeling 

Model support for selected stages of the practical application of SMM-methodology is 
provided by the SMM toolkit – various mathematical, software and hardware tools, case 
studies of relevant normative and legal documentation are developed.  

Stage 1. Development of ISO 9000 series standards for a specific enterprise based 
on TQM (Total Quality Management) [22, 26].  

Stage 2. The modeling of the company as a complex dynamic system in the form of 
the stratification metamodel METAMODEL involves the creation of integrated two of 
its complex models MODELOS and MODELBP, functional and logical connections of 
structural elements which are coordinated among themselves on the basis of the toolbox 
SMM [11]. 

2.1. The first aspect of enterprise modeling (first stratum). The object model 
MODELOS of the general virtual organizational management structure (OMS) is 
proposed, which is constructed using the tools of graph theory and organizational 
modeling based on its real analog as an artificial mixed-type OMS taking into account 
various conceptual models (linear, functional, matrix, design, network OMS models 
and their combinations) and presented in the form of an oriented  weighted graph: 

 푀푂퐷퐸퐿 = 〈푉 ;	퐸 ;	푊 〉, (1) 

where 푉 = {푂푆 } = 푂푆 , 퐸 = {훤; 	훺} – is the set of vertices and arcs 
respectively of the MODELOS graph, 푖 ∈ 퐼, 훼 ∈ Α  – identifiers; 푂푆 , 푂푆 , 푂푆  – 
structural divisions of the enterprise (і, і1, і2 – their identifiers); 

 Γ: 푉 × 푉 → {−	1; 0; 1}
Ω: 푉 × 푉 → {0; 1},						

 (2) 

where 훤 = 훾
; ∈І

 – is the set of direct control pulses, which is represented by a 
modified adjacency matrix: ∀푖 , 푖 ∈ І, 푖 ≠ 푖 :	훾 : 푂푆 × 푂푆 → {−1; 0; 1}; 
훺 = 휔

; ∈І
 – is the set of inverse regulating responses, which is represented by 

the adjacency matrix: ∀푖 , 푖 ∈ І, 푖 ≠ 푖 : 휔 : 푂푆 × 푂푆 → {0; 1}; 푊 = {훹;훷	} 
– is a system of measured functions that are given on the sets 푉  and 퐸  of the 
MODELOS graph, respectively. 

2.2. Adapting the enterprise to change by creating a “target design teams” to solve 
actual problem situations (countering threats to economic security) involves 
decomposing using the technology of metamodeling of the general model MODELOS 
into partial models in the form of oriented weighted subgraphs MODELOS: 

 푀푂퐷퐸퐿 = 푀퐿( )

∈
 (3) 
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푀퐿( ) = 〈푉 ; 퐸 	;푊 	〉:																															
푉 = {푂푆 } ∈	 ; 푉 : 퐶푀 × 푉 → {0; 1}
퐸 = {훤 ;	훺 };푊 = {훹 ;	훷 }																		

 (4) 

where 푀퐿( ) – partial models of the virtual OMS of the enterprise, which are artificially 
constructed to solve the actual problem situation 휋; 푉 , 퐸 , 푊  – are the sets of 
vertices corresponding to the arcs of the graph 푀퐿( ) and the system of weighted 
functions given on the sets 푉  and 퐸 , 휋 ∈ Π, 퐼 ⊆ 퐼, 훤 ⊆ 훤, 훺 ⊆ 훺, 훹 ⊆ 훹, 
훷 ⊆ 훷; 퐶푀  – is a target conceptual model that is constructed to solve the actual 
problem situation 휋 ∈ Π. 

2.3. The second aspect of the enterprise modeling (second stratum). Integrated 
modeling of the business processes (BP) network of the enterprise was carried out using 
the metamodeling technology in the form of a directed graph MODELBP: 

 푀푂퐷퐸퐿 = 〈푉 ;	퐸 〉, (5) 

where 푉 = {퐵푃 } = 퐹푆 , 퐸  – the set of vertices and arcs of the graph MODELBP 
respectively: vertices (heterogeneous objects) – models of individual business 
processes 푀퐿( ) ; arcs – coupling between pairs 퐵푃  and 퐵푃 ; 푛 ∈ 푁, 푗 ∈ 퐽  – 
identifiers.  

2.4. Model reengineering of business processes for their continuous improvement. 
The set of objects of model MODELBP is formed by models 푀퐿( ) of individual 
business processes of the enterprise, which is built on the basis of international 
standards of quality of series ISO 9000 in the form of oriented weighted graphs: 

 푀퐿( ) = 〈푉 ;	퐸 ;푊 	〉, 푛 ∈ 푁 (6) 

 
⎩
⎨

⎧푉 = 퐹푆
∈
																																																														

퐸 = {퐹푆퐽 } ∈ = 퐹푆 ; 퐹푆
∈ , 	 , , ∈

	

푊 = 〈퐷퐸푀 ;퐷퐸푀 ;퐵푅퐸푆;푊	〉 ∈ 																							

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡퐹푆퐽 : 푉 × 푉 → {0; 1}					
퐷퐸푀 :퐵푃 × 푅푆 → {0; 1}		
퐷퐸푀 :퐵푃 × 푃푅 → {0; 1}		
퐵푅퐸푆 : 퐵푃 × 푅푆 → ℤ 							

																																							

 (7) 

where 푉 , 퐸  – are the sets of vertices and arcs respectively of the graph 푀퐿( ); 퐹푆 , 
퐹푆 , 퐹푆  – functional blocks of the n business process model (j, j1, j2 – their identifiers 
within the business process “n”); 푊  – is the system of weighted functions (objects) 
given on the sets 푉  and 퐸  of the graph 푀퐿( ), 푛 ∈ 푁, in particular: 퐷퐸푀 = {푑 } 
– is a function of consumption of resources from the set 푅푆 , 푟 ∈ 푅, on the elements of 
the nth business process 퐵푃 ; 퐷퐸푀 = 푑  – output function of the product of the 
set 푃푅 , 푝 ∈ 푃, for the n business process 퐵푃 ; 퐵푅퐸푆 = {푏 } – the function of 
providing the nth business process 퐵푃  the volume of r-type resources from the set 푅푆 , 
푟 ∈ 푅; 푊  – the set of administrative tasks of the enterprise (object) that are solved on 
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the functional elements of the business process 퐵푃 ; ℤ  – is the set of integer positive 
numbers. 

2.5. The formalization of “joints” between the pairs of business processes in the 
model structure MODELBP is carried out using the models in the form of dual-fraction 
oriented graphs of a special structure: 

 퐺 = 〈푉 ; 퐸 ;푊 〉 (8) 

 
푉 = 푉 ∪ 푉 , 푉 = 퐹푆 , 푉 = 퐹푆 							

퐸 : 푉 × 푉 → {0; 1}, 퐸 = 퐹푆 ; 퐹푆
, (9) 

where 푉 , 퐸  – are the plural of the graph 퐺  – respectively, the vertices 
(functional elements 퐹푆  and 퐹푆 , which are the “joints” of business processes 퐵푃  
and 퐵푃  respectively) and arcs that connect them; 푊  – is a system of weighted 
functions (objects) given on the sets 푉  and 퐸  of the graph 퐺 , 푛 , 푛 ∈ 푁, 
푛 ≠ 	푛 , 푗 ∈ 퐽 , 푗 ∈ 퐽 . 

Step 3. To construct a comprehensive enterprise model, we suggest using a 
combination of the most well-known and recognized in the world of architectural 
methodologies: the Zakhman model, the TOGAF (The Open Group Architectural 
Framework), the FEA (Federal Enterprise Architecture) methodology, the Gartner 
methodology, the EAP method (Enterprise Architecture Planning, as well as methods 
of structural analysis and design of business processes (IDEF, ARIS, their 
modifications and applied notations, MS Visio, etc.) [4, 6, 27-32]. 

Stage 4. The reengineering of business processes of the enterprise is carried out on 
the basis of the model of the MODELMS of the spatial interaction of the organizational 
and functional structures of the enterprise by the way of integration of the object 
elements of their models MODELOS and MODELBP respectively (formulas (1) - (9)) 
with the use of SMM tools. The complex ERM model of the enterprise management 
system MODELMS is presented in the form of the oriented weighted graph with the 
formulas (10) - (12): 

 푀푂퐷퐸퐿 = 〈푉 ;	퐸 ;	푊 〉 (10) 

 
푉 = 푉 ⋃푉 																			
퐸 = 푉 × 푉 → {0; 1}
푊 : 〈푃 ; 푃 ; 푈;푊〉												

 (11) 

 

⎩
⎨

⎧푃 : 푉 × 퐹푅 → {0; 1}											
푃 : 푉 × 퐹푅 → {0; 1}											
푈: 푉 × 푉 × 퐹푅 → {0; 1}
푊:푈 × 푅퐸푆 × 푃푅푂퐷 → 푊		⎭

⎬

⎫
 (12) 

where: 
푉 , 푉 , 푉 , 퐸 = 푒 = 푂푆 ; 퐹푆 , 푊  – is the set of vertices of 

MODELMS, MODELOS, MODELBP, arcs of the MODELMS graph, and the system of 
objects (functions, weights, matrices described above), which are given on its sets 푉  
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and 퐸 , respectively, in particular: 푃 = 휌 , 푃 = 휌  – matrix identifiers 
of the “bindings” of the functional works 푟  from the set FR, 푠 ∈ 푆, ℎ ∈ Η , to 
elements 푂푆 ∈ 푉  and 퐹푆 ∈ 푉  in accordance; 푈 = 푢  – is the matrix-
identifier of the direct management guidance pulses by the unit 푂푆  on the functional 
block 퐹푆 ; W, 푊 – are the sets of management tasks 푤 , which are solved by the 
units 푂푆  on the functional elements 퐹푆  business processes of the enterprise using 
the resource set of RES for the production of the product the PROD set and the 
information descriptions 푤  of their content statements: 푊 = 푤 , 푊 = 푤 , 
푅퐸푆 = {푅푆 }, 푃푅푂퐷 = 푃푅 , 푛 ∈ 푁, 휆 ∈ Λ , 푟 ∈ 푅, 푝 ∈ 푃. 

Stage 5. Models of modern corporate information systems are developed on the basis 
of model stratification of the enterprise on a modular basis and contain a set of 
metamodels that are programmed implemented with the help of multifunctional 
information management technologies with a set of business applications (architectural 
modules) at the level of databases and knowledge for certain subject areas, which are 
adapted to the specifics and conditions of the operation of a particular enterprise. These 
methodological principles of modeling are the basis for the creation of the architecture 
of a single corporate information ERM-model enterprise management system based on 
the BPM-concept (Figure 1), which is endowed with referential properties and can be 
adapted and implemented at other enterprises that are related according to industrial 
and / or sectoral sign. 

2.4 Architecture of ERM-model 

The architecture of a single corporate information ERM-model of an enterprise 
management system, which we offer within the framework of the SMM methodology, 
allows the inclusion, if necessary, to the basic BPM platform of separate specialized 
analytical techniques presented by separate IT-modules, in particular, such (Figure 1) 
[33-36]. 

BPM (Business Performance Management): 
functionality of the module – automated support of the full cycle of management of 

the efficiency of activity at all levels of the enterprise by way of unification of owners, 
managers, personnel and external contractors within the general integrated management 
environment based on a single corporate information model of the enterprise; 

modeling tools – methods: functional-cost (ABC-Costing), scenario, situational and 
plan-fact analysis; methodology of the BSC (Balanced Scorecard); BI applications 
(Business Intelligence: data warehouses and displays, OLAP technologies, intelligent 
data analysis, etc.); AIN (Analytic Infrastructure) and DIN (Data Infrastructure) 
integration technologies for functional and informational collaboration of BPM-based 
applications from external sources (BPM-compliant with APS / CRM / SCM solutions, 
ERP / ERP II class systems), IAS set, CALS-technologies, etc.); ITIN-technology (IT-
infrastructure: servers, data storage hardware, computing networks, operating systems, 
etc.); B2G (Business-to-Government) and G2B (Government-to-Business) application-
based software solutions, such as e-procurement systems, electronic tenders, etc. 

ERP II (Enterprise Resource and Relationship Processing): 
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Fig. 1. Architecture of a single corporate information ERM-model of enterprise management 

system based on BPM-concept. 

functionality of the module – integrated management of an enterprise of a certain 
type of economic activity (for sectoral / industrial segments) by way of automating 
cross-processes through their optimization, IT support and the introduction of 
automated CRM (Customer Relationship Management) and supply chains (SCM- 
Supply Chain Management) based on Internet technologies; 

modeling tools – methods and models of logistics (SCM-module), Internet-based 
technologies on the basis of B2B and B2C platforms (Business-to-Business and 
Business-to-Consumer – application software solutions such as CRM components for 
the implementation of interactive interaction respectively, “enterprise-executor-
enterprise-customer” and “enterprise-client”), tools of the basic ERP-system, applied 
APS-system, control systems by databases and OLAP-technologies, etc. 

CSRP (Customer Synchronized Resource Planning): 
functionality of the module – synchronization of business processes of the enterprise 

with the needs and expectations of consumers of its products by the way of business 
process reengineering and virtualization of its units and services; 

modeling tools – Internet-based technologies В2С-platforms, tools of the basic ERP 
system, applied APS-systems, control systems by databases and OLAP technologies, 
etc. 

ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning): 
functionality of the module – effective planning and management of all resources of 

the enterprise to provide an organizational strategy for the integration of production and 
operations management of labor resources, financial management and asset 
management; 

modeling tools – methods, models, algorithms of the theory of production planning, 
statistical and economic analysis, the theory of schedules, group support decision-
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making, investment analysis, management accounting, financial and personnel 
management, etc. 

IAS (Information and Analytical System): 
module functionality is a human-computer system whose analytical modules 

together form a multifunctional integrated information system, with which the support 
for decision-making is supported; 

modeling tools – traditional optimization methods: MathCAD, MATLAB; statistical 
data processing: STE (Statistica Enterprise), SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences); ES (Expert System), DSS (Decision Support System), ESS (Executive 
Support Systems), etc. 

CIM (Computer Integrated Manufacturing): 
functionality of the module – the integrator of separate computer systems and CALS-

technologies into a single system for the automation of the entire production process 
from designing products to their manufacturing; 

modeling tools – tools of the basic ERP system, applied CALS-technologies 
integrated with ERP system: CAD (Computer-aided design), CAE (Computer-aided 
engineering), CAM (Computer-aided manufacturing). 

APS (Advanced Planning and Scheduling): 
functionality of the module – adaptive management of the enterprise’s production 

cycle for the management of production chains based on the application of economical 
mathematical methods and models; 

component modules (standards): 
ATP (Available To-Promise) – comprehensive assessment of the ability to 

execute the scheduled portfolio of orders in scheduled terms; 
EP (Enterprise Planning) – optimization of planning processes: capacities, 

operational, material needs; 
PS (Production Scheduling) – volume scheduling; 
SCP (Supply Chain Planning) – planning a cumulative production process based 

on the “production chain” modeling; 
EM-application (Enterprise Modeler) – scenario modeling for the development 

and quantification of the effectiveness of enterprise plans at all levels; 
modeling tools – methods and models of mathematical programming, operations 

research, mathematical statistics, risk analysis, optimal management, decision making, 
simulation modeling, structural modeling (IDEF, ARIS methodology, etc.), heuristic 
methods, multicriterion models, object oriented technologies (UML; CBD; DFM, etc.), 
business process reengineering methods: DEM (Dynamic Enterprise Modeler), ERM-
solutions (Enterprise Reference Modeler), other methods and models of economic 
cybernetics. 

The BPM platform provides the implementation of simple analytical functions that 
are implemented with built-in OLAP tools (generalization / detailing, benchmarking, 
etc.), and the only corporate information ERM-model of the enterprise management 
system built on the basis of the methodology and with the use of stratification 
metamodeling tools, enables to solve the actual problem of asymmetry of model 
information in the system of management of economic safety of the enterprise and has 
the following advantages: 
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─ universality (the possibility to describe the structure of the ERM-model, the 
characteristics and functionality of the classes of models using the METAMODEL 
stratification metamodel, and the standardization and unification of the models 
created for various problem areas – the system evaluation of individual risk groups); 

─ modularity (structurization of the METAMODEL stratification metamodel as a 
system of interconnected and conditionally separated local model complexes while 
maintaining its integrity – identifying “hidden” links between the components of the 
detected threat and multi-dimensional assessment of the integration risk of the threat 
of the onset of a particular problem situation); 

─ the system of relations within the hierarchy (at each level of the hierarchy of the 
ERM-model, its individual IT modules may be assigned their own rules for 
representing their objects and interrelationships between them – leveling the threat 
of the “exit” of a particular problem situation beyond the functional of the ERM-
model due to the application of its construction of the principles of multilayer 
hierarchy); 

─ adaptability (the ability of the ERM-model to flexible modification and extensions 
of model and hardware complexes at any hierarchical level without a fundamental 
modification of its structural basis – model synthesis (model simulation) of a chain 
of problem situations or a certain set of them); 

─ interoperability (the ability of the ERM-model to integrate adequately and non-
conflict with other external entities in relation to it, formalized objects, excluding 
any restrictions on mutual access to jointly activated information and computing 
resources, in particular models, sets of models, model complexes, metamodels of 
data and knowledge, etc. – the basis for automated control of the chain of task 
models through “access points” due to the intellectualization of the decision-making 
model in the structure of stratification metamodel of METAMODEL). 

3 Conclusion 

Thus, the mastery of the principles and mechanisms embodied in the BPM concept 
enables top management to determine and measure the effectiveness of the enterprise 
by improving the reflection of the assessment of its own business, on the basis of which 
to implement program-targeted efficiency management on its basis which is grounded 
on strategic priorities of the development. The main hidden reserves for obtaining a 
positive effect from the introduction of BPM-systems built on the basis of the proposed 
methodology of SMM, is saving various types of costs (reducing costs of IT processing 
transactions in the system optimization of flow processes throughout the production 
chain; eliminating the risks of making incorrect or false calculations; obtaining a 
synergistic effect by coordinating processes, optimizing functions, targeted 
improvement in indicative indicators, etc.) and a long-term competitor and benefits for 
the next 15-20 years due to the flexibility of management in responding to market 
changes and as a result ensure high performance and profitability of investment 
attractiveness. 
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The methodology of SMM is the basis for accumulation and reuse of knowledge 
when creating templates of ERM-models, which are reference for the classes of 
enterprises, due to the flexible combination of conceptual, mathematical and 
information descriptions of the models of enterprises with the use of stratification 
metamodeling tools. 

We would like to emphasize that the inclusion of conceptual provisions and tools of 
safety and risk in the framework of the SMM is a prerequisite for ensuring efficient, 
proactive management of the SES in the realities of the information (digital) economy. 
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Abstract. In this paper we study the possibility of construction indicators-
precursors relying on one of the most power-law tailed distributions – Levy’s 
stable distribution. Here, we apply Levy’s parameters for 29 stock indices for the 
period from 1 March 2000 to 28 March 2019 daily values and show their 
effectiveness as indicators of crisis states on the example of Dow Jones Industrial 
Average index for the period from 2 January 1920 to 2019. In spite of popularity 
of the Gaussian distribution in financial modeling, we demonstrated that Levy’s 
stable distribution is more suitable due to its theoretical reasons and analysis 
results. And finally, we conclude that stability α and skewness β parameters of 
Levy’s stable distribution which demonstrate characteristic behavior for crash 
and critical states, can serve as an indicator-precursors of unstable states. 

Keywords: alpha-stable distribution, stock market crash, indicator-predictor, 
indicator of critical events, log-returns fluctuations, Dow Jones Industrial 
Average Index. 

1 Introduction 

The efficient financial market is an integral part of the modern market economy. With 
a rapidly growing financial market, new risk management methods are becoming more 
demanded that take into account new non-Gaussian distributions. The task of 
monitoring and predicting of possible critical states of financial and economics systems 
are very relevant today. In our opinion, the availability of the time series for stock 
markets gives the opportunity to solve such tasks in very effective ways. Financial 
crises that regularly shake the world economy are characterized by noticeable 
fluctuations in stock indices, thereby causing noticeable changes in the statistical 
distributions of empirical data [1, 2]. Consequently, the analysis of the form and 
parameters of the distribution of price fluctuations of the stock market indexes will 
make it possible to predict the possible occurrence of the financial crisis. 
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In 1900, Bachelier proposed the first model for the stochastic process of returns – an 
uncorrelated random walk with independent, identically Gaussian distributed (i.i.d) 
random variables [3]. This model is natural if one considers the return over a time scale 
∆t to be the result of many independent “shocks”, which then lead by the central limit 
theorem to a Gaussian distribution of returns [3]. However, empirical studies [4-6] 
show that the distribution of returns has pronounced tails in striking contrast to that of 
a Gaussian.  

For time series S(t) which describes the dynamics of price on stock index, the returns 
g(t) over some time scale Δt is defined as the forward changes in the logarithm of S(t), 

 ( ) (ln ( ) / ln ( )).g t S t t S t    (1) 

For small changes in the price, the returns g(t) is approximately the forward relative 
change 

 ( ) ( )( ) .
( )

S t t S tg t
S t

  
  (2) 

To illustrate mentioned above fact, we show in Fig. 1 the daily returns of the DJIA 
market index for 1900-2019 and contrast it with a sequence of i.i.d. Gaussian random 
variables.  

 
Fig. 1. Probability density function of DJIA daily normalized returns during the period from 

1900 to 2019. 

It is obvious that the distribution of returns has heavy tails and in the general case can 
be described as  

 P(g > x) ~ x–(1+α), α  (0, 2] (3) 
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and for stock indexes it has a universal look, known as the cubic laws of stock market 
activity [6].  

Fig. 2 confirms the cubic law for the DJIA index. 

 
Fig. 2. Cumulative distributions of the normalized DJIA daily returns. Fits yield values 

α = 2.02 ± 0.02. 

In the analysis of cotton prices, Mandelbrot observed that in addition to being non-
Gaussian, the process of returns shows another interesting property: “time scaling” — 
that is, the distributions of returns for various choices of ∆t, ranging from 1 day up to 1 
month have similar functional forms [7]. Motivated by (i) pronounced tails, and (ii) a 
stable functional form for different time scales, Mandelbrot [7] proposed that the 
distribution of returns is consistent with a Levy stable distribution [8] – that is, the 
returns can be modeled as a Levy stable process. Levy stable distributions arise from 
the generalization of the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) to random variables which do 
not have a finite second moment. 

The CLT [9], which offers the fundamental justification for approximate normality, 
points to the importance of α-stable distribution: they are the only limiting laws of 
normalized sums of independent, identically distributed random variables. Gaussian 
distributions, the best known member of the stable family, have long been well 
understood and widely used in all sorts of problems. However, they do not allow for 
large fluctuations and are thus inadequate for modeling high variability. Non-Gaussian 
stable models, on other hand, do not share such limitations. In general, the upper and 
lower tails of their distributions decreases like a power function. In literature, this is 
often characterized as heavy or long tails. In the last two or three decades, data which 
seem to fit the stable model has been collected in fields as diverse as economics, 
telecommunications, hydrology and physics (see for example [6]).  

During our research of Levy’s stable distribution, applied for the stock market, we 
have found that there are many articles, which were devoted to it [4-6, 10-12]. 
Consequently, it was pointed out that Levy’s stable distribution fits better that the 
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Gaussian distribution to financial markets. It is still debatable whether Levy’s stable 
distribution is appreciable, since there is not enough theoretical material and there is 
not a universal analyzing method for estimating parameters of Levy’s stable 
distribution.  

Therefore, during our research we discuss theoretical material applied to Levy’s 
stable distribution, and discuss whether it acceptable for indicating crisis states on 
financial markets or not.  

Our research structured as follows. Section 2 is introduction to Levy’s stable 
distribution and its properties. Section 3 describes different approaches for estimating 
stable distribution parameters. In Section 4 we described how to estimate Levy’s stable 
distribution and which method the most appreciable method for calculating its 
parameters. Section 5 present classified DJIA price data, and obtained results. 

2 Levy’s Stable Distribution Properties 

Levy’s stable distribution being the generalization of the CLT, became an addition to a 
wide class of distributions. Assume that 

1

n
n ii

P x


  is the sum of i.i.d. random 

variables xi. Then, if the variables xi have finite second moment, the CLT holds and Pn 
is distributed as a Gaussian in the limit n→∞. 

In case when the random variables xi are characterized by a distribution having 
asymptotic power-law behavior (3) Pn will converge to a Levy stable stochastic process 
of index α in the limit n→∞.  

Stable distribution is presented by 4 parameters: α  (0, 2] is the stability parameter, 
β  [–1, 1] the skewness parameter, γ  [0, ∞) the scale parameter and δ  (–∞, ∞) the 
location parameter. Since the variables xi is characterized by four parameters, we will 
denote α-stable distribution by S(α, β, γ, δ) and write 

 x ~ S(α, β, γ, δ) (4) 

Stable distribution has a property that the mean cannot be defined for α  (0, 1] and the 
variance diverges for α  (0, 2).  

Furthermore, the Levy stable distributions cannot be defined in closed form for a 
few cases: the case of (α, β) = (2, 0) corresponds to the Gaussian distribution, 
(α, β) = (1, 0) to the Cauchy distribution. Instead, it is expressed in terms of their 
Fourier transforms or characteristic functions (CF), which we denote as λ(k), where k 
denotes the Fourier transformed variable. 

For Levy stable distribution, if the variable xi follows S(α, β, γ, δ), the CF can be 
expressed as [13]  
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It worth considering that with value of β = 0, the distribution is symmetric, right-tailed 
if positive, and left-tailed if negative.  

3 Methods for Estimation of Stable Law Parameters 

There are numerous approaches which can estimate stable distribution parameters. 
Since the probability density functions is not always expressed in a closed form, there 
are some challenges to overcome the analytic difficulties. Thus, there have been 
constructed a variety of methods: the approximate maximum likelihood estimation [14, 
15], quantiles method [16, 17], fractional lower order moment method [18, 19], method 
of log-cumulant [20], the logarithmic moment method [21] and more. Unfortunately, 
some of those methods cannot be applied due to computational problems associated 
with limited range of estimation, restricted range of parameters, high computational 
costs, or requiring large number of data. However, several of them should be 
mentioned. 

3.1 Maximum Likelihood Method 

DuMouchel was the first to obtain approximate ML estimates of α and γ (assuming 
δ = 0) [22]. A multinomial approximation to the likelihood function is used in his 
approach. Under some additional assumptions on α ̂ and the likelihood function, 
DuMouchel has shown the obtained estimates to be consistent and asymptotically 
normal. However, the computational effort involved seems considerable. 

A direct method can be formulated, after Brorsen and Yang [14], as follows. The 
standard symmetric probability density functions defined by Zolotarev [23] is presented 
as 
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for α ≠ 1, x > 0, where Uα is defined by 
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and 0  is explained here [24]. Therefore, the parameters α, γ and δ can be estimated 
from the observations xi (i = 1, 2, ..., n) by maximizing the log likelihood function 
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where zi = |xi – δ| / γ. 
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To avoid the discontinuity and nondifferentiability of the symmetric α-stable density 
function at α = 1, α is restricted to be greater than one. Caution must be used when 
evaluating the integrals (6) and (8), since the integrals are singular at η = 0. 

An obvious disadvantage of this method is that it is a highly nonlinear optimization 
problem and no initialization and convergence analysis is available. 

3.2 Sample Quantiles Methods  

Let xi be the f-th population quantile, so that S(α, β, γ, δ)(xi) = f. Let ˆ fx  be the 
corresponding sample quantile, i.e. ˆ fx  satisfies Fn( ˆ fx ) = f. As McCulloch [17] points 
out, to avoid spurious skewness in finite samples, a correction must be made. If the xi’s 
are arranged in ascending order, the correction may be performed by identifying xi with 

( )ˆq ix , where 2 1( )
2
iq i

n


 , and then interpolating linearly to f from the two adjacent q(i) 

values. Then ˆ fx  is a consistent estimator of xf, the f quantile.  

3.3 Regression Method 

Koutrouvelis [13, 25] presented a regression type method of estimating the four 
parameters of stable distribution. It is based on the following algorithm concerning the 
CF. From (5) it can be derived that 

 2log( log ( ) ) log(2 ) log .k k      (9) 

The real and imaginary parts of λ(k) are for α ≠ 1 given by  
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The last two equations lead, apart from considerations of principal values, to  
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Equation (9) depends only on α and γ and suggests that we estimate these parameters 
by regressing  

 y = log(–log|λN(k)|2)  
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on ω = log|k| in the model  

 yn = m + αωn + εn, n = 1, 2, ..., N, (11) 

where (kn) is an appropriate set of real numbers, m = log(2γα), and εn responds for an 
error term.  

With estimated and fixed parameters α and γ, the values of β and δ can be obtained 
by using equation (9). Let gn(u) = Arctg(λI, n / λR, n), where Arctg denotes the principal 
value of the arctan function. Then we can estimate β and δ by regressing z = gn(u) + 
πτn(u) on u and sign(u)|u|α in the model 

 ( ) , 1, . . . , ,
2l l l l lz u tg sign u u l L 
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where (ul) is an appropriate set of real numbers and vl denotes an error term. 
As it was mentioned before, most of these methods have high computational costs, 

restricted ranges of parameters or require a large number of data. Thus, we would like 
to use simple approach proposed by Koutrovelis [25] which is based on CF and it is 
tested to be valid and clears the above issues. 

4 Estimation of Levy’s Stable Distribution 

When we analyze data, we often assume that they are ergodic [26]. In general, if 
random variables xn (n = 1, 2, ..., N) are ergodic with the integrable function f(x), the 
preserving map T(x) and the measure p(x)dx in the space M, then the following equation 
holds [27]:  
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Then, to consider characteristic functions, equation (13) comes out to be the following 
ergodic equality [27]:  
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for which we have  
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This assumption allows us to empirically obtain the probability distribution. Hence, the 
empirical characteristic function λN(k) of a large number of data set xn (n = 1, 2, ..., N) 
can be calculated as 
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When the data follow Levy’s stable distribution with the parameters (α, β, γ, δ) (α ≠ 1, 
k > 0), the characteristic function can be presented as  

 ˆ ( ) exp ( ) 1 tan
2N k i k k i    
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from equation (5). With equation (17), we can derive 
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where each of , I
ˆ ( )N k  and , R

ˆ ( )N k  corresponds to the imaginary and real part of the 
empirical CF. Through linear regression method in equations (18) and (19) around 
k = 0 the parameters (α, β, γ, δ) can be estimated. In case when (γ, δ) are far from the 
standard value of (1, 0), each parameter can not be estimated accurately. In this case 
the data should be normalized to (γ, δ) = (1, 0) and then (α, β) can be estimated.  

While the standard estimation method use the probability density function from the 
actual data with difficulty in estimating the tails of the distribution which are essentially 
important part of Levy’s stable distribution, the method which we use in this paper can 
indicate the tail through the characteristic function. In addition, this method has a faster 
convergence according to the increasing number of data. The introduced integer τn(u) 
accounts for possible nonprincipal branches of the arctan function.  

5 Data Classification of Dow Jones Industrial Average 

In this paper we have estimated Levy’s parameters for stock indices for the period from 
1 March 2000 to 28 March 2019 daily values. This data include stock indices of 
developed countries, developing and emergent markets. The data were downloaded 
from Yahoo Finance (http://finance.yahoo.com) and Investing.com 
(https://www.investing.com). The distribution parameters were found for the entire 
time series and the algorithm of a moving window. For moving window, the part of the 
time series (window), for which there were calculated corresponding parameters, was 
selected. Then, the window was displaced along the time series in definite increment 
(step) and the procedure repeated until all the studied series had exhausted. For our case 
the window width is 500 and 1000 days, time step 1 and 5 days. The calculation results 
for the whole time series of the order-decreasing parameter α are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. The calculated Levy’s stable parameters α and β for the considered stock indices. The 
results were obtained for the length of window 500 and time step 1 day.  

N Index α β 
1 Nikkei 225 1.71 -0.240 
2 IBEX 35 1.71 -0.206 
3 CAC 40 1.70 -0.247 
4 OMX Stockholm 30  1.70 -0.152 
5 FTSE MIB  1.69 -0.374 
6 Swiss Market Index 1.69 -0.210 
7 DAX PERFORMANCE 1.68 -0.199 
8 FTSE 100 1.68 -0.180 
9 Warsaw Stock Exhange WIG  1.68 -0.022 
10 BEL 20 1.67 -0.236 
11 TA 35 1.67 -0.186 
12 KOSPI Composite  1.66 -0.304 
13 S&P/TSX Composite 1.60 -0.349 
14 AEX 1.60 -0.214 
15 BIST 100 1.60 -0.120 
16 Dow Jones Industrial Average 1.59 -0.126 
17 BOVESPA 1.58 -0.080 
18 Hang Seng  1.58 -0.153 
19 S&P 500 1.57 -0.151 
20 IPC MEXICO 1.48 -0.118 
21 NASDAQ Composite Index 1.48 -0.139 
22 RTS Index  1.46 -0.081 
23 BSE Sensex 30 1.44 -0.027 
24 Nifty 50  1.42 -0.047 
25 Jakarta Stock Exchange Composite 1.27 -0.043 
26 Shanghai Composite 1.27 -0.046 
27 KSE 100  1.05 -0.050 
28 Ukraine PFTS  0.83 -0.089 
29 S&P Merval 0.74 -0.055 

 
The considered stock indices for the specified period include crisis phenomena and 

these periods obviously affect the dynamics of distribution parameters. Therefore, you 
should calculate them in the model of the moving window and compare their dynamics 
with the dynamics of the original time series. 

For analysing and explaining basic characteristics of complex systems with α-stable 
distribution, we have chosen Dow Jones Industrial Average index (DJIA) as the most 
quoted financial barometer in the world. In addition, like complex systems, financial 
markets fascinating examples of complexity: a real world complex system whose 
evolution is dictated by the decisions of many people, generating huge amounts of data. 
For understanding of the falls that occurred on this market, we analysed different 
scientific articles [31-32], and relying on our research, we classified them on crashes 
and critical event, and separated DJIA time series into two parts where first part 
occupies period from 2 January 1920 to 3 January 1983 and second part from 4 January 
1983 to 18 March 2019, for having better overview of its dynamics. Note that the data 
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set here is an every 1-day data, except those when stock market closed and does not 
work. During our research it was established that:  

─ Crashes are short, time-localized drops, with strong losing of price each day.  
─ Critical events are those falls that, during their existence, have not had such serious 

changes in price as crashes. 

As it is seen from the Table 1, during DJIA existence, many crashes and critical events 
shook it. According to our classification, events with number (1, 10, 13, 15) are crashes, 
all the rest – critical events. From the data above, we estimate the parameters α and β 
of the stable distribution that the best describes the empirical returns.  

Further, comparing the dynamics of the actual time series and the corresponding 
measures of complexity, we can judge the characteristic changes in the dynamics of the 
behavior of complexity with changes in the stock index. If the estimated parameter 
behaves in a definite way for all periods of crashes, for example, decreases or increases 
during the pre-critical period, then it can serve as an indicator-precursor of such a 
crashes phenomenon.  

Table 2 shows the major crashes and critical events related to our classification. 

Table 2. Major Historical Corrections since 1920. 

N Interval Days in correction Decline, % 
1 03.09.1929-29.10.1929 41 39.64 
2 01.03.1938-31.03.1938 23 24.15 
3 08.04.1940-05.06.1940 42 25.10 
4 21.08.1946-10.09.1946 14 16.35 
5 30.07.1957-22.10.1957 60 17.51 
6 19.03.1962-28.05.1962 50 19.91 
7 18.07.1966-07.10.1966 59 12.84 
8 09.04.1970-26.05.1970 34 20.35 
9 24.10.1974-04.10.1974 52 27.45 
10 02.10.1987-19.10.1987 12 34.16 
11 17.07.1990-23.08.1990 28 17.21 
12 01.10.1997-21.10.1997 15 12.43 
13 17.08.1998-31.08.1998 11 18.44 
14 14.08.2002-01.10.2002 34 19.52 
15 16.10.2008-15.12.2008 42 30.21 
16 09.08.2011-22.09.2011 32 11.94 
17 18.08.2015-25.08.2015 6 10.53 
18 29.12.2015-20.01.2016 16 11.02 
19 03.12.2018-24.12.2018 15 15.62 

 
From the figures below we can see that our parameters start to decrease in crisis 

states. Such abnormal behavior can serve as indicator or precursor of crashes and 
critical states.  

For the first time, the use of dynamic indicators, precursors of crashes in stock 
markets using the parameters of a α-stable distribution, was proposed by us in the works 
[30, 31] and later repeated in a recent work [32]. Moreover, the authors [32], analyzing 
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only one crisis of 2008 and using a limited set of stock market indices (only three), 
conclude that the β parameter is an even more convincing indicator of the approaching 
crisis. Our data for a large set of critical events and crashes, as well as stock indices of 
countries of different levels of development convincingly speak in favor of the α 
parameter. 

Interesting are the conclusions that follow from the analysis of Table 1. Indeed, the 
indexes of stock markets, ordered by the value of the α parameter, reveal a characteristic 
pattern that large α parameters correspond to more advanced stock markets of 
developed countries. At the same time, the β asymmetry parameter also differs 
markedly from zero. For emerging and emerging markets, the α parameter is noticeably 
smaller, and the β parameter tends to zero. 

In our opinion, this indicates that crises in emerging markets occur more often, are 
more profound and long lasting. This leads to a decrease in the α parameter (see Fig. 3a, 
c) and leveling of the distribution asymmetry, with the result that the β tends to zero. 

  
a) b) 

  
c) d) 

Fig. 3. The corresponding time series and estimated for them parameters α (a, c) and β (b, d). 
Vertical arrows indicate crashes and critical events. 

6 Conclusions 

Recently, there has been an increasing of interest in the study of quantitative methods 
for the stability of financial objects, especially in crisis situations. It is extremely 
important to take precisely preventive measures to prevent significant financial losses.  
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In this respect, an important role is played by the methods of constructing indicators 
of crisis phenomena, which warn in advance of a possible approaching crisis, that 
makes them as indicators-precursors of possible crisis states. 

Crises manifest themselves in the form of strong price fluctuations of most assets 
and financial market instruments. In particular, stock market indexes exhibit increased 
volatility, which is reflected through the appearance of long tails in non-Gaussian 
probability density functions. 

This paper has examined the behaviors of stock markets price fluctuations. As many 
others results, our research have demonstrated that the fluctuation distribution of DJIA 
index over the long period of 1900-2019 are characterized by heavy tails and can be 
described by the Levy’s stable parameters. A similar pattern is observed for other stock 
indices taken over the shorter period from 2000 to 2019. Relating on theoretical 
background of Levy’s stable distribution, stock markets time series and normalized log-
returns for stock index price, it have been obtained that the Gaussian distribution for 
stock market is less suitable than Levy’s stable distribution.  

Further, we have discussed different method for the parameters estimation of the 
distribution, and pointed out which method is the best. Calculated parameters (α, β) 
have presented a similar behavior for different crisis states and proved that they can be 
used as indicators of crashes and critical periods. Moreover, it is shown that the absolute 
values of the distribution parameters themselves characterize the degree of 
development and efficiency of the stock market itself.  
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Abstract. The phenomenon of the digitalization in the world economy is 
investigated in the article. The digital economy is the most important engine of 
innovation, competitiveness and economic growth in the world. The specific 
features of the modern digital economy are determined. The main indicators of 
measuring the level of digital economy are analyzed, the world countries’ leaders 
are defined. Study shows that each of the indexes has different methodological 
approaches to determining the level of digitalization and contains various factors. 
Highly developed countries have the best level of digitization of their own 
economies, because they have high-quality access to the Internet, a high level of 
scientific and technological capacity development and wide information access. 
The indicators of Ukraine as a digital economy are analyzed. Article shows that 
Ukraine as a European country is only at the beginning of its development of a 
high-quality digital economy. The links between national economy’s 
macroeconomic indicators development connecting with innovations are 
established. 

Keywords: digitalization, world economy, innovations, economic growth, 
indexes, technologies. 

Today, economic growth is impossible without using of information and 
communication technologies, because they are covering increasingly various spheres 
of economic activities and creating new opportunities for socio-economic development. 
Globalization, transformation of consumer behavior, mobility, availability of 
information are the trends of our time. Digital technologies are radically reshaping the 
global economic system. The formation of an effective digital economy will open 
significant opportunities for the creation and development of business, it will help to 
increase investment flows, accumulation of human and financial resources of the world. 

The concept of “digital economy” first appeared in 1995, as this year was previously 
defined as a turning point in the production of equipment for information technology. 
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Moreover, at that time Internet emerged as a significant source of “free” content [1, 
p. 2]. 

Throughout history, the economy has been transformed by revolutionary inventions 
(telegraph, railway, car). The difference with the Internet is that it is inherently global, 
used by both developed and developing countries. John Sviokla said “the Internet is 
one of the most complex things ever created. It takes human organization to another 
level. Thus, the digital economy will launch the third wave of capitalism, that will 
transform business and government and lead to the creation of extraordinary wealth 
around the world” [2, p. 6]. 

The universal term “the third industrial revolution” has gained great popularity, the 
main ideologues of which are the researchers Jeremy Rifkin [3] and Raymond Kurzweil 
[4], that provides for the gradual introduction of a whole complex of new technological 
solutions (including renewable / clean energy sources, composite and nanomaterials, 
biomedical innovations, 3D printing technologies, mass electrification of transport etc.) 
[3, 4]. 

The core of the digital economy is the "digital sector": the IT / ICT industry that 
produces fundamental digital goods and services. This “digital economy” is defined as 
“part of an economic outcome derived solely or primarily from digital technologies 
with a business model based on digital goods or services” – consists of the digital sector 
and also new digital and platform services. The increased use is the using of ICT in all 
sectors of the economy, this is the “digital economy” [5].  

The development of the digital economy can generally be described as the process 
by which information technologies, such as the Internet or other means of 
communication, change economic and social relations in such a way that a number of 
barriers in international economic relations disappear altogether or minimize. In this 
context, it is worth mentioning the statement of T. Friedman, the essence of which is 
that new technologies have the ability to unite the world by forming their own strong 
links through a combination of production, research and marketing processes in 
different countries at the same time and maintain control over these processes through 
the latest means of communication [6]. Computerization covers all the tools that have 
led to the progress of society and its transition from industrial to information. It is worth 
remembering the concept of “information” society of D. Bell, when knowledge and 
information become the main, inexhaustible, renewable resource [7]. And the 
information itself is a public good and is characterized by all the properties that are 
inherent in them, namely, accessibility for a wide range of consumers and exceptional 
competitiveness. This is what ensures the rapid development of information resources, 
and they become at the same time the basis for the development of the modern digital 
economy. 

The digital economy is growing rapidly on a global scale. It is the most important 
engine of innovation, competitiveness and economic growth in the world. The main 
products of the digital economy are the same goods and services of the traditional 
economy that is provided by computer equipment and digital systems such as the global 
Internet. This has its advantages, the main of which is to increase the availability of 
ordinary users to certain markets (goods or services), not only large companies, reduce 
transaction costs, increase efficiency and competitiveness. 
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The characteristic feature of the digital economy is its connection with the economy 
on demand (on-demand economy), which provides for not the sale of goods and 
services, but access to them at the moment when it is needed. The advantages of the 
economy on demand are: high speed of obtaining the necessary services or goods; 
reducing their cost for the end-user by reducing the number of intermediaries; 
simplifying the output of suppliers of goods and services to users [8, p. 14].  

The review of the digital Agenda for Europe (DAE) [9] highlighted the impact of 
digital technologies on work and growth, noting that the Internet provides people with 
the opportunity to create and disseminate their ideas, creating new content, 
entrepreneurs and markets. 

Modern tools for the study of the level of digitalization covers a variety of 
techniques. In particular, the main indices characterizing the world digitalization 
include: Digital Evolution Index, DiGiX, Networked Readiness Index, IMD World 
Competitiveness, DESI, Bloomberg Innovation Index and ICT Development Index. 
Each index has different methodological approaches to determining the level of 
digitalization and contains different factors that help to investigate. For example, the 
Digital Evolution Index shows how different countries are moving from the physical 
past to the digital future, and offers simple tools to determine which countries are the 
most ready for the transition, how quickly they are updated, and whether some are better 
located than some others. The Digital Evolution Index analyzes the main indicators that 
govern the digitization of the country: delivery conditions, demand conditions, 
institutional environment and innovation and change. To get an overview of the digital 
readiness and competitiveness of countries, the index divides these indicators into 12 
components measured using a total amount of 108 indicators [10]. Networked 
Readiness Index is an indicator of the world economic forum, which characterizes the 
level of development of information and communication technologies in the world [11]. 
NRI consists of three components: the ICT environment proposed by a particular 
country or community, the readiness of key stakeholders (individuals, businesses and 
governments) to use ICT, and finally the use of ICT among these stakeholders The 
DiGiX index is an index of digitization that evaluates the factors, behavior of agents 
and institutions that enable the country to fully use information and communication 
technology (ICT) to enhance competitiveness and well-being. It is a complex index that 
summarizes the corresponding figures in 100 countries. DiGiX consists of six main 
components: infrastructure, adoption of households, adoption of enterprises, costs, 
regulation and maintenance [12]. The index of digital economy and society (DESI) 
measures progress in EU countries in reference to the digital economy and society. It 
combines a set of relevant indicators of European digital policy [13].The structure of 
the index consists of 5 main indices, containing subindexes, giving accurate knowledge 
about the level of digitalization, such as ICT connectivity, digital skills, indicators, use 
of the Internet, integration into digital technologies, indicators of development of the 
electronic environment. 

IMD World Competitiveness Center creating the rating takes as a basis such 
indicators as knowledge, technology and the future readiness of countries to implement 
digital technologies [14]. 

In general, comparing the ratings of countries, according to different methods and 
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indicators, we can see that the TOP-10 countries in every ratings changes because the 
overall calculation of the digitalization of economy is carried out on different indicators 
(Table 1). 

Table 1. The Top-10 economies on the level of digitalization in different indexes. 

Place 
Digital 

Evolution 
Index 

IMD Digital 
Competitive-

ness 
DiGix DESI(EU) 

Bloomberg 
Innovation 

Index 

ICT Devel-
opment In-

dex 

Networked 
Readiness 

Index 

1 Norway Singapore 
Luxem-
bourg 

Denmark 
South Ko-
rea 

Iceland Singapore 

2 Sweden Sweden 
Great 
Britain 

Finland Sweden Korea Finland 

3 Switzerland USA 
Hong 
Kong 

Sweden Singapore Switzerland Sweden 

4 Denmark Finland USA Netherlands Germany Denmark Norway 

5 Finland Denmark 
Nether-
lands 

Luxembourg 
Switzer-
land 

USA USA 

6 Singapore Netherlands Japan Belgium Japan Hong Kong Netherlands 

7 
South Ko-
rea 

Hong Kong 
Singa-
pore 

Great Britain Finland Netherlands Switzerland 

8 
Great 
Britain 

Switzerland Norway Ireland Denmark Norway 
Great 
Britain 

9 Hong Kong Canada Finland Romania France 
Luxem-
bourg 

Luxem-
bourg 

10 USA Norway Sweden Bulgaria Israel Japan Japan 
 

Global trends of digitalization of the economy show that highly developed countries 
have the best level of digitization of their own economies because they are characterized 
by high-quality access to the Internet (broadband and mobile Internet), a high level of 
development of scientific and technological potential and wide information access. 
Among the regions of the world (World Bank), the largest number of Internet users are 
in Europe and Central Asia. Today, about 75% of the total population of Europe and 
Central Asia use the Internet. This indicator reaches 50% in other regions [15]. 

Among the member of the participating countries of the European Union, the best 
access indicators have such countries as Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg, Sweden and 
the UK. In General, it can be seen that another group of EU member have at least 60% 
of all households, this says about high level of automation and ease of life. Such 
countries as the Czech Republic, Latvia and Italy have less indicators. 

An integral part of digital Commerce is e-Commerce, it simplifies the purchase and 
sale for both buyers and sellers. This reduces the chain from seller to buyer and it is 
easier to purchase. The 5 largest e-Commerce markets include: 

1. China: $ 672 billion, share of e-Commerce in total retail sales – 15.9%; 
2. United States: $ 340 billion, share of e-Commerce in total retail sales – 7.5%; 
3. UK: $ 99 billion, share of e-Commerce in total retail sales – 14.5%; 
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4. Japan: $ 79 billion, share of e-Commerce in total retail sales – 5.4%; 
5. Germany: $ 73 billion, share of e-Commerce in total retail sales is 8.4% [16]. 

The global trend shows that the main means of payment are credit cards (Asia and North 
America), in second place is a digital payment system, this is a platform of electronic 
means that can be used in any calculations (Western Europe and China). Another 
popular method is debit cards (Africa). 

The majority of online purchases were made from manufacturers located on the same 
continent: Europe (63.4%), the Pacific region of Asia (57.9%), Africa (55.5%), Latin 
America (54.6%) and North America (45.5%).  

It is expected that retail sales of e-Commerce will rise to 4.058 trillion in 2020, which 
is 14.6% of the total retail spending in 2015. 

The increase of the number and quality of telecommunications use also has a great 
impact on digitalization. Global telecommunications revenues had decreased by 4% 
between 2015 and 2016, falling by $ 1.9 trillion. 

Developing countries experienced complex annual growth rate of 6.6 % in 
telecommunications revenues between 2008 and 2016, while developed countries 
experienced a decline of -0.8% in the same period. Developing countries have 83% of 
the world’s population, they receive only 39% of the world's income from 
telecommunications [17]. 

It is worth noting that the European Union presents many opportunities and 
challenges associated with the rapid development of the digital economy, the rapid 
growth of data flows, the dominance of the USA firms, security concerns and new 
business models in many sectors. The digital transformation of business and society in 
the EU represents a huge potential for Europe. 

An important indicator characterizes the state of the digital economy in the EU are 
the indicators of entrepreneurship through the Internet. The activity of entrepreneurs 
through the Internet is an integral part of the modern world market trade. Internet 
activity does not only facilitate trade, but it also helps quickly to accumulate and 
mobilize revenues. 

In the EU, between 2008 and 2016, the share of enterprises that used electronic 
turnover increased by 7%, and the volume of sales of enterprises, due to electronic 
sales, increased by 6 percentage points. 

During 2016, 44% of large enterprises carried out electronic sales, which 
corresponds to 26% of the total turnover of this class. Similarly, 29% of medium-sized 
enterprises carried out electronic sales, which corresponds to 13% of the total turnover 
of this value. On the contrary, 18% of small enterprises engaged in electronic sales, and 
that is only 7% of the turnover of such enterprises [18].  

Such countries as the Czech Republic (5.6%), Ireland (5.9%), Slovakia (6.6%) and 
the UK (4.7%) demonstrated the development of e-Commerce, which contributes of 
business development. In such EU member countries as Belgium (-2.9%), Luxembourg 
(-3.1%), Netherlands (-6%), Lithuania (-3%) and Portugal (-2.7%) negative indicators 
were observed [19]. 

Ukraine, as a European country, is only at the beginning of its path to creating a 
high-quality digital economy. Despite the fact that Ukrainian IT specialists are in great 
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demand on the world labor market, undeveloped infrastructure, “outdated 
technologies”, lack of legislation and the target direction in the government is a great 
obstacle for creating the necessary conditions of digitalization for the national 
economy. 

Ukraine takes only the 85th place among the countries in the world in the World 
Economic Forum. According to the components Ukraine has the following positions: 
the number of Internet users – 80th place, Internet connection – 64th, Internet 
bandwidth – 68th place, mobile Internet connection – 131st. Unfortunately, Ukraine 
has worsened its ICT indicators of use for the last two components (Table 2). 

Table 2. Ukraine’s position in the ranking of the world Economic Forum, 2016-2017 [20, 21]. 

Indicator 
2016-2017 2015-2016 

Place Indicator Place Indicator 
Technological development     
Technological adaptation (borrowing, perception) 85 3.6 86 3.45 
Availability of the most modern technologies 93 4.3 96 4.3 
Technological absorption of corporate level 74 4.4 100 4.2 
FDI and technology transfer 115 3.7 117 3.8 
The use of ICT     
Internet users 80 49.3 80 53.4 
Broadband Internet connection 64 11.8 72 8.4 
Bandwidth 68 45.7 64 40.7 
Mobile broadband connection 130 8.1 121 7.5 

 
In Bloomberg Innovation Index 2017 Ukraine has fallen to the 4th position for the 

year, taking forty-sixth place. Ukraine is ahead of Cyprus, South Africa, Iran and 
Morocco. It was on the 33rd place in 2015. In the Networked Readiness Index Ukraine 
occupies 64th place (Table 3). 

Table 3. Ukraine in the world rankings of digitalization of the economy, 2017. 

Index Place Index Place 
Networked Readiness Index х DESI (EU) х 

IMD Digital Competitiveness 85 Bloomberg Innovation Index 46 
DiGix 87 ICT Development Index 79 

 
Since Ukraine is not a member of the European Union, it is not possible to study its 

level in the DESI rating. Also, it is not possible to analyze its level in the Digital 
Evolution Index.  

One of the main reasons is the lack of relevant indicators, this does not allow to study 
the level of digitalization and innovative development, and as a result to explore the 
real competitiveness of the state. It is also important to determine how the digitization 
of economic spheres affects the overall economic performance of the country. To do 
this, you can use the correlation, it means the connection, the relationship between 
objectively existing phenomena. Using correlation and regression analysis, we 
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construct a model of the relationship of GDP per capita (y) with factors that 
significantly affect the level of digitalization of the economy, namely fixed broadband 
subscription (x1), individual use of the Internet (x2), capital investment in software and 
databases (x3), innovation in industrial enterprises (x4), the total cost of innovation 
activities (x5), technical grants (x6), export of ICT services (x7) – dependent variables. 
After constructing the correlation matrix, we obtained a value that provides information 
about the materiality of the relationship and the dependent variables and the resulting 
indicator and between the dependent variables (Table 4). 

Table 4. The coefficients of pair regression. 
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Fixed broad band subscription, х1 1        
Individual use of the Internet, х2 0.992 1       
Capital investment in software and 
databases, х3 

0.463 0.441 1      

Implementation of innovations at 
enterprises, х4 

0.373 0.354 0.096 1     

Costs of innovation activities, х5 0.761 0.736 0.525 0.154 1    
Technical grants, х6 0.175 0.187 0.253 0.178 0.066 1   
The export of ICT services, х7 0.947 0.945 0.464 0.517 0.707 0.107 1  
GDP per capita, у 0.671 0.657 0.336 -0.137 0.639 -0.168 0.556 1 

 
Analyzing the value of the matrix of pair correlation coefficients, it can be confirmed 

that factors such as x1, x2, x5 have a significant direct linear relationship with the 
resulting indicator (rxy>0.65). With regard to other factors, it can not be confirmed that 
the resulting indicator is uniquely linearly depends on them. As a result of testing of x-
indicators for multicolinearity, we excluded from further research x1 (fixed broadband 
subscription), x2 (individual use of Internet) and x7 (export of ICT services). 

As a result we get regression equation:  

 y = 2942.037+ 0.04x3–118.18x4+0.14x5–2.66x6. 

Calculate the coefficient of multiple correlation and determination: 
Rxy=0.935154509 – correlation between хi and y is strong enough; 
d=0.874513955 – 87.4% of GDP per capita depends on the investigated factors, and 

other 12.6% of the factors were not investigated in the model. 
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Check the model adequacy using the F-criteria: Fcalculated=41.814 when Ftabular=3.55, 
as Fcalculated>Ftabular, so this means the model is adequate in terms of statistical data. 

Having determined the elasticity coefficients, we can say that the elasticity 
coefficient with a value of 0.08482325 indicates that if capital investments in software 
and databases (x3) will grow by 1%, then GDP per capita (y) will increase by 8.5%. If 
the introduction of innovations in industrial enterprises (x4) grow by 1%, the GDP per 
capita (y) will decrease by 75%. If the total amount of costs in the areas of innovation 
(x5) grow by 1%, the GDP per capita (y) will increase by 51.6%. If technical grants (x6) 
grow by 1%, GDP per capita (y) will decrease by 30.6%. 

Thus, the digital revolution develops network communications over the 
administrative borders of countries and territories, which accelerates the transition of 
the world to a decentralized, distributed model of production. In the future, the 
development of ICT can reduce the cost of international logistics, as well as stimulate 
the development of offshoring. 

According to empirical researches conducted by McKinsey Global Institute, 
digitalization of the economy can be no less powerful tool to improve its productivity 
and competitiveness than creating technological innovations [22].  

This means that all countries, and especially those that have embarked on the path 
of catching-up development, have a chance for a rapid breakthrough in productivity 
growth if they focus on the broad informatization of society and the effective 
implementation in business process of already existing ICT in the world, but not only 
on the creation of their own breakthrough technologies in certain directions. 
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Abstract. The development of a socially oriented market economy in Ukraine, 
the effective implementation of reforms in this direction and the improvement of 
the well-being of the population is not possible without qualitative financial 
support for the competitiveness of workers, above all, in the mining industry. 
However, the absence of effective levers of influence on the organization of high-
tech production in this area, its considerable intensiveness of material and energy, 
and its complexity and harm have negatively affected the labor motivation of 
miners and the profitability of mining enterprises. Therefore, the urgent issues at 
the current stage of development of Ukraine's mining industry are determining 
the conditions and opportunities for increasing the competitiveness of employees 
in this industry. Scientific novelty of the results is to identify, substantiate and 
analyze the main stages of financial support for the competitiveness of workers 
in the mining industry under the conditions of a changing vector of the country’s 
foreign economic policy and of market for products of this industry. The obtained 
results of the research are the basis to both the study and practical solution of the 
problem of how to increase the competitiveness of miners in enterprises under 
various forms of management. This approach involves not only a high level of 
material incentives for highly qualified specialists in mining, but also a 
comprehensive development of personnel potential in this industry as a whole. 

Keywords: employee, mining industry, mining company, personnel 
management. 

1 Introduction 

The formation of high-tech production in Ukraine, effective implementation of reforms 
to this end, increase in gross domestic product and real incomes of citizens is only 
possible under the condition of high-quality financial support for the competitiveness 
of workers, above all, in the mining industry. However the lack of an effective program 
for the development of this industry and inhibition of its socio-economic reforms has 
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negatively affected the attitude towards the work by miners and the quality of 
development of the mining industry as a whole. Thus, in 2014-2015, the number of 
registered unemployed in this industry exceeded other sectors in Ukraine by 4 times. 
At the same time, the profitability of operational activity of industrial companies in 
Ukraine for the above period decreased more than twice and amounted to less than 1% 
[1]. This situation destabilizes the industrial and economic security of the country, as 
well as the supply and demand of the labor market in this field. 

Taking into account urgency and lack of solution for the aforementioned problem, 
the main goal of this study is to characterize financial support for the competitiveness 
of the mining industry workers and to develop measures for its improvement. To 
achieve this goal, we have identified the following main tasks: 

─ to form an apparatus of categories on the interpretation of the essence of the workers’ 
competitiveness in the mining industry; 

─ to identify and characterize the main stages of financial support for the 
competitiveness of workers in this field; 

─ to propose measures for the effective implementation of the above-mentioned stages. 

2 Theory of the Matter 

The abovementioned matter has been researched by such scientists as: A. Cardoso [2], 
T. Chan, M. Egorova [3], P. Fedotov, E. Zelynskaya [4], G. Gayko, V. Beletsky [5], V. 
Ivanov, V. Komarov, P. Pavlov [6], S. Kozlov [7], S. Mahdevari, K. Shahriar, A. 
Esfahanipour [8], J. Maiti, S. Chatterjee, S. Bangdiwala [9], Y. Mossakovskyy [10], V. 
Nagornuy, V. Globa [11], L. Polishchuk [12], J. Prno [13], J. Ryfkyn [14] and so on. 
Thus, scientists have identified the basic principles for the development of mining and 
recreation of its labor resources. However, the problem of a complex appraisal of the 
competitiveness of miners under the conditions of a changing vector of foreign 
economic policy of the country and the market for products of this sector has not been 
researched sufficiently. 

3 Methodology of the Study 

The methodological basis of this study is a general scientific dialectical method of 
cognition, in which the object of the study is studied as a dynamic system in the process 
of development. Formation of an apparatus of categories of competitiveness of workers 
in the mining industry and the main stages of its financial support, carried out on the 
basis of dialectical, historical and systemic methods. In the process of studying and 
generalizing scientific and practical developments, methods of comparison, analysis 
and synthesis, induction and deduction have been applied. Additionally, the study is 
based on regulatory and economic documents, developments by research institutions 
and scientists. 

Mining industry is one of the most traumatic, especially in underground work, where 
there is significant gas pollution and dust.  Scientists at the University of Michigan [15] 
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developed a model for assessing the individual cost of an employee, based on the 
notions of conditional and realized value. 

The individual value of an employee depends on the expected probability that the 
employee will remain working and realizes his potential.  That is, the realized cost of 
an employee: 

 RV = UV * P(T), (1) 

where UV is the employee’s standard cost, P(T) – the probability that the employee 
works at the enterprise until the end of his working age T, taking into account the level 
of risks of the industry. 

The conditional cost of a UV employee characterizes all the potential profits an 
employee can bring to an organization if he has all the rest of his life working in it. 
Expected realized cost of an employee RV characterizes the value of an employee, given 
the likelihood that he will remain in the organization for some time. The RV poster is 
two-component: it consists of two elements: the expected conditional value of UV and 
the probability of continuing membership in the organization P(T). The last figure is 
the expectation of management about what part of the revenues will be realized in the 
organization to the expected time of dismissal of the employee. The mathematical 
model of these processes has the form: 

 Р(Z)=1–Р(T); (2) 

 AVP = UV – RV = RV  * P(Z),  

where UV and RV are expected conditional and realized costs; 
P(T) – the probability that the employee will remain in the organization after some 

time; 
P(Z) – the probability of dismissal of the employee from the organization or the rate 

of flow; 
AVP – alternative flow rates. 
In this model, the cost of human resources is probabilistic. For organization, this 

may mean that not always the employee with the greatest potential will be the most 
useful company. And the HR manager, who seeks to optimize the cost of human 
resources, should prefer a candidate with the highest realized value, and not just the 
most capable. 

For the measurement of the monetary form UV and RV developed stochastic 
positional model. It is implemented by such an algorithm: 

1. the creation of a base of mutually exclusive positions or positions that can be 
occupied by an employee in the organization, that is, the formation of a career path 
of the employee – a sequential chain of positions or service statuses with the addition 
of such a state as the release from the enterprise; 

2. determining the value of each position for the organization, that is, the profit that 
will be brought in the future by the employee while on this position. Moreover, the 
profit can be attributed to the person of the employee, and to the position that he 
occupies, as in the case of personal and positional restorative costs; 
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3. determining the expectation of the term of human rights in the organization, that is, 
the assessment of the overall life of the person. It is influenced by many factors: 
individual expectations, the emotional and physical condition of the employee, the 
policy of the company in the area of staff recruitment and remuneration, mobility in 
the labor market, etc. All these factors are difficult to determine and measure, 
therefore, we can estimate the life of a person only from some probability. And, 
speaking of the expected life expectancy, we will have in mind the mathematical 
expectation of magnitude. There are two main ways of finding it: the method of 
expert evaluation and analytical; 

4. the calculation of the probability that the employee will occupy each of the items 
specified in item 1 at a certain point in the future. To do this, on the basis of 
probabilistic assessments describe the expected career path of the employee up to 
release: with which probability each of the next year to the year of expected release 
from the organization employee will occupy each of the possible positions. In the 
last year of work the probability of dismissal should be equal to 100%. This 
probability can be measured by two methods described in the third step. An 
analytical method involves three consecutive steps: collection of data on hiring, 
moving and dismissal; grouping data according to official status; compilation of 
matrices of probability of transitions; 

5. discounting the expected future cash income to determine the present value. 

The proposed model of employee valuation also describes the dependence of the cost 
of human resources on the degree of satisfaction. Therefore, satisfaction must be 
measured and communicated to the management of the organization. 

Іn the absence of the necessary statistical information for the characterization and 
assessment of the competitiveness of the mining industry, in 2017 we have conducted 
a sociological survey in 1256 employees of mining industry Donetsk, Luhansk, 
Zaporizhia, Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, Lviv, Volyn and Transcarpathia regions of 
Ukraine. Using a questionnaire developed by the author, their opinion on the level of 
competitiveness of workers in the mining industry has been studied. 

Preliminarily, we had formed a set of basic features and characteristics that reflect 
various professional and socio-psychological features of miners and form their 
competitiveness in the labor market. The main ones are: gender, age, state of health, 
marital status and family composition, education, professional qualification level, work 
experience, conditions and work remuneration, computer skills, responsibility, and 
others. Respondents were asked to evaluate each of these criteria, based on their 
importance, and to express it in a ballistic assessment on a scale from 1 (minimum) to 
50 (maximum) points. The survey was participated in by: heads of enterprises (20%), 
heads of their structural divisions and leading specialists (30%), and ordinary workers 
(50%). Meaning, such groups of respondents, whose work is directly related to the 
definition and implementation of financial support for increasing the competitiveness 
in the mining industry, and those who are direct participants (performers) of individual 
production and technological processes. 
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4 Discussion of Results 

As a result of the analysis, we have established that there are different approaches to 
the interpretation of the essence of the competitiveness of workers in the mining 
industry. They are similar to each other and differ only in separate constituents. Thus, 
within this category most scholars understand the ability of a specialist to fully realize 
his right to work in the economic entity of the mining industry and receive appropriate 
remuneration for it [2; 4-6; 8; 12-13]. 

Taking into account the interpretation of the socio-economic category described 
above, we have identified the main stages of financial support for the competitiveness 
of the mining industry (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1. Main stages of financial support for the competitiveness of mining workers 

We believe that the proposed comprehensive methodological approach towards 
financial support for the competitiveness of mining workers will help identify its most 
important components and develop effective measures for their improvement. 

In our opinion, the most significant of the above components is the financial support 
of the scientific and practical processes of determining the criteria for the 
competitiveness of miners and conducting its sociological assessment. Thus, 
appropriate funding allowed us to conduct monographic surveys to determine the main 
features and characteristics of the competitiveness of miners (Table 1). 

Thus, the results of the above-mentioned sociological assessment of managers and 
employees of mining companies are different. Most managers and their deputies have 
set rather high requirements for the qualitative parameters of financial controllers and 
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their work activities, namely: professional qualification level, work experience, gender, 
sense of responsibility, lack of bad habits, health status, family status and composition. 
This is evidenced by the high average mark – 41.8 and the level of compliance with all 
the maximum possible parameters – 83.6%. 

Table 1. Assessment of the main features and characteristics of the competitiveness of the 
mining industry enterprises of Donetsk, Lugansk, Zaporizhzhya, Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk, 

Lviv, Volyn and Zakarpattia Regions, points. 

Feature, characteristic Managers and their 
deputies  

Hired 
workers Average 

Requirements for conditions and 
remuneration 20 50 35.0 

Education 30 20 25.0 
Professional qualification level 50 30 40.0 
Experience 50 20 35.0 
Gender 50 10 30.0 
Age 30 20 25.0 
Sense of responsibility 50 30 40.0 
Lack of bad habits 50 35 42.5 
Computer skills 40 35 37.5 
Health status 50 50 50.0 
Family status, composition 40 30 35.0 
Average points of feature, characteristic 41.8 30.0 35.9 
Compliance with all possible parameters, % 83.6 60.0 71.8 

 
A more detailed analysis of the requirements of managers and their deputies 

contributed to identifying the priorities of this group of respondents regarding the 
requirements towards the applicant most appropriate for the position, whom they would 
prefer to employ in mining companies. In their opinion, this should be a male person, 
aged 18-40, with a professional qualification corresponding to the workplace, with or 
without work experience for this position for at least 5 years (for simple, unskilled and 
predominantly manual labor), who is responsible for fulfilling their duties and does not 
have bad habits (alcoholism, drug addiction, smoking). Thus, these qualities were 
evaluated by the respondents mentioned above with the maximum number of points. 
At the same time, heads of companies and structural units would like the applicant for 
the position have appropriate education and computer skills. 

However, the requirements of hired workers of mining companies for 
competitiveness are much lower than those of managers and their deputies. For miners 
employed in non-executive positions, the following features are among the priorities 
for competitiveness: production conditions and value of labor are expressed by the level 
of remuneration, health status, age, marital status and family composition, etc. (average 
30). 

We believe that this situation reflects the relationship between the complexity of the 
work performed and the qualifications of its direct performers. As a result, 
differentiated requirements of employers and employees towards the characteristics of 
competitiveness of the latter are formed. So, if the work is predominantly typical, 
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manual, or mechanized, but involves material liability, then it requires, first of all, 
greater physical effort. Therefore, the requirements are higher for health, conditions 
and wages, and much less for the skills of work with computers, gender, education, etc. 
However, in real life, hired workers may not always meet the criteria of employers, 
which adversely affects the level of their competitiveness, because it depends on the 
influence of many factors. 

In order to avoid disparity between the preferences of the above-mentioned 
respondent groups, it is necessary, in our opinion, to formulate leading components of 
the financial support for the competitiveness of the mining industry and determine the 
ways to increase the financing of the competitiveness of miners (Table 2). That means, 
the most important components and directions for financing to improve the 
competitiveness of miners are based on the implementation of measures for the 
preservation of human resources and their development in the short and long term. 
Thus, this approach envisages, above all, the following measures: financing of 
competitions concerning employment of miners according to clear criteria; financing 
of professional training and professional development of miners; financing of complex 
programs for employment, career growth and personnel rotation of specialists of all 
levels; financing of complex programs for the formation of the personnel reserve of 
miners according to their professional qualification and professional direction, etc. 

Table 2. Leading components and directions for increasing the financial support of the 
competitiveness of mining workers in certain regions of Ukraine at macro and micro levels 

No. Component, direction Macro 
level 

Micro 
level 

Funding of competitions for miners’ employment according to clear criteria 

1. 
Financing of leading scientific and practical specialists for the development 
and implementation of specific and relevant criteria for the selection and 
employment of miners. 

- + 

Financing of professional training and professional development of miners 

2. Financing of higher and vocational education by prospective specialists of 
the mining industry according to the needs of the labor market + + 

3. Financing of competitive projects to attract the most capable and active 
youth to work in the mining industry. + + 

Financing of complex programs for employment, career growth and personnel rotation of 
specialists of all levels 

4. 
Material incentives for miners working efficiently and effectively, taking 
into account their organizational and professional abilities, including 
prospect of their career growth. 

- + 

Financing of complex programs for the formation of a personnel reserve of miners according 
to their professional qualification and professional direction 

5. 

Material incentives for the most promising future and current young 
specialists in every work direction within the mining industry, promotion 
of their professional development, improvement of their professional and 
organizational skills and abilities and the possible assignment of each of 
them to the position at any time 

- + 
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In our opinion, the aforementioned approach will be conducive to the differentiation 
at the macro and micro levels of influence levers on employment, income, employment, 
conditions and attitudes towards labor and competitiveness under the market conditions 
of future and current professionals in the mining industry. 

Additionally, the effectiveness of the implementation of all the above measures 
depends on the approbation and the theoretical assessment of the developed concepts 
and models for increasing financial support measures for the competitiveness of the 
mining industry. This approach involves the implementation of certain interrelated 
stages (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2. The main stages of testing and theoretical assessment of concepts and models for 

increasing of financial support measures for the competitiveness of mining workers 

Thus, the aforementioned approach involves a profound elaboration of theoretical 
concepts regarding the financing of human resources development in the mining 
industry and their effective practical implementation. At the same time, their 
application should help identify the most important components for improving the 
competitiveness of miners who need to improve, or to identify and finance the 
development of new ones. 

In our opinion, the formation of a long-term strategy for financing the development 
of human resources capacity of the mining industry is an equally important stage in 
providing financial support towards miners' competitiveness. Thus, it should ensure the 
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implementation of the following measures at the expense of public and private 
institutions at the macro and micro levels: 

─ financing the development and implementation of a comprehensive state program of 
employment of depressed regions and unprofitable sectors of the economy 
(identification of priority areas for training, and retraining of future and current 
workers in the mining industry); 

─ financing of the employment system by the state or private mining companies (with 
partially jobs guaranteed by the state) (allocation of state funds for employment of 
the population in the relevant economic entities); 

─ financing and formation of a state order for the training of future mining specialists, 
taking into account the state and prospects of the labor market in this area (reduction 
of ineffective state expenditures for the training of specialists for which there is no 
demand in the labor market and directing these funds towards support of 
employment and increase of incomes of mining employees); 

─ financing the improvement of qualification of miners in modern domestic and 
foreign technologically equipped enterprises, institutions and organizations 
(competitive selection of the best experts in the mining industry and payment of their 
internships in the respective economic entities); 

─ financing of the system of re-training of workers in the mining industry in relation 
to this field (related to this field may be any specialisation related to work in heavy 
industry and the processing industry); 

─ financing a program of employment of disabled people with occupational diseases 
obtained as a result of work in this area (preferential taxation of economic entities 
employing this category of population); 

─ privileged income taxation for employees of unprofitable mining companies 
(granting of tax privileges on personal income, a single social contribution, value 
added tax, corporate income tax, etc.), etc. 

We believe that all the above measures will not only increase the competitiveness of 
the miners, but will also contribute to their effective employment in this area and the 
improvement of welfare in general. They can also be used as proposals for the effective 
implementation of financial support measures for the competitiveness of mining 
workers. 

5 Conclusion 

Thus, as a result of the analysis, we have established that the competitiveness of an 
employee of the mining industry implies his ability to fully exercise his right to work 
in an economic entity of the industry and receive an appropriate remuneration for it at 
any time. 

Taking into account the aforementioned interpretation, we have identified the main 
stages of the financial provision of the competitiveness of the mining industry. They 
foresee: financial support of the scientific and practical process of determining the 
criteria for competitiveness of miners and conducting its sociological assessment; 
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formation of the leading components of financial support for the competitiveness of 
workers in the mining industry; definition of directions for increasing financing of 
miners' competitiveness; approbation and theoretical assessment of the developed 
concepts and models of increasing the financial support measures of the mining 
industry's competitiveness; formation of a long-term strategy for financing the 
development of the human resources potential of the mining industry. 

However, as a result of the monographic survey, we have established that there is a 
significant disparity between individual groups of respondents regarding the 
implementation of the above-mentioned stages. Thus, the activities of the heads of the 
mining enterprises and their deputies are aimed at minimizing the costs of human 
resources, while hired workers prefer to secure their own welfare at the expense of 
employers. 

In order to avoid the above disparity, we have identified measures to increase the 
competitiveness of miners. They provide financial support for the implementation of 
professionally oriented personnel policies by employers for hired workers, periodically 
assessing the quality of work of each miner and providing them with appropriate 
material and socio-psychological incentives. 

The above-mentioned approach will promote a higher level of competitiveness, 
employment and income of miners, as well as complex development of human 
resources potential of enterprises of the mining industry as a whole. 

Further scientific research will examine the results of the application of the described 
stochastic positional model and the complex methodological approach to financial 
support for the competitiveness of mining workers at enterprises and substantiated the 
use of recommendations for the formation of a long-term strategy, including the 
application of preferential taxation of profits for workers of non-profit mining 
companies. 
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Abstract. The article deals with the method of calculating the fractal analysis, 
the time series of economic sustainability of the industrial enterprise on the trend-
resistant sustainability were investigated by estimating the depth of the long-term 
memory of the time series and constructing a phase portrait. According to the 
approach used, the “depth of the long memory” is estimated in terms of fuzzy 
sets. The approach to the estimation of the index of economic stability is 
developed, based on the methods of forming an integrated indicator consisting of 
an assessment of such subsystems as the industrial and technical, financial-
economic and subsystem of main parameters of the market environment. These 
helps to estimate the economic stability of the enterprise in the conditions of 
incomplete information from purpose of making effective management 
decisions. Combination of techniques for the formation of an integral index and 
a fractal analysis of the assessment of its trend stability showed an effective 
result, which was confirmed by the experiments. 

Keywords: economic sustainability, R/S-analysis, trend stability, time series, 
quasicycle, fuzzy set. 

1 Introduction 

Industrial enterprises in a modern economy are often characterized by nonlinear 
behaviour. Іt is necessary to solve the problem of identification and rapid response of 
the financial and production system of the enterprise to the influence of destabilizing 
factors. One of the directions of the solution of this problem is the use of a system of 
economic and mathematical models of evaluation and taking into account the economic 
stability of the enterprise, which will allow to diagnose the current state of the economic 
system (from the standpoint of dynamics and taking into account the risk) and timely 
use mechanisms that return the system to equilibrium. It is necessary to estimate the 
level of economic stability from the position of dynamics using the tools of nonlinear 
dynamics and fractal analysis. Based on these methods, the Hurst index and the level 
of long-term memory of the time series are calculated, as well as its trend-stability is 
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established. So, the purpose of research is investigation of economic sustainability of 
an enterprise by analysing the stability of the trends of its time series using the tools of 
fractal analysis. 

2 Study Summary 

The method of sequential R/S analysis is presented in [1]. The basis of this technique is 
a fractal analysis of time series. Let’s consider it in more detail using the notation of 
the time series 푍 = 푧 , 푧 , . . . , 푧 , 휏 = 3,4, . . . , 푛, for each of which the current average 
is calculated 푧̄ = ∑ 푧 .  Next for each 푍 , 휏 = 3,4, . . . , 푛, we calculate the 
accumulated deviation for segments of its length 휏: 푋 , = ∑ (푧 − 푧̅ ) ,  푡 = 1, 휏. 
After that we calculate the difference between the maximum and minimum 
accumulated deviations 푅 = 푅(휏) = 푚푎푥 푋 , − 푚푖푛 푋 , , which is called “range 
R”. The next step is to rate R/S by adjusting it to a standard deviation of the time series 
segment 푍 , 3 ≤ 휏 ≤ 푛 [2]. 

The Hurst index 퐻 = 퐻(휏) is determined from the equation 푅/푆 = (훼 ⋅ 휏) . 
Logarithmizing both parts of this equation and assuming, respectively [1], that 훼 = 1

2, 
we obtain the values of Cartesian coordinates (푥 ; 푦 ) of points in H-path, the ordinate 
of which 

 푦 =
( )

( ) , (1) 

and abscissa  

 푥 = 푙표푔(휏) ,    휏 = 3,4, . . . , 푛. (2) 

The output of the algorithm of R/S-analysis is also R/S-trajectory, represented in 
logarithmic coordinates by a sequence of points, abscissa in which 푥 = 푙표푔(휏), and 
ordinate 푦 = 푙표푔 푅(휏)

푆(휏) . By connecting the neighbouring points with a segment 
(푥 ; 푦 ) and (푥 ; 푦 ), 휏 = 3,4, . . . , 푛 − 1, we obtain graphic mapping of the R/S-
trajectory in the logarithmic coordinates. 

The initial stage of the fractal analysis of the time series 푍 = 푍(푧 ),  푖 = 1, 푛 is the 
formation of the family 푆(푍) = {푍 },  푟 = 1,2, . . . , 푚. The time series of this family is 
obtained by extracting the element 푧  in the series 푍 . The level of the index r, 
which reaches the maximum value at the point of trend change in its R/S-trajectory, 
determines the value of m. The output timeline is assigned a zero value of the r index 
[1]. 

Let’s consider the essence of economic sustainability as a system characteristic of 
an industrial enterprise [3], the time series of which we will examine. 

Economic sustainability reflects the ability of the system to maintain an equilibrium 
state during its operation, to freely manoeuvre with technologies, resources, etc. in the 
event of the effect of destabilizing external and internal factors, adapt and fulfil the 
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stated purpose in conditions of permissible level of risk for further effective 
development. That is, the quantitative indicators of the assessment of the level of 
stability should characterize the economic status of the industrial enterprise, as well as 
reflect the possibilities and nature of its further development. 

 
Fig. 1. Dominant hierarchy of estimation of economic stability of the enterprise. 

The hierarchy analysis method involves decomposing the problem into separate 
components, ensuring its structuring and simplification with the construction of 
hierarchies containing different criteria. The relative advantage of various quantitative 
and qualitative detailed criteria is determined separately for each indicator of the 
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hierarchical structure from the point of view of the element, which is directly at the 
highest level of the hierarchy. 

Using the hierarchy analysis method an algorithm for assessing the economic 
sustainability of an enterprise will consisting of the following steps: 

Step 1. Formation of a multilevel hierarchical structure, containing an integrated 
index of economic stability at the upper level, on the following - partial criteria, etc. at 
the lowest level of the hierarchy there are detailed indicators. We propose to highlight 
the next indicators:  

─ indicators that characterize the industrial and technical component of enterprise 
sustainability 푆 . This is the ratio of the residual value of fixed assets in the currency 
of the enterprise balance sheet, the coefficient of depreciation of fixed assets, the 
coefficient of renewal of fixed assets, the coefficient of labour output and return on 
assets, etc. The choice of these indicators is due to the fact that they allow you to see 
the level of material, personnel and intellectual potential and the industrial and 
technical state of the enterprise. 

─ indicators that characterize the financial and economic component of enterprise 
sustainability 푆 . These indicators include: coefficient of equity concentration, 
independence coefficient (autonomy), rapid liquidity ratio, coefficient of 
manoeuvrability of equity, ratio of own and borrowed funds, coefficient of turnover 
of equity capital, turnover ratio of material working capital, asset mobility 
coefficient, return on equity, sales and profitability of the core business. The choice 
of these indicators in the aggregate is due to the fact that they reflect the financial 
status, the state of business activity and profitability of the enterprise; 

─ indicators characterizing the market environment 푆 . This is the coefficient of firm 
sustainability in the consumer market and in the supplier market. Their choice was 
due to the fact that the position of the company in these markets determines its 
economic status. 

Step 2. Construction of matrices of pairwise comparisons of elements of the 
hierarchical structure, which are at each level of the hierarchy (in addition to the 
integrated one) in terms of the criterion of a directly higher level. 

Step 3. Calculation of the vector of weight coefficients of the detailed indicators of 
the level of stability of the enterprise, located at the lowest level of the hierarchical 
structure. That is, the quantitative values of the weight coefficients of the detailed 
indicators are calculated and their rationing is carried out. The obtained indicators 
푘 ,  푖 = 1, . . . , 푛 must satisfy, in particular, the condition ∑ 푘 = 1, 푘 ≥ 0,  푖 = 1, 푛. 

Step 4. Calculation of the integral index of economic sustainability. To calculate the 
quantitative assessment of the level of economic stability use the following formula of 
the integral indicator: 

 푆 = ∑ 훼 	푆 , (3) 

 ∑ 훼 = 1, 0 ≤ 훼 ≤ 1,  푚 = 1, 푛.  
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The normalized value of partial criteria for economic sustainability of the enterprise	푆  
includes industrial and technical components 푆 , financial and economic components 
푆  and market environment 푆 	[4]. 

The sustainability level of each subsystem of the economic system including the 
specific gravity of each of the selected detailed indicators (criteria) 퐾   calculated as 
follows 

 푆 = −1 +∏ (1 + 퐾 ) ,  푚 = 1, . . . ,3, ∑ 푘 = 1. (4) 

The calculated indicators 푆 	should be normalized 푆 . 
Step 5. Determination of the dynamics of the level of economic sustainability and 

the nature of the development of the economy of the industrial enterprise. To do this, 
we will use instrumentation of nonlinear dynamics, namely, non-linear models of R/S-
analysis to determine the Hurst index, the availability of long-term memory and the 
assessment of its depth, as well as trend stability, which will characterize the 
importance of economic sustainability of the enterprise for several periods of its further 
functioning. 

In Figures 2-4 there are presented the graphical representations of the time series of 
index of economic sustainability of the industrial enterprise PJSC Consumers-Sklo-
Zorya (Ukraine) [5] and the fragment of the R/S- and Н-trajectories obtained as a result 
of the application of the R/S-analysis algorithm to this time series. 

 
Fig. 2. The time series of index of economic sustainability. 

The Fig. 4 shows us that the point 휏 = 4 is in the area of white noise and at this point 
there is a breakdown to the black noise area (the value of Н(5)=0.66), which allows 
preliminary estimate the depth of the memory in this area of the studied time series 푍  
by number 4. Changing the trend of the R/S-trajectory at the point 휏 = 4, followed by 
the transition of the Н-trajectory into the black noise zone, allows us to estimate the 
depth of long-term memory by the number 4. The initial time-series of sustainability 
has a weak trend-resistance. However, further the series is trend-resistant, which is 
confirmed by its presence in the vicinity of black noise. 
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Fig. 3. R/S- and Н-trajectories of the time series of economic sustainability of enterprise. 

 
Fig. 4. A fragment of the R/S- and Н-trajectories for time series of economic sustainability of 

enterprise. 

Time series of the economic system are not random variables in pure form, the 
distribution of which probability is subject to a uniform, normal or other known law. 
Such series have a memory effect and they are called persistent or trend-resistant [6]. 
Preservation of the trend (probable) for the short-term period may be due to an increase 
(decrease) in such a series for a limited period. The specified trend stability in some 
sense is the opposite of short-term “Markov” memory, and we are talking about a time 
series with memory, in which older events have a tangible impact.  

We propose to use the algorithm [7] for estimating the “depth of long-term memory” 
of the whole time series of economic sustainability and presenting it in the form of a 
fuzzy set consisting of next steps: 

Step 1. Formation on the basis of the time series of index of economic sustainability 
of the enterprise of Z family 푆(푍) = {푍 }, 푍 = ⟨푧 ⟩,  푖 = 1,2, … , 푛 , 푟 = 1,2, … ,푚, 
consisting of т time series 푍 , where by the index і are marked elements of a r-series 
obtained from the (푟 − 1) time series 푍  by removing its first element 푧 . Here т 
is defined as the largest value of the index 푟 such that the series 푍 = ⟨푧 ⟩,	
 푖 = 1,2, . . . , 푛  still have a point of trend substitution in its R/S-trajectory;  the output 
Z-series also belongs to the family 푆(푍), in which it is assigned the index value 푟 = 1.  
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Step 2. It is carried out a consistent R/S-analysis of time series of economic stability 
of the family 푆(푍). The result of the second step is to transform data to form a fuzzy 
set of values of the depth of memory of the time series. 

Let for each time series 푍 = (푧 ),  푖 = 1,2, . . . , 푛 ,  푟 = 1,푚, as a result of applying 
to it a sequential R/S-analysis algorithm, built R/S-trajectory and Н-trajectory, which 
determine the number of the point 푙 , in which the trend was changed, that is 푙  the 
number 푖 = 푙  of the first point, which is “higher” than the white noise area, in which 
the Н-trajectory received a negative gain, and the R/S-trajectory changed the trend. 

Enter the following notation: 푁(푙) – the number of all the time series stability 푍  of 
the family 푆(푍), each with a point number of the trend change 푙  is equal to the number 
푙; 푙 = 푚푖푛 푙 ; 퐿 = 푚푎푥 푙 ; 푚 = ∑ 푁(푙); 푑(푙) = ( ) – the result of such series 
in the family 푆(푍), each with loss of memory occurred at a depth of 푙; 퐿(푍) = {푙} – the 
range of point numbers trend change in the ranks of the family 푆(푍); 
퐿(푍) = {푙, 휇(푙)},  푙 ∈ 퐿(푍) – fuzzy set “depth of memory” [8, 9] for a time series Z as 
a whole, 휇(푙) – membership function to the “depth 푙” of the fuzzy set 퐿(푍). Values 
휇(푙) are proportional to the numbers 푑(푙),  푙 ∈ 퐿(푍), at the output of step 2 they are 
obtained by a special normalization of the values of shares 푑(푙) so that 휇(푙) < 1 for 
any 푙 ∈ 퐿(푍).  

For the time series of index of economic sustainability Z of the industrial enterprise 
PJSC Consumers-Sklo-Zorya [5], the result of calculations of fuzzy sets of depth of 
memory of time series is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Intermediate results of calculations of fuzzy sets of depth of memory of time series Z. 

l N(l) d(l) μ(l) 
4 9 0.06 0.18 
5 15 0.10 0.30 
6 35 0.23 0.69 
7 44 0.29 0.87 
8 19 0.12 0.38 
9 18 0.12 0.36 

10 9 0.06 0.23 
11 8 0.05 0.21 

 
The values of the elements 휇(푙) of the last line are calculated as follows. First, they 

found the maximum share 푑(푙∗) = 푚푎푥
∈ ( )

푑(푙) (in Table 1 value 푑∗ = 0.29) and its 

corresponding depth 푙∗ (푑∗(푙) = 푙∗, value 푙∗ = 7). Next, for this depth 푙∗ the meaning 
of the membership function 휇∗ = 휇(푙∗) was expertly identified. Then for the remaining 
items 푙 ∈ 퐿(푍) the corresponding value were calculated by the formula 
휇(푙) = ( )

( ∗)
⋅ 휇(푙∗). 

Step 3. By way of pairwise union of elements 푁(푙) and 휇(푙), it is formed the fuzzy 
set of “depths of memory” of the time series of economic stability in general. In our 
case, it is: 
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 푀(푍) = (4; 0.18), (5; 0.30), (6; 0.69), (7; 0.87), 
(8; 0.38), (9; 0.36), (10; 0.23), (11; 0.16) . (5) 

For clarity, Fig. 5 shows a graphical representation of the depths of memory time series 
economic sustainability of the enterprise. 

 
Fig. 5. A graphical representation of a fuzzy set memory depth time series of economic 

sustainability. 

The result obtained indicates that the memory depth of a particular time series is not a 
fixed number; its value varies along the studied time series, that is, for each of its 
segments it is different. For example, as can be seen from Table 1, for the time series 
of economic sustainability numerical values of depth memory ranges on a segment of 
a natural 4, 5, ….,11. 

Detection of the depth of long-term memory should serve as ground for constructing 
a predictive model, which may consider all the essential factors that determine the 
presence of this memory. In the context of the prediction problem, it is useful to note 
the basic position of the decomposition analysis [10] of time series. In accordance with 
this provision, in the general case, the time series can be divided into 4 components: 
trend, cyclic component, seasonal variation and irregular or final component. In this 
case, the cyclic component, if it exists, can be a carrier of sufficiently valuable 
information to make a forecast. In an arsenal of modern methods of prediction of time 
series, such an approach as visualizing their phase portraits becomes of great 
importance. 

As you know, when you build a phase portrait for a particular time series is 
fundamentally important question about its dimension 휌. This dimension must be no 
less than the dimension of the attractor of the studied series.  In turn, the dimension of 
the attractor can be estimated with a fairly acceptable accuracy by using the fractal 
dimension. The latter is calculated by the formula 퐶 = 2 − 퐻. Since for the time series 
considered in this paper the value is given 퐻 ∈ (0; 1), we obtain an estimate С<2. Thus, 
for our purposes, there are reasons to use a phase space 퐹(푍) of dimension 휌 = 2 [1]. 
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Such a phase trajectory of the time series of economic sustainability is presented in 
Fig. 6.  

 
Fig. 6. A phase portrait of a time series in a two-dimensional phase space. 

For its construction we used calculated data from Table 2. 

Table 2. Output for abscissa and ordinates. 

Period Indicator value 
풛풊 

Indicator value 
풛풊 ퟏ Period Indicator value 

풛풊 
Indicator value 

풛풊 ퟏ 
1 0.198 0.244 25 0.448 0.451 
2 0.244 0.274 26 0.451 0.222 
3 0.274 0.303 27 0.222 0.234 
4 0.303 0.258 28 0.234 0.237 
5 0.258 0.292 29 0.237 0.240 
6 0.292 0.330 30 0.240 0.307 
7 0.330 0.370 31 0.307 0.202 
8 0.370 0.372 32 0.202 0.232 
9 0.372 0.283 33 0.232 0.248 

10 0.283 0.315 34 0.248 0.281 
11 0.315 0.333 35 0.281 0.250 
12 0.333 0.351 36 0.250 0.251 
13 0.351 0.291 37 0.251 0.255 
14 0.291 0.323 38 0.255 0.290 
15 0.323 0.390 39 0.290 0.341 
16 0.390 0.393 40 0.341 0.253 
17 0.393 0.312 41 0.253 0.269 
18 0.312 0.345 42 0.269 0.307 
19 0.345 0.387 43 0.307 0.328 
20 0.387 0.396 44 0.328 0.266 
21 0.396 0.337 45 0.266 0.306 
22 0.337 0.408 46 0.306 0.366 
23 0.408 0.434 47 0.366 0.372 
24 0.434 0.448 48 0.372  
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Consider this phase portrait in the form of a trajectory, namely, in the form of a 
sequence of points in which each adjacent pair is connected by a segment or curve. In 
this trajectory we also select its segments, which are called quasicycles [11]. The 
definition of quasicycle is close to the concept of a cycle. The difference between these 
two concepts is that the initial and final quasicycle points do not have to match. The 
end point of a quasicycle is determined by its occurrence in the baseline of the initial 
point, while self-propelling the initial and final links of the quasicycle is allowed, if this 
leads to a maximum approximation of the initial and final points. In reality there are 
such series of economic processes in which phase portraits contain such pairs of non-
neighbouring time points, in which the coordinates in the phase space actually coincide.  
The presence of such pairs of points actually destroys the cyclic structure of phase 
trajectories. 

So, overall, the trajectory of the phase portrait (Fig. 6) the time series of economic 
stability consists of eleventh quasicycles 퐶 ,  푟 = 1, . . . ,11. Fig. 7-10 shows some 
fragments of these quasicycles. 

 
Fig. 7. The second quasicycle of the output timeline Z. 

 
Fig. 8. The fifth quasicycle of the output timeline Z. 
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Fig. 9. The ninth quasicycle of the output timeline Z. 

 
Fig. 10. The tenth quasicycle of the output timeline Z. 

The dimensions 퐿  of these quasicycles are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Quasicycles and their dimension are the result of a phase portrait for the time series of 
economic stability. 

퐶  퐶  퐶  퐶  퐶  퐶  퐶  퐶  퐶  퐶  퐶  퐶  
퐿  4 5 4 4 4 5 5 4 5 4 4 

 
Compare the depth of memory of the investigated time series, which is represented 

by a fuzzy set (5) with the quantifiers of the quasicycles, which are reflected in the 
second row of Table 3. From this comparison it follows that the presence of long-term 
memory in the analysed time series, along with other factors, is also due to the cyclical 
component of this time series. 

3 Conclusions 

The algorithm for calculating the depth of long-term memory developed on the basis of 
fractal analysis showed that the depth of a particular time series is not a fixed number 
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but is changing. One of the reasons for this is the cyclical time-series component, based 
on which we can talk about the creation of predictive models. 

Implementation of the considered methodology at the industrial enterprise showed 
that the time series of economic sustainability of the enterprise is trend-resistant. This 
means that the level of economic stability will remain within the trend during a certain 
period of further enterprise operation due to available assets and reasonable 
administrative policy of management. 
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Abstract. The research purpose is diagnosis of the persistence property for the 
stock quotes time series of leading companies belonging to the high-tech sector: 
Apple Inc., Microsoft Corporation and Samsung Electronics Co. The persistence 
property or the trend-stability of the time series is crucial meaning for the 
investor. As a result of the application of the R/S-analysis, it is proved that the 
stock quotations dynamics of these companies have the persistence property. 
Also, the method of sequential R\S analysis is applied: the leading characteristics 
of the long-term memory are discovered, which makes it possible to carry out a 
comparative analysis of their predictability. It is found that the time series of 
profitability do not have the properties of persistence. However, the tests for 
diagnostic of a deterministic chaos reveal the appearance of the persistence 
property in the time series of “delayed” profitability. The obtained results allows 
to state the fractal nature for the time series of quotations, while the 
characteristics of the persistence (depth of memory) determined by the research 
can be useful to the investor in terms of the investment instrument choice and the 
investment horizon as well as can be used in selecting the parameters for a 
forecasting model. 

Keywords: stock market, persistence, long-term memory, Hurst exponent, R/S-
analysis. 

1 Introduction 

Stock markets are one of the most important components of the global financial system. 
Created for communication between business and investors, they are now indicators of 
the world economy state as a whole. 

An overview of stock markets and their stock segments suggests that, despite the 
overall positive dynamics of the world stock market, there is a cyclical nature changes 
in the economic performance of national stock markets and trading platforms not only 
in developing countries but also in highly developed countries of the world. So it can 
be noted that the stock market again fell at the end of 2018. Hence, before investing in 
certain stock market instruments, investors need to make a detailed analysis of this 
solution, consider all the pros and cons. 

In order to conduct well-considered investment actions and make effective decisions 
in managing a portfolio of securities, an investor who wishes to invest should take into 
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account a number of factors that determine the level of risk and the list of expected 
results and allow making a well-balanced conclusion. At the same time it is necessary 
to note the significant role by modern information technologies and economic and 
mathematical methods for modeling processes and stock markets dynamics. 

Traditionally, linear dynamics methods were used to assess the dynamics of stock 
markets [1-3], these methods are actively being used now [4-10]. However, in the 
1990s, the nonlinear paradigm, which is represented by the hypothesis of the fractal 
market, began to develop actively [11, 12]. This direction became widespread and was 
used in works [13, 14]. Within this paradigm it was discovered that for many time 
series, reflecting the development processes dynamics in the socio-economic and other 
spheres of human activity inherent a long-term memory or the property of persistence 
[15, 16]. Its presence means that observations are not independent. Each observation 
has a memory of the events that precede it. And that is not a short-term memory, often 
called “Markov’s” one. This is a different type of memory – a long-term memory, 
theoretically it is stored permanently. Recent events have an impact larger than distant 
events, but the residual effect of each event is always tangible. 

The persistence property or trend-stability of the time series is positive for the 
investor. The presence of the persistence property and, accordingly, the effect of long-
term memory in the time series of the investment instrument, on the one hand, provides 
for better predictability of its dynamics, and, on the other hand, reduces the risks of 
accidental changes within the planning horizon. The purpose of this work is to diagnose 
the presence of the persistence properties and to identify the characteristics of long-
term memory in the time series of highly liquid instruments in the high-tech segment 
of the stock market to obtain practical recommendations on the possibility forecasting 
the dynamics of these securities. 

2 Materials, Methods and Results 

The input data of the work were selected the value of stock quotes companies, which 
are American blue chips: Apple Inc. (AAPL) and Microsoft Corporation (MSFT), and 
the main Apple’s rival – South Korean company Samsung Electronics Co (SSUN). 
These companies belong to the high-tech sector, according to estimates Forbes [15] 
they are among the 20 largest companies in the world and have gilt-edged security [16]. 
The time series length is the last 10 years period – from 2009 to 2018 [17, 18]. 

2.1 Investigation of stock quotes time series  

Consider three time series (TS) of stock quotes Apple.Inc. (AAPL), Microsoft 
Corporation (MSFT) and Samsung Electronics Co (SSUN) for the period from 2009 to 
2018: 

 V(i) = 〈v (i)〉, t = 1,2516; (1) 

where i ∈ {AAPL,MSFT, SSUN}. 
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The visualization of the Apple.Inc., Microsoft Corporation and Samsung Electronics 
Co stock quotes dynamics is presented in the figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Stock quotes dynamics of Apple.Inc. – V(AAPL), Microsoft Corporation – V(MSFT) 

and Samsung Electronics Co securities – V(SSUN) for the period from 2009 to 2018. 

One of the most common indicators that diagnoses memory in time series, and, 
consequently, nonlinearity is the Hurst exponent.  

If the system for a sufficiently long period of time shows a high value of the Hurst 
exponent H, this indicates interrelated events. As a measure of interrelated events, it is 
known there is a correlation coefficient. The influence the present-day to the future can 
be given by the following correlation ratio [11]: 

 C = 22H–1 – 1, (1) 

where C – measure of correlation, H – Hurst exponent. 
If 퐻 ∈ (0.5; 1], then TS is persistent or trend-resistant [11, 12] and is characterized 

by the effect of long-term memory. The events are all the more correlated, the closer 
the value of H to 1 (C is also close to one or to 100% correlation according to (1)). 

We apply R/S-analysis [11, 12] to the output time series. The results of R/S-analysis 
are shown in Table 1. This indicates the existence of the persistence properties in the 
output time series. This fact is also confirmed by the results of a mixing test (Table 1). 
According to its results, the Hurst exponents for the mixed time series are close to 0.5. 

Table 1. Hurst exponents for the time series and mixed time series of Apple Inc., Microsoft 
Corporation and Samsung Electronics Co stock quotations from 2009 to 2018. 

V (i) 퐻 퐻  
V (AAPL) 0.965 0.587 
V (MSFT) 0.953 0.539 
V (SSUN) 0.964 0.571 

 
To avoid false judgments, let's take into account the experience of the previous 

researches on the particularities of calculating the Hurst exponent: with an increase in 
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the length of a series, the Hurst exponent tends to be overestimated. To take into account 
this feature, we calculate the Hurst exponent for the last year from the study period: 

 V (i) = 〈v (i)〉, t = 1,251  

where i ∈ {AAPL,MSFT, SSUN}. 
As a result of calculations, we get the Table 2.  

Table 2. Hurst exponents for the time series and mixed time series of Apple Inc., Microsoft 
Corporation and Samsung Electronics Co stock quotations per 2018 

V (i) 퐻 퐻  
V (AAPL)  0.912 0.605 
V (MSFT) 0.91 0.545 
V (SSUN) 0.904 0.631 

 
The obtained values are confirmed by our assumption that the stock quotes time 

series (TS) of three companies have the property of persistence, and, as a result, the 
presence of long-term memory. 

However, the Hurst exponent characterizes the behavior of the time series in the 
whole, but does not allow quantifying the memory depth of the time series. Because 
over time, this characteristic may change, so we do not deal with a uniquely determined 
value, but with a value that is characterized by uncertainty: the depth of memory can 
take some value from the set of possible values. For its description and definition, we 
use the sequential R/S-analysis method specified in [19]. The result of this method is 
the construction of a memory depth fuzzy set: 

 L(i) = l, μ(l) , l ∈ L   

Graphical representations of the memory depth fuzzy set for each time series are shown 
in the Figure 2. 

The value of the membership function μ(l) determines the degree of belonging of the 
natural number l ("depth l") to the fuzzy set L(i). Therefore, to characterize and compare 
the behavior of time series, it is important to establish, firstly, the memory depth that is 
most commonly found in the time series, and secondly, the range of time slices l for 
which the trend-stability of the series is typical (the value of the membership function 
l exceeds 0.6). This information is presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Information about the fuzzy set of memory depths for stock quotations. 

V (i) The range l, if µ(l) ≥ 0.6 Memory depth l with the largest µ(l) 
V(AAPL) 8-15 days 9 days 
V(MSFT) 9-17 days 15, 14 days 
V(SSUN) 6-18 days 11 days 

 
Thus, it is found that all three time series have close values of memory depth. 

However, if for AAPL and SSUN securities they are 9 and 10, 11 days respectively, 
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then MSFT is 15 days. At the same time for this time series (MSFT) there is the smallest 
range of depth distribution - from 9 to 17 days. The obtained results allow us to assert 
that the long-term influence of the previous values of a series on its subsequent ones 
exists. And in comparison with other three securities the most stable time series is 
V(MSFT). This can be used as an advantage in assessing the risk of investing, 
predictability of its outcome and, consequently, to determine the investment horizon. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
с) 

Fig. 2. Fuzzy set L(i) of memory depths for the time series of Apple Inc. (a), Microsoft 
Corporation (b) and Samsung Electronics Co (с) securities. 

Thus, in analyzing stock quotations of selected companies, their fractality was 
established, which enabled the use of discrete nonlinear dynamics methods to obtain 
important characteristic indicators of the dynamics of these time series. 
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2.2 Profitability time series of stock quotations 

In the analysis of stock quotations on the financial market it is accepted to work not 
only with the sequence of absolute prices, but with the sequence of relative changes, 
that is, the yield or profitability of the security. 

The sequence of relative prices has certain advantages over the sequence of prices. 
First, the transformation of the price sequence into the sequence of relative changes 

allows for greater comparability of different assets. 
Secondly, for the sequence of relative changes, the average and variance are more 

stationary than the average and variance of the sequence of absolute prices values [20, 
21]. 

We find out the question of the persistence properties availability for the time series 
of the above financial instruments (stock quotations). 

Consider the profitability TS calculated by the formulas: 

 P(i) = 〈p (i)〉, (3) 

 	p (i) =
( 	( ) ( )( ))

( )( )
∗ 100%, (4) 

where vt(i) ‒ the quotation of the investment instrument at a day t, 
i ∈ {AAPL,MSFT, SSUN}. 

The obtained time series of profitability are checked for the existence of persistence 
properties using the Hurst exponent. The Hurst exponents for stock quotations 
profitability are close to 0.5 (Table 4), indicating the random nature of the changes in 
the increment of quotations and the absence of internal ties between events. 

Table 4. The Hurst exponents for the profitability time series depending on the value of lag. 

i The Hurst exponent for P (i) 
S=1 S=5 S=10 S=15 S=18 S=21 S=25 S=42 

AAPL 0.58 0.71 0.77 0.80 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.87 
MSFT 0.55 0.699 0.76 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.83 0.85 
SSUN 0.54 0.66 0.73 0.77 0.78 0.80 0.81 0.84 

 
The obtained Hurst exponents show there are no signs of fractality in the selected 

time series. In this way, families of profitability time series with a certain lag were 
constructed and investigated [22].  

The time series of the “delayed” profitability are constructed by the formula: 

 푝 (i) =
( 	( ) ( )( ))

( )( )
∗ 100%, (5) 

where vt(i) ‒ the quotation of the investment instrument at a day t; s – is a lag value.  
Then profitability time series is equal to: 

 P (i) = 〈푝 (푖)〉, (6) 

where i ∈ {AAPL,MSFT, SSUN}. 
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However, the question remains: how quickly this property acquires the time series 
of so-called “delayed profitability”. 

The character of the profitability dynamics varies depending on the magnitude of the 
time lag (Table 4) and, as it grows, the time series acquire the properties of persistence 
(the property of memory). 

The graphic representation of the Hurst exponent dependence on the lag is shown in 
Figure 3: 

 
Fig. 3. Hurst exponent depending on the value of lag. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 4. Dynamics of profitability time series for Apple Inc. (AAPL) with: a) lag 1; b) lag 15. 

Figure 5 shows that the Hurst exponent grows parabolic with increasing lag magnitude. 
The persistent one is that time series, if its Hurst exponent equal to or greater than 0.8. 
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Moreover, the growth rate of H in the profitability of different securities is different: 
for AAPL this lag is 15 days, for MSFT – 18 days, for SSUN – 21 days. 

 
b) 

Fig. 5. Pseudo-phase spaces with tests on a drifting attractor for profitability time series of 
AAPL with: a) lag 1 – P (AAPL); b) lag 15 – P (AAPL). 

For the received persistent time series we carry out their diagnostics for the presence in 
their structure of deterministic chaos. Since the results of the AAPL, MSFT, and SSUN 
profitability are similar, we consider the results of the tests for AAPL stock quotations. 
Figure 4 shows the profitability TS for Apple shares with the lag 1 (a) and 15 (b). 

Figure 4 shows how the time series structure changes and how periods of growth or 
decline in profitability appear. Moreover, not one of the time series has any signs of 
stationary behavior, this means the expediency of further diagnostics by the methods of 
deterministic chaos [23]. 

At the next stage, pseudophase spaces are constructed and drift attractor' tests are 
performed. Graphic representation is shown in Figure 5. 

The construction of the pseudophase space allows to establish the relationship 
between the events of the series in time for the delayed profitability and to put forward 
the hypothesis of the attractor presence. Conversely, the time series of the AAPL 
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profitability with the lag 1 shows accumulation near the point (0, 0) with a random 
deviation from it. That is, for the time series of profitability P (AAPL), the hypothesis 
regarding the presence of such deterministic chaos features as a drifting attractor or 
joker is rejected, and events of the time series are defined as independent of each other. 

Figure 6 shows a graphical representation of the Gilmore test [24]. 

    
a) b) 

Fig. 6. Gilmore graphic test for profitability time series of AAPL with: a) lag1 – P (AAPL); 
b) lag 15 – P (AAPL). 

The Gilmore test demonstrates changes in the dynamics of the two time series 
P (AAPL) and P (AAPL) from random to deterministic chaos. Figure 6 b) shows the 
presence of close trajectories, as well as empty sections and diagonal bands, which may 
indicate an interval joker. 

Thus, the resulting time series of delayed profitability acquire characteristics of 
fractal dynamics (deterministic chaos) and become suitable for analysis by nonlinear 
dynamics methods. Using the sequential R/S-analysis method [19] we obtain the values 
of the depth memory, which characterizes the ranges of the trend-stability of the time 
series (Figure 7). 

Table 5 shows the memory depth l with the largest value of the membership function 
µ(l) and the time period for which the membership function µ(l) exceeds the value of 
0.6. 

Table 5. Information about the fuzzy set of memory depths for the delayed profitability time 
series. 

Ps (i) 
The range l, 
if µ(l) ≥ 0.6 

Memory depth l 
with the largest µ(l) 

P (AAPL) 6-13, 15 12 
P (MSFT) 10-16 11 
P (SSUN) 8-14 9 
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a) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 7. Fuzzy set of memory depths for the profitability time series of: a) AAPL with lag 15 
days; b) MSFT with lag 18 days; c) SSUN with lag 21 days. 

From table 5 it follows that the most persistent is the time series P (AAPL), despite 
the least time lag s. 

3 Conclusions 

The persistence property or trend-stability of the time series is crucial for the investor. 
The presence of persistence and, accordingly, the effect of long-term memory in the 
time series of the investment instrument, on the one hand, provides for better 
predictability of its dynamics, and, on the other, reduces the risk of accidental changes 
within the planning horizon. In this work, a diagnostic of the persistency are conducted 
for the stock quotations time series of Apple Inc., Microsoft Corporation, and Samsung 
Electronics Co., Ltd.  
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As a result of the application of the normalized Hurst range (R/S-analysis), it is 
proved that the stock quotations dynamics of these companies have the persistence 
property. Applying the sequential R\S analysis method, the leading characteristics of 
the long-term memory are discovered, it makes possible to carry out a comparative 
analysis of their predictability.  

At the next stage, time series of stock returns (the profitability time series) were 
studied. It was found that the profitability time series do not have the properties of 
persistence, and the values of profitability are independent of each other. However, the 
use of the drift attractor test and the Gilmore test, as well as R/S-analysis, allows 
revealing the appearance of the persistence property in the “delayed” profitability time 
series. For persistent time series of profitability, fuzzy sets of memory depths were built 
and time intervals for which memory is characteristic were revealed. 

The set of results obtained allows us to assert the fractal nature of the quotations time 
series, while the characteristics of the persistence (depth of memory) determined by the 
research can be useful to the investor in terms of the investment instrument choice and 
the investment horizon as well as can be used in selecting the parameters of the 
forecasting model. 
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